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ABSTRACT
In spite of the fact that the novel, which is at the present 
time one of the dominant forms of prose fiction in Thailand,
asserted itself as a new genre in Thai literature nearly half a
century ago, no detailed study of its origin and development has
been made* This thesis, therefore, is written as an attempt to
provide such a study. Its scope has been limited to the early 
development of this new literary genre. This study was based 
chiefly on the material available in the library of the School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, and in the 
National Library in Bangkok, and personal communications with 
many writers, journalists and men of letters in Thailand. The 
thesis contains nine chapters, one table and one appendix*
Chapter one presents a brief general history of Thai litera­
ture with emphasis on the poetic tradition.
Chapter two deals with the history and nature of prose works 
before the modern period.
Chapter three is concerned with book production before and 
after the introduction of printing technology.
Chapter four examines the role of journalism in relation to 
the development of modern prose fiction.
Chapters five and six deal with the literary climate in which 
the novel proper was to emerge, with special reference to the 
development of the short story, imported literature derived from 
Western and Chinese fiction - appearing in books and films, and 
the proto-novel. An historical background of the works is included.
Chapter seven discusses the nature of the first published 
novels of ,fSl Burapha", tfD9kmai Sotn and Prince A-katdamkoeng.
Chapter eight provides a general description of the reading 
public and examines the relationship between readers and writers 
of modern prose fiction, with special reference to Prince Phichit- 
prichak9n and Prince A-katdamkoeng.
Chapter nine is a conclusion in which the correlation between 
the developing novel and society is discussed.
The table contains historical events significantly relevant to 
the development of the novel in Thailand.
The appendix contains biographical sketches of Prince Phichit- 
prichakon, Prince Bidyalankarana, King Vajiravudh, Prince A-kat- 
damkoeng, l!D9kmai iSotn and HSi Burapha1*.
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NOTE
In this thesis four systems of chronology are used:
(i) The Buddhist era (B.E.): beginning in 5^3 B.C.
(ii) The Christian era (A.D.)
(iii) Chulasakkarat: beginning in 638 A.D,
(iv) Natanakosin sakkarat (r.s.): beginning in 1782 A.D.
In the body of the text, all the dates are converted into the 
Christian era, whereas the originals are retained in the footnotes 
and bibliography.
In the bibliography, Thai authors appear according to the 
alphabetical order of their first names or the names generally 
known to the public; Western authors appear according to the 
alphabetical order of their surnames.
The transcription of Thai terms into Noman characters follows 
the general system of the Royal Institute of Thailand except that
in the case of common place names and proper names, especially
those of certain authors, general usage and their personal spellings 









TABLE OF HISTORICAL EVENTS RELEVANT TO 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NOVEL
Introduction of printing technology into Thailand 
by American Missionaries*
Circulation of Ratchakitchanubeksa (the Royal 
Gazette), the first periodical in Thai*
Publication of the Journal of the Siamese Embassy 
to London in 1837; book trade began*
Publication of Samkok, prose fiction translated 
from Chinese literature*
Foundation of the first modern school in the Royal 
Palace.
Circulation of Darunowat, the first magazine in 
Thai*
Proclamation of an Anti-slavery Act.













Foundation of the Wachirayan Library and ciroulation 
of its periodicals#
The first and only instalment of HSanuk N&lc” was 
published in Wachirayan Wjset.
Khwam Phayabat, a translation of Marie Corelli*s 
Vendetta, was serialized in Lak Witthaya.
Establishment of the City Library.
Jhotmai Changwang Ram was published in instalments 
in lhawi Panya.
Proclamation of a Literary Act.
Foundation of Chulalongkorn University.
Pluachai Chai Num (proto-novel) was published in 
instalments in Pusit Samit.
Proclamation of a Compulsory Education Act.
Saw the wide spread of publications of imported 
prose fiction from books and from films.
xii
1928 Publication of Luk Phuchai.
1929 Sattru Khtyng Chao Lpn was serialized in Thai
Khasem.
1929 Publication of Lakhpn Haeng Chiwit*
1CHAPTER I
Introduction: The Poetic Tradition
The novel, a form of narrative prose fiction, marks a new
era in the history of Thai literature* The realistic method of
presentation of human experiences, imagination, sentiments, and
ideas in terms of prose narrative is a break-away from the Thai
literary convention, in which poetic techniques have generally
been employed for a period of over six hundred years. However,
this new form of literature does not emerge all of a sudden;
but, it rather is a kind of mutation in the process of a literary
evolution. The Thai term "nawaniyal”, which is an equivalent of
1
the English word "novel” is less than fifty years old. And in
1886 A.D., perhaps the first time' when a Thai word was used to
stand for what is generally called "the novel”, it actually was
2
a transliteration of the English term itself. Nevertheless, the
1. The writer was told by Sanit ckaroenrat, a senior journalist, 
and Sot Kuramarohit, a famous post-war novelist, that the term 
"UOlltnU 11 (nawaniyai)1, is likely to have been an invention of the 
Suphab-Burut Group. More detail of the Group is given in chapter IV,
pp. 106-108.
2. The term was employed by King Chulalongkorn in his letter 
dated Sunday, the eighth month, the ninth day of the waxing moon, 
chulasakkarat 1248, to Prince Pawaretwariyalongk§n, the Abbot of Wat 
B9W9nniwet and Prince Vajiraftana Varorasa. See Chulalongkorn, King 
of Thailand, and Somdet Phra Maha Samanachao Krom Phraya Vajiranana 
Varorasa, Phraratchahatthalekha Phrabatsomdet Phra Chulachtymklaochao- 
yuhua Song MI Pai Ma Kap Somdet Phra Maha Samanachao Krom Phraya 
Vajiranana Varorasa (Bangkok: Distributed at the remembrance ceremony 
for the nineteenth anniversary of King Chulalongkorn's death, Sophonphi 
phatthanak9n, 2472), p. 4; see chapter VIII, p. 29o.
2fact that the Thai novel appears in the same period during which 
the Thais have had a closer contact with the West, cannot be treated 
simply as a matter of coincidence.
Thai literary tradition, like other aspects of their culture, 
has obviously changed as time goes on. Features such as language, 
forms, styles, subject matter, and other factors which constitute a 
Thai literary work have often borne the marks of foreign influences
i.e. of the Khmer, Ceylonese, ancient Indian, Persian, Javanese, 
Chinese and Western. But, again, like other aspects of their civi­
lization, the literary culture of the Thais is an original synthesis 
including strong admixtures of cultures with which they have come 
into contact. Thus, it is important to look into the Thai literary 
development briefly from the beginning to see how the tradition has 
evolved before it reaches the era of the novel.
The recorded history of Thai literature might be said to have
begun in the last two decades of the thirteenth century. That is
after the introduction of a Thai alphabet by King Ramkhamhaeng
of Sukhothai in 1283 A.D., and inscriptions were put on a stele in 
1
1292 A.D, These inscriptions tell a brief social history of the 
Thais under the leadership of King Ran&iamhaeng, the third monarch of 
the Sukhothai period, as well as showing a style of writing the Thai
1. G. Coedfes (ed.) Inscriptions de Bukhodaya (Bangkok: 
Sophonphiphatthan£k9n, 2467), Pt. I, pp. 14 and 57®
3language with the alphabet newly introduced. The form used in this 
earliest written record is prose narrative. It is the case that 
prose writing was introduced early and has been used ever since then, 
but certainly mostly as a tool for practical communication before the 
modern period. Poetry, on the other hand, was in evidence in imagi­
native writing several decades later than the earliest Sukhothai material,
A piece of poetry which is believed to have been composed some 
time in the middle of the fourteenth century A.D, is regarded as
the earliest. It is a short poem written in rax dan and a kind of
■'I „  p
khlong ha verse forms. As the poem is originally in Kh9m script,
it inevitably contains some items of Kh9m vocabulary. A mystic 
atmosphere dominates the poem, which however was not primarily to be 
read for entertainment, but to be recited or read in a royal cere­
mony called "th5 nam phra phiphat satcha”^ , the ceremony in which 
soldiers and officers would drink cursed-spelled water while taking 
an oath of fealty to the sovereign.^ This ceremony is believed to
1. Plitang Na Nakh9n, Prawat Wannakhadi Thai Samrap Naksdksa,
A History of Thai Literature for Students (B^gkok:" Thai Watana
— 5—
2. Kh$m script is a variant of Khmer script used for Pali and 
Thai textual material.
3. This term sometimes appears as HsattayafT.
km Chulalongkorn, King of Thailand, Phraratchaphithi Sipsiyng 
£Uan, The Royal Ceremonies of the Twelve Months (Bangkok;Sin'la-' 
pabannSkhan7 2503) Y pp• 228-23^ and 231-271•
have been performed since the reign of the first king of Ayuthaya, 
who ruled the kingdom during 1350~'1369 A.D., up to the reign of 
King Rama VII of the Ratanakosin period. This piece of poetry- 
ceased to have its active social function after the revolution
-i
of 1932 , which .thought a constitutional monarchy to the kingdom.
As the ceremony was held for officers and soldiers to make an oath 
of fidelity to the king, the mystical tone of the poem is, to some 
extent, able to serve its psychological purpose, that is, to make 
them feel conscious of being faithful and loyal to the king who 
is the leader of the people, and to bring unity among the officers 
and soldiers themselves. This piece of poetry, which is generally 
known as' Prakat (Gngkan) Chaeng Ham Khlong Ha"appears to be the only 
piece of work in the poetic tradition which had survived through 
maintaining an active social function for nearly six hundred years.
The first poetic works found in Thai script are believed to 
have been composed about a hundred years later. Here we have 
Maha Chat Kham Luang. Lilit Yuan Phai. and Khlong Thawathotsamat.
Maha Chat Kham Luang is a religious poem adapted from a 
jataka tale. It tells the story of the last of the ten great lives 
of the Lord Buddha prior to his enlightenment, which Thai Buddhists 
consider the most important in the cycle of his lives. In this 
poem, the Lord Buddha is known as Phra Wetsand9n. During this
5life time of his, the lord Buddha is seen, in his renunciation, 
to have arrived at the highest form of merit, that is, the 
freedom of the mind from all kinds of sensual wants which leads 
eventually to a complete detachment.
However, there have been several variations of Maha Qhat, 
which literally means "the great life", and which is generally 
referred to as the story of Phra Wetsandt?n. The next variation 
is believed to have been written perhaps 120-1/f5 years later, 
that is between 1602-1627 A.D."* The vocabulary in Kan Maha Chat 
is comparatively new, and much more familiar to modern readers 
than that which appears in Maha Chat Kham Luang:, which was composed 
presumably in the reign of King Baromatrailokanat who ruled the 
kingdom during 1Aj4 8-1^88 A.D.^
Another poetic work in Thai script, which is believed to
3 -
have been composed in this period is Lilit Yuan Phai. The poem 
is written obviously with an historical motive intended to eulogize 
King Baromatrailokanat himself. This panegyric is presented mainly
1. Kap Maha Chat (Bangkok: Khlang Witthaya, 2507), pp. 1-Jf 
and 85-93.
2. ^National Library, Prachum ffhongsawadan Chabap Hq &amut 
Haeng Chat, Collected Historical1 Records (Bangkok: Kawna, 2507),
Vol. 1, pp. 121.
3. A "lilit" is a form of poetic composition. A lilit poem 
normally contains a combination of various forms of rai and khlohg, 
see Uppakitsinlapasan, Phraya, Chanthalak, Versification of Lak 
Phasa Thai. Thai Grammar and Versification (Bangkok: Thai V/atana
Panich, 2/f99), pp. 98-102.
6in the form of khlong dan* Lilit Yuan Phai tells the story of 
the victory of the Southern Thais (those who lived in and around 
Ayuthaya) in a war against the Northern Thais (those who lived 
in and around Chiangmai). The poem could be counted as the first 
piece of poetic eulogy of a king, which is an aspect of the Thai 
literary tradition which remains a living one*
The last main work which is also believed to have been com­
posed during this period, presumably by a group of a few court
—  —  1 2poets, is Thawathotsamat * It is a kind of nirat poem .
Ihawathotsamat is perhaps the earliest piece of reflective or 
personal poetry to appear in the history of Thai literature*
This poetic lament is highly regarded as an old master of nirat 
poems, whose style has often been imitated by poets of the same 
sort*
It is probably from the fact that the region now known as 
Thailand was, before the Ghulalongkorn period, mainly a combination 
of agricultural city-states and provinces, with Ayuthaya as the 
most prominent, that education in a systematic scholarly sense 
had hardly become a public service. The Ayuthaya court, thus,
1* The term ,fniratIf in Thai literature stands for a form of 
poetic composition in which a poet describes in a melancholy way 
his personal feeling resulting from separation from his beloved and 
his love-longing. See Manas Ghitakasem, f,The Emergence and Develop­
ment of Nirat Genre in Thai Poetry11, J*S«S*, Vol. 6 0, Pfc. 2 (July 
1972), pp. 136-139*
2. Ibid*, pp. 1A3-1A5
yappeared to have been the active centre of progressive civi­
lization as well as of decadence. Little creative work has 
been recorded while the kingdom was at war, either internal or 
external. And, during those 1+17 years of the Ayuthaya period, 
there were really only a few intervals when she was free from 
any kinds of war. Two of those wars were really disastrous, 
one of which brought the capital city of Ayuthaya into an end.
The first one was in 1569, when she was defeated by Burmese 
troops, and fifteen years later her independence was declared 
and resumed by King Naresuan in 1^ 8*+ A.D. The last one was in 
1767. This i\rar, again with the Burmese, brought complete 
destruction to the city of Ayuthaya, which had been a centre of 
Thai civilization for a period of over four hundred years.
Thai poetic work appears to have gained its highest pro­
ductive point twice in the history of Thai literature. Once was 
in the Ayuthaya period, during 1656-1688 A.D., when King Naral 
became the 27th king; and the other was in the Katanakosin, 
during 1809-1821+ A.D., when King Hama II was on the throne. In 
those high times of poetic creativity, the kings and their courtiers, 
as well as ladies in the courts, had often had their share in the 
making of literary history.
Incidentally, however, there is one piece of epic-romance 
poetry in a lilit style, whose author and time when it was composed 
cannot yet be identified with certainty. But Hrince Damrong 
Kajanubhab, a Thai scholar, tends to place its date either in the 
reign of King Baromtrailokanat, or some time before the Naral
8period • Unlike Lilit Yuan Phai, which is a panegyric, this long 
narrative poem tells the story of Phra L9, a young king who, in 
his pursuit of love, comes to a tragic end. Although the story 
is set in a political atmosphere, Lilit Phra Lq is mainly a story 
of human passions. The poem expresses itself convincingly as to 
what love and hatred can do to man; it shows different kinds of 
love - love between mother and son, husband and wife, master and 
servant, and men and women in general. In spite of its many old 
Thai terras and unfamiliar vocabulary, Lilit Phra L§ has won a 
strong admiration among scholars of Thai literature as well as the 
general public for centuries. And, when a scholar in the court of 
King Narai composed a text-book for students of Thai, a literary 
device used in telling this love story was taken as a master-model
p
of a poetic form .
As mentioned earlier, in the reign of King Narai, Thai literature 
is said to have come to its highest productive, point for the first
time. Here many new poetic forms had been recorded, for instance,
_ _ _ _ 3
kap h.9 khlong, kap khap mai, chan etc. But, it could be possible,
however, that these forms had been taken up most widely as means of
1. Lilit Phra Lq (Bangkok: Sinlapabannakhan, 2508), intro., 
PP» ^  *
2. Phra Horathibadi et al., Chinda Hani Lem NAnsc-Song Kap 
BantMk K'ftang: Nangsft Chinda Manx Lae Chinda Mani Chabap Prachao 
Baromakot, (&inda Mani Version I and II. History of Cfenda"'ManI 
and cfeinda Mani Written in the Peign of King Baromalcot (Bangkok: 
Sinlapabarmakhan, 250^), p. 32.
3* Ibid., pp. 29-78.
9a literary expression during this period, instead of being suddenly 
invented then, The major works believed to have been composed here 
are mainly romance poetry: Sua-kho Kham Chan. Anirut Kham Chan,
Samutthakhot Kham Chan (unfinished). And, the most distinguished 
among other works are Khlong Nirat Hariphunchai. Khlong Kamsuan 
Sjprat, and Chinda Manx.
Staa-kho Kham Chan, a romance poem composed by Phra Maha 
Batchakhru, is written entirely in chan forms. The poet ;!;,too].c, at 
least, two tales in Bannasa Jataka\  ana recreated! them in the form 
of a romance. In spite of its religious origin, Sfta-kho Kham ^han 
contains stronger elements of romance, and, as such, it is quite 
famous• Like Maha Chat Kham Luang, there have been other variations 
of the story, one of which is illustrated with cartoons by a famous
1/
living cartoonist and popular poet, Prayun Chanyawong. And, this 
variation was published in a newspaper in instalments some twenty 
years ago.
Another romance poem composed by the same poet, but left 
unfinished, is Samutthakhot Kham Chan. Here again, the poet who was 
generally known also as a scholar and astrologer in the court of
JV 2
King Naral took the story from a in Pannasa Jataka , and again
1• Pannasa Jataka, Vol. 8, No. 29i Phahalakhawx Chadok, 
trans. Phra Yanawichit (Sitthi Lotchan&non) (Bangkok: distributed
at the funeral of Nang Nonthabancha (Than9m Chak9n), Bararungnukunkit, 
2*f68), pp. 90-98,5 and, Vol. 2*f, No. 8 : Suwannawong Chadok, trans.
Luang Thamrong Chedirat (Thet Wiriyarat) (Bangkok:Distributed at 
the funeral of Chac Shorn Manda Talab, a consort of Hama V, 
Sophonphitphattanak9n, 2if73)» p. 16.
2 * Ibid., Vol. 1, No. 1: Samutthalc&t Chadok, trans. Sommct;Am9raphan,
Prince (Bangkok: Distributed at the funeral of K.B. Lek Hiriwong,
Sophonphlphatthanak9n, 2^6?)» pp* 1-2if.
10
re-created it in chan forms# But, unlike Bfta-kho Kham Chan, 
this romance was composed primarily for shadow-play# Samutthakhot 
Kham Chan is indeed a peculiar work, in that it took a long period 
of over 160 years and three distinguished poets to make the poem 
complete. It was begun by Phra Maha Ratchakhru, continued by 
King Narai himself, as the former had passed away before the task 
was done, and for the same reason the poem was left unfinished 
until in the reign of Rama III of Ratanakosin, when Krom Bomdet 
Phra Paramanuchitchinorot took over and completed it#
Another epic-romance believed to have been composed during
this period by a controversial poet, Siprat, is Anirut Kham Chan#
Here, again in chan forms, the poet presents a romance whose story
1
is derived from an episode in Hindu Puranas • And again there 
are other variations of this epic legend from Sanskrit origin, 
but whose hero*s name reappears sometimes as Unarut in later vari­
ations, such as a dance drama re-composed by Rama I in the Ratanakosin 
period.
looking back at these poems: lilit Phra Samutthakhot Kham
Chan, .Anirut Kham Chan, and S&a-Kho Kham Chan, one can see that three 
of them possess a common feature, that is they are all entitled with 
the names of the heroes: Phra I9, Phra Samutthakhot, and Phra Anirut
1. D. N* Bose (ed# X Barivamsha, trans. (Bengal: Datta Bose 
and Co.), Pfc. I, Chaps. C1XXV-CDCXXIX, pp. l&fr-kSk*
11
respectively. It may also be interesting to note here that the 
stories of Samutthakhot Kham Chan, and Anirut Kham Chan are more 
ox’ less identical, and that of Lilit Phra ia. which is believed 
to have its origin in an old tale told in a Northern Thai state, 
is also similar to the two, but only in its main outline. The 
chief difference between Samutthakhot Kham Chan and Anirut Kham 
Chan, on the one hand, and Lilit Phra Lq« on the other, lies not 
only in the literary forms in which they are presented, but more 
in the point of view of their authors in composing them.
Samutthakhot and Anirut are obviously dominated by the ancient 
Indian philosophy, which believes that man is subjected to supreme 
external forces beyond human control. Phra Lq, on the other hand, 
emphasizes stronger psychological aspects of human beings, which 
is a unique characteristic of Thai literature. While Phra 
Samutthakhot and Phra Anirut are subjected to the wills and acts 
of gods and demons, Phra L9 is subjected to his own desire and 
actions. Here one can see that Hinduism sheds its light on 
Samutthakhot and Anirut, on the one hand, and Buddhism on Phra Lq, 
on the other.
As mentioned earlier, there are three other distinguished works 
which are believed to have been produced in the reign of King Narai:
mm mm mm mm ** mm mf.
Khlong Kamsuan Siprat, Khlong Nirat Hariphunchai and Chinda Manx.
12
Khlong Kamsuan Slprat is a nirat poem in the form of khlong 
si composed, presumably, by the controversial poet, Siprat.^ This 
nirat poem, though it appears in Thai script, contains much 
vocabulary unfamiliar to modern readers; and a guide to Khlong 
Kamsuan Sjprat is very much needed if one really wishes to appreciate 
its literary flavour. Surprisingly, however, the sentiment of the 
poem has really had a great effect on poets of later generations for 
centuries. One of the admirers of this poetic lament is Nai Narin- 
thibet, a person of vague identity, who composed a reminiscence of 
it which is very well known as Khlong Nirat Narin. The poem has 
rightly distinguished its composer as a poet in the reign of Rama II 
of Ratanakosin. In spite of its vocabulary and poetic syntax,
Khlong Kamsuan Slprat is generally regarded as a masterpiece of 
khlong nirat poetry.
The contemporary khlong nirat of Kamsuan Siprat is Nirat 
Hariphunchai perhaps. The poem is also in the form of khlong si.
But, unlike Khlong Kamsuan Slprat, Khlong Nirat Hariphunchai was 
not written originally in Thai script. It is believed to have been 
converted from its original northern dialect into central Thai 
presumably in the reign of King Narai.^
1* Chitakasem, op. cit., pp. 11*7“ 1^ 9*
2. Ibid., p. 150.
13
The most remarkable work which is believed to have first 
appeared also in this period is Chinda Manx* Unlike its con­
temporary, ffhinda Manx is not a book of poetry but a book, 
mainly, on poetry. Although the content, as it stands, is 
presented in a rather disorganised way, Chinda Mani is believed 
to have been the first systematically organised textbook in Thai 
for Thai people themselves. This textbook, which is believed to 
have been prepared by Phra Horathibadx is probably the first
/j
collection of various forms of the Thai poetic tradition.
It can be noticed here that, in those days, the court was the
active centre of Thai intellectual activities; and, it is often
noticed that the taste and skill of the king usually signified the
direction of the cultural stream. During the reign of King Narai,
the king himself appeared not only as one of the great political
leaders Thailand has had, but also as one of the poets. Besides
a part in Samutthakhot Kham Chan, the king is believed to have
2
also composed a number of didactic poems. There is thus strong 
evidence that the court of King Narai was really an active centre 
of Thai literary activities.
V M
1. Chanthit Krasaesin, r,Chinda Mani; Sangkhep BantMkir, 
Journal of International P.E.N.-Thailand Centre. Vol. 2 
(December, 2302 J" pp. 9*8-113; see also Phra HorSLthibadt et al», 
Chinda Mahi, • •• , pp. 123-151*
2. Na Nak|dn, op. cit.. pp. 133-1 *1-1 •
It was in that period when Simon de la Loubere, an envoy 
from the King of France to the king of Siam, came to Ayuthaya*
Then when the French envoy came across the Thais he described 
them in Du royaume de Siam as "natural poets'1.
During the 120 year interval between the reign of King Narai 
and that of Hama II of Bangkok, there were only a few poetic 
works in evidence. The most outstanding ones are the personal 
poems composed by Chaofa Thammathibet, a sentimental prince, a 
great-grandson of King Narai himself. The prince, whose father was 
a king of Thailand, seems to have compensated for what he lacked 
in the actual world with his impetuous fehlings and sweet imagination 
which he expressed, in a charming manner, by means of words. The 
aesthetic quality of his bot he rtta (boat-songs), bot he khruan 
(love-lament) and nirat poems,has rightly distinguished the prince 
as a master of reflective poetry in the forms of bot he and kap h$ 
khlong.
It is interesting to find that this prince with literary 
talents, who is well-known as one of the leading romantic poets, 
and who composed beautiful reflective poetry on love and nature, 
is also the author of a serious religious poem, Nanthopananthasut 
Kham Luang. As it were, the poem owes its story to Pali literature.
1. Simon de la Loubere, A New Historical Relation of the 
Kingdom of Siam, trans. A. P. Gen. R.S.S. (London: Oxford
University Press, 19&9) P* &0 *
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Nanthopananthasut Kham Luang depicts the supernatural activities 
of Phra Mokkhala, a distinguished disciple of the Lord Buddha, 
who calms down an angry leader of the naga (serpents) until the 
state of mind of the latter becomes tranquil, thus able to com­
prehend the Buddha Dhamma.
There is one more religious poem, which is believed to have 
been composed by Prince Thammathibet, that is Bara Malai Kham 
Luang. Here, the poet acknowledged the legend of Maliyadeva
m 1Thera, a character in Pali literature, again as his source.
The poem tells the story of Phra Malai, a Ceylonese arahant, whose 
mind had attained the stage of purification and emancipation which 
enabled him to possess a miraculous freedom of movement. This 
freedom allowed him to visit heaven and the underworld, from which 
places he brought messages to mankind. The plot is well-organised, 
and,the descriptions of the scenes, inhabitants and activities in 
these imaginary worlds are so vivid with sights, colours and sounds 
that the poem is able to create a considerably psychological effect 
on its audience or readers. Unlike other famous works of Prince
1 • „ Chao fa Thammathibet, Phra Malai Kham Luang:, of ThairjLt 
Yupho, Chao fa Thammathibet. Phra Prawat Lae Bot Hoi Krong. Chao fa 
Thammathibet; Biography and""Collected Poems (Bangkok:
Distributed at the funeral of Phraya Lekawanitthamwithak, Siwaph9n 
Ltd., 2^05) pp. 241-2^2 and 291-292.
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Thammathibet, this poem aims more at giving moral lessons than 
at creating a literary beauty mainly for its own sake.
Here one may notice that a substantial part of the poetic 
tradition carried on during the Ayuthaya period which is left 
in evidence shows a strong religious motif. Bunnowat Kham Chan, 
which is believed to have been composed by a monk, Phra Maha Nak, 
who presumably was Prince Thammathibet*s contemporary, is another 
well-known poem among,students of Thai literature. It is a 
poetic elaboration of a legend of a Buddha's footprint in Thailand. 
In chan forms, the poet not only tells the story, but also des­
cribes how the footprint is preserved and celebrated. In this 
poem, like in Samutthakhot Kham Chan, the poet referred to a number 
of theatrical performances, feats, and other forms of out-door 
entertainment* Here one comes to know that during the Ayuthaya 
period there was another kind of literature existing in the poetic 
tradition - that is, the drama. Unfortunately, however, only frag­
ments of some manuscripts of the drama composed in the Ayuthaya 
period have remained.
As mentioned earlier, the capital city of Ayuthaya fell to 
complete destruction in 1767 A.D. And, after a political restor­
ation had been made successfully by King Taksin of Thonburi in 
the same year, Thailand had to revive many other essential aspects 
of her culture to bring back her national identity. Not only its 
physical features were re-built, but its spiritual properties were
17
also revived* Thus, not only the capital city of Bangkok was 
built to resemble Ayuthaya, but the literary heritage lost 
during the war was also recomposed#
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, when King Kama II 
came to the throne, Thailand had gained a considerable political 
stability* And, as the king himself was an artist, people with 
literary talent were encouraged to make use of their creativeness 
by means of poetic expression* The motives then were mainly to 
bring back the tfglory in the past11 which was almost completely 
destroyed in 17&7 A*D., when Ayuthaya fell in the last and most 
destructive war against Burma*
Although a great part of the traditional literature was re­
composed in the early period of the Ratanakosin, the actual revival 
task had already begun from the Thonburi period onwards. The 
poetic works that had been recomposed during this period of cultural 
restoration vere mainly dramatic in form*
Like other forms of traditional literature, Thai drama has 
often had its origins in foreign lands. And, again, like other 
forms of traditional literature, in spite of its importation, Thai 
drama possesses its own essential characteristics. The influence 
of foreign cultures upon the Thai is normally incorporated in such 
a way that it emerges as a new entity* Ramakian and Ihao are the 
most distinguished examples of such development*
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There is no clear evidence to show exactly when the 
Bamakian, the Thai dramatic version of the Hama epic, was first 
composed, although fragments appear in one form or another since 
the late Ayuthaya period* In 1770 A.D* King Taksin composed 
Bamakian in the form of dance drama in klcpn. And like other 
major works in the Ayuthaya poetic tradition, there are several 
variations on the theme of this Indian epic, Bamayana.^  King 
Hama I and King Hama II each composed one, and hoth, like the 
Taksin*s text, are in the form of dance drama in klipn. Bamakian 
is indeed the most famous and longest epic dance drama in the 
history of Thai literature.
Unlike Bamakian, whose origin is from India, Inao, another 
famous dance drama in kl§n, has its theme from a Javanese legend. 
Tradition has it that Inao was a great king of Java, who reigned 
and ruled the empire of the Indonesian islands during the thir­
teenth century.^ The life of this mighty king, it is told, was 
full of love and war. Thus, Inao is, no doubt, a story of love 
and war. The drama is said to have been composed first in two
1. Damrong Bajanubhab, Prince, Tamnan Lakhon Inao, History 
of InSo, a Dance Drama (Bangkok: Khlang Witthaya, 2 508), pp. 
11-l£,126-127 and 131-132.
2 . Ibid., pp. 97* 100-102; see also Na nak^nv op. cit., 
pp. 360-382.""
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variations at the same time by two princesses, half-sisters of
mm mm
Prince thammathibet* But, unfortunately, as it were, several 
parts of the Ayuthaya manuscripts were lost, probably during the 
war in 1767 A.D. The complete work, however, was recomposed by 
Kama IX in the Ratanakosin period* Again, like the previous 
works, the narrative poem was presented in the form of dance drama 
in klpn* This variation of Inao is highly regarded as the most 
beautifully written dance drama a Thai poet has ever produced.
Incidentally, there is another famous dance drama worth 
talcing note of here. The poem was originally written during the 
Ayuthaya period in a form of popular dance drama, then recomposed 
again by Hama II. Although the drama derives its theme from a 
tale in Bannasa Jataka^. there is hardly any trace of religious 
messages left to be recognized here. The effect the drama gives 
generally is emotional - a melodramatic comedy kind, in fact - 
nevertheless, its philosophical and psychological aspects can also
1. Yupho, op. cit., p* 16; see also Rajanubhab, ibid.,
pp. 102-104.
2* Rajanubhab, ibid., pp* 140-143*
3* Bannasa Jataka* Vol. 14» No. 4 8: Suwansirasa Chadok, trans.
Phra Rachaphirom (Qiam Burananon) (Bangkok: " Distributed at the 
funeral of Nang Atthawasitsuthi (Sap Yamaphai), Saphonphiphatthanakipn, 
2470) pp* 1-40.
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be worth examining* But, at any rate, this popular dance drama,
Sang Thong* very well illustrates the synthetic aspect of a Thai 
literary culture, which nevertheless produces works of an original 
quality*
The cultural settings of the drama usually resemble a 
number of aspects of a Thai way of life; the characters often 
possess psychological reactions and other elements of sentiments 
that reflect those of the Thais themselves. But the identities 
of the characters as a vrtxole, however, are rather far from being 
real* No-one is likely to have had any doubts whether the stories 
contain any truth; one usually takes the whole drama entirely as 
fiction. But, on the other hand, when one comes to look at one 
of their contemporaries, Khun Chang Khun Bhaen - a popular epic- 
romance poem, one can observe the more authentic psychological 
aspects of the characters whose passions make up the story. In 
fact, the authenticity of this romance extends beyond the art of 
characterisation. The settings, geographical as well as cultural, 
described in the text are often identical to factual realities in 
Thailand. The characterization and description of settings in 
Khun Chang Khun Phaen help to make the poem appear so real a story 
that one is more likely to wonder whether or not there were such 
and such people living in such and such places some time in Thailand.
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However, there are assumptions that there really were such 
people as the main characters living a similar life such as des­
cribed in the poem, that the poem has its basic story from a 
ballad sung in the Thai country-side, and that the ballad tells 
the story of these people, who become the main characters of 
iuiun Chang Khun Kiaen. ^ The poem is written in kl$n sepha^, a 
poetic form which is meant primarily not to be read but to be sung*
It is interesting to find in Khun Ch&ng Khun Phaen some of 
the essential elements that render the making of a novel. Unlike 
all other traditional epic-romance poetry, this long narrative 
poem tells a story of ordinary human beings as the main protagonists 
instead of that of kings, gods, demons or animals normally found 
in Phra Lg, Inao, Ramakian, and the like. Its plot is made of 
plausible problems and convincing sentiments of such kinds of people 
in such circumstances. While the poets are well aware of the 
elements of both time and place, those of place are more emphasized
1. "Anon. 11 Khun Chang Khun Phaen (Bangkok: Khlang Witthaya,
2 5 06) pp. 3-12; see also Dararong Rajanubhab, Prince, famnan Sepha 
Rfiang Khun Chang Khun Phaen. list pry ofkKhun Chang Khun Phaen. an 
Epic-Romance (Bangkok: distributed at a royal Kathin ceremony at
Wat Prot Ket, Bara Pradaeng, Sophonphiphatthanak9n, 2if7 0) pp. 8-23 
and 26-27.
2. In the Thai literary tradition, the term **sephaIf is used 
to stand for two things. One, it stands for a method of recitation; 
the other for a poetic style. See B. H. S. Simmonds, "Thai Narrative 
Poetry: Palace and Provincial Texts of an Episode from Khun Chang 
Khun Phaen1*, Asia Major. Vol. X, Pt. 2, 1963, pp* 289-298.
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in that the poets describe them more elaborately and vividly. 
Although the poem is written in a verse form, the language used 
is remarkably realistic. As sepha is a kind of popular enter­
tainment which aims at giving an authentic atmosphere, the 
anonymous poets who composedKhun Chang Khun Phaen. which is 
regarded as the best sepha, to some extent, employed a formal
i - -
realistic method of presentation. Khun Chang Khun Phaen 
represents an indigenous aspect of ^hai literature, in that it 
deals more realistically with characters as well as with settings; 
and it emphasizes not uncontrollable external forces, as normally 
is the case in the foreign-influenced aspects, but more the 
authentic psychology of real human beings. However, while it is 
true that Khun Chang Khun Phaen possesses some elements of the 
novel, it does not necessarily undermine the conception that the 
novel in Thailand emerged as a kind of mutation in the process of 
a literary evolution, because, as a whole, this poem and what is 
normally called **the novel" are distinguished as different identi­
ties. The special characteristics referred to in Khun Chang Khun 
Bhafen stand by themselves in that poem and do not produce a whole 
new and continuing genre or mode of writing.
1* Khun Chang Khun Phaen^ intro., pp. 25-2 6.
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As far as the poetic tradition is concerned, however, there 
are yet more works to be noted. One is Lilit Taleng Phai, an 
historical romance in verse; one is Phra Aphai Mani, an epic- 
romance poem; and the last is reflective poetry, especially 
nirat poems in kl9n.
Like Lilit Yuan Phai, a panegyric written presumably some 
time in the early Ayuthaya period, Lilit faleng Phai was 
written primarily with a similar historical motive, that is, 
to eulogize heroic acts of a king. Here, though the praise also 
goes to the Burmese crown prince - the leader of the enemy*s 
troop, who is defeated - the eulogy is basically for King Naresuan, 
who successfully liberated Ayuthaya from Burmese political domi­
nation in the sixteenth century. But, unlike Lilit Yuan Phai. 
in that, in Lilit laleng Phai the poet added an element of romantic 
love to the plot, and made the language correspond to the moods 
of the characters. Although, the poet, Krom Somdet Phra Paramanu- 
chitchinorot, meant Lilit laleng Phai primarily to be a kind of 
panegyric poem, like Lilit Yuan Phai, the poem gives a different 
effect. It will do more justice to Lilit baling Phai if it is 
treated not simply either as an historical poem, or a panegyric 
in verse, like Lilit Yuan Phai, but more as a kind of an historical 
romance in verse.
2k
Another contemporary poem of Lilit Taleng Rial and Khun 
Chang Khun Phaen is Phra Aphai Mani. an epic-romance poem.
Compared to both poems, Phra Aphai Mani is a purely imagi­
native work, in that its main story is originally created by 
the poet himself. Nevertheless, the poet was not motivated 
solely by his imagination, for the psychological reactions of 
actual human beings around him, or of the poet himself, must
have interfered with the portrayal of his characters as they
A
often did in his other works. That is why the people in Phra 
Aphai Mani appear to be more real than they are normally 
expected to be in an imaginative literary work.
One of the striking features of this lengthy epic-romance 
poem is that it is not simply a story of love, and war, and
mystery, and all kinds of wonders, but it also marks an awareness
of a cultural change, whether the poet was conscious about it or 
not. As Phra Aphai Mani was written in the time when Western 
culture began to flow eastward, one can see very well how Sunth9n 
Phu, the poet, made use of this new phenomenon for fresh material 
to play a part in the plot. Unlike other Thai traditional poetic
1. Sunth<?n Phu, Phra Aphai Manx (Bangkok: Distributed at the
funeral of Prince Atsadangdechawut, Rongphim Thai, 2^68), ^ol. 1, 
intro, pp. 7-3 5•
2. Ibid., intro, pp. 28-29? and 33* It is believed that 
Sunth^n PhU began to work on this romance in the reign of Rama II, 
and probably finished it in the reign of Rama III.
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works, whose basic stories are either from particular foreign 
literary sources, or from folk-tales and/or ballads, and the 
like, Phra Aphai Mani is totally an original creation, a unique 
indigenous masterpiece of Thai epic-romance poetry, in which the 
poet nevertheless makes use of fragmentary, foreign-inspired 
ideas and themes as part of the totality of his imagination.
Besides Phra Aphai Mani. the masterpiece that immortalized 
its creator, ^unth^n Phu not only wrote more works of that sort, 
but also a number of nirat poems. Here, turning away from the 
formal convention, Sunthvn Phu, instead of using khlong, took up
_ A
the kl9n verse form to compose six out of his seven nirat poems*
Unlike the traditional nirat poems, for instance, Khlong Kamsuan
Sjprat» or Khlong Nirat Narin, Sunth9n Phu made his more personal.
It is very likely that writing nirat poems was, to some extent, a
kind of emotional as well as intellectual outlet for Sunth<?n Phu
himself. Compared to the contemporary ITirat War in* which aims at
aesthetic quality, Sunth<*>n Phu*s nirat poems reflect more realisti-
2cally the inner world of their composer himself.
1. Chitakasem, op. cit., pp. 151-157*
2. Ibid.
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Although the main purpose of literary activities in the 
early Bangkok period was to restore itfhat was destroyed at the 
fall of Ayuthaya, more original works were also created, most 
of which were made by Sunth9n Phu, a poor, temperamental, 
alcoholic poet. And, it is &unth9n Phu who turned the poetic 
tradition from the classical atmosphere to a popular one. It 
is Bunth^n Phu who made klijn, the verse form nearest to a spoken 
language, a popular means of a litei'ary creation.
Like King Kama II, his patron, Bunth9n Phu was a prolific 
writer. His nirat poems, like his other poetic works, seem to 
have been spontaneously written with wit and ease. I'hey appear 
to be a form of literature that entertains as well as one that 
instructs. And £unth‘9n Phu's unique literary ability has rightly 
distinguished him as a master of a kl$n verse form and as a dis­
tinctive popular poet.
Ihe above introduction has. dealt only with the major works 
in the ^hai poetic tradition, and shows that Ihai poetry contains 
the major kinds of poetic art - the drama, the epic-romance, and 
the lyric, the latter in the sense of personal Cor reflective) 
poetry. Ihe purpose is to show the great strength of the Ihai 
poetic tradition. When a culture possesses a literary tradition 
of this strength, it may well be thought that very great influences
2 7
and pressures would be required before a change from a poetical 
to a prose form for imaginative writing could be achieved. It 
is the purpose of this thesis to show the nature of this change. 
First of all, however, it is necessary to discuss the nature 
of prose writing before the period when prose began to be used 
widely in imaginative writing.
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CHAPTER II 
Prose: i. The Tradition
As was mentioned in the previous chapter, while poetry has 
been the characteristic medium for imaginative writing in the 
Thai literary tradition at least since the middle part of the 
fourteenth century A.D., prose has been in evidence, mainly as 
a tool for practical purposes, since the last decade of the thir­
teenth, when the Ramkhamhaeng inscriptions were put on a stele.
The inscription tells not only a brief social history of the 
Thais under the leadership of the third monarch of the Sukhothai 
dynasty, but also the origin of the alphabet with which the inscri­
ption was recorded. On one side of this four-sided stele appear 
the following statements:
Formerly, there was no such thing as this Thai 
script. In 1205 , the year of the goat, PI19 *
Khun Ramkhamhaeng set his mind to initiating 
this r^hai script* This Thai script, therefore, 
exists because that ruler initiated it.
1. 1205 Malia Sakkarat is equivalent to 1283 A.D.
2. Coedes, op. cit.» p. 57•
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The Thai script which appears on this stele is generally- 
referred to as a starting point for the study of Thai literature. 
As far as history is concerned, historians of Thai history seem 
to agree on the point that Sukhothai was the first independent 
capital of the Thai kingdom, which was established some time 
around the middle part of the thirteenth century A.D., as the 
Thais successfully liberated themselves from the domination of 
the Khmer Empire. Thus, it is conceivable that when King Ram- 
khamhaeng came to the throne, the aspiration to react against 
the Khmer domination must have been quite strong. The intro­
duction of the Ramkhamhaeng alphabet is evidence of such an 
attempt to be independent and different from the Khmer.
But, ironically enough, the Thais could not remain apart 
from Khmer influences completely. After Ayuthaya had become the 
second capital, whereas Sukhothai ceased to be powerful politi­
cally, the Khmer civilization obviously carried its influences 
into nearly every sphere of the Thai social life, such as, in 
institutions, arts, language and literature.^ In this respect, 
Professor George Coedes, a well-known scholar of Thai history, 
seems to believe that, fundamentally, the origin of Thai civili­
zation, both political and cultural, has come not directly from
1. George Coedes The Making of South East Asia, trans.




the ancient Indian, but indirectly, and via the Khmer,
So far, nothing has been found to show that there were any 
more literary works written with the alphabet and style designed 
by the King other than the inscription on the stele. In other 
inscriptions of Sukhothai, variants lacking the Kingfs character­
istic departures from the Indie convention were employed. When 
Trai. Phum Phra Huang, which is generally believed to have been 
first compiled during the Sukhothai period, appears for the first 
time, it is in Kh9m script. The manuscript, which was found to 
have been re-written in the Thonburi period, was transcribed into 
Thai, probably in 1913 A,I),, the year when its Thai version was 
first published.^ Like other major works of a classical nature, 
however, there is more than one variation of Trai Phum. One has 
been recently found written in the later part of the Ayuthaya 
period.5 And, in the reign of Hama I, two variations were produced.^
Trai Phum Phra Huang is a treatise on cosmology. In its pre­
face, the anonymous author(s) referred to its original sources, 
from Pali literature. In this cosmological treatise, the author(s)
  — —     —
Phraya Lithai, King of Thailand Trai Phum Phra Huang 
(Bangkok: Khuru Sapha 2303), intro, pp. 1, and
3. The original manuscript is in the archives of the
National Library in Bangkok.
k* Phraya Lithai, op. cit., intro, p. 3*
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tried to explain the creation, existence, and destruction of 
Man and Universe in terms of Buddhist mythology* The imagery 
used here is rich, and it bears its vital influence on Buddhist 
laity as well as inspiring artists of various disciplines*
The images of heaven, hell, gods, devils and other mystical 
beings and places described in the text have often been trans­
formed into miniature paintings, and murals, as well as into 
literary works in general.
Although its authorship is yet doubtful, Trai Phum Phra
Huang is believed to have been first written some time in the
years between 1317-1333 A*D., and King Lithai (a grandson of King
Ramkhamhaeng) who reigned Sukhothai during 13A7-1370 A.D., has
1
been given credit for its existence* Trai Phum Phra Ruang is 
perhaps the earliest imaginative work the Thais have ever written, 
and the earliest text found appearing in the form of prose 
narrative. Nevertheless the motive is religious and the elements 
of imaginative writing found in Trai Phum Phra Ruang do not pro­
duce a composition that can be classed as fictional.
However, prose had been evidenced more in practical works, 
written in the early days, for instance, in historical recording, 
or promulgation of laws, and works of a similar nature. It is not
1. Ibid., intro, pp. 1-A; see also Coedes, The Making of South 
East Asia, p. 1^0 ; and W. A. R. Wood, A History of Siam (London:
T. T’isher Unwin, Ltd., 1926) pp. 39-61.
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until the Chulalongkorn period (1868-^ 1910 A.P.) that prose is 
used increasingly in imaginative writing* As far as the prose 
tradition goes, one may remember that the inscription which tells 
the social history of the Thais under the leadership of King 
Ramkhamhaeng of /Sukhothai in the Middle Ages is apparently in the 
form of prose narrative*
Genuine prose remnants from the Ayuthaya period, not subject 
to re-writing, are few* One is a short piece of a ^hai chronicle 
known as Phraratchaphongsawadan Chabap Luang Prasoet. The style 
of language used in this phraratchaphongsawadan, which is believed 
to have been compiled in the reign of King Narai of Ayuthaya, is 
remarkably different from that used in the Pamkhamhaeng * s inscri­
ption, in that, the recorder used terms more elaborate than those 
which appear on the stele*
The dates and events recorded in Phraratchaphongsawadan Chabap 
Luang Prasoet are believed to be the most reliable of all the Thai 
historical records of the Ayuthaya period* But, the content is 
very brief* In some years, only one event appears in one single
phrase* The record begins with only one event occurring in 1324 A.I)*;
2that is when a Buddha image was erected. The second event, 26 years
1* A phraratchaphongsawadan is a record of social activities of 
the royal families and national events in which a part of Thai history 
is found.
2. National Library, Prachum Phongsawadan Chabap Hq £>amut Haeng 
Chat, p* 113*
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later, was the establishment of the capital city of Ayuthaya 
in 1330 A.D. . Here too, the whole affair was summed up and 
appeared in one simple sentence. This chronicle ends at 1604 A.D,, 
twelve years after King Haresuan had successfully liberated 
Ayuthaya from the Burmese political domination*^ Obviously, 
Phraratchaphongsawadan Chabap Luang Prasoet is by no means a com­
plete history of the Thais in the early Ayuthaya period. Although 
its authorship is yet doubtful, its content incomplete, this piece 
of chronicle has shown the style of prose writing in the period 
when the events were recorded.
In 1910 another short historical record was published* This 
piece of inciting is believe to have been the decrees issued during 
the reign of King Thai 8a, the first of the last four kings of the 
Ayuthaya period* The printed text is in the form of prose narrative* 
It is believed that the decrees were to be copied by officers in 
provincial towns subjected to the capital city of Ayuthaya.^ They 
were apparently issued to aid the central control of the kingdom.
1. Ibid.
2. Ibid., pp. 136-138.
^3* Phraratchakamnot With! Pokkhrpng Kua-mflang Khrang Phaendin 
Prachao Thai-sa, The Provincial Administration during the Keign of 
King Thai-sa of The Administr^^ Etcl (Bangkok: Distri-
buted at the funeral of Nai Ploi Ha Pompet, Sophonphiphatthanakpn, 
2469) pp. 13-14.
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The decrees deal with rules of the political relationship between 
the provincial administrative bodies and the central government 
in %uthaya, mainly on the problems of registration and welfare 
of the citizens at large* As in Phraratchaphongsawadan Chabap 
Luang Prasoet, the prose narrative in which the decrees were 
recorded is composed of terms more elaborated than those inscribed 
on the Bamkhamhaeng1s stele.
It is unfortunate that only a few original manuscripts .in 
prose presumably x^ ritten in the Ayuthaya period have been dis­
covered. And, it is conceivable that there must have been many 
more produced during the period of over four centuries than what 
have been found so far. Looking at Thai history for a moment here 
may help one to form a clearer idea of what might have happened 
to the old Thai manuscripts.
When the Burmese troops successfully got hold of Ayuthaya in 
1767 A.D., and set fire to her to make a complete end to the capital 
of the kingdom - where a progressive civilization had been centred 
for over a period of kOO years - the city which had been one of 
the most prosperous and the busiest cosmopolitan centre in the Bast 
remained in unrepairable ruin and ashes. Most of the manuscripts 
must have been burnt to ashes as well. After the reconstruction 
of the present capital city of Bangkok, as it was previously stated, 
several aspects of the Ayuthaya cultural life were revived.
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Literature is one of those aspects, and it seems that pieces of 
the kind of literature that delights were re-composed in much 
greater numbers than the kind that is practical. And in the Thai 
literary tradition, literature to delight lay mainly, if not 
entirely, in poetic forms. By its nature, Thai poetry has a high 
degree of rhyme, v/hich makes it easier to memorize than prose.
The poetically-minded Thais tend to learn it by heart for pleasure. 
The nature of Thai poetry, to a great extent, facilitates the 
revival of itself. This seems to be one of the reasons for the 
recomposition of more literature in verse than in prose. And, 
because of such a reason, sometimes, practical literature is found 
in verse forms as well. It can happen that way when a practical 
scholar of practical knowledge, who has a poetic gift, wants to 
preserve his knowledge for the sake of its practicality. There­
fore, one should not be surprised when one comes across a medical 
or astrological treatise written in verse forms.
Prose work, on the other hand, by its nature is difficult 
for one to remember by heart. This naturally makes it difficult 
for literature in a prose form to be rewritten. Therefore, except 
the original manuscripts found, only the most indispensable prose 
works were revived for the sake of their practicality. And, 
because laws, orders and ceremonies are essential for the social 
life of a nation, ^hai laws and ceremonies were revived.
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After King Kama I had come to the throne in 1782 A.I)., a 
group of scholars were commissioned to revise and re-compile the 
laws and ceremonies usually applied and performed in the kingdom 
in the early days.^ during this restoration period, the Thai 
laws known as Kotmai Tra £>am %iang were re-compiled. Although
the laws were re-organiaed, they were virtually the revival of
2those actually applied during the Ayuthaya period.
In Kotmai Tra Barn Duang. not only does one find the laws 
per se, but one also is told about their origin. In the intro­
ductory part, the creation of Man, the necessity of law and pro­
fessional ethics of a judge are explained in a mystically exotic
tone. This part of Kotmai Tra Sam u^anp; contains references to the     .
Thai intellectual resource, that is, Pali literature, and to 
Buddhist ethics in particular. The text begins with Pali phrases 
in one short paragraph, then followed by Pali terms preceding 
their interpretation in Thai, much the same style in which jataka 
tales are normally retold. Save for its preface, the rest of 
Kotmai Tra Bam Duang is entirely in the Thai language, and in the 
form of prose narrative.
1. Dhani Nivat, H. H, Prince (Kromamun Bidyalabh Bridhyakorn), 
Phrabat Somdet Phra Phutthayotfacnulalok Bong Pflnjfu ^aithanatham;
The Cultural Kestoration by Kama I rCBangkoli: Phakdipradit, 25 02)
pp. 3=12, and 37-5^
2. Seni Pramoj, M. K. Kotmai Samai Ayuthaya, Law in the 
Ayuthaya Period; Pathakatha Kuang Kotmai Bamai Ayuthaya, A
the .Ayuthaya Period (Bangkok: Siwaph<?n Ltd.,
25107, p. 3.
3?
Unlike literature in the poetic tradition, which was re­
composed, at any rate in part for aesthetic reasons, the laws 
were recompiled primarily to be used as laws and-orders of the 
kingdom. And Kotmai fra Barn Buang has been actually used as 
such in the Ratanakosin period. Kotmai Tra Sam IDuang:, whose 
practical nature was essential for the welfare of the general 
public, can be regarded not only as a book on laws and orders, 
but also as an interesting example of literature in the Thai 
prose tradition.
Another prose work which is believed to have been rewritten 
in the early Katanakosin period is a collection of royal cere­
monies performed in the festivals of the twelve months of a year
2in the former days. Here the ceremonies were described in brief, 
starting from that which was performed in the fifth and eleventh 
months of the lunar calendar, and ending up at the one performed
m
in the fourth month. xhe collection of these ceremonies appears 
in Thai and in the form of prose narrative. This piece of prose
1. Kaphiphatthanasak, Prince (ed.) Kotmai, ^hai Lav/s (Bangkok: 
Rongphim K9ng Lahuthot, r.s. 120), 2nd ed., intro, p. n.
2. PhraratchaphithI Thawathotsamat Khpng Kao, The Ancient 
Royal Ceremonies of the Twelve Months of The Administrative Works 
EteT (Bangkok: Distributed at Phraratchaphithl Triyampawai,
2if§if) pp. 2f8-6 0.
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work, which is entitled Phithi lhawathotsamat Khpng Kao (The 
Ancient Ceremonies of the Twelve Months). when put side by side 
with Khlong Thawathotsamat - which is a kind of nirat poem -
■m— f  nujMiiBi n»„n m i n m )  a n p  *—
reveals that they have a common theme, the theme of seasons*
But the two works were developed into a completely different 
identity. Phithi Thawathotsamat Khon# Kao explained what cere­
mony was performed in a particular month and how it was done. 
Khlong f^hawat hot samat, on the other hand, is a poem about love* 
These two works illustrate the norm that in the old tradition, 
prose was employed for practical writing, whereas poetry was for 
the imaginative.
like other works in the Thai literary tradition, which the 
Thais consider important, there is more than one variation in 
treatises on the subject of ceremonies. In the Chulalongkorn 
period, during 1888-1889 A.D., appeared a series of essays written 
in the form of prose narrative in Wachirayan Wiset3 The essays 
were collected and published posthumously under one single title 
PhraratchaphithI Bjpsgng Pttan. which literally means Hroyal cere­
monies of twelve months11. Here, unlike its predecessor, not only 
the ceremonies as such are described in detail, but their origins,
1. Wachirayan V/iset is a magazine issued in the Chulalongkorn
period. More detail of the magazine will be given in chapter iy*'
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their developments, their ends, for those that had ceased to 
have active social functions, are also included*
As the author, who is King Ghulalongkorn himself, had done 
some kind of research before he wrote, it is understood that 
there must have been sources, written or oral, sufficient for
'I
him to write such informative essays* And it is conceivable 
that the reason to write always exists as long as alphabets are 
handy, and writing potentiality is cultivated. And the Thhis 
write not only to restore the past, but naturally, when they want 
to communicate or when they find something worth recording and so 
on.
Nevertheless, prose works in Thai, which must have been 
written in a considerable number during the Ayuthaya period, seem 
to reappear in the early Ratanakosin only in two aspects: one on
laws and orders, the other on ceremonies.
It is true that a religious aspect was also revived in an
elaborate manner. The major work in Buddhist literature, namely
the Scripture - Trai Pitaka, was revised and rewritten not in the
2
Thai language but by transliterating Pali into kh9m letters.
1. Phraratchaphithx Thawathotsamat Khong Kao, intro., pp
2 . Damrong Rajanubhab, Prince, ‘^arnnan Hg Phra Samut, A History 
of the Libraries (Bangkok: Distributed at the funeral of Phra
IntlSbeiiya (Sarakham V/attha), 2512) ? pp* A-11*
The writer obtained more detail on this subject from a personal letter 
from lam Sangkhawasi, the Honorary Secretariat of the World fellow­
ship of Buddhists, A1 Phra Athit Street, Bangkok 2 , Thailand, dated 
27 September, 1972.
Therefore, it is categorically excluded from the Thai prose 
tradition* However, a lengthy biography of the Lord Buddha ttfas 
iirritten in a form of prose narrative almost entirely in the Thai 
language* It is said that the author, Krom Bomdet Hhra Paramanu- 
chitchinSrot, wrote two-versions of the Lord Buddha's biography: 
one in Pali, the classical language; the other in r^hai, the 
vernacular. This biographical treatise of the Lord Buddha, which 
is called Phra Fathom Somphothi Katha, nevertheless, was not 
written until 181j4 A.D.\ that is, in the reign of Hama III, during 
which reign Buddhist literature was widely translated from Pali
m 2into Thai.
Phra Pathom Bomphothi Hatha is regarded as a masterpiece of 
prose work among scholars of Thai literature. The work appears 
to be the first piece of religious literature written originally 
in the Thai language^ and in a form of prose narrative. Compared
1* Krom Somdet Phra Faramanuchitchinorot, Phra .Fathom Som­
phothi Katha (Bangkok: Department of Heligions, Ministry of
Education, 2303) intro., p. n
_2. Damrong Hajanubhab, Prince, Tamnan NangsH Samkok, History 
of Samkok (Bangkok: Distributed at the funeral of Queen Sukhuman-
marasi, Sophonphiphatthanak9n, 2h?1) p. 12.
3* Prom the fact that there are two versions of Phra Pathom 
Somphothi Katha, both of which are believed to have been written 
originally by Krom Somdet Phra Paramanuchitchinorot, the publisher 
of the Thai version in 2303 B.E. is reluctant to say which was 
written first: the Pali version, then the Thai, or vice versa.
t° Lilit Talent Phax, a well-known poem composed by the same 
author, Phra Pathom Somphothi Katha was written primarily to 
give information more than to give an emotive effect. And for 
this practical purpose, prose instead of verse is chosen to be 
used as a medium in which to tell the story, The biography of 
the Lord Buddha as presented here is inspiring more to scholars 
of Buddhism than to the general public, however.
Incidentally, a collection of twelve Persian tales id found 
written in 17^2 A.D.^ the year when Rama I came to the throne, 
and the capital city of Bangkok was founded. These tales are told 
in the form of prose narrative. It Is believed that they were 
probably translated from Persian into Thai in the reign of King
p
Naral, when ambassadors from Persia came to the court of Ayuthaya. 
As the subject of the tales deals primarily with ethical rules of 
conduct of a great king, thus, they are revived apparently not so 
much for the sake of their entertaining nature as for their moral 
implication - a kind of counsel for a ruler, who aspires to bring 
justice and happiness to the ruled. As the tales are all written 
in gold leaf, they must have been seriously regarded basically not 
as fiction, but as a kind of advice to a new king, who established
1. Rational Library, Nithan Iran Ratchatham: Prachum
Pakaranam, Persian Tales and ™^oIlected Ancient Fables (Bangkok: 
Khlang Witthaya, 2 504) p. 8 .'
2* Ibid., p. 9*
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a new dynasty, and founded a new capital city of an old kingdom*
All the same, the revival of these tales is primarily for a social 
or practical reason.
Looking back to the Bamkhamhaeng inscription, Trai Fhum 
Phra Huang. the original manuscripts of historical records 
written presumably in the Ayuthaya period, Phra Pathom Samphothi 
Katha, cfand, saxony.. •, one will see that prose has been used 
throughout the history of Thai literature. However, the Thai 
prose tradition, as it stands, did not carry as great a strength 
in imaginative writing as the poetic until the literary stream was 
turned directly and indirectly by the political pressures from the 
West in the middle of the nineteenth century. From then on, prose 
has been utilized increasingly also in imaginative writing. But, 
before the Thai novel proper emerged in the 1920rs, the Thais in 
some measure had already been familiar with fiction in the form of 
prose narrative. And, it is necessary to examine the nature of the 
transitional Thai prose fiction before the emergence of the novel.
k3
ii. Transitional Prose
The Thais were already familiar with fiction in prose 
narrative form before the novel proper emerged in the 19 2 0's*
During the reign of Hama I, who was the founder of the capital 
city of Bangkok, and who prompted the restoration of the Ayuthaya 
civilization on a grand scale, two inspiring works of prose 
fiction were produced* One is &achathirat * the story of which 
is from M9n history; the other is Samkok, a translation from a 
Chinese classic. These two works appear entirely in the Thai 
language. As the stories of both Kachathirat and Samkok are 
entertaining and unique, the style of prose narrative in which 
they are presented a novelty, the two works gave Thai writers 
a new idea of writing fiction* And, a number of younger writers 
of modern prose fiction, owe their style of writing to these two 
masterpieces. The most prominent follower of such a style as 
used in Bachathirat and Samkok is "Yakhop1, the author of Phu Chana 
Sip Thit, a lengthy epic-romance in the form of prose narrative 
published in 1932 A.D*
Bachathirat tells the story of the establishment of a kingdom 
of the M^n. The story, however, deals mainly with the wars between
M M*
Bachathirat, a king of the M9n, and Phrachao Parang Mang Kh9ng, a 
king of Burma; nevertheless, kings of other countries in Asia also
ZfJLj.
have their parts in the make-up of the legend, lor instance, 
before Makatho, a son of a well-to-do Mt^ n merchant, became the 
founder of the kingdom of the M9n at I^tama, fate had led him to 
Sukhothai, where he was supported by a Ihai king. His industry 
and virtue had rendered himself a high office in the court of 
Sukhothai where he fell in lofre with the kingfs daughter, 3?he 
two lovers ran away from Bukhothai, settled down in Makatho^ 
homeland, and finally he was crowned king of the Mcjn with the 
consent and blessing of the king of Sukhothai,
As a newly established kingdom, M^ fcama could not avoid being 
involved in wars against the older neighbouring ones. And the 
authors depict the wars and military arts in an epic-romance manner. 
Ihe scene of Hachathirat is set in the historical and geographical 
background of Bouth-ISast Asia during 1269-1530 A.H., particularly 
in the area where Burma, Ceylon and Thailand are situated in the 
present time. Although the characters are composed of different 
nationalities, the major ones are M$n and Burmese, unlike Samkok 
in which all the characters are Chinese.
Samkok, on the other hand, deals mainly with Chinese politics 
and arts of war. It tells a story of Ohina at the time when 
weaknesses of the king, together with corruption in the government, 
and jealousy among members of the nobility, had caused chaos and
rebellion which broke the kingdom into three separate inde­
pendent states. The story covers incidents that took place 
in China in a period of over a hundred years, that is, from 
168-280 A.D. 1
Unlike Kachathirat, Bamkok was originally an historically- 
based folk-tale told in China long before it was adapted for a 
stage performance by Chinese dramatists, probably during 618- 
906 A.D.^ And, perhaps during 1368-l6if3 A.D., the story was put 
into writing by a Chinese scholar.-^  The translation from Chinese 
into Thai was done in an elaborate manner indeed. It is found 
that a team of not less than fourteen Thai and Chinese scholars 
residing in Thailand were involved in this task. This lengthy 
translated fiction In the form of prose narrative liras not only 
widely read but also became a challenge for further translation of 
more Chinese literature. There were, at least, thirty-three more 
Chinese stories translated and published during 1870-1922 A.D. 
after the first publication of Bamkok in 1863«^ '
1. Hajanubhab, Tamnan Nangstt Bamkok. pp.
2. Ibid., p. 7.
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These Chinese stories, however, were by no means the first 
nor complete evidence of fiction known in Thailand. On the con­
trary, the Thais were already familiar with fictional stories for 
centuries. Although they were normally for a listening audience, 
many people had been acquainted with such a type of story through 
reading, in both cases, of course, mainly within the poetic tradition.
In Thailand, where Buddhism has been accepted as a national 
religion ever since the Sukhothai period, there is a tradition, 
which still remains a living one, that men at twenty years of age 
would enter monkhood for a period of three months. And, living 
in a monastery does not only mean seeking a physical or spiritual 
retreat. In the days when schools for public education in a modern 
sense of the word were unknown, Buddhist monasteries in Thailand 
served as institutions where young men acquired their knowledge, 
ethical as v/ell as practical. And, as a rule, they study Buddhism. 
Heading and writing, thus, automatically become required subjects.
It is conceivable that after King Kamkhamhaeng had introduced the 
Thai alphabet, the Thais were very likely to have been taught a 
number of languages at the monasteries. They certainly learned 
Khmer, and Sanskrit and Pali, the classical languages'in which the 
Buddhist texts and canon are normally written, and they must have 
been also taught -^ hai, the newly invented language for the newly 
established nation. Although the first three languages were highly
k?
regarded as the scholarly languages, Thai has outlived them 
and has come to dominate modern Thai literature*
Traditionally, in teaching Buddhism, fables and tales, 
which are collectively called njataka", are normally used to 
illustrate the principles of Buddha Dhamma. therefore, the men 
who have stayed in the monkhood, undoubtedly have become familiar 
with fiction in the form of jataka in the study of Buddhism*
Here, one can rightly assume that only the laity was a listening 
audience for such a type of fiction, because Buddhist monks 
followed the traditional method of teaching Buddhism to the public 
in the vernacular language by means of preaching texts. And, 
the jataka inspired Thai poets, as well as becoming sources of 
material for them,for centuries. As mentioned in the introductory 
chapter, basic stories in Thai classical literature were often 
derived from jataka, the most outstanding of which is Vessantara 
Jataka, which is also known as Maha ^hat, the longest tale in 
Nipata Jataka*
_ _ A
Nipata Jataka is a collection of 3k7 tales. Like manuscripts 
of KinayanaBuddhism, all the tales were originally written in Pali.
1. Nipata Jataka is also known as tales of five hundred and 
fifty lives of the Lord (Buddha). This implies that there are 
330 tales in this collection. But, in the Thai version published 
during 190^-1931 A.D., only tales appear - the normal number.
Although the Thais have known these tales for centuries, they had
never seen them written in prose in the Thai language until
1190^ * A.D., when some were translated and published. And it 
took the Thais some twenty years to have completed the task of 
translation and publication of the whole collection. The -^hai 
version of these jataka then appear generally in a form of prose 
narrative.
Nevertheless, Nipata Jataka is not the only source of 
fictional stories known to the Thais for several hundred years. 
Besides the Persian tales, which are believed to have been 
translated during the reign of King Naral of Ayuthaya, as men­
tioned earlier, there are manuscripts of other collections of 
tales in the forms of pakaranam and jataka. In 1869 A.D., the 
royal printing house published a collection of several fables 
collectively called 1’pakaranam11, for example, Baksi Pakaranam,
tales of birds derived from ancient Indian collections of tales
2
such as the panchatantra. Like the Persian tales, which were
1* Chulalongkorn, King of Thailand, *’Phraratchaprarop 
Munhet Thi 6ha Plae Lae Phim Nibat Chadok, Reasons for the 
Translation and Publication of Nipata JStaka11, Nipata Jataka, 
trans. Prince Vajiranana Varorasa, et al. (Bangkok: The
Royal Institute published to commemorate the 21st year of the 
death of King Chulalongkorn, &ophonphiphatthanakon,
Vol. 23, pp. 7, 9-10, and 35.
2 .&eNational Library, Nithan Iran RatChatham - Prachum 
Pakaranam, pp. 81-93*
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published a year later, these pakaranam appear in the form of 
prose narrative. But, there is a slight difference in the 
style of writing, While the Persian tales are told entirely in 
the Thai language, the pakaranam are interspersed not only with 
phrases or paragraphs in Pali, much in the same manner which 
jataka tales are normally told, but poetic devices are also 
employed now and then irregularly. These pakaranam contain 
several episodes whose plots and sub-plots are usually uncon­
nected, but all of which fables aim at conveying moral messages.
Apart from Nipata Jataka, the Persian tales which are 
collectively called Nithan Iran HatChatham, and the collections 
of pakaranam mentioned above, there is another collection of 
fifty tales collectively called Pannasa Jataka. These tales, 
which were written, as Prince Damrong says, by Buddhist monks 
in Chiangmai, were also well-known and inspiring, especially to 
Thai poets, Thai poets and dramatists often obtained basic 
stories from Pannasa Jataka, for instance, when they wrote 
Sarnutthakhot Kham Chan, 8&a Kho Kham ^han, Bang Thpng, etc. 
However, one should be aware of the fact pointed out by King 
Chulalongkorn and Prince Damrong that, like Nipata Jataka in 
some respects, the tales in Pannasa Jataka were not originally 
created by the writers themselves, but they had already been 
told locally long before the Buddhist monies in Chiangmai wrote
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them down in the form of jataka, during 1457-1657 A.D., while
elements of the tales in Nipata Jataka existed in India before
p
Buddhism was founded* The tales were originally written in 
Pali^ and were translated into Thai and published from 1924 A.D. 
onwards. The Thai version of Pannasa Jataka is in a form of 
prose narrative much in the same style as used in the translation 
°£ Nipata Jataka, that is, there are interruptions of phrases 
or paragraphs in the original language at certain points*
The terms ’’tales’] ’’fables” and ’’fictional stories”;are used 
almost interchangeably here, and, as a matter of fact, the Thais 
themselves rather loosely use the term ’’nithan” to stand for 
any stories of a fictional nature. Thus, a story translated 
from either a jataka or the panchatantra, or the pakaranam, is 
virtually called by the same word ’’nithan”. Thus, apparently, 
the term ’’nithan” is equivalent to ”tale” and/or ’’fable” in the 
English language. But, surpirisingly, when Phraya Phachanapricha
1. Pannasa Jataka, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Bangkok: distributed at 
the funeral of M. R. Lelt S i r i w o n g ,  S0phonphiphatthanak9n, 24&7)» 
intro, pp. 1-2 .
2. Chulalongkorn, "Phraratchawichan Wa dual Nithan Chadok, 
The King’s Comments on Jataka tales”, op* cit., pp. 15-19*
3* Parmasa Jataka, intro, pp. 2-5*
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(M. R. Samroeng Itsarasak), the Thai scholar who edited one 
edition of Samkok, wrote an essay on literary criticism in 
1895? he applied the term '’nithan” even when he referred to 
such a work of prose fiction as Bamkok. ”Nithan”, the author 
said, I!means a story which is made up, not true, or a story 
which even if it is claimed to be true, yet cannot be true ...” ♦ 
Then, while referring to a jataka as a ,Tnithan!f, he also put 
Samkok in the same category. In 191*f» when a literary act was 
passed and a committee of judges for literature written in Thai 
was set up, a definition of the term ’’nithan” was given as 
”a story which is created and composed in p r o s e Bamkok 
was then taken by the committee as an example of the best 
’’nithan”-^. But, in l87*f, when a short piece of satire appeared 
Rarunowat, the term ’’nithan” was also used to apply to it. 
But, probably because the subject of the satire was about the 
contemporary society, which had a political overtone, the
1. Bamroeng, M* R, (Mpm Anuwongw§>raphat), ’’Sonthana Rtiang 
Nithan, A Dialogue on Tales’,1 of Nithan ^achlrayan, Tales from 
Wachirayan (Bangkok: Bannakhan,^ 5o8T, p/ 6 0; see also 
’’Sonthana Riiang Nithan, A dialogue on Tales”, Wachirayan, Vol. I, 
Pt. 6 (March, 113)» pp* 603-606.
2. Thailand, Ratchakitchanubeksa, Vol. 31 (August 2 , 2^37)? 
p. 312.
3* Chulalongkorn, Phraratchaphithi Sjpsgng Dilan, p.'-oj.
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satire was called 1'Nithan Patyuban", which means tfA Tale of
*1the Present Time". Therefore, as far as Thai literature is 
concerned the term "nithan11 is equivalent to "prosec fiction" in 
English, that is, it stands for "a story which is created and 
composed in prose". In this respect, therefore, the Thais had 
been familiar with fiction in prose for centuries before they 
had an opportunity to read or to write a novel proper.
Although Samkok is not the first fiction in prose the 
Thais have known, it is one of the works that has had the 
strongest effect on the development of the novel in Thailand, 
in some measures, comparable to the ancient tales from jataka 
to the development of Thai classical literature in the poetic 
tradition. Here, compared to the ancient tales which were 
translated and published a few years later, Samkok offers a 
completely new prose style of telling fictional stories. And, 
as its story is also unique and very entertaining to the Thai 
taste, it led, as mentioned before, to more translation and 
publication of Chinese fictional stories. And, from the period 
a^ er Samkok first appeared in print, the role of prose was 
switched from being mainly used as a tool for practical communi­
cations to being also a means of telling fictional stories in a
1. "Anon",'Nithan Patyuban", Darunowat (Bangkok: distri­
buted at the funeral of Col. Mejmchao Manunsiri Kasemsan, 2512)
p. 81 •
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much greater measure than what was known before. A cause of this 
transition in the role of prose apparently comes from the transa­
ction of foreign literature, which began in the Restoration period 
and has been carried on continuously until the present time.
The effect of Samkok on modern literature, especially on the 
early development of the novel in Thailand, is substantial indeed. 
Its first publication in 1865 A.D., at any rate, brought about a 
new movement in the history of Thai literature. Firstly, from then 
on, the methods and styles in which fictional stories are presented 
have begun to change considerably. Secondly, there is a change 
also in the nature of the reading public, and the size of the read­
ing public has gradually increased. Thirdly, during the transi­
tional period of prose literature, more Thais, regardless of their 
official privileged status or family background, have increasingly 
established themselves as prominent writers of prose fiction.
These changes, however, were caused by many other factors, the 
most important of which were the contact with Western cultures, the 
introduction of printing technology, the birth and growth of jour­
nalism and the implementation of modern education for the general 
public which creates changes in the size and nature of the reading 
public as well as in the nature of writers themselves. Because 
these factors work complementarity in relation to the development 
of the novel, they will be discussed in detail in the following 
chapters.
CHAPTER III
The Consequences of the Introduction 
of Printing technology
On July 2 , l83*f, Rev. Pan Beach Bradley sailed from
Boston to Bangkok where he longed ,(bo lead his Siamese
friends to see and to acknowledge the glory of his Master11 •
Alas! sixteen years had passed Before the young missionary,
who then became a middle-aged man, put in his diary on
July 9, 1851 the following statements:
My teacher told me yesterday that there were 
two insuperable obstacles to the Siamese 
receiving our religion. The one is, that, 
they cannot be made to understand that there 
is a maker, proprietor and sustainer of the 
world. The second is, they cannot see the 
least evidence that men live, move and have
their being in a living God*
Dr. Bradley wrote too that his teacher also said:
the fear of masters and lords v/as no obstacle 
to the propagation of the Gospel among this 
people, that all classes are very desirous to 
find the truth on religion as well as on ail 
subjects and that when they discover the truth 
they will follow it.3
1. George Haws Feltus, Rev. (ed.) Abstract of the Journal 
of Rev. Dan Beach Bradley, M. P. Medical Missionary in Siam 
1835-1073. The Multigraph Department of Pilgrim Church (Cleveland, 
Ohio: by Rev. Dan P. Bradley, 1936), pp. iii and 1.
2. Ibid., p. 133.
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However, the Thais, by and large, never seemed to dis­
cover the truth in the Gospel. And the time did not come 
when they turned their faith from the teaching of Buddha to 
that of Christ. Thus, the aspiration of the young medical 
doctor to turn that part of the world into a Christian commu­
nity was brought to meet a completely different picture in 
reality. But this, however, does not mean that Dr. Bradley 
was a failure in all aspects of his pious mission to Thailand. 
Although the Thais do not accept the religion he and his coll­
eagues were trying to introduce, they enthusiastically do 
accept the tools and technology they brought to facilitate the 
teaching of their religion. Credits are gratefully given to 
the American missionaries, especially to Ur. D. B. Bradley, 
for the introduction of printing technology into Thailand, and 
it is Dr. Bradley who began book trading and founded journalism 
in the country. Thus, instead of turning Thailand into a 
Christian community and leading his Thai friends to see and to 
acknowledge the glory of his Master as he had hoped, Dr, Bradley 
had successfully brought a great change in Thai literary society.
The introduction of printing technology in the first half 
of the nineteenth century has drastically changed the literary 
scene in Thailand* It speeded up book production, and enlarged 
the size of the reading public. Before the printing press was
56
introduced into the country in 1835, Wiai written works had
^ si
been generally recorded on stone, bai lan and samut thai*
Soft stones were used as pencil, while iron, ivory and bamboo 
styluses as well as quills i^ ere normally used with various 
kinds of ink to write on any one of those materials as the 
case might be.
Although writing equipment was normally hand-made of 
natural materials locally found, it was not alv/ays convenient 
to have one book made. Take the common way - writing on bai 
lan - for example. It is true that palm trees can be found 
nearly everywhere in Thailand, but only special kinds, which 
are particularly grown in deep jungles of certain areas, are
p
good fox* this purpose. And, because means of transportation 
then were either on foot or by ox-pulled carts, only a small 
supply could be brought to answer the small amount of demand. 
Moreover, the right time to cut the leaves depends on the 
weather. As Thailand is situated in the tropical monsoon type 
of climate, only in the dry season can this business be made 
more convenient and safer.
1* A bai lan is a kind of palm leaf.
2. Kpngkaeo Wiraprachak, HKhrUang Khian NangsU Khpng Chao 
Thai Boran, Writing Materials of the Ancient Thais11, Archaeology, 
Vol. II, Mo. 2 (October-Becember 2511), p* 116.
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To write on bai lan, an iron stylus and soot were used.
But, the procedure before and while the actual writing took
'I
place was elaborate and required special skills and patience.
For instance, first of all, lines had to be made on the leaves, 
which had to be completely dry and smoked in a special way.
To make lines, strings dipped in black liquid - a mixture of 
soot and water - were used as a ruler and a marker simultaneously. 
Normally five lines were made on one palm leaf which is about 
2" wide and 22” long. Probably because it is comparatively easy
to get, bai lan was commonly used.
Religious tracts, medical treatises, as well as tales were 
usually found recorded on bai lan. Three manuscripts of Trai 
Phum Phra Huang. Pannasa Jataka, and even the Trai Pitaka, the 
Buddhist Scripture revised and rewritten during the reigns of 
Rama I to Rama V of the Bangkok period, are examples. But, the
Trai Fitaka was so highly regarded that the covers and cases of
1» Ibid., pp. 115-122.
2. One was done in the late Ayuthaya period; one in the 
Thonburi; and, the other in the Bangkok. All can be found in 
the Manuscript Department of the National Library Archives in 
Bangkok.
3* Pannasa Jataka, Vol. I, p. (2).
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the leaves were often elaborately decorated with gold, ivory 
and silk in different colours , while the script itself was 
written with gold leaf.
To write on a samut thai was probably easier and less 
complicated, but to have a samut thai made was not. A samut 
thai is a note book of writing paper locally made in Thailand.
It was so called to distinguish it from note books made in 
the West, which were called "samut farang", as "farang" is the 
term the Thais use for all Westerners. The paper of which a
samut thai was made came from kh9i, or sa. Both are local trees.
The procedure in which a samut thai was made was as complicated 
and elaborate as getting the palm leaves ready for writing and 
the writing task itself put together. Although there itfere fac­
tories that produced the paper, as all equipments and the pro­
duction process were hand-made, it took much too much time and 
required much labour before one samut thai, which was made one 
by one - again by hand, could be ready to be used. To make a
samut, a piece of paper had to be folded as many times as was
1. Dhani Nivat, Bhrabat Somdet Phraphutthayotfa Chulalok 
Song Ihnnfu Watthanatham, p. 15; Rajanubhab, Tamnan Hq Ehra Samut, 
pp. 5»9/
2 . Wirapracnak, op. cit., pp. 105-112.
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needed* Normally, one samut consisted of 20-2*1. folds, inhere 
were three siaes of samut normally: the big size was from
8-Jn«12‘l x 28J-” onwards; the medium was A^ -”-8” x * 1 ?  
and the smallest was 2-J”-V! x 8”-1j5Jm. inhere were three 
qualities of the paper, which came in two different colours: 
black or white. The best quality was strong and smooth; the 
poorest was thin and rough. Compared to luropean-made paper, 
the Thai-made was very much coarser but tougher.
There were several kinds of samut thai. They were classi­
fied by the nature of their functions, and the colour of the 
ink used to write on. For instance, there were ’’samut chabap 
r<?ng song”, the kind that was used personally by a king; ’’samut 
dam tua rong”, the kind that was made of black paper on which 
coloured ink was used. The ink came in various colours too: 
yellow, orange, black, white and red. But, the samut that was 
made of black paper written with white ink had a different name - 
’’samut dam sen khao”; that of black paper written with yellow 
ink was called ’’samut sen hpradan”. Then there was ’’samut sen 
th9ng", the kind that was written with gold leaf; and ’’samut 
sen mftk dam”, the kind that was made of white paper and blacky 
ink. Samut thai written with any kind of coloured ink were
1 • Na Nakhpn, op. cit., p. k'77*
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-i
collectively called tfsamut sen rongH.
The Thais traditionally used each of these hand-made note
books for a particular purpose. For instance, samut t M  fao,
normally sized 71T x 11fT or 8n x 12n, was officially used for
writing reports, summaries or letters which were to be handed in
2
to the king m  person. Historical records, laws and literary 
works in general were written in other kinds of Samut thai.
Phraratchaphongsawadan Chabap Luang Prasffet, for example, 
appeared in samut dam tua rong.
In spite of the difficulties in writing and making a book, 
a single work of Thai classical literature often appears in many 
volumes of samut thai. For instance, Unarut, a dance drama 
written in the reign of Hama 1, takes 18 volumes; Samkok takes 
93^ 5 Phra Aphai Mani, lOi/*-; and one of the longest is Hamakian, 
the dance drama recomposed in the reign of Hama I, which takes 
116 volumes of samut thai^. And when looking back at how one book
1. Wiraprachak, op. cit., pp. 113-Hif*
2 . Ibid., p. 113*
3* Hajanubhab, Tamnan NangsS ffamkok, p. 10. 
if. Sunth9n Phu, Phra Aphai Mani. intro., p. 2.
3 . Hajanubhab, Tamnan LalcSn Inao, p. 131*
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could be made in the time before printing technology was intro­
duced, one may understand that not very many Thais could afford 
to possess a copy of any complete work. This technically under­
developed method of making a book was one of the barriers that 
limited the size and kinds of the reading public in Thailand in 
the days before the printing press was brought into the country 
in 1835 A.D,
Books in Thai, however, had been printed before the printing
machine was brought into Thailand, It is found that in 1828 A.D,,
a book on Thai grammar written by Capt, James Low, and English
1
officer stationed in Penang , was published in Calcutta. But the 
machine which printed the book is said to have been invented ori­
ginally by missionaries in Burma in the 1810*^ Later, the 
machine was transferred from Rangoon to Calcutta, then to Singapore^ 
where books on Christianity in Thai translation had been published 
before being brought into Thailand to be distributed. The business 
had been carried on like that for years until finally the American
1* Na Naklujn, o
2 . Kha<$x$>n Sukhabanij , "Kamnoet Thaen Phim Lae Tua Phim 
Phasa Thai, The Birth of Printing Press and Plates of the Thai 
language” of Kaw Baek Khong Nangsfl Phim Nai Prathet Thai, The 
Pirst Step of Journalism in fha^ Distributed at the 
funeral of Luang BunyamSn^pphanit[Saength9ng], Thai Phanitchakan 
Ltd., 2508), p. if.
3 . Ibid., pp. 5-11.
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missionaries in Bangkok purchased the machine and brought it into 
Thailand* Books, then, could be published in the country from 
1836# Although the printing machine was set up in Bangkok, the 
plates were still imported until 18A1, when they could be made in 
Thailand itself*
The books published in those days were normally on Christia­
nity which i^ ere to be used in the propagation of the religion*
But, while the Thais did not, and still do not, find truth in the 
Gospel, they did find that the printing machine had a useful 
function for them. In 1839 it was recorded that the printing office
of the American missionaries in Bangkok had published, for the Thai
2
government, a royal proclamation against importation of opium. 
Anally, a royal printing press was established in the reign of 
Bama IV. But, before that, while residing at Wat B9W9nniwet as an 
abbot during 1837-1831, Prince Mongkut had a printing house set up 
in the monastery and started publishing Buddhist literature. This 
heralded a great change in the Thai literary scene.
1. Na Nakhcpn, op. cit., p.
2. Feltus, op. cit., p. vii.
3. Vajira^nana Varorasa, Prince, Tamnan Vat Pavaranivesa 
Vihara, A History of Wat Bpwonniwet Wihan^  (Bangkok;Distributed 
at the funeral of the Supreme Patriarch, Sophonphiphatthanak9n,
2k65), pp. 23 and 93.
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The book trade, however, hardly began until the l8 6 0fs, 
when the Journal of the Siamese Embassy to London in 1837 
written by Mom Rajodai, the interpreter to the embassy, was 
first published by Dr* Bradley* On Saturday, June 13* 1861, 
the publisher put in his diary: uHad many callers to purchase
the Journal of the Embassy to London”J The book became a 
1best-seller1 * And, six years later, the second edition was
p
published, again, by Dr* Bradley* During 1861~1863, Dr. Bradley 
published more books. He published Nirat London-? a nirat poem 
composed by the author of the Journal of the Siamese Embassy to 
London in l857i Chinda Manx was also first published in 1861; 
in 1863, Kotmai Tra Sam Duang, and in 1865, Samkok* And, from 
then on, the business of book trade began booming.
It should be noted here that the purchasing of the copyright 
of Nirat London by Dr. Bradley in 1861 is said to have been the 
first time a copyright was bought and sold in Thailand. When 
looking back into Thai literary tradition, however, it is found
1*j£b!tus, op. cit., p. 221.
2. Mom Rajodai, Chot Mai Het Lae Nirat London, Records of the 
Siamese Embassy to London in 1837 during the reign of H. M* Rama IV 
and Nirat Londoli (Ba"ngI^ oki Distributed at the funeral of Phraya 
Montrlsuriwong-Chun Bunnag, Rong Phim Thai, 2^6 1), intro, p. 1.
3 * Chitakasem, op. cit., pp. 163-166.
that copyrights had already been bought and sold before that,
but in a different manner, lhai poets, and/or possibly the
owners of manuscripts as well, would sell the right to copy
1
from their books by long-hand writing. Sunth<?n Phu is said to 
have been the first poet who at times actually wrote to earn
his living. Another one is Khun Phum, a lady poet, Sunth9n
-  2 Phu*s contemporary, who also wrote poems for sale. A copy­
right, however, was not made formally legal until 1902 A.D., 
when a copyright act was passed. *5
Publication, which was begun in the reign of Rama III, and 
started to grow from the reign of Rama IV, became more and more 
popular during the Chulalongkorn period. In the beginning of 
the fifth reign, there were three major printing houses: the
Royal Printing Press; the American Missionary Association, 
where Dr. Bradley sat as a publisher, editor, translator, and 
bookseller; and the printing press owned by Dr. Samuel Smith
1. Sunttnpn Phu, op. cit., intro., p. 13*
2. Ibid.
3. Kotmai Ratchakan ThI Ha. Laws of Rama V. Vol. 18, p. 2 8 6, 
quoted in"lli^as^^ Rmang^an^^? Kan Suksa Nai Ratchakan Phra Bat 
Somdet Phra ^hulachomkhl^o Government Papers on Edu-
cational Administration in the Reign of Rama V (Bangkok: Published




at Bang Kh.9 Laem. The Hoyal lh?inting Press had to give up 
publishing anything else after it had become engaged in publi­
shing school textbooks and the Hoyal Gazette. Then, the two 
business agencies were left to carry on the publication; of 
Thai literature in general. Hivalry became inevitable. But, 
because both of these two publishers had to depend on the same 
agent for procuring manuscripts, who was the Hegent* The com­
petitive situation was not at any time disastrous. It 
was to be agreed that Dr. Bradley published only prose works,
0
and Dr. Smith only verse.
Under such conditions, things seemed to go smoothly for 
years until a controversial issue concerning the ethical effects 
of fiction was raised. Dr. Smith was charged with publishing 
morally indecent books. Some parts of Khun Chang Khun Phaen 
and other poetic romances were translated into Bnglish to be used 
as evidence in the English Consular Court in Bangkok. Dr. Smith 
was proved guilty, and was forbidden to publish more books of 
that sort. It was said that Dr. Smith had already made a lot 
of profit from the publication of the Thai romances in poetry.
1. Hajanubhab, Tamnan Nangsm Samkok, p. 35*
2. Ibid., pp. 35-36.
3* Ibid.
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Prom Phra Aphai Manx alone, the publisher was said to have earned 
so much as to be able to afford to build a brick house. The 
publication of Thai fiction in verse by no means ceased, however, 
because Thai publishers took over the job Dr. Smith was legally 
forced to leave*
As far as prose works were concerned, the publisher was safe*
BesidesaSamkok, a ,best-seller1, which was first published and 
republished by his printing house three times, Dr* Bradley published 
most of the Chinese stories in translation. And, it was his prin~ 
ting house which first published Bachathirat in 1880. Dr. Bradley, 
too, was said to have made a lot of profit from the publication of 
Thai prose fiction.
Seeing how book production could be made effective in quantity 
by printing technology, the Thais gladly followed the initiative 
taken by the missionaries. Following the missionary lead in using 
books as a tool to promote religious knowledge, in 1888 King 
Chulalongkorn prompted the publication of a complete set of the 
Trai Pitaka, which consists of some 3 ,6 8 0 volumes of palm leaves, 
and each volume normally contains leaves. In this first edition, 
Trai Pi taka was printed in the Thai transliteration of the Pali 
language. It appeared in 39 volumes altogether. That was said to
1. Chao Phraya Phra Khlang (Hon) et al., Heview of Bachathirat» 
by Bhani Nivat, H. H. Prince, JSS, XLII, Pb. 2 (January, 1955), p. 56.
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have been the first time when the Buddhist Scripture - the Trai
Pitaka - was published. And, as 1 ,0 0 0 copies were produced, it
was possible for the Thais to answer the call from foreign
1
countries for copies of it too.
The attempt to produce books on a wider variety of subjects
2was made by the members of the City Library, which was establi­
shed in 1905* and which later became the present National Library* 
As the Library possessed a good collection of unpublished manu­
scripts on various subjects, e.g, religions, history, culture, 
arts, astrology, medicine, poetry, tales, fables etc., it was 
agreed that a wider range should be published. One way to solve 
the financial problem was to take the initiative Prince Sommot 
Ampraphan took during the period 1900-1905, while he was in charge 
of the special library of Buddhist literature.^ This was to en­
courage people to publish books for distribution at anniversaries 
or funerals instead of giving gifts of other kinds. The Library 
itself would give advice and help to select manuscripts to be 
published. The move the City Library made then has created a new
1. Hajanubhab, Tamnan Hq Phra Samut, pp. 9-10.
2. Ibid., pp. ^9-50.
3. Ibid., pp. 39-^0.
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tradition that books are published to be distributed as gifts 
on various occasions# In this manner, the publication of many 
valuable pieces of Thai literature which may not attract a 
commercial interest can be made possible at no monetary cost to 
the Library itself#
Incidentally, the old Thai alphabetic styles in print do 
not look the same as those of Sukhothai, Ayuthaya and early 
Bangkok, but have been modified by the manufacturing firms for 
reasons of technical convenience# As the first set of plates
'I
is said to have been moulded by the Westerners in Burma in 1817, 
the feature of the Thai alphabets in print could possibly have 
been modified first by them. It is found that in 196**i about 
130 years after the first printing office had been set up in 
Thailand, there were 8^7 registered printing plants in Bangkok# 
Except in a few big business companies where off-set machines 
are used, the rest of the printing houses generally use letter 
press cylinder press type.
1# Sukhabanii, op# cit#,pp* k and 11.
w  * uiiiifliiiiiil iiLWiii*nwnna* # J* «J.
2* Maenxnas Chavalit, Survey Heport on Beading Materials in 
Thailand Prepared for UNESCO (BangkokJ Department of Educational 
Techniques, Ministry of Education, 1966), pp. 8-9*
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Printing technology has offered a more efficient way to 
spread knowledge to the general public in greater numbers than 
before. In Thailand, before the introduction of printing tech­
nology, the sources of knowledge were normally confined to the 
Palace and Buddhist monasteries. T0 £>e knowledgeable x^ as indeed 
a privilege of the exceptional few. Therefore, knowledge of 
any sort was hardly spread to the general public. Two possible 
reasons can be given for this. One is that those who possessed 
some sort of knowledge actually used it as a means of living. 
Thus, to avoid potential competition it was wiser not to share 
the knowledge with others outside the family or the clan. 
Realizing this fact, yet having had a strong aspiration to pro­
mote education in the kingdom, Rama III, at the reconstruction 
of Wat Phra ChetUphon in 1836, promoted a centre for public 
education to be established in the monastery. In order to make 
this plan possible and effective, scholars and experts in all 
branches of knowledge were invited to help. One of their tasks 
was to see that all kinds of knowledge - general, special, as 
well as vocational - which could be studied by means of reading, 
were correct and clearly inscribed onto plates which were to be 
placed systematically in precincts, on columns of the cloisters, 
and in other places in the monastery compound. Por fear of 
being given false information, especially about medical treatises 
and other important subjects, it was said that an expert was
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1
asked to make an oath before giving his expertise.
As a result, Wat Phra Chetuphon became a free university 
opened to all kinds and all classes of people who could walk 
in and out at their will and study any subjects at their will* 
However, there was only one such place, and besides, the 
’’university11 remained still in Bangkok. Due partly to the 
limited means of transportation, it was not convenient for 
those who lived in provincial towns to come and take this 
opportunity.
The second reason why knowledge was hardly spread to the 
general public throughout the kingdom before the introduction 
of printing technology is that for those who found sharing ideas 
and knowledge with their fellow men an intellectual pleasure, 
there were very limited means of communication to do so.
Here one may see that the introduction of printing techno­
logy helped to solve the problem which retarded the expansion of 
knowledge and information, the problem which limited the means
1* Damrong Hajanubhab, Prince, tfA~thibai Tamnan Phleng 
Yao Konlabot, An Essay on a History of Thai Poetry11 of Hama
III et al., Phleng Yao Konlabot Lae Konla-aksQn, A Collection 
of BeflectivePoetry(Bangkok: Distributed at the 60th birth-
day anniversary of Queen Sawang-Watthana, Hongphim Thai, 2^ -65), 
pp. 29-30.
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of communication by means of words*
Dr* Bradley died in Bangkok in 1873 without having seen 
Thailand changed into a Christian community, but an ancient 
kingdom transformed into a more sophisticated country, which 
transformation he helped to create* It was he who made the 




Journalism and the Novel
With the growth of printing presses comes the birth of jour­
nalism, The Thai novel too, like modern prose writing in other 
forms, for instance, essays, travelogues and short stories, was 
born in the pages of newspapers and magazines* Instead of being 
scholars conventionally trained in Buddhist monasteries or courtiers 
trained in the palace, Thai novelists have generally been educated 
in modern schools, and often involved In journalism. In relation to 
the novel, journalism in Thailand has played a two-fold roles one 
is that it has served as a fertile ground for potential writers to 
try their hands upon, thus, has often produced novelists; the other 
is that it has become an efficient means for the novelists them­
selves to present their own works to the general public, thus, has 
given an opportunity for the younger generation to learn the 
craftsmanship of a novelist, from them. Thai novels were, and still 
are, normally serialized in magazines and/or newspapers before they 
are, if ever, published in book form. Without journalism, the Thai 
novel or other forms of modern prose writing might have developed 
with greater difficulty. Therefore it is important to examine the 
role journalism has played in relation to the development of modern 
prose writing, particularly to the development of the novel.
While books and book production were not completely brand new
things to the Thais, newspapers, magazines and periodicals were
indeed. Like printing technology, journalism was introduced to the
Thais by people from the Western world. And, again, like printing
technology, it was Dr. D. B. Bradley who had made the first move to
introduce journalism to the Thais, whom he had hoped would grow
towards the Christian faith. It had taken the missionary thirty
years before he came to feel his own ability and limitations. On
June 1, 1865, Dr, D. B. Bradley wrote in his diary:
Issued another number of the "Recorder" in Siamese,
••• 1 have lively hope that 1 may do good to this 
people in this way. The paper seems to be gaining 
ground gradually. *
"The 1Recorder1 in Siamese" was a fortnightly periodical in Thai, 
one of the periodicals Dr, Bradley edited and published from 1843 
until his death in 1873* The first volume came out on March 1, 1863, 
as a supplement to the "Recorder" in English. The "Recorder", which 
was called The Bangkok Recorder, however, was not the first perio­
dical in Thailand. In 1843» after being appointed to be in charge 
of the printing office of the American missionaries, Dr. Bradley was
said to have edited and published an annual almanac in Thai as well
2as the fortnightly periodical, The Bangkok Recorder. But, the
n . m i 1 miPtiipwi ijniii i 'am 1 M 11 ■ 11 i>im 1 m 1 n nu 1 it ■nBniMwiiif | i >ii,»iiTiiiiii‘nil ■miimintff Twii.^ n*11 on- t~i■.iiWfi*tnBi*Trf‘nir~rrmrtMr~i“gT~^T~frTr“i----------mTintrn~~ —r~————r~— I
1. Feltus, op. cit., p. 243.
2 . Ibid., p. vii; see also National Library,_Warasan Lae Nangs&
Phim Nai Phra Thet Thai SAng T5?t Phim Rawang Php Sq 2387-2477. Perio-
~--a *T ----- niu.ii— j ^9 3 4; a biblio-
3.
u j .u a j . i j  u n u  -iNuwapaiJtfX'tt jux -u ju a j-xau u
1 iangkok: Department of Fine Arts', 1970), P •
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publication of the latter had lasted only for one year. Unfor­
tunately, no evidence of either periodical at this period is 
available to tell what the contents were,
Then came Hatchakitciianubeksa, the Royal Gazette, issued irre­
gularly by King Mongkut during 1857-1859* It was the first perio­
dical in the Thai language for Thai people* Its main objective, 
stated the king in the preface of the first issues, was to certify 
the legality of laws, bills and decrees so that courtiers, officers 
and commoners would not be cheated or threatened by illegal docu­
ments claimed to be legal by dishonesty or ignorance of the officers 
in charge. One of the reasons that underlined the attempt to pub­
lish the Royal Gazette was to get rid of falsehood in laws caused by 
the existing method of communication.
In the early days, an act, a bill, or a decree was v/ritten in 
pencil and severally copied in long-hand writing to be sent to rele­
vant departments of administration both in Bangkok and in provincial 
towns throughout the kingdom. Every now and then mistakes were 
made here and there , for example when a copier carelessly dropped 
or mis-spelled some words; besides, there were rogues who intentio­
nally falsified a bill, an act, or a decree to threaten or to cheat 
innocent people. nWhat has been going on is unfairM, said the king,
15
A
”It frightens people as well as degrading the honour of the kingTl. 
And, in order to minimize this kind of corruption, the publication 
of the government announcements was taken as one measure. More­
over, having felt the need to develop the kingdom to withstand 
imperialistic waves from the West, the Icing realized that his sub­
jects had to be better informed of what the king and the admini­
strative bodies were thinking, planning to do, or doing. And, 
to be better informed means, for one thing, that people had to be 
provided with more reliable information. In addition, things 
that should be known to all officers as well as all commoners had 
to be made known to people in a greater number than before. Thus, 
came Rat chakit cfhanubeksa in which one may find a summary or the 
whole body of an act, a bill, or a decree officially certified by 
the king. There were only nineteen issues of RatcWkitchanubeksa 
published in the reign of King Monglcut, which covers a period of 
seventeen years. The publication was put to an end because the 
Icing had become too busy with other state affairs. But, a year 
after King Chulalongkorn had become a ruler in his own right, the
1. Thailand, Rat chakit ^hanub eksa < Vol. 1 (5th month, the 
first day of the waxing moon, &ulasaldcarat 1219), p» 1*
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publication of Sat chakitchanubeksa was resumed. Here, unlike its 
first publication which containedinformation written or dictated 
only by King Mongkut, there was an editorial staff which consisted 
of Phraya Sisunthpnwohan (lrak Salak), Phra Sarasatphonlakhan 
(Sombun) and Luang Sarapraso’et (Npi A-charayangkun), while Prince 
Akscpnsatsophan took care of publishing. This time the periodical 
came out weekly and was for sale. In this period, its content 
had been modified. Hence, the Hoyal Gazette contained not only 
government announcements, but also court news. Hat chakit chanubeksa. 
therefore, resumed its service as a means of communication for the 
government to the courtiers, officers, as well as the general public. 
Its publication has been continued until the present time. Although 
Hat chakit clianubeksa was not a kind of periodical which published 
fiction of any sort, for that very reason It brought about the 
publication of such a periodical. In 1874? a few months after the 
renewal of the Hoyal Gazette, appeared a weekly magazine, Darunowat, 
the first magazine in Thai to be edited and published by a Thai.
Having seen that Hat chakit chanubeksa, the Hoyal Gazette, 
within its scope, could not cover other kinds of literature than 
the official, a group of young princes and noblemen led by Prince 
Kasemsansophak issued Darunowat, the name of which means "lessons 
for young men", which explicitly defines its objective. The magazine
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was trying, with considerable success, to contain ’’political and 
foreign news, advertisements, proverbs, essays on science and 
fine arts, poetry, drama (classical as well as modern), fiction 
(old and new) for example, fables, general news - local and 
regional”, as the editor announced in the preface of the first 
issue which came out on July 7? l87*f#
Under the editorship of Prince Kasemsansophak, then a young 
man in his late teens, Darunowat had become a new means through 
which progressive ideas were expressed. Here, prose writing had 
begun to be used more widely. Not only news, but also essays, 
articles, commentaries and fiction were written in prose narrative. 
The translation from foreign stories not only widened the Thais* 
world of words and broadened their concept of international affairs, 
but also brought the use of new literary devices into Thai prose 
writing, for instance, the use of inverted commas to distinguish 
conversations from narration. During this time loan-words from 
English began to mingle with Sanskrit, Pali and Khmer loan-words 
in Thai literature. The more important role Darunowat played in 
relation to the development of modern prose fiction is that it 
brought about a journalistic style - a new style of prose writing 
which marks a new era in the history of Thai literature.
7 8
Besides general knowledge and current news, the readers of 
Darunowat had an opportunity to read both old Thai tales, which 
used to be told orally, and new ones. It is in this magazine 
that the Thais had a good chance to disclose their literary talent 
in new forms. "Nithan Patyubann, whose title means "A Tale of the 
Present TimeTt is an example of modern prose fiction.
Breaking away from the conventional plot, normally derived
from Buddhist literature and/or folktales, the anonymous author
of nNithan Patyuban" took up a current social problem instead.
In this short piece of prose fiction, the author tells a story of
two elderly people whose absurd behaviour is amusingly ridiculed
1
by a group of children. Here, to the actual people involved in 
the social and administrative reforms which took place during 
187^*1910, or to a student of Thai history of the Chulalongkorn . 
period, the satirical tone of the "tale11 is quite explicit. But 
for general readers, it is necessary to look at the political 
atmosphere in which the tale was written in order to be able to 
feel such a tone.
After King Chulalongkorn, a young and progressive monarch of 
2 1, had his second coronation in 1873* social and administrative
1. "Anon", "Nithan Patyuban", Dapunowjt, p. 8 1.
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reforms began to take place. The King’s Guards, known as Thahan 
Mahatlek, originally formed of the king’s close companions in 
their teens, became more systematized militarily in 1873* This 
regiment had served as King Chulalongkorn1s private bodyguard, 
and was outstanding until the king gained full control over the 
government in the 1880’s after the death of the Kegent and of
'I
Prince Wichaichan of the Pront Palace* In 1874, an anti­
slavery act was passed to abolish slavery in the kingdom. In 
the same year, two new administrative bodies, the Council of State 
and the Privy Council, were formed. The consequences of these 
social and political upheavals engineered by the younger generation 
did not favour the old but powerful existing ruling clique that 
had monopolized the administration of the central government ever 
since the former reign. The young generation was led by King 
Chulalongkorn, his brothers and half-brothers. The old one was 
led by the Hegent and Prince Wichaichan of the Pront Palace, and 
conflicts between the two groups became inevitable. The ’’Court
1. Chula Chakrabongse, Prince of Thailand, Lords of Life 
(London: Alvin Hedman Ltd., 19SQ), pp. 224-225. See also Tej
Bunnag, "The Provincial Administration of Siam from 1892 to 1915* 
A Study of the Creation, the Growth, the Achievements, and the 
Implications for Modern Siam, of the Ministry of the Interior 
under Prince Dararong Kachanuphap" (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
University of Oxford, 1968), pp. 92-94*
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Party*1, a political party led by the young king, attracted the 
bright young Thais Mto whom King Chulalongkorn symbolised all 
that was enlightened and progressive** • The Regent and Prince 
Wichaichan, on the other hand, were to represent **all that was 
backward and reactionary**2. The incident in 18?5 in which a clash 
between the young revolutionary king, on the one hand, and 
Prince V/ichaichan and the Regent, on the other, became vitally 
intense , explains clearly the message hinted in ftA Tale of the 
Present Time*1.
This short piece of satire was published in Darunowat on
*  murium in r i i  in m m m iiiT T ii im
August 11, 187 )^ a few days before the Privy Council took their
A
oath of fealty to the king for the first time. Plere, one can see 
very clearly the generation gap between the angry old soldier and 
his female acquaintance of his own generation, on the one hand, 
and the group of ^thirty or forty children who are playing happily 
like children normally do*1 , on the other. The two elderly people
1. Bunnag, gg^., p. 93.
2. Ibid.
3. See David K. Wyatt, The Politics of Reform in Thailand: 
Education in the Reign of King Chulalongkorn (Hew Haven and London; 
Yale University Press, 19&9), PP* 38“60.
A* Darunowat, pp. 89-93*
5* Ibid., p. 81.
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are seen as being mad and clumsy; and the most vivid image the 
tale shows of the two people is that they both are socially and 
technically out of place. The story is set in Bangkok on the 
scene where a white elephant is celebrated ceremoniously. The 
plot, the setting and the atmosphere of the story make the f,taleu 
appear more realistic than any other example of prose fiction ever 
written in those days.
It is true that the editor of Darunowat was inspired by 
Rat chakit dttanube ksa, though his magazine had different objectives 
from the Royal Gazette. But, Rat chakit chanubeksa was by no means 
the only source of inspiration that led the young teenage prince 
into being one of the first journalists Thailand had. Here, one 
cannot overlook another fact that, during 1859-137^b there had been 
twelve other periodicals published in Bangkok both in English and
'i
in Thai.
In 1859 The Bangkok Calendar, an almanac which was said to 
have been edited and published in 18^3 , appeared; and this time 
it came out annually from 1859 to 1873* when its editor and compiler,
1. National Library, Warasan Lae Nangsti Phim Nai Prathet 
Thai, pp. 3-k and 33*
2. Eeltus, op. cit., p. vii.
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Dr* D. B. Bradley, died. Dr. Bradley, however, edited and
published more than one periodical during the course of his
life in Bangkok. As mentioned earlier, in 1863 The Bangkok
Kecorder was reissued after its first publication had stopped
in 18£|4. This time Dr. Bradley put a supplement in the Thai
language into this weekly magazine. The Bangkok Recorder came
to an end in 1867* In this year, he published another magazine,
the Siam Weekly Monitor, which came to an end in 1868. From
1
1868-1871 Dr. Bradley published the Bangkok Advertiser, while 
his almanac, the Bangkok Calendar, continued until 1873*
In l86if there had been two other weekly magazines; the 
Bangkok Press, and the Siam Times Weekly, the last of which was
mipn liMliima * nm Minmwr—murnwN—tmmnmim *
owned by Dr. Chandler. Both magazines came to an end in that 
year. In 1868, the Bangkok Summary was published and, again, 
came to an end in one year. Then from 1869-188^ appeared the 
Siam Depository and the Siam Weekly Advertiser, which lasted two 
years longer than the former. Both magazines were edited and 
published by Dr. Samuel John Smith. Besides these magazines,
Dr. Smith owned two more newspapers. In 1868 his Bangkok Daily
1. Ibid.
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Advertiser and Siam Daily Advertiser were issued, The former 
stopped its circulation in 1868 but the latter survived until 
1882. And a year before the publication of the second edition 
°f Hatchakitchanubeksa and of Darunowat, Siam Calendar, a weekly 
magazine, was issued and again ended in 1873? the year when it 
first appeared. Among these short-lived periodicals that came 
out in the earliest period of journalism in Thailand, Dr, Bradley's 
Bangkok Calendar and Dr* Smith's Siam Daily Advertiser, Siam 
depository and Siam Weekly Advertiser lasted the longest: they
were from 12f to 17 years old when they met their ends. Before 
Darunowat appeared, except for Hat chakit Mianubeksa, all the perio­
dicals published in Bangkok were owned and/or edited by foreigners.
There is no doubt that those periodicals had been read by 
the progressive young Prince Kasemsansophak, the editor of Darunowat* 
And they certainly must have vitally stimulated his interest in 
journalism, Darunowat is often found to echo the ideas of Siam 
depository, a quarterly magazine. In April, 1872, one of the 
articles published in Siam depository said:
1* National Library, Warasan Lae Nangs'ft Phim Nai Brathet
8/f
... Soon we shall have a different state of things 
... Young Siam reads, and though there are yet no 
Siamese newspapers, for the Siamese people simply, 
the day is at hand; and when she does really awake 
to the good of a newspaper, which tells how to get 
good rice crops, and good government, and good children, 
and how to be the first among the nations, every family 
will want a newspaper .. • ^
In the preface of the first issue of Darunowat, the editor 
put the following statements:
... Darunowat, as I see it, is to be an intellectual■■mmmiiiin'niiimaiw hwm i,m * •
ornament ... to be sources of various kinds of know­
ledge from which one can use as a means of living.
When knowledge is spread throughout the city, this 
great city will then be perfect, and that will bring 
about happiness and prosperity to people at large ...
I have tided to initiate the publication of this 
magazine hoping that it will become an intellectual 
stimulation for promising young people
The hope that Darunowat would become an intellectual stimu­
lation to the young Thais clearly reflects the editor*s own out­
look towards the role of journalism in relation to the national 
development which he, undoubtedly, learned partly from the exist­
ing periodicals. In January 1872, an article in the Slam Depository 
said:
n-Timi—r r m n r  ' ' n i i n  im ffr im rr r ' inr n»n •ir~~‘nlTH<'r fW iwiTiwufrr "riTmrnmirr~T"iiMi ■ iiin w rn ^ w i  Trnr n  i m i an— umi i iw m i itti-<-t"—■— < n n n i i i i » i w  .muiwiMi—iim iw iiin p ii ii iM p h u  i t  ....  nirm
1* ”A Paper Mill for Siam”, Siam Repository, Vol. i-f,
(April, 1872), p. 163.
2. ”fifhang Khwam Hai Than Thang Puang Sap Thua Kan, Preface”, 
Darunowat, pp. 2 and 3.
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... Here in Scotland, I may have several daily 
papers come to me every day • • • , which discuss 
all the important matters of the day, and keep 
ever before me, the great events of the world.
It will be a long time before Siam can do like 
this, but she can make a little approach to it.
And she should try and learn to find pleasure in 
useful things •.. ^
Dr. Smith somehow underestimated the !t^ oung Siam'1* It did
not take a long time at all after this sort of encouragement had
been put in his magazine, because Darunowat appeared already in
1874* !lIn civilized countries11, its editor said, 11 ... there
2
often are several newspapers . • • 11 • And he himself began to 
bring one out. While the Siam Depository was trying, with con­
siderable success, to cover such subjects as science, language,
history, philosophy, religion, morals, political economy !lthat
3 ___
will form a new era for Siam11, Darunowat was to contain political 
and foreign news, proverbs, poetry, drama, science and fine arts, 
etc., as mentioned earlier; the subjects that will increase know­
ledge and sharpen an intellect. Unfortunately, Prince Kasemsansophak1s 
attempt to use journalism as a means to exchange ideas and spread 
knowledge in order to help developing Siam had been made possible
1. '‘Scotland11, Siam Repository. .Vol. if, (January, 1872), p* 15* 
2* Darunowat, p. 138.
3* Siam Depository, Introduction to Vol. if, 1872.
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only for one year. A similar idea, however, had been carried on 
when The Court came out in 1875#
The Court was the first newspaper to have been edited and 
published by a Thai. Its editor was Prince PhanurangsTsawangwong, 
a half-brother of Prince Kasemsansophak, the former editor of 
Darunowat, and a younger brother of King Chulalongkorn. Again, 
it is true that the editor of The Court, like Prince Kasemsan, 
had been inspired by Rat chakit chanubeksa. And, again like the 
editor of Darunowat, Prince Phanurangsi saw that the Royal Gazette, 
as it stood, was not sufficient In so far as news was concerned.
Ratchakit chanubeksa was a weekly periodical, thus news, especially 
the official items, was often out of date by the time it appeared 
in the paper. Moreover, some information sometimes was not publi­
shed at all.^ Consequently, in 1875 Prince Phanurangsi led a group 
of young princes to produce the new daily newspaper. The princes, 
one of whom was Prince Kasemsan, took turn in collecting news, 
and Prince Phanurangsi was in charge of editing and proof-reading 
it himself.
1. Damrong Rajanubhab, Prince, nTamnan Nangsd-Court Khao 
Ratchakan, A History of The Court, A Gazette11, of The Court- 
Khao Ratchakan (Bangkok: Distributed at the 65th birthday anni­
versary of Prince Phanurangsisawangwong, 2/f6 6), intro., p. 9#
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The first issue of The Court appeared on September 2 6, 1875*
There was nothing else in it except the editorial announcement 
which stated the management and the aim of the newspaper - "to 
make ib beneficial for those who are to be officers". Here, the 
editor announced that the newspaper was to contain official daily 
news and information and news that officers should be told about 
ahead of time* Originally the newspaper was not for sale, but 
was to be distributed among those who helped to make the issue 
possible, and, of course, it was also presented to King Chulalongkorn, 
who supported the idea of issuing it* The primary intentions, 
however, were altered later on*
The intention to distribute The Court free, for instance, 
proved to be impractical. The Court changed its name to Khao 
Ratchakan* which means "official news", after it had come out for 
a period of over six months, and came to its end about six months 
later* One of the reasons was that Prince Phanurangsi had reached 
an age when he had to leave the Royal Palace, where the head­
quarters of the editorial staff was situated* Hence, there was 
no convenient place for the young princes to meet for such a 
purpose and to carry on the publication.
1. Ibid., p. 12*
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In spite of its being short-lived, The Court-Khao Ratchakan, 
like Darunowat, had served as a ground for the Thai,^potential 
writers to try their hands upon. By the nature of journalism, 
a journalistic style had been adopted. It was indeed in 
The Court-Khao Ratchakan that such writers as Prince PhichitprIchak9n 
and Prince Damrong Rajanubhab first made their names known as nev/s 
reporters. Both princes, however, played a more important role 
in relation to the development of modern Thai literature. While 
Prince Damrong distinguished himself as a prominent essayist,
Prince Phichit made the first move to write a novel, but, 
unfortunately, failed. As Prince Phichitfs unfinished novel 
marks the first step toward the development of the novel in 
Thailand, his work will be discussed in detail in chapter VI.
Another primary intention of the editor of The Court-Khao 
Ratchakan which was altered at a later date was to make his:iriews- 
paper a court newspaper, that is to contain court news. There 
were two periods when several issues of the gazette were full of 
tales. Some of the tales are from Hitopathet, some from Paksi
llinm in l nil* .. ■ i n  l l i  I'll *  M H m M M liM M a
Pakaranarn, all of which are didactic. These tales were retold 
in prose narrative.
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In addition to the above contributions which The Court-
Kh£o Katchakan offered to the development of modern literature
in Thailand, its editor was the first person who made the
necessity for the protection of copyright felt among those invol-
1ved in the business of writing, editing and publishing. This
move led to a decree announced in 1893* which protected the owner-
- 2ship rights of the works published in Wachirayan Wiset. The 
decree was later modified, culminating in the law on copyright 
finally passed in 1902.
Wachirayan Wiset was a Thai periodical issued by the execu­
tive committee of the Wachirayan Library. It first came out bi- 
\*/eekly in l88if as a kind of newspaper aiming at reporting official
court news. In 1883* it was modified and was produced as a weekly
3 tf
magazine for nearly ten years. During these years, wachirayan
Wiset had played a very important role Indeed, particularly in 
relation to the development of prose fiction, because within its 
pages essays and short stories had found a fertile soil in which 
to flourish for the first time.
1. "Cfiang Khwam, Announcementn, The Court, Vol. I, pp. 31-33<
2 . Kotmai Hatchakan ThI Ha, Vol. h* P« 133^* op. cit., 
pp. 166-167.
3. Kajanubhab, Tamnan Ho Phra Samut, pp. 22-31.
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In 188 ,^ when the Wachirayan Library was finally set up, the
executive committee decided to issue a periodical to be given to
the members of the library, in addition to other services the
library aimed primarily to offer. As the Wachirayan Library was
established by King Mongkut's children, led by Prince Phanurangsi,
Prince Phichitprlchaktyn and Prince Thewawongwaropakan, the com-
1
mittee was naturally composed of the king's children. The three 
princes, the former team of The Court-Khao Ratchakan, were among 
the first chairmen of the executive committee. Here, like the 
library, the periodical was called ''Wachirayan1' after the priestly 
name of King Mongkut - Vajiranana - the name given to him at his 
ordination. Wachirayan appeared first on the opening day of the 
Wachirayan Library in 188*|. as a fortnightly periodical. Its 
primary aim was to be a means to spread knowledge to the members 
of the library whose financial support made the establishment of 
the library possible. It was to publish literature: traditional
as well as modern. Six months later, a new committee took the 
office of administration. Under the chairmanship of Prince Thewa- 
wong, three periodicals had been circulated: Wachirayan Wiset,
Wachirayan Panha and Wachirayan.
d», pp. 15-2 2.
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Here, Wachirayan, the fortnightly periodical, became a 
monthly one. It still carried on the primary objective - to be 
a means to spread knowledge. Wachirayan had come out monthly
“  w  nunim mu n i*   i ■■ p nr Jim m  mm+ion “
for a year before its publication came to an end. However, it 
reappeared in 1895 and resumed its duty from then to 1905, when 
the Wachirayan Library was developed and became the City Library.
Wachirayan Panha, on the other hand, contated questions and 
answers put forward and given by the members of the Library. It 
came out only occasionally when questions had been put forward, 
and was combined with Wachirayan Wiset in 1885, when a new committee, 
presided for the second time by Prince Phichitprlchak9n, came to 
the office.
Wachirayan Wiset was a bi-weekly newspaper. As mentioned 
earlier, its objective, like that of The Court-Khao Ratchakan, 
was to report court nev/s. In 1885, under the leadership of 
Prince Phichit, it was modified and came out weekly from then to 
l89*f. Compared to Wachirayan, the monthly periodical, which 
published mainly traditional literature, or literature of a classi­
cal nature, Wachirayan Wiset, the weekly one, as it stood, had
'  mniTiiw 'i mn nu— »ii— n iir  im wmii— iwufmup.hii ■ mum *  v t •
more space for works of contemporary writers. Its modified objec­
tives were to serve as a means by which relationship among learned 
men could be promoted; to give opportunities to members to express
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themselves so that more understanding, acquaintanceship and 
respect could be made among them; and, to provide chances for 
those, regardless of their birth, class, or rank, who had know­
ledge and ideas to share. And, during those years, in some 
measure, Wachirayan Wiset had successfully lived up to its ideal.
* " ' ' I ' Tt"  'IF I —T— r*  '*"~*'*TT T ” — T T  "
It had indeed served as a means to spread knoxtfledge, and to en­
courage the search for more; it had become a place where scholars 
could share their ideas; and, it had been indeed a means of 
expression for potential writers of imaginative prose*
It was in Wachirayan Wiset where works of such writers as 
King Chulalongkorn, Evince Narathippraphanphong, Prince Damrong 
Pajanubhab, Prince Bidyalankarana, Phraya Phaclianapricha, Khun 
Banyatwarawat, Luang Phakdiadisai (Pan Wimuttakun) could be 
found. The king and those writers had distinguished themselves 
as essayists, playwrights, literary critics and short story 
writers. During this period of nearly ten years, Wachirayan 
Wiset had produced more than forty names of writers of short 
stories, and a number of modern prose writers of other kinds.
Prose works which had been published here, appear in various forms. 
There are essays on various subjects, for instance, Thai culture, 
language, astrology, social welfare; there are discourses on 
philosophy, education, morals, religion, arts and so on; there
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are historical documentaries, news - local as well as foreign; 
and thefe are riddles, tales, fables, parables, and modern 
short stories* Prose narrative, thus, had been used ever increa­
singly both for practical purposes and in imaginative writing*
It was in Wachirayan Wiset, where the series of essays on 
royal ceremonies of the twelve months - PhraratchaphithI Sipsgng 
Man-had appeared for the first time in instalments* Moreover, 
through this magazine Thai readers had been introduced to trans­
lated works from the Western World. Historical happenings in 
foreign countries, such as the events which culminated in England 
taiding an imperial role in India, the commercial contract between 
the United States and China in l8/f6 , International Law, etc., had 
been made known to the Thais in translation. Western philosophers 
such as Plato began to travel to Bangkok, again, in translation. 
However, the old Chinese and Indian masters were still inspiring 
to the Thais. But, the synthetic aspect of Thai literature, 
v/hich traditionally derived its material from the Eastern masters - 
Indian, Chinese, Javanese and Pali literature, began to reflect 
also a new kind of culture. Wachirayan Wiset first promoted Thai 
prose fiction in a Western atmosphere. Aspects of foreign litera­
ture, especially those of the English, Erench and Germans began
9k
to co-exist with the Chinese and Indian in Thai literature.
And, such a beginning is an aspect of a new era of the Thai 
literary history. Details of prose fiction published in 
Wachirayan Wiset during these years will be discussed separately 
in chapter V.
Incidentally, Wachirayan Wiset was the first Thai perio­
dical which paid for the manuscripts it published. A writer
-  i
of an original work would be paid four bat for each page, a 
translated one would receive only two bat, whereas an editor 
who knew both Thai and English equally well would be paid eighty 
bat a month. This was what happened during the last decade of 
the nineteenth century. Now in the 1970*s, a writer of an original 
work of non-fiction will be paid forty bat for each page of a 
weekly periodical, two hundred bat will normally be paid for one 
short story, but the salary of an editor varies; it depends on 
many factors, nearly all of which are impossible to know.
1. bat - standard coin of the realm in Thailand
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The circulation of the periodicals issued by the executive 
committee of the Wachirayan Library led to the growth of journalism 
in Thailand. But, one should not overlook the fact that in 1877, 
Dr. D. 33. Bradley had issued one more monthly magazine, the 
Museum or Batanakot. which came to an end in 1878. And, during 
1882-1886, Dr. Smith issued ^hotmai Het Siam Samai. Although they 
were all short-lived, they must have been read by the princes and 
other progressively-minded Thais who later became editors and 
writers of Wachirayan Wiset* It should be fair, therefore, to con­
clude that journalism in Thailand owed its birth to some extent to 
the initiatives of both Dr. Dan Beach Bradley and Dr. Samuel John 
Smith, and that Wachirayan Wiset and Wachirayan paved the way for 
its growth.
During 190(1-1903 appeared Lak Wjtthaya, a monthly magazine,
which was one of the most inspiring periodicals in the early
period of the history of modern Thai literature. Its name,
meaning "plagiarism", implicitly defines its role, that is,
Lak Wjtthaya intended to publish mainly foreign literature in >   *■* v *
translation or adaptation - literature which is rrstolentf from 
other languages. Under the leadership of progressive young offi­
cers - Prince Bidyalankarana, Phraya Burintharacha, Chao Phraya
9 6
Thammasakmontrx, three of the first Thai scholars educated in 
England2 - the magazine sensationally became an intellectual
stimulation for the contemporary writers as well as inspiring 
the younger generation. In Lak Wjtthaya Thai readers had a chance
°  ^  v"  ^ i ninrmufiiwmauBim M m  hhh'hh'tiwi iiiV naiwi
to read the novel in the Thai language for the first time. But, 
the novel, Khwam Phayabat, is only a translation of an English 
novel, Marie Corelli’s Vendetta.
In spite of its objective - to give an opportunity for 
scholars, old and new,-to share their ideas and knowledge, works 
of the three officers dominated the magazine. But, they appeared 
under various pseudonyms such as nN<p M9 Sp", "Kaeo Klaep" "Khieo
„ \1 ij
Hwan", nChing Cho"and nMae Wan". For practical reasons, or some­
times because it seemed in tune with the author’s feeling and 
purpose in writing, a pseudonym was typically used in this magazine. 
Thus, a reader of Lak Wjtthaya read stories which appeared to have 
been written by several writers of various tastes and interests. 
From there, it has become a tradition for Thai writers to write 
under pseudonyms, a tradition which still remains a living one.
1. These are the last titles these officers held.
2. See Bidyalankarana, Prince, Kuang Khong Nakrian Muang 
Ang-krit, a Story of Students in England (Bangkok: Ruam San,
251k), p. 2 18.
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In this magazine Thai readers were widely exposed to new 
kinds of literature. Besides Khwam Phayabat, the novel in trans-
■^iiwiwmiTu im*> « fM i mil ■■inijMjiiiii) '
lation, which had been serialized for several months from July 
^902, Lak wjtthaya published short stories written in a new style,
A dramatized narrative, instead of a simple narrative, has often 
been used to tell short, fictional stories. As the short story 
is a forerunner of the novel in Thailand, more detail about it will 
be discussed separately in chapter V , But as far as Lak V/itthaya 
is concerned, it is important to note that since the time it was 
in circulation, a new door had been opened to the Thai world of 
words, the door that brought in "Sweetness and Light" from a Western 
culture. And, from Laic Wjtthaya, the Thai literary stream had been 
turned into a new direction, the turn that marks the modern period 
in the history of Thai literature* Laic Wjtthaya, nevertheless, 
came to an end still in its glory. The team led by Prince Bidya- 
lankarana, however, found in Thawl Panya a new ground to play on,
Thawl Panya was the journal of the Thawl Panya JSam5s$n founded 
by The Crown Prince Vajiravudh in 190A* Like Lak Wjtthaya, the 
name of the journal explicitly defines its main objective, that is, 
to increase the intellect. The journal contained both literature 
of knowledge and literature for pleasure* Besides, the Crown 
Prince himself, the leading writers of Thawl Panya are unsurprisingly 
M9 £9", "Mae Wan" and "Khieo Hwan", the three inspiring literary
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personalities of the time. And besides fTNithan Th<?ng In11 
(Tales of lh9ng In) , a series of detective stories written by 
the Crown Prince under a pseudonym ”Nai Kaeo Nai Khwan", another 
widely read story published in Thawi Panya was nN$ Mp Sp11 fs
v ^ \> __
’Chotmai Changwang Ham*’, a series of letters written by a father 
to his son. Like the periodicals in the early days, Thawl Panya 
was short-lived. It was only about three years old when it 
disappeared. But, about seven years after having been on the 
throne, King Vajiravudh issued another periodical - Dusit Samit.
Dusit Samit, as it stood, was a periodical issued by citizens 
of an experimental town - Dusit Thanl. As the king advocated 
freedom of expression, and liked to encourage his people to see 
a role for journalism in relation to a democratic system of govern­
ment, the citizens of Dusit Thanl, therefore, issued two daily 
newspapers: Dusit Samai and Dusit Recorder. Having seen that the 
journalists of both teams had strayed from the proper professional 
ethics of journalism," the king, thus promoted the issuing of
^1. c/hammn A-m9ndarunarak ($ham Bunthprawet) (ed.), Dusit 
Thani - MUang Prachathippatai Khong Phrabatsomdet Phra Mongkut
mwwii■»>■!■ iny wnii't—i uwii^ iilp.urii»M»^pa»imi rnaiw— Mwiiiipnm«rL.ninifM%   »anwi m miwihpiw pjifinanwin iuhw h m w i i i I<nam
klaochaoyuhua, Dusit Thani - King Vajiravudh's Experimental De; 
cratic Town (Bangkok; National Library, 2513) •
2* For example, the groups attacked each other with personal 
diatribes.
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Dusit Samit♦ Its primary aim was to point out where the defects 
were and how to make them right* Dusit Samit used humorous vsatire 
as a means to eliminate the illnesses in journalism in Dusit Thani. 
However, literature of other kinds had its place in Dusit Samit too, 
as most of the stories published here were written by the king, 
who himself v/as a playwright, an essayist, a poet, a translator 
as well as a writer of detective stories. In spite of its v/ide 
range of subscription - both outside the town and abroad - Dusit 
Samit was short-lived. It came out weekly from December 7» 1918
'j
and ended in 1921, At any rate, Dusit Samit was not a popular 
magazine, compared to its contemporaries, such as, Sena Sflksa Lae 
Phas WitthaygLSSLt, Siam rat, Sap Thai and Thai Khasem.
Sena S&ksa Lae Phs"e Witthayasat is a journal issued monthly 
by the Department of Military Education since 1915* It aims, 
predictably, at presenting military nev/s and knowledge. But, in 
its early period it also published fictional stories. And, in 
this latter aspect, Sena Sflksa Dae Phae Witthayasat v/as widely 
read. In this journal Luang Saranupraphan, a famous writer of
1, The writer obtained detailed information concerning 
Dusit Samit from M, L. Pin Malakul, who himself vras a member of 
the editorial staff, from his personal letter to the writer dated 
May 8 , 1972, 139 Sukliumvit, Bangkok 11, Thailand.
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detective and mysterious stories - Phrae Dam (The Black Satin) 
and Na Phi (A Ghost Pace), was born. Both stories had been 
serialized in this journal one after another from December 1922* 
Because these two stories were sensational, the journal had been 
stimulating for non-military readers, the most prominent of whom 
was Kulap Saipradit, who later worked and wrote for it for some 
time. But, because his works make up a large part of the history 
of the novel in Thailand, the early period of which is the sub­
ject of this thesis, they will be discussed separately. Among 
the periodicals issued in that period, Sena Sflksa Lae Phae 
Witthayasat is one of the most long-lived. It is still in circu­
lation at the present time.
During 1920-1925, while fictional stories adapted and/or 
translated from Western literature had been flooding nearly 
every periodical since 1902, Siam Pat filled its pages with 
Chinese fiction retold in the Thai language. Siam Pat was a daily 
newspaper, but had very little to do with news of any sort. Its 
main role was to publish Chinese fictional stories in Thai. In 
relation to the early development of the novel, Siam Hat too had 
played a very important role. Like Lak Wjtthaya, Sena Sflksa Lae 
Phae Witthayasat, and other periodicals such as Si Krung, Ph<?
iw ateA !!,■— w M im w w iw u n iP i^ 1, Ml m i n m» » '■ »  * p » w m n n w iW i '
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Wjtthaya, Phadung Wjtthaya, Niyal Rai M a n , in that Siam Rat
encouraged writers to translate and rewrite foreign literature 
in Thai, But, instead of following the same line as the above 
periodicals, all of which concentrated largely on Western liter­
ature, Siam Pat paid all its attention to Chinese, Compared to 
Lak Wjtthaya, which started by publishing an English novel in 
translation, Siam Pat was more successful in so far as the quantity 
of the works produced were concerned. While Lak Wjtthaya attracted 
a small group of the more sophisticated readers, Siam Hat attracted 
the majority and wider range of readers. Female shopkeepers, 
housewives, male students and noblemen were normally the reading 
public of Chinese fiction, besides journalists and writers themselves.
Chinese fictional stories retold in Thai were so popular that one
2
could find them read even in Buddhist monasteries*
The success of Siam Bat in publishing Chinese fiction retold 
in Thai led to a period when nearly all the periodicals used some 
pages for fictional stories written in the Thai language, but in 
a Chinese atmosphere. In spite of its many rivals, Siam Bat still
1. These periodicals can be found in the archives of the 
National Library in Bangkok*
2 , Sathit Semanin, Wisasa (Bangkok: International P.E.N.
Thailand Centre, 2j?1J*), pp. 1^8-1  ^ 9.
remained at the top* Its team was competent and seriously con­
cerned with the art of translation* But, Siam Bat met a pathetic
•p 1end when its founder, Bukrl Wasuwat, died. However, the trans­
lation and adaptation of Chinese fictional stories in Thai as well 
as an original invention of Thai fictional stories in Chinese 
coating have been carried on until the present day*
Another inspiring periodical issued in this period v/as Bap 
Thai* Like Lak Wjtthaya, this monthly magazine aimed not prima­
rily at satisfying the taste of the general public, but at more 
sophisticated readers. However, it published not only works of 
such writers and translators as Kaim -chitti, Khru Thep, Saengthpng, 
and other scholars, but also works of ambitious high school students 
such as Kulap Saipradit and Prince A-kat Damkoeng, both of whose 
works later mark the beginning of a phase of the novel in Thailand. 
Although Bap Thai was one of the leading monthly magazines in the 
1920’s , it was only about seven years old when it disappeared.
1. Ibid*, pp. 282-289 and 315-316.
2. Bor actual names of Thai writers see National Library,
Nam Praphan Khong Nakkhian Thai Bhng Chai Nai Bat Balkan KhongHS
mump i i n >]■!■ 1 II m i r In m in inw i im t mi ■■Tiw(nn*«niJf mi mmiiiiiiwiniripi i» ■ ■mn ■ i in m mm *-ihhi*i upSAitwhip upiHitiM *■** iwf-HTiH|iniirtr-i I pifr rIT t—irifn—IT* 1 r 1—ir-TX'T 1—— *
Samut Chat, Pseudonyms of Thai Writers Used in the Card Cata- 
logues of the National Library "TBangkok: Department of Bine Arts,
251357
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While Bap Thai, supported by King Vajiravudh, was gaining
ground well, during 1922-1926 Khun Betthabutsirisan (Cha*& Sett-
habut), its editor, issued Nakrian, a fortnightly magazine of 
1his own. This magazine, as its name meaning ''student11 implies,
aimed at students of which the numbers had promisingly increased.
The editor approached school-teachers for materials to be publi-
2shed at no cost. Probably being himself well-known and appreci­
ated, he was successful in his attempt. Such writers as Phraya 
Anuman Rajadhon, a scholar and essayist, and Luang Baranupraphan 
(Nuan Pac&inphayak), the writer of sensational mystery stories,
were among those who wrote for this students' magazine. Like 
v
Chotmai Het Baeng-Arun, Nakrian was one of the first magazines 
that helped to turn the interest of young people to journalism 
and to:encourage-them-' to try their hands upon such a profession 
ever since their school days. But unlike Chotmai Het Baeng-Arun, 
in that Nakrian was edited and owned not by any schools, but 
privately.
1. Salao Rekharuchi, Nung Sattawat Nangsh Phim Thai,
One Century of Newspapers in~^hailand ^Bangkok: Buamsan, 2310 ),
SpT W - 3 1 7 .
2. Ibid., p. 317.
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Chotmai Het ^aeng-Arun was a journal issued by Watthana
Witthayalai, a convent school. It came out monthly first in 
1892* As Watthana Witthayalai is a school for girls, the journal 
perhaps has given the girls an inspiration in journalism. Since 
1906 women’s magazines have intermittently appeared. One of the 
early magazines, all of which were short-lived, was Satrl Thai.
Satri Thai, meaning Thai ladies\ came out weekly in March 
1929 and disappeared in the following year. It said that it v/as 
the only magazine circulated during that time and that all its 
staff members were women. These progressively-minded ladies were 
broad-minded too. They welcomed works written by men but on con­
dition that they had to be polite, and they had to write what was 
knowledgeable and useful for women, Satri Thai generally con­
tained columns on news of the world, women's rights, marriage 
problems, humour, grooming, horoscope and fiction. Although it 
was short-lived, Satri Thai liras one of the early magazines that 
had tried to stimulate Thai women’s social consciousness. At 
any rate, it paved the v/ay for a role for women in the new Thai 
literary society.
Indeed, Thai women have had an equal role with men in the 
development of the novel. In 1929 Battru Khpng Chao L<?n, one of
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the first novels, appeared in Thai Khasem. The novel, written 
by a lady in her early twenties, was widely read, and it led to 
ten more written by the same author during the period 1929-1940*
And, Thai Khasem published her first three novels one after 
another during 1929-1932; all appeared in instalments*
Thai Khasem was a monthly magazine* It had been in circu­
lation during 1924-1933* but reappeared at later dates* It 
published works of sophisticated writers such as HKanchanakkhaphann, 
^Saengthpng1', tfDs>kmai SotH, f,Sathian Koset”, nNakhaprathIp,!,
Prince A-kat Damkoeng, etc* The works of these writers have all 
played a significant part in the history of modern Thai literature.
In Thai Khasem, fictional stories - originally written as 
well as translated - were equally welcomed. It was in this maga­
zine that original works such as the novels written byvD§>kmai Sot1,1 
and translated works such as Kamanit done by “Sathian KSsSt" and 
nNakhaprat hip11 had been first published. Like Lak Wjtthaya, Thai 
Khasem had serialized one Western novel in translation which has 
maintained its popularity ever since it first appeared. The novel 
was originally written by a Danish Nobel Prize winner - Karl Adolph
1. See appefidix, p* 337*
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Gjellerup# Unlike Khwam Phayabat, however, Kamanit (Per Pilfer 
Kamanita) is a product of a creative work of translation# 
Nevertheless, in spite of the differences in their natures,
Kamanit, like Khwam Phayabat, Rachathirat and Samkok, has inspired 
writers of modern prose fiction, especially the modern writers of 
Buddhist literature#
Having produced such a novelist as T,D9kmai Sot11, and creative 
translators such as llSathian Kosetn and "NakSaprathlp1*, whose works 
are still greatly admired, Thai Khasem was distinguished as one 
of the leading magazines in its day#
In June 1929, appeared Suphap Burut (The Gentleman), a fort- 
nightly magazine# The magazine was founded by a group of young 
journalists led by Kulap Saipradit, who is better known as a 
novelist# Unlike the staff of Lak Witthaya or of other leading 
magazines in the former days, the staff of Suphap Burut was a 
new product of the modern Thai society# All members of the team 
that produced Suphap Burut were high school-leavers mostly from 
Thepsirin, one of the early established public boy schools in 
Bangkok. Although Suphap Burut was not the first magazine in 
which these young men, known as the ,rSuphap Burut Group11, had
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ever been involved, it was the magazine that brought them to­
gether in a more creative and serious way than any other maga-
2zmes did previously*
The magazine published not only novels, and short stories, 
but it also contained columns on various subjects* During 1929- 
1931» Suphap Burut had served both as a means for a new type of 
Thai intellectual to express his views, and for writers of
prose ffietion to present their literary works. Many prominent
journalists, columnists, and novelists such as Sanit h^aro*enrat, 
Sat hit Semanin, Op Chaiwasu, Malai Chuphinit,H Yakh^ p'J etc* were 
among the "Suphap Burut Group". Compared to Laic Wjtthaya,
Suphap Burut had played a similar role in that it again created 
a new atmosphere in the Thai literary society*
While Lak Wjtthaya turned the history of Thai literature 
into a new chapter in which Western cultures were brought in 
to co-exist with the ancient Eastern literary masters, Suphap*■' * ■!)Ui .IliriMMWBMWSll
Burut changed its direction once more. Here, a social awareness
1. The Thepsirin boys had tried their hands on journalism 
since their school days during 1921-192if.
2 . K9 Wutthathit, "Khana Suphap Burut, The Group of Gentle­
men", quoted by P9 Wat charaph^n, Chomrom NaMshian, Stories of 
Thai Writers (Bangkok: Ruamsan, 2^09), pp* ^09-^29*
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felt by these young gentlemen* stood out clearly* In this maga­
zine ordinary citizens played the leading role, and they increa- 
singly made their voices heard among the general reading public. 
Suphap Burut, however popular it seemed to have been during its 
short-lived life, had more to do with journalism than with liter­
ature as such.
As far as the early development of the novel in Thailand is 
concerned, however, not only newspapers and magazines of the sorts 
such as those which were mentioned above have parts to play, but 
magazines which published stories retold from Western films and 
from plays also have contributed as much. Phapayon Siam and 
Nangsm Phim Khao Lakhon Pramot Nakhon are examples.
Unlike the other periodicals already mentioned, Phapayon 
Siam (The Siam Cinema), was a magazine which published stories 
in Thai retold from the Western films to be shown in cinema houses 
in Bangkok. As the magazine had been issued principally for a 
commercial reason, it was trying to satisfy the Thai cinema-goers, 
who could not understand English, by publishing not only film 
programmes and comments on them, but also summaries of the stories 
or even the whole stories which were retold or rewritten ih-itihei 
Thai language. Like Chinese fiction in Thai, the stories retold 
or rewritten from the Western films became a strong stream that
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helped to create a new era in the history of Thai literature*
The circulation of Phapayon Siam during 1922-192A led to the•<ii*l iniiwid^CmmM im i ■mwiwiiihbii.ii '—•* ^ *■ \
publication of more magazines of that sort* Paring 192A-1928  
appeared Khao Phapayon, a bi-weekly magazine issued by Sieo 
S$ng Uan, the owner of Phapayon Siam, and Phapayon, a magazine
^  * w u p iM iw fH  I'PwJMTwwn w u w L i i i im u iin w n w  • nmnm M imtth  mif l ^
owned by T9 Ngekchuan, which came out irregularly during 1926- 
192?* All of these film magazines not only enlarged the size of 
the reading public of fiction, but they also accidentally served 
as an active catalyst to enrich the imagination of potential 
novelists who were commissioned to translate or rewrite a story.
As the effect of the Western films on the early development of 
the Thai novel is substantial, detail about it will be discussed 
in chapter VI. Here, let us turn to another kind of magazine 
which also contributed to the early development of the Thai novel.
During 1926-1928, theatre magazines appeared* Like the 
cinema magazines, theatre magazines published programmes, comments 
on the plays, and fiction - translated, adapted, as well as ori­
ginal, Take Nangsm Phim Khao Lakhon Pramot Nakhon (The Pramo-
— * WWW iHimwafauia — 11 ■ ■■ ujw mu muhiM in « H U » ir iw i. '"W > n —m»niiw*nBTi'wiiimw|/<iwMW*t«WMi»—^mipmhhhi !■ ipw.iFiinnmwia*— w  w u » ijm  w im  w m w an—j —
thaya Nagara Opera Weekly) for example. Here, potential play­
wrights and imaginative writers often had an opportunity to try 
a new form of writing which fitted in with the nature of the maga­
zine. Thus, dramatic dialogues were often used, especially when
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the original story was from a Western source. In this manner, 
the theatre magazine played a three-fold role: it gave thea­
trical information; it provided reading materials v/hich enter­
tained its readers, and, it perforce produced writers of modern 
prose fiction.
There had been some three hundred periodicals issued in
„ . v
Bangkok before the novel Sattru Khong Chao Lon appeared in one
i !■■■ 11 ■ ii—  ii >■ 'mu     im if ■ iimLi Bi itm niiiiMirwiiniwwip n■■ ■bi/ h  h m  •*+ "■*«
of them in 1929* The above examples have been brought in only 
to give an idea of what sort of reading materials had been read 
before the emergence of the novel in the late 1920's,
Looking back from here to the time when Samkok was first 
published, and Darunowat was issued, one is able to see that 
prose fiction had developed in parallel in various modes before 
the Thai novel proper finally emerged. One may remember also 
that the introduction of the printing press and the growth of 




The Beginnings of Modern Prose fiction
Having dealt with the general and more particular settings 
for the emergence of modern prose writing, for example journalism, 
it is necessary to return to the reign of King Chulalongkorn in 
order to describe the nature of the most significant earlier \irorks. 
Modern fiction in Thailand appears in three distinctive forms of 
prose narrative - the short story, the spoken drama, and the novel. 
These new forms of imaginative writing J|mefged while the Thais 
had come into closer contact with Western cultures. Although the 
forms became distinct in the same period of history, their develop­
ment has proceeded in different manners. Whereas the short story 
defined in Thai terms came into existence as a product of a lit­
erary evolution in the Thai cultural tradition, and the novel had 
mutated out of such an evolution, the spoken drama was on the 
other hand, a totally new form suddenly introduced into the literary 
scene by Thai scholars returning from England. However, the
1. The writer of this thesis uses the term “modern fiction’* 
to represent Thai fiction that has been developed during ,and since 
the modernization of the Thai kingdom in the reign of King Ghula- 
longkorn. The thesis deals only with modern fiction up to 1931 
before the absolute monarchy gave the right of way to the con­
stitutional in 1932 A.D*
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evolutionary process at the period of time \tfhen modern fiction 
began to emerge was catalyzed by internal as well as external 
political pressures,
Looking back to 187 ,^ the time when conflicts between the
Young Siam and the Conservative Party had become increasingly 
1 -
intense , Darunowat published intermittently short pieces of 
satire written in a form of prose narrative instead of ordinary 
tales written in the old Thai literary tradition. These short 
pieces of satire, though they appeared to be fictional, contained 
a political implication. They reflected quite clearly the atti­
tude of their author(s), whose works were published anonymously, 
toward the authoritative political figures of the period. About 
two months after ”A Tale of the Present Time” had appeared 
Darunowat published another short piece of fiction in a form of
"7
prose narrative - \”Khwam fan”, (A Dreara').^
1. Wyatt, op. cit,, pp. Zf2-61 and Bunnag, op. cit., pp. 87-91 •
2* See chapters IVi PP* 78-81.
3* ”Khwam Tan”, (:A Dream)1, Darunowat, pp. 185-186.
-■J 'j
This piece of prose fiction, again like lfA Tale of the 
Present Time'1 conveys a satirical tone with a clear political 
implication* There are two characters involved here; one is 
a young lad who, in his dream, entered into a big, beautiful 
residence of an old warrior; the other is the warrior himself, 
whose livelihood is trading. The readers learn of these two 
characters mainly from their conversation. The old warrior 
appears to be touchy, conceited and avaricious, while the younger 
character inquisitive, bold and cynical, whose questions form 
the frame-work of the story. But, as he woke up in the middle 
of their conversation, some of the questions, such as whether 
it was better for the very rich to stop shortening their lives 
by constantly acquiring more wealth non-stop, and whether it 
would be better for a very rich old man to reserve the rest of 
his life-time for other kinds of enjoyment instead, remained un­
answered. The writer ended his story by putting forward those 
questions to his readers for solutions.
It is quite clear here that ”A Dream” is a satire on the old, 
rich, official class of the nobility who had monopolized the 
ruling power before social reforms began to take place in the 
1870*0. And, such a clique headed by the Bunnag family is known 
to have had under their control not only political, but also
financial power. Having come to the throne with a poor and ill- 
functioning government in his hands, King Chulalongkorn and his 
young supporters could do little to build up strength for the 
country in order to withstand the strong waves of the Western
'I
imperialism which had grown more and more threatening. Never­
theless, the shift of the ruling power from the Regent and his 
party to King Chulalongkorn in the 1880*s did not bring a rest­
ful state of mind to the King because the threats of colonialism 
had constantly increased their severity. The fall of Annam to 
France in 188^ left Thailand alone, with her territory being 
surrounded completely by French and British colonies.
Having felt the technical inadequacy of the country, yet 
determined to see Thailand maintain her political independence 
and preserve her cultural integrity, King Chulalongkorn found no 
alternative but to modernize the old kingdom. Thailand during 
the Chulalongkorn period, thus, was in the time for llresartusn, in 
order to survive such pressures from the Western civilization.
To remain free, as the term ,TThaiu means, the Siamese needed unew 
clothes*1, in Thomas Carlyle fs term, to put on. The ^clothes11 
which the Siamese, under the leadership of King Chulalongkorn,
1. Bunnag, op. cit., pp. 86-91*
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chose then were the Western ones. The last two-thirds of the 
Chulalongkorn period was indeed the time when the ruling class 
had acted consciously or unconsciously like a tailor who makes 
clothes for himself. To make clothes to fit a man, a tailor 
must first know the size of the man* Thailand during the Chula­
longkorn period was in the time when the Thai ruling class began 
to look into themselves, whether consciously or not, for factors 
v/hich made Siam what she had been. The essential characteristics 
which signified their national identity, the Thais seem to have 
discovered, appeared chiefly to lie in their Buddhism, literature, 
and ceremonies* The publication of a complete set of the Buddhist 
scripture - the Trai Pitaka - for the first time in 1893* the 
composition of a series of essays on traditional royal ceremonies 
of the twelve months during 1888-1889, which was a response to 
the request for such a kind of literature, together with the pro­
motion of journalism were parts of what the ruling class had done 
at the beginning of the period of modernization. The publication 
of Thai traditional literature, secular as well as religious, 
and the encouragement made for new development were some of the
1. See chapter III, pp. 66-67.
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evidences which show that the ruling class of the Chulalongkorn 
period had been consciously or unconsciously searching for their 
national identity while modernization was simultaneously being 
carried on.
Although the Thais leaned toward the British in their choice
for the "new clothes”, they were well aware that by modernizing
Siam in the light of the Western civilization simply by means of
cultural coating, she would never be able to win any respect
from the world community, They realized that, before being
further developed, a living civilization must rest fundamentally
1
on the root of its own cultural tradition. Thus, in 1897 while 
King Chulalongkorn was paying his first state visits to Western 
countries, he observed their civilization with keen and critical 
eyes. The hope for Siam to be one among the nations of a civi­
lized world encouraged the King to be cautious in the way of
1. Kromamtin Bidyalabh Bridhyakorn "Kan Plian Plaeng Lae 
PraphenI Kh9ng Thai Nai Ratchasamai Phrabatsomdet Phra fthulaclicjm- 
klaocfiaoyjihau (2^ 11-2^ -53 B.E.)", "Changes and the Thai Tradition 
in the Reign of King Chulalongkorn (1868-1910 A.D.) of Bangsi Thi
Baldk Thtfng Hop Koi FI Haeng Wan Bawankhot Phrabatsomdet Hira
n imiiiiH ■.■Man irrnlfli rwil iiii u 'iim  m  m f a  mi nf mu irnmnrfi' *■ wn m  imn™i*ii ■ m mi nwrii^  |-mi liirnHiiniiiiHin —  ia--MT-nwrn-Tnmw*nniwirannr im i— w m — mmnrwririrnurmi wr ir ■ * |ry
ChcpmKLaociaaoyuhuo Lae Wan Sawoeirat Phrabatsomdet Phra CnulaoSiQm- 
.klaoSaaoyuhau, Collected Works fox-' the Centenary of the Peath of 
King Mongkut and the Coronation of King Chulalongkorn (Bangkok:
klaoSEaoy
lm
i f m  * iwnftai>ni>» miji niHn«i>|Mii1i m m iin iiB am ilima npim i^iiTMiiriiniM |im i im  mi 11 iimh i ~>i»i i^ i up nnnm n  m    niiin piiib h^ . h w A  ^
Royal Publication, 2511), p. 203.
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making his aspiration practically possible. Thus, after return- 
ing from his "study tour" of Europe, the King's plan to promote 
Thai culture was soon carried out by emphasising the importance 
of Thai studies in the country. In 1900, a special library for 
Buddhist literature - H9 Buddha Satsana Sangkhaha - was esta- 
blished. In 190*f> the Siam Society was founded to encourage 
interest in the Arts and Science in Siam and neighbouring coun­
tries; the Society has made itself known among scholars of the 
world ever since then. In 19053 the Oity Library was opened to
2the public and the campaign for old manuscripts was carried out.
In 1907? an archaeology club was set up primarily to facilitate 
the study of history.
During this period of modernization, prose narrative had 
gradually changed the face of Thai literature. Prose had a 
greater role to play than poetry, and it often had opportunities 
to extend this role. It is natural that life in the country 
became more complicated during the process of national development,
1. Rajanubhab, Tamnan Ho Phra Samut, pp. 32-^ +2.
2 . Ibid., pp. 55-62.
3. Thailand, Ratchakit^hanubeksa, Vol. 2 -^ (December 8 , r.s.
126), p. 926.
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and there were several social gaps to be filled* The ruling 
class seemed to find that these gaps could be filled success­
fully when members of the same society were well-informed of 
and understood what was going ohinthe country while changes 
were in progress.
After taking Annam in l88if, the French began to stretch 
their imperialistic hands out to the Thai territory along the 
Mae Khong River, And, finally two French battleships were sent 
up the Chao Phraya River to Bangkok, Thus, a clash between the 
Thai navy and the French battleships was inevitable.
While the two governments were settling the dispute, on 
July 23, 189^ * Ratchakltohanubeksa published a long announcement 
of the government explaining the situation to the Thais. This 
announcement reflects quite vividly the general psychological 
atmosphere at the time when the incident was taking place. Here, 
one can see very well how prose was used for a serious purpose 
such as that. It begins with a brief historical background of 
the Thai foreign affairs before the dispute started, how it started, 
and ends up with a consolation for the people. The folloxving is 
an excerpt in translation from the announcement.
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•.. In the first place, France sent in one battle­
ship to protect their subjects a long time ago.
Now, they claimed that more British battleships 
would come to protect their interests. France, 
therefore, demanded that two more of their battle­
ships be brought in to protect theirs as well •••
But, we see that at this moment it is not a proper 
time (for us) to allow more than one foreign 
battleship from each country to anchor in the Chao 
Phraya Fiver. So, v/e discussed this matter with 
the French ambassador, and sent a telegram to the 
French government in Paris. And, we already 
received a reply sent by telegram, which agreed 
to give an order to stop the battleships from 
invading the Fiver ... But, those two ships 
stubbornly came up into the mouth of the Fiver •.»
The naval officers (at the Fort Phra ftliulac^ nspmklao) 
then gave warning shots according to the naval tradition. 
But, the French battleships did not accept them as 
such. On the other hand, they fired back. So, they 
started firing at each other .., From what has 
happened, we believe, there must have been a mis­
understanding somehow, because the message in the 
telegram sent from Paris is clear that the French 
Minister of Foreign Affairs explained in words that 
(they) did not mean to do any harm to the sovereignty 
of Siam. Therefore, you fellow citizens, please do 
not worry or panic, thinking that there would be any 
fighting in Bangkok ••• But, an important issue to be 
prevented and solved at this moment is that of the 
crowds who might become anxious and alarmed because 
they do not know the degree of the matter. The King, 
therefore, has given an order to the Ministry of the 
Capital to make an arrangement to protect properties 
and citizens from being disturbed by looters. The 
King has also gone to inspect soldiers at spots all 
over Bangkok. He is much pleased to have seen that 
the military force would be sufficient to stop any 
difficulties which might happen, to bring peace, and 
to protect the citizens of our country from any danger ... 
So, please do not feel frightened or worry more than you 
need over what has actually happened. Please, everyone, 
keep peace and order in yourself as usual. 1
1. Thailand, Ratchakit#hanubeksa, Vol. 10 (July 23, r.s. 112),
p. 196.
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In the following pages, HatchakitMianubeksa published a
correspondence between Prince Thewawongwaroprakan, the Siamese
Minister of foreign Affairs, and the French ambassador in
Bangkok. Like in the announcement, the prose style in this
letter shows a very good command in using language as a means
of communication. The language used here is simple, but the
tone is decisive. The message is clear, and it reflects the
dignity and attitude of the Thais responsible for the survival
of the nation as a whole. The following, is an excerpt from the
<1
letter in translation.
... I have to inform you that so far the King*s 
government have not received any information 
from the British government stating that Great 
Britain would like to send her battleship to 
Bangkok, or even at the mouth of the (Chao Phraya)
Biver, or elseitfhere in the River other than the 
Swift, which at the moment is anchored in front ^ 
of the British Embassy, the same as the nLR Tangn 
which is in front of the French. As you have 
said, ... the reason for this matter is only that 
you want to do the same as the British, or as other 
countries will do. I can see from what should be 
seen in your words that, if other countries will 
not have more than one battleship in the River,
France will not try to send other battleships, 
except the nLtt Tang,! either.
1* The letter published in Ratchakitckanubeksa is in the 
Thai language.
2 . This is a transcription of the Thai name for the Stench 
ship, HLutin".
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Let me add to what I have already said, that the 
first of all battleships which came to Siam was 
the flLtl Tang”. Therefore, it is not quite right 
(for you) to accuse other countries that they 
started (to send battleships to Siam) first.
There is no need for me to remind you of how 
threats had been given to us when the nL0 Tang” 
came to this country on March 1 if ... And I can 
see that there is a general belief all over the 
country that if the ,!L0 Tangn leaves Bangkok, 
there will be no foreign battleships in this place. 
And the chaos which is now going on here will be  ^
brought into order. Then, we will become peaceful.
At 10.30 p.m. the same night after the above letter was
finished, Prince Thewawong received information from the French
ambassador saying that the battleships were coming, two days
earlier than they were supposed to. Rrince Thewawong then
added the following postscript:
I hope that because of all the appropriate reasons 
I have already explained in the above passage, you 
will send a telegram to the navy commanders, let 
them see that there is no reason to use as a pre­
text to bidng the ships in at all. On the other hand,
I cannot help feeling disgusted in the translation of 
the treaty which says that it is agreed to allow any 
countries to have an absolute power to send their 
battleships into the oceanic territory belonging to 
Siam, and into the capital city of this kingdom as 
many as any countries wish. The implication of this 
treaty of friendship does not seem to allow Siam to 
have the usual rights like other countries in order 
to protect herself. And, the French government should 
clearly see from what has been going on at the moment 
that we will not be able to agree to such a trans­
lation of this treaty without maintaining our rights 
to preserve the sovereignty of our kingdom.^
1. Thailand, Hat chakit chanubeksa, Vol. 10, op. cit., p. 198.
2. Ibid., p. 199*
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Although the dispute with IVance finally ended without more 
bloodshed, and Thailand maintained her sovereignty as an inde­
pendent country, the ruling class, especially King Ohulalongkorn, 
was bitterly made to feel the real danger to peace caused by 
Western imperialism, during this time prose writing was often 
used not only as a means of communication, but also as a means 
of literary expression. In 1895, a year after this incident, 
Wachirayan Wiset published an essay entitled IfPen Bab Khao Ngai 
Pen Nai Khao Yak" (Easy to be Slaves, Difficult to be Masters),
In this essay, like a prose style generally written in those days, 
the sentences were often unnecessarily long, and words were used 
often repetitively. But, at any rate, its tone is quite moving, 
Here the anonymous writer tried to analyze, in terms of human 
socio-psychology, as to why man may allow himself to be a dependant 
of other people. It is easy for one to become a subject under 
the command of others, the writer wrote, and explained that it 
is easy because one does not then have to think or to look for 
ways and means to defend oneself, or to fight for oneself. One 
simply does what one is told and leaves the thinking part to the 
master. The same reason is also applicable to the weak and 
minority groups who allow themselves to be subjects of the bigger 
power. They do so because they believe that they would be
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protected from danger, the writer explained, Then he discussed
in detail characteristics of different types of masters.
According to him, there were four* A master of some sorts,
he wrote, simply looks forward to gaining benefits for himself
from time to time, but does not care for the welfare of his
subjects. A master who is responsible for the welfare of his
fellow men is like one who looks after a child. It is difficult,
said the writer, because one has to help the child in such a way
that the child would be growing strong and able to help himself
later on in life. The writer said that being a slave, though
easy, is the most undignified act of a human being. Therefore,
he concluded:
most of those people who have fine intellect feel 
patriotic to their country, the place where they 
were born (and bred). Their aspiration is to save 
their nation from being a servant, or prisoner of 
war, or slave to other nations. That is why they 
have tried to find various ways and means to protect 
their nation as efficiently as their ability can 
allow them. No matter laow tremendously difficult 
it may be, they do not count such troubles as their 
obstacles in achieving their goal ... One who is not 
a slave under any other men, or any other nationals, 
one who is dependent only to oneself, is honourable.
This should be an ideal in life of any human beings.
To be slaves is to be despised by all men. That is 
why, although it is easy to be slaves, nobody has a 
desire to be one of them ••. Such a master (who is 
responsible for the welfare of his fellow men) has a 
desire only to see his fellow citizens in his country 
stand dependent only to themselves forever •.•
1. nPen Bao Khao Ngai Pen Nai Khao Yale, Basy to be Slaves, 
Difficult to be Masters”, Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. Zj.1 .(August 9, 
r.s. 113), PP* A81-A82,
2. Ibid., p. ASA*
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An act passed in 1874, whereby numbers of slaves were gra­
dually diminished until slavery by and large was brought to an
A
end in the first two decades of the twentieth century, proved 
that such an ideal master really existed. In a circumstance such 
as that which Thailand in the Chulalongkorn period faced, the 
aspiration to save the nation nfrom being a servant, or prisoner 
of war, or slave to other nations” could be achieved only when 
the Thais by and large could cultivate for themselves a new 
intellectual personality, moreover a new sense of social responsi­
bility had also to be developed among them. The king fully 
realized that while a new form of administration could be the 
best political instrument for modernizing the old kingdom, it
was good education for the general public which would help to
2achieve the aspired goal. Therefore, while the social and admin­
istrative reforms which began in the l8 7 0fs had been carried on 
more substantially, modern education for the general public had
1. Phraya Anuman Patchathon, Huang Loek That nai Ratohakan 
thi Ha, The Abolition of Slavery in the Reign of King Chulalongkorn
mi in ' ——  ~~t • i inir~rir  " r i  i"itt it  t v  r r r  m m i  1 i i 1 u t r n f i l — ' g n 1- in~nr i t i m u m  nun— nwfc hmihhhimHhh* . iiMW»h«i*.iit m m i iwi. iwn m i ijminlhMn n hh. m uBinm
(Bangkok: 1956), pp. 27-30, and 64-6 6, cited by Tej Bunnag,
op.cit., pp. 89-90.
2. See letters from King Chulalongkorn to Phraya Wisutsuri- 
yasak dated January 21, r.s. 117 and February 3, r.s. 117; from 
King Chulalongkorn to Prince Damrong dated July 8 , r.s. 118; from 
Prince Damrong to Phraya Wisut dated April 2 0, r.s. 118; and from 
Prince Thewawong to Phraya Wisut dated August 24, r.s. 118 of 
Phraratchahatthalekha Lae Nangsii Krapbangkhomthun Khong Cnao Phraya
mtBinHw. n i'Hinni i i»i ii* i ihim.ii h     i.h m ihmmum mij#> m..... i«w>im Miiiirf^4i*i[iii« i m m  nrtlfi 11*— - — 1 ■    i juimm irm.i.i im inn>n i inlna i fir i i n rnim''nifi if f  “i Itir — r— tt rirm
Phrasadetsurenthrathibadi, Letters to and from King Chulalongkorn
wvatw«MMIiifti'Wii   ■ ir.iimpin .i ,i i i jiin jfi TiiWinXnnitiiir.Mif  nuif i m>inni in ■ .1 Hiwium wri^ i ~ imn n. 1 iiawnril fm mi iiiwib.iw
and Chao Phraya Phrasadetsurenthrathibadi (Bangkok: Distributed at
the funeral of Than Phuying Sa-ngiam Phrasadetsurenthrathibadi, 2504), 
pp. 292-3 0 0, 304-307, 330-331, 358-3 6 2, and 363.
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been implemented increasingly throughout the reign of King 
Chulalongkorn. The establishment of the first modern university 
in 1916, and the promulgation of an act in 1921 whereby free 
education in an elementary level was to be provided by the 
government for children of both sexes between 7-14 years of age 
were some of the evidences which amply proved the seriousness 
of the aspiration of such an ideal ’'master11.
However, the lack of well-trained personnel qualified to 
serve in the new jobs required for the new form of administration 
in the early period of modernization, frustrated the king who saw 
clearly that the external circumstances did not allow Thailand to 
go at ease while modernising herself. The relentless threats 
caused by the super powers from outside made it necessary that, 
in order to survive honourably, the internal strength must be 
sufficient to withstand such pressures. Therefore, to withstand 
such pressures, unity was to be kept among the Thais, especially, 
among the members of the ruling class themselves. However, as 
long as there are men who feel insecure, competition is unavoid­
able anywhere. And, one can feel very well the competitive atmos­
phere of the period as it was reflected in literature of the time. 
l*or instance, in "Khwam Kaeng Yaeng Kae Kan" ("The Rivalry"), a 
fictional work in dialogue, published in the same issue of 
Wachirayan Wjset as the one which published the essay "Easy to
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be Slaves, Difficult to be Masters11, jealousy and rivalry in 
kinship was taken up as the theme. Characters are represented 
by five fingers of the same hand, and the heart* The fingers 
stand for female characters; all are sisters. The heart stands 
for a male; the Lord of their life* When the story begins, 
the sisters have been quarrelling about social injustice on 
domestic grounds. Their arguments are made on the issues over 
responsibilities each one has had in relation to the well-being 
of the whole man, and over rewards each has been given for her 
service. The trouble here is that those who think that they 
work harder and better than the others find that they are not 
as well rewarded and recognized as those who do so little. 
Jealousy, discouragement as well as conceit work themselves out 
to antagonism among all the sisters. Then, the Lord Heart came 
in. The conciliation made by the Heart reveals clearly the idea 
of the need for practical co-operation which is required for the 
persistence of a healthy society.
The strong political pressures from outside such as those 
caused by the French in South East Asia had created a great 
many changes in various aspects of the Thais* way of life. It 
was during this time that the poetically-minded and easy-going 
Thais began to learn to look at life more seriously and to take
12?
life more seriously. As a result of this new look at life, the 
makers of poetry started to write more seriously as well. Thai 
literature since then has been created chiefly not for the sake 
of its aesthetic value or for an entertaining purpose any longer. 
It has been created more with serious social and political 
motives. The Thai literary tradition, which used to focus mainly 
on the delightful side of the coin in the early days, changed 
itself increasingly to focus on the instructive and informative 
side during the Chulalongkorn period. Whereas the example from 
Wachirayan Wiset above derives directly from the political needs 
of the time, this soon inspired work of a kind which showed that 
the literary imagination of the writer was brought to bear 011 
subjects of immediate political and social interest.
At the beginnings of modern prose fiction, the earliest form 
to have been developed was the short story. While the Thais in 
the Chulalongkorn period .were having a much closer contact with 
the West, they found its literary culture inspiring, perhaps like 
the Buddhist monk's in the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, 
who found Pali literature a great inspiration for their literary
'I
creation. Therefore, elements of Western literature have begun
1. The time from the Chulalongkorn period onwards is a 
fashionable time for the Thais to come to the West for further 
education. The time during the fifteenth and the seventeenth 
centuries is said to have been a fashionable time for Thai monies 
to go to Ceylon.1 for further study of Buddhism. Bee Bannasa 
Jgtaka, Vol. I, pp. (1)-(2 ).
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to co-exist with those of the Eastern in Thai literature since 
the Chulalongkorn period; and, gradually prose fiction reflects 
more of the Western influence* The most distinctive aspects the 
Thais learned from the West lie in methods of presentation and in 
syntactic styles* However, as far as the short story is concerned, 
one can see that at the early stage, its evolution depended on 
at least two main streams of development* One is the transfor­
mation from jataka tales, and the like; the other is that of 
the riddle. And, hy examining fiction published in Wachirayan 
Wiset, and Wachirayan, which were the earliest and first long- 
lived magazines in Thai, one can follow such a development very 
well.
In 1885, ten years after the cessation of Darunowat. there 
appeared in Wachirayan Wiset a short piece of fiction written 
in a form of prose narrative called by the editor Hnithan 
suphasit'*^ (A Didactic Tale). This "tale", as one sees in its 
method of presentation, marks the beginning of the first literary 
stream. Although the'tale was presented formally in the old con­
vention, it contained some unconventional elements. For instance, 
in a jataka tale or an old fable, one can see clearly a fictional 
character of a story, whereas this tale gives a more authentic
1. Nal Kuad Hum Fhrae, ,lNithantl, Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. 2, (the 
Second month, the 8th day of the waning moonTcnulasakkarat 
12k7\ pp. V7-53.
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atmosphere• The differences between a traditional parable and 
this one lie chiefly in the characterization, and the description 
of settings* Although the story itself was claimed to have been 
an old one told by na wise man in the early days", the plot was 
re-arranged deliberately by the author* The story was set in 
a Thai cultural and physical environment* This gives a new 
atmosphere to what the author claimed to be a rewriting of an 
old story.
Hoping to get moral messages across to the readers, Nai 
Kuad Hum Phrae created ordinary men and women for his characters, 
and characterized them in quite a realistic manner. The people 
in this parable look more real than most of the characters in 
prose fiction in the old tradition, but their personality and 
the sentiment they express can still be identified as Thai in 
the traditional feudal society. Unlike a traditional tale, 
however, the characters here were given monosyllabic Thai names 
actually used by the Thais themselves. Nevertheless, all the 
characters here appear to be rather flat* It is clear from the 
start that they were made up with the purpose of representing 
different types of men and women. The tale was written, as the 
author put it, with an attempt to give lessons to men so that 
they would be cautious about their expenditure, and to give them 
advice concerning the characteristics of a good and a bad wife.
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The author told a story of a millionaire who finds a weird 
criterion to select among his serfs the fittest for prosperity.
There are six characters: the millionaire, whose name is not
known, Nai Sot, Nai Chun, and Nai Yai, all of whom work for the 
millionaire, and the last two characters are Na*I Chin's and 
Nai Yai's wives, both of whose names are not known either.
At the outset, the author described these characters only 
to such an extent that one can form some opinions about them.
Nai Sot and Nai Ch&n, the handymen, both are T,industrious, and 
neither is lazy11. Both are exceptional among the rest of the 
serfs. But, Nai GMn, by chance, impresses his master more deeply 
for the master finds him ua thinker”, and grows fonder of him.
The master himself is a good-hearted, rich old man with a touch 
of dictatorship in his personality. Nai Yai, his household 
manager, whom the millionaire trusted second only to himself, is 
rather foolish because the millionaire finds that he Hdoes not 
know good from bad, nor gain from loss”. Thus, a plan of changing 
over Nai CMn's and Nal Yai's responsibility occurred to the master, 
and the plan was carried out immediately.
The millionaire put to Nai Yai the riddles formerly put to 
himself by Nal Chun, and gave him a time limit by which to solve
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them. With help from his wife Nai Yai got the riddles solved in 
time for the millionaire, who did not believe that with such a 
mentality as Nai Yai's the man could solve the riddles himself. 
Eventually, Nai Yai, seeing how furiously angry the master 
looked, confessed that "The answers did not come from my own
'i
intellect, sir, It's my wife who helped me out". Therefore,
Nai Yai's wife was brought to the scene. Then the whole truth was
revealed. After explaining to the master from the beginning up
to the end hovf she successfully fooled Nai Chin's wife for the
answers, she begged the millionaire to "please spare any punish-
2ment to my husband, sir". The millionaire, on the other hand, 
ordered a changing over of the marriage partners. He remarried 
Nal Yai to Nai CMn's wife, and Nai Yai's to Nai CMn, to whom 
Nai Yai's former job was also given. The millionaire trusted 
him absolutely, second only to himself. The readers are told 
that from that time on Nai Chun went on growing prosperous forever.
As a writer of sophisticated prose fiction, the author did 
not seem to be very successful here, however. Although the plot 
was quite well organized, his characters appear to be either too
1. Ibid. , p. 33.
2. Ibid.
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good or too foolish to make the message convincing. In addition 
to this weak point, the author, although he never at any time 
digressed, made the story longer than it should have been by 
making an avoidable repetition of the riddles and the answers 
to them. Nevertheless, in spite of its poor literary quality, 
this parable, being considered as a part of the whole development 
of modern prose fiction, contains significant historical value* 
"nithan suphasit", a didactic tale, as the editor of Wachirayan 
Wiset called it, shows clearly how the old tradition was evol­
ving before a new form emerged distinctively.
All.of the tales in the jataka tradition aimed at giving 
moral lessons. In rewriting the nold tale’1 it is quite clear 
that Nai Kuad Hum Phrae followed this old tradition in which 
prose fiction was created fundamentally as a means to convey 
or to illustrate moral conduct to the general public. Having 
examined the development of modern prose fiction, one can see 
very well that such a tradition has been carried on continuously. 
The belief that literature is created not simply as an end in 
itself, but rather as an entertaining means through which other 
values such as moral, social, intellectual, etc. can be exposed 
to the general public, is generally held both by the readers and 
the writers themselves*
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The Wachirayan library had taken on as one of its duties 
that of a literary patron since *1889* during 18 9 V 1900, the 
committee proposed a list of proverbs and cliches, and en­
couraged the members of the library to choose a topic and 
a story to illustrate it* The list contained phrases or sent­
ences such as nKu mak yak nan, ru ncpi pl<?i ramlfen” (Knowing much 
causes a long period of troubles; knowing a little causes 
annoyance), nMai $n dat ngai, mai kae dat yakt! (A young tree 
is easy to bend; an old trunk is difficult), MTam nam prik 
lalai mae nam11 (Make a chili sauce and dissolve it into a river 
(hoping) to change the colour and taste of the water), Hlop mak,
lap hai" (Greed causes misfortune), "phakchi roi na11 (putting
1
parsley on top), fTthaloek thoek thak, and many others. They 
were to be taken as the titles of the stories.
Examining the stories written under this condition, it is 
interesting to note that nearly all of the topics chosen by the 
members were illustrated in prose, most of them approaching the 
form of a modern short story. Poetry, on the other hand, was 
used mainly as a concluding j>aragraph for the story. As the 
rules required each writer to write in such a way that he could
1. This is an adjectival x>hrase used to describe a manner
of an ill sort.
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get the implication of each topic selected across to the readers, 
a story was created, therefore, not as an end in itself, but 
principally as a means to convey a message. A selective col­
lection of these tales was later published in book form, 
entitled Nithan Wachirayan (Tales from Wachirayan). Some of 
those tales were presented in a much more realistic manner than 
‘‘nithan suphasit". Compared to prose fiction in the old tradition, 
quite a few of the tales selected from Wachirayan Wiset and 
Wachirayan were distinguished as a new form of imaginative writing. 
Looking at “phakchi roi naH, for example, one can see from it 
that the writer successfully made his characters look more like 
real human beings than those in f,nithan suphasit”, their senti­
ments and conduct more plausible, and the message practically 
convincing.
In order to illustrate a message implicitly given from the 
adjectival phrase “phakchi roi nart, which is commonly used to 
describe a kind of hypocidsy, the writer phose a domestic ground 
in which to develop the story. He told the story of a head wife 
who tries to keep her husband*s admiration for her. But, because 
she was spoiled by his praising, she lost her common sense. Thus, 
one day, by doing the same thing which used to please him enor­
mously, but on a wrong occasion, she found that by simply ‘‘putting 
parsley on top,f, one could get a shattering effect.
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Here is the sad-ending story of Mae Nun, the head wife 
of Nai Wen Npm. In order to please her husband, who wished to 
have ftH9 Mokn for dinner, Mae Nun managed to get a minor wife 
to cook the dish. Not knowing how to cook anything, all Mae 
Nun could do in this complicated operation was to put some 
parsley and other kinds of seasoning on top before the dish was 
to be steamed. When Nai Wen N9111 came to dinner, Mae Nun, who 
alone had an opportunity to sit with him, started chatting,
Nai N9m being happy with the H9 Mok felt his appetite better 
than usual, and remarked that the H9 Mok would never taste so 
delicious without parsley and that parsley goes nicely with 
everything. From this comment, Mae Nun took it as a rule to 
put parsley on top of the food before it was served. For this 
she won constant admiration and praise from her husband. One 
day, Nai Wen N9m wished to have some dessert after dinner.
Being ashamed to ask for help from the minor wife again, Mae 
Nun decided to stand on her own feet this time. She set her 
mind on egg-pudding. Because she did not know how to make it 
properly, the pudding did not smell right. But Mae Nun remembered 
her husband*s comment that parsley is good with everything, and 
food tastes more delicious with it, without realizing that pre­
viously parsley was put on top of the kind of food it naturally
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goes with. She, therefore, hoping to please him, put some parsley 
on top of the dessert.
Her husband, a polygamist with absolute authority, realizing 
that his favourite wife actually had no sense of domestic com­
petence, thus disqualified her as a wife. He, therefore, called
'I
her names, and sent her back to her former home.
Gompared to "nithan suphasit", one can see in this short story 
a progress in the development of modern prose fiction by way of 
transformation from jataka tales and the like. However, while 
the form of presentation changed, the character of the Thai lit­
erary culture did not change as much. It is true that the Thais 
began to write more seriously during this period, but they did 
not lose their sense of humour. A Thai critic once pointed out
that in Thai literature a villain often appears as a mixture of
2a wicked person and a comedian simultaneously. This aspect can 
be seen clearly in r3?hakchl roi na" too. The wife was apparently 
created to be sort of a cunning exploiter, but the writer,
1. Nai Koet, "Phakchi Hoi Na" of Nithan Wachirayan, Tales
# ___ Mlia i t l l l  M'L 'llll Hill I lUl'll I ,1 I f 1 ■ 1 ■ ' 'I"' Hi Hill1 " |  " HUM* UlliaillMMLLuWlM
from Wachirayan (Bangkok: Bannakhan, 2309), Vol. 3? PP* 392-398.
2. Boonlua Debyasuvarn, M. L., "Ilua Lieo Kh9ng Warmakhadi 
Thai, A Transitional lDeriod of Thai Literature" of Wanwaithaya-’ 
kgn: Wannakhadl Literature (Bangkok: Thai Watana Panich, 231^7,
p. 63.
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whether he meant it or not, made her appear to be a likeable 
villain in spite of what she did* And, as a result of such a 
way of characterization, this protagonist looks very life-like*
Another factor which helps to bring a realistic touch to 
this piece of fiction is the manner of conversation, and of the 
portrayal of a family life in the old society. A story of this 
sort shows that some elements essential for the development of 
the novel had been commonly used in the Chulalongkorn period.
Thus, prose fiction written in this manner was familiar to the 
reading public of Wachirayan Wiset and Wachirayan during 189^- 
1900. The belief that prose fiction can be written or used as 
an entertaining means to teach morality and to introduce social 
ideas to the general public was, and still is, held both by some 
critics and some writers themselves* This belief \*as perhaps trans­
ferred by the Thais, whether they were conscious about it or not, 
who were used to reading jataka tales in their study of Buddhism.
During 1888-1889, Wachirayan Wiset published a series of 
riddles. These constitute an important feature of the movement 
towards modern fiction. The main objective for having this 
column was to give the readers a kind of entertainment to balance 
the literature of knowledge which the magazine normally published.
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The riddles and their solutions were sent anonymously or pseu- 
donymously from the members of the library, but only one riddle 
was published at a time* Solutions for each preceding riddle 
appeared in the following two weeks or so* As they appeared, 
each riddle involved only one single conflict* And various 
different ways were proposed to solve it.
The riddles published here concern conflicts of different 
natures such as social, cultural, moral, domestic, philo- 
sophical, etc. As asking riddles had been a favourite childrenis 
game, this column must have been very stimulating because it 
presented more sophisticated and practical problems, some of 
which one might actually come across in reality, and some might 
delight the intellect, some increase one's wisdom and some simply 
entertain* In an anthology of riddles selected from Wachirayan
  *11 m uriM
Wiset, which was published in 192% only 91 out of the original 
103 problems appear* There are nine among those ptiblished in the 
anthology which form a series of sketches of a character. But, 
the riddles come one after the other irregularly, starting from 
riddle no. 39 and ending at no. 6 3. The main idea pointed out 
in these riddles concerns the practical problems caused by a
1. Banha Khatkhpng, A Collection of Hiddles (Bangkok: 
Distributed at the funeral of Prince ChaiyasisuriySphat, Sophon- 
phiphatthanak9n, 2463)* PP* 61-67* 69-81, 88-91* 98-101, and 
137-1if2.
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snobbish lady of the upper-class. In these nine riddles, as in 
the rest in this collection, characters \\rhich originally appeared 
in the magazine under names with one single alphabetic letter, 
such as Mr. A, Miss B, Lady C, etc., were given names such as 
those adopted by actual men and women. But the original name 
of the protagonist, Khun Ying Kh9 , remained unchanged. The 
incidents which made up the riddles were set in various scenes, 
such as at home, in a monastery, within the palace walls and in 
the country-side. Minor characters involved those from members 
of the Hoyal family to slaves. Although each incident is briefly 
described, the description of the setting, the portrayal of 
characters, and their activities were sufficiently vivid to give 
an authentic picture of a portion of the Thai way of life in the 
Qhulalongkorn period.
From fiddle .no.’ 39, one gets a view of a group of upper 
class ladies sitting waiting to have an audience with His Majesty 
the King at the ceremony of fealty in the Temple of the Emerald 
Buddha. The problem was totally domestic and vain without any 
concern with political affairs even though they were taking part 
in a ceremony of a political nature. From riddles no. ifO and 
no. A0, some aspects of the life of ladies living in the palace 
compounds can be seen. The incident in no. ^  was set on King
12fO
Chulalongkorn1s birthday when the Chao Phraya Hiver was decorated 
with lights in a special arrangement• The atmosphere such as 
that which was reflected from these riddles could bring a nos­
talgic feeling to those who felt familiar with the way of 
life in the old days# The Thai country-side as described in 
riddle no. 51 reminds one of the time when a rice field was 
flooded during the later part of the rainy season, when the 
vast array of green rice stalks which rose above the water were 
tipped with golden, wild water ..'-flowers• The scene where Khun 
Ting Kh$ and her friends went out on a boat-picnic hoping to 
pick up water-lilies has now often been replaced by a scene of 
a dry and hostile land painted by some of the contemporary 
writers#
In these riddles, not only were the settings well described, 
but the portrayal of characters, especially, of Khun Ying Kh$ 
was also vivid. From riddle no. the readers are informed of 
Khun Ying Khcphs vanity which disturbed her husband's social 
image so much that the problem is opened for the readers to 
advise the husband on how to find a solution. Khun Ying Kh9, 
the writer said, has been so fond of beautifying herself since 
she was a young girl# Being always very vivacious but spoiled 
and careless, her aged appearance, which looks comical to the
wothers, including her husband, fails to reveal its reality to 
her* Khun Ying Kb.9 takes very special care of her skin* One 
can see it by observing her bathing procedure which takes 
about the same length of time and involves as many helping 
hands as one would need to prepare a big meal* But, because of 
her careless nature, her well intentioned make-up often turns 
her appearance to an absurdity* Whenever, Phraya Ngan-mdang, 
her husband, got an opportunity, which was very rare, to remind 
her of her farcical conduct, Khun Ying Kh.9 would be furious, 
but never accept the fact* Once Phraya Ngan-mAang received 
a postcard written to ridicule her personality. Khun Ying IQ19 
declared that it was sent by his mistress with his consent, 
Therefore, she continued putting on the full scale of cosmetics 
and jewellery. This situation annoyed Phraya Ngan-mUiang and 
disturbed his social image.
The only solution proposed here not only suggested a way 
out to the poor old husband, but also summed up Khun Ying KI19's 
character and personality as described from the first of the 
series up to this point. The writer seemed to share Phraya 
Ngan-mUang's discomfort. He pointed out to the Phraya that 
Khun Ying KI29 is fond of flattery, being conceited, luxurious, 
snobbish, jealous, inclined to misbehaviour, careless, trivial
1/»2
and the like- Because, the writer said, Khun Ying Kh$ has 
lived with her husband for so long that she has, as it were, 
become the same person as the man himself, therefore it is 
impossible for him to stay away from her* But, the writer ad­
vised Phraya Ngan-mftang to play a trick on his wife by flattering, 
and at the same time trying to fascinate her with the spell of 
Buddhism* The writer believed that being mad about the Buddha 
Dhamma is better than being a plain snob* He ended his long 
advice, which is longer than the riddle itself, with a statement 
of assurance to Phraya Ngan-rmlang that ”... A trivial person 
can be led to anywhere provided that the leader knows where the
• ti 1proper way is".
The series of these riddles and the solutions proposed for 
them could have become a novelette, a kind of satirical comedy, 
if only there had been a main plot. However, in later days some 
of the riddles published in Wachirayan Wiset were developed to 
a form of the short story*
P M
Por instance, in May 1897 Hal Pan, a Buddhist scholar,
1. Panha Khatkhyng, p* 81 *
2. "Taeng-ngan (Kan) Duai Khwamsat, Marriage, the Pesult of 
Honesty”, Wachirayan, Vol. 20 (May, r.s. 11f>), pp. 2069-2086.
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developed from riddles no, 2 and no, Af a short story which he
presented in a new form. In riddle no. 2, the writer told the
story of a petty nobleman who had a beaxitiful young daughter.
His superior in rank asked for her to marry his son. The man 
agreed and accepted the engagement gold. After the new house 
for the bride and bridegroom-to-be had been built, and the 
wedding day was to come the following day, a servant told the 
man that his daughter had had a man in her room. He asked his
daughter, but she refused to say anything, fhe man was in
trouble, as ohe can imagine, because his superior, the bride­
groom and other relatives were coming. The problem put forward 
for solution is what the father ought to do.
There are four similar answers given in different ways.
But, on the whole everyone suggested that the man ought to search 
for the truth of the gossip, and face the fact^that he should 
tell the truth to his superior, no matter what it was, and that 
the girl should not be forced to get married.
1. Panha Khatkh<?ng, pp. 3-5 and 8-10. These two riddles 
appear as no. 3 and no, 3 respectively in Wachirayan Wiset,
Vol. ij-, No. 3 (the twelfth month, the eighth day of the waxing 
moon, 1230), p. 2if; Vol. Ai Ho. 3 (the twelfth month, the eighth 
day of the waning moon, 1230),jp. 30-31; and Vol. Ho. 7 
(the fii'st month, the eighth day of the waxing moon, 1230), p. 73»
"Ujif
Two weeks later, this story was taken up again, but the 
problem was different, I-Iere, the previous episode had been 
summarized, before a new one was presented. Now, the father 
discovered the truth by means which yet led him to another 
problem, That is, after being consoled by her father the girl 
agreed to tell him the truth but on one condition, which he 
accepted, that her secret must not be exposed to anyone. She 
confessed that she was in love with a man and had given him 
her word that she would not marry anyone but him. She also 
threatened her father that if she should be forced to be married 
to the superior's son, she would be as good as dead* The poor 
father was in trouble again, and he needed suggestion for his 
next move.
There are only two answers for him now, both of which are 
similar to one another. It was suggested to the man that he 
should tell the truth to his superior, accept any reaction he 
might display, but never force his daughter to get married.
One of the people v/ho made the above suggestions, advised the 
poor father not to separate his daughter from her lover.
In Nai Pan's nTaeng-ngan Kan D.uai Khwamsat" (Marriage, the 
result of Honesty) one can see how the plot derived from these
U 5
two riddles and the solutions given for them were elaborated.
Here, the writer told the love story of Mai C&911, a young 
man of contradictory personality. He was once a hooligan, 
but ambitious and idealistic. With a little bit of luck and 
a great deal of virtue, which he cultivated during his monk- 
hood in later days, Mai Lh9n turned up a happy bridegroom.
Instead of narrating the story by a third person as it 
usually was, the author let the protagonist tell his own story.
Nai Ai9n, who obviously is the unknown lover in the tv/o riddles, 
delightedly told the readers that the marriage which he had 
hopelessly longed for suddenly came true much to his joyful 
surprise* The marriage, he said, is a result of true love and 
honesty.
There are nine characters involved here. But four were 
mentioned only in their absence. They are the mother and the 
aunt, another suitor, and his uncle. Besides the main characters, 
Na*i (fh9ii and Mae Lamun, there are Kamnan Mak, the # community- 
chief, Ta Man, Mae Lamun's father, and Yai lam, the go-between, 
who is Max $h9nfs old female slave. Here several missing parts 
in the riddles were filled in and the story is slightly different 
from the original. For instance, before the wedding day, Mae
1i*6
Lamun ran away from home and stayed with her lover at his place
until Kamnan Male came and encouraged Nai Ohcjn to face Ta Man and 
confess their affair. Ned. therefore went with the community-
chief who gave him his moral support. The conversation of these 
three men obviously was built up from the idea derived from the 
solutions proposed for the riddles. The following is its excerpt 
in translation.
Ta Man: Well, you have taken my daughter away and
kept her with you at home, haven!t you?
Tell me the truth now, I won't condemn you.
$h9n: No, sir, Mae Lamun went to me herself.
She said, well, she does not want to 
marry Khun Kgt.
Ta Man: Of course not, because she is in love with
you, isn't she? I had been trying to ask 
her gently, but she only kept crying ...
Well, she is now your wife. What shall 
you say? Must send her back to me in the 
meantime, or I won't let you go home.
Shqni Sir, well, sir, she is not yet my wife.
Ta Man: Oh, yes. Don't you fool me, A man and a
woman, once they are together, in what 
culture, will not become husband and wife?
011911: Well, not yet sir. We both made a vow that
unless you good father and mother have con­
sented to our marriage, I shall never take 
her as my wife. We both prefer death (to 
breaking the oath).
Ta Man: Oh well, it's strange• Where can one find
such a man? He is a jolly good fellow. 







I told you .•• the children have 
already been in love* Should not be 
nasty to them, To force them to get 
married though they live together, 
they cannot be happy*
Yes, I made a bad judgement about him, 
So, let us marry them soon •••
Have you already cancelled Khun Ket’s 
proposal?
Of course, I have. How could 1 not, 
tomorrow would be the wedding day for 
him? *, •
Looking at the method of presentation here, one can see that 
this "tale" belongs to the modern period of prose fiction. While 
letting Nai Chtpn tell his own story in retrospect, without inter­
fering, the author, in order to make the love affair between Nai 
Chcpn amd Mae Lamun confidential, used an epistolary technique in 
some parts; and a trustworthy go-between is needed for this 
purpose. Yai lam, therefore, was created. She was sent by her 
love-stricken master to wait on Mae Lamun1 s aunt. The txuo lovers 
could meet only when an arrangement was made by the aunt who, in 
spite of Nai cSSb^ n's notorious reputation in the past, forgives him 
and feels sympathetic with the young couple. On the whole, the ’ 
author was quite successful in trying to prove that it is inadvisable 
to force a girl to get married, and that, in a love affair, honesty 
is the best policy*
1 • Pan Wimuttakun (Luang PhakdfC-adisai), "Taeng-ngan Kan 





In fact, a love story of ordinary men and women such as
this is not new to the Thais, when looking at Khnun Chang Khun
Phaen for instance# But, the marked distinction between that 
classic and this modern tale lies in the form of presentation#
From the last quarter of the nineteenth century onwards, fiction 
has been increasingly presented in prose, in different lengths, 
and different manners*
In January 1894 appeared a short story written under the
same conditions as nFhakchi Roi Natf. It was entitled with the
* 1cliche ”thaloek thoek thak" • This story, of which the main idea
2was obviously derived from riddle no. 38 , published on 21 July, 
1890, is a comedy#
Riddle no# 38 involved a problem of cultural misinterpretation# 
The writer told a story of two old friends: Nai Sin, and Nai Lpi,
who, in their childhood, were educated at the same monastery#
Later, on Nai Sin went for further studies in the 'Nest, whereas 
Nai Lpi returned home and got married. Several years later, after
1# fi&iaomftn Slsorarak (Pheng), nThaloek Thoek Thak" of 
Nithan Wachirayan (Tales from Wachirayan), Vol. 3» PP* 223-232*
11 r i n i ii ii ■ iip iim i i # m n i w i ^ m n u i  mTiiH iiiir n i l# B i iii rii> w f j H a w w H iiw i n >«i .*  m i «i#i #hii —V.mii f '
The original title is "I-loelc Thoek Thak", See Wachirayan V/iset, 
Vol. 10 (January 4? r#s# 112), pp# 116-115#
2 . It appears as no. 33 in Panha Khatkhgng, pp. 31-32.
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Nai Sin had returned, he went to visit Nai L9i and Amdaeng Ngoen, 
his wife, whom he had known before he went away. Having seen 
Amdaeng Ngoen sitting on the verandah, Nai Sin, with delight, 
removed his hat, bowed to her, and stretched his hands out to 
hold hers. Not knowing what Nai Sin was holding her hands for, 
the poor woman was alarmed, she shouted out loudly. Being sur­
prised at his wife crying out, Nai Ltja came in and, thinking that 
Nai Sin was trying to seduce her, he was so furious that he spoke 
vulgarly against his old friend. Surprised, Nai Sin asked what 
was wrong with his coming to pay a respectful visit to dear old 
friends, Nai 19! retorted that how could Nai Bin describe his 
way of behaving as Ma respectful visit", while apparently he 
was causing an embarrassment to his wife? He, therefore, chased 
poor Nai Bin away# Being so upset, and losing face, Nai Bin did 
not know what to do, thus, needed advice.
The solution proposed to Nai Bin was that it was absolutely 
necessary for him to make the matter clear to the couple so that 
they understood his intention. Because, the writer said, if they 
were still in doubt and anger, his respect for them would be taken 
as vulgarity, Mai Sin was advised to ask somebody who knew 
Western culture and etiquette to please explain to the husband 
and wife that Nai Bin did not, in any way, intend to be rude. It
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was hoped that once the couple understood Western etiquette, 
they would no longer be angry, and their friendship could 
remain henceforth.
In rrThaloek Thoek Thak1', the author told the story of 
H19 Th9ng Di, a young man who, at the age of 11 left Thailand 
for further studies. The story was set in the period when it 
began to be fashionable for the Thais to send students to Europe. 
Ph9 Thpng Di was sent to school in Aberdeen and stayed there 
for over ten years. Having had no opportunity to meet any 
other Thais during those years, Ph.9 Th9ng Di nearly forgot the 
Thai language. The first day he arrived home, with his Scottish 
cultural make-up, he created a big embarrassing scene out of his 
good intention. First, having seen a group of young girls sitting 
together inside the hoixse, his intuition told him that they were 
no one but his father's minor wives. He, with generosity, regarded 
them as his step-mothers, and as such they had to be paid respect. 
Ph9 Th9ng Di went forward, bowed to them, and expected to shake 
hands with them in a courteous manner. His father, Phraya Ram- 
kamhaeng, who escorted him from the outside, was in an awkward 
position. However, he managed successfully to convince his son 
to drop his Western cultivated manner there. Father and son then 
proceeded to meet the mother. While Khun Mae Duang was trying to 
recognise her boy in European dress, Ph§ Th9ng Di, in his delight,
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rushed in to shake her hand, asked after her health, drew her
neck close for kissing, and told her how much he had missed her*
The poor mother tried to free herself from her son’s enthusiasm,
while shouting,
There! Boy! What are you up to now? Why did you 
rush in and kiss me? Or, do you want to show 
your ingratitude to me? He's no good now* Think 
of people in the West! They must have taught him 
not to recognise his parents. Well, he would 
surely be a bastard sooner or later. Don't, son.
Don't do that again. You can't behave like that 
here, you know. We do mind.^
Phraya Hamkamhaeng supported Khun Mae Duang saying,
He's so spontaneous. I've just tajught him a while 
ago. Seems to be hopeless, this boy. How could he 
forget all the Thai manners? Coming to meet Mother, 
instead of sitting down and bowing on the floor, as 
it were, he came in thaloek thoek thak ...
To the above comment, Khun Mae Duang agreed, saying,
Truly hopeless! Being so thaloek thoek thak just 7 
like this, how could he enter into officialdom ••• J
V C2*"’
1. Chaomun °is9rarak, op. cit♦, p* 231*
2. Ibid., p. 232.
3 . Ibid.
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The author is quite successful in trying to illustrate the 
phrase "thaloek thoek thak". And, as far as the idea about cul­
tural misinterpretation derived from the riddle is concerned, 
he seems to be as successful there as well. But, the tone of 
the story, instead of being rather serious like that in the 
riddle, is hilariously comical.
In this story, one can see that there are a number of English 
terms written in Thai transliteration which were normally used 
in Phcp Thfjng Bi's speeches. For instance, when he first met his 
father, he greeted him with "How are you, Governor"?^ That put 
his father, an "ancient-headed" nobleman, who hardly understood 
a word of English, into an awkward position. Then, when PI19 Thcpng 
Di started to answer Phraya Pamkarnhaeng1 s curiosity concerning his 
education abroad, the poor father felt hopelessly unable to com­
municate, because Ph9 Th^ng Di explained it to him like this.
I studied elementary education for seven years in 
Scotland, several hundred miles north of London.
After that, I joined a Mining School where I studied 
Mineralogy for four years. After I had passed an
I— i  i mrr ii i m<i u n i i  im rm rfin iffiin  **
examination, and received a certificate, I was called 
back as you see now.^
1. Terms underlined were written originally in Thai trans­
literation.
2. ^haommn Sisorarak, op. cit., pp. 226-227.
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And, from this period onwards, Bnglish terms were increa­
singly adopted in Thai literature where the domination of Pali, 
Sanskrit, Khmer was still strong, The theme of an interaction 
between Western culture and the Thai has become one of the 
favourites for writers since then.
Although fiction in the Qiulalongkorn period showed a marked 
tendency towards Western influences, the Thai literary culture 
did not lose its traditional character. Like other imported 
ideology, for instance, educational, or political systems, a 
foreign literary culture, be it Indian, Pali, Javanese, or Chinese, 
was assimilated into the Thai only in the parts that best suited 
the taste of the Thai* It would be too pessimistic to disagree 
on the fact that, in some measure, Thai literature since the Chula- 
longkorn period had been growing richer. Here, a greater number ' 
of writers were exposed to more varieties of knowledge, ideas, 
techniques, etc., and their imagination was widened to conceive 
of a greater world of possibility than those in the past centuries.
Because the magazines of the Wachirayan Library had been 
issued continuously for a period of over twenty years from 188A~ 
1905i it had provided a sufficient ground for potential writers, 
who were encouraged by King Chulalongkorn himself, to practice
their literary talent in new forms in printed words. About a 
hundred short stories such as those mentioned above were pub­
lished, often in serial form, during those years. And, the 
short story, as it appears in the history of Thai literature, 





In 1886 A.D., Wachirayan Wiset published the first instal­
ment of ’’Sanuk Nuk’1, an experimental novel written, wrote 
Prince Phichitprichakon, its author, in an attempt to imitate
a
an English form. But, the reading public was not ready to 
appreciate its formal realism, the method whereby a fictional 
story of an unconventional plot was presented* Consequently, 
’’Sanuk Ndk” met its end at its very beginning. It was not con­
tinued beyond the first part in which the readers were intro­
duced to four young Buddhist monks: Phra Khem, Phra Sap, Phra
Leng, and Phra Sombun, who were about to leave their monkhood.
At the outset, the monks were seen discussing the prospects of 
their future careers. Before ordination, Phra Khem was a clerk 
at a law court; Phra Bap, an officer in the Royal Police Depart­
ment; Phra Leng, a son of a Chinese merchant; and Phra Bombun, 
a jobless nobody. Although his mother had noble blood, she had
1. The Chairman (Prince Phichitprichakqn), "Sapha Nayok 
Thalaeng, Announcement from the Chairman11, Wachirayan Wiset.
Vol. I, No* 28 (the eighth month, the fifteenth day of the waning 
moon, chulasakkarat 12^8), p. 318.
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to leave her family and died when Phra Bombun was only a novice 
at V/at B9W9nniwet. Either he did not know anyone from his father fs 
family, or that they did not care to know him is equally possible. 
On becoming a monk, Phra Sombun had been supported financially by
A
Mae In, a very rich widow, who was an ubasika at the monastery.
v
Because she wanted Mae Ohan, her sixteen year old daughter to 
marry Phra Bombun, the author explained, the widow tried to get 
him out of the monkhood behind his back.
While his fellow monks were enjoying themselves talking about
their future lives, Phra Bombun felt himself to be in a dilemma.
Unlike them, he had no definite plan. Although, he realized that
there were various possible ways to make a living, he had a desire
for the particular way that was better than the rest. He wanted
to be good and superior. He knew also that he wanted honour, rank,
wealth and fame. But, he hesitated to give up his monkhood because
he knew too that the yellow robe was "something a poor man can
depend upon. Although it does not do you good, it does not ruin 
2
you either". He can see that if one was not too ambitious, one
1. A female devotee who has not been taken into holy orders.
2. Phichitprichakon, Prince, "Bauuk Nuk", op. cit., p. 325*
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would never be unhappy under it. "It is a rest area where a
A
beginner can begin his life", Phra Sombun told himself.
The story came to an end, unfortunately, where the monks were 
still discussing their future plans after coming back from their 
evening devotions. In these few pages, the writer not only told 
the story but also specified time and place. The story begins 
in Wat B9w<?nniwet shortly before an evening meeting of the sangha* 
The monks are seen sitting on the steps of a front staircase of 
the assembly hall in the monastery, waiting for their evening 
devotions. In the meantime, they were discussing their leaving 
the order, which was about to come. After returning to their 
living quarters, the monks resumed the discussion. The description 
of the time and place looked so familiar to Buddhist readers of 
Wachirayan Wjset in Bangkok that some could hardly differentiate 
the factual setting from the fictional characters and their stories. 
The work, which was intended to be a long one, was cut short only 
at its start because of misunderstanding. However, "Sanuk Nftk", 
as it appears, is not yet making a complete break-away from tra­
dition in terms of a style of presentation. But, it contains an
1. Ibid.
2. The reasons are dealt with in detail in chapter VIII.
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element of originality in the basic conception of using an 
actual existing monastery as its setting and the real psycho­
logical problems of monks as its theme*
It was not until sixteen years later that the Thai readers 
eventually had an opportunity to read a complete novel in the 
Thai language for the first time# However, the novel was not 
an original work, but a translation from the English novel,
Marie Oorelli’s Vendetta# The novel, being entitled Khwam 
Fhayabat in the Thai language, was published in 1902 in Lak 
Witthaya in instalments# Because the story of Vendetta was 
unique, and its style a novelty to the Thais, both readers and 
writers, the work became a new inspiration* The publication of 
Khwam Fhayabat in lak Wftthaya led to a further translation of 
more Western prose fiction# And, from this point, the Thai 
literary tradition has continued its advance into a new era which 
is generally called the modern period of Thai literature* Never­
theless, it took a quarter of a century, after the publication 
of Khwam Fhayabat* before a Thai novel proper began finally to 
emerge#
During this 25 year interval, prose fiction appeared largely 
in the forms of short and long stories: some were works of
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originality; some were imported. The most popular foreign 
origins were from Chinese and European fiction, and Western 
films. It is true that after the group of Thai students had 
returned from abroad at the turn of the century, Thai literature 
changed its face percepti b ly« In 1902, Lak Wjtthaya published, 
in the same volume as Khwam Phayabat. a short story which was 
written in a fully developed manner of the literary kind. It 
is a story of a herbal physician and a country woman. Its theme 
is an unsolvable conflict arising from people being conditioned 
by different kinds of milieu.: Here, the author told a story of 
Ph.9 M9 Suk, a herbal physician, and Khun Ya Phoeng, the widow 
of Ph$ M$ Am, who is PI19 M$ Suk's late good old friend, follow­
ing her husband's last wish, Khun Ya Phoeng left Buriram, a 
provincial town in the north-eastern part of the country, for 
Bangkok to stay with his cousins. Ph$ M§ Am, at his death-bed, 
suggested to her to come to Ph9 M9 Suk in case she had any 
troubles while living in Bangkok. Indeed Khun Ya Phoeng had a 
problem which made her turn to PI19 M9 Suk for help. She had a 
sum of money, but no livelihood. The question about which she 
consulted the doctor was how to make a profit from that amount 
of money.
Php M9 Suk, having had no trust in the banks, all of which
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were owned by foreigners, suggested to Khun Ya Phoeng to buy 
gold for sale. In favour of this suggestion, the doctor explained 
the value of gold in terras of an economic investment. Having 
little understanding about the economic system, but much trust 
in Ph$ Suk, the lady agreed to buy gold on condition that the 
doctor would buy it for her. Io this request, Ph9 M9 Suk reacted 
in a friendly way.
^hus, the gold was bought and given to Khun Ya Phoeng all 
right*-. But, from the following day onwards, Khun Ya Phoeng 
kept coming to Ph? H9 Suk. *^ irst she came to assure herself 
about the security of investment of the gold. Then, when the 
price of gold came down, the lady arrived with great worries. 
Finally, to make Khun Ya Phoeng happy and to keep his work free 
from this kind of interruption, Ph$ M§ Suk had to buy back the 
gold, but at the rate at which he bought previously, ^he lady 
received the same amount of money back without realizing that 
Ph9 M9 Suk paid more money for the gold bought from her than
1* Siam Commercial Bank Ltd., v/hich was semi-official, did 
not come into existence until 1906. Before that there were three 
banks owned by the British and the French. Ihe first was founded 
in 1888. See Paul Sithi-Amnuai, finance and Banking in Thailand; 
A htudv of the commercial system. 1888-1963 (Bangkok; ftiai 
Watana Panich, 196^), p. 33*
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from the market. When, later, the price of gold went up, Khun 
Ya Phoeng came again* This time she asked the doctor to sell 
her back the gold, and at the market rate at the time he bought 
from her. Ph$ M$ Suk agreed to sell but only on the condition 
that Khun Ya Phoeng gave him the same amount of money he paid 
her for the gold. Khun Ya Phoeng, thinking that she was clever 
enough to see that Ph$ M9 Suit was fooling her, accused him of 
cheating, and threatened to find a solicitor to deal with him. 
Because of this kind of trouble, Ph§ M9 Suk could not help the 
widow of his late good friend in any better way* In anger, he 
told Khun Ya Phoeng sternly to step no more into his house, and 
to do anything she liked with a solicitor all to her heart’s 
content* In anger too, Khun Ya Phoeng left, but never returned. 
Ph§ M9 Suk, therefore, sold the gold which gave him a good profit* 
The end of the gold meant also the end of Grandma Phoengfs visit.
However, the story by no means gives out a serious tone.
The sense of humour used in the characterisation makes one feel 
sympathetic with both unfortunate people, since one can see very
1* Khfeo Hwan (Chao Phraya Thammasalcmontri, Sanan Thepha- 
tsadin Ha Ayuthaya), “Khun Ya Phoeng, Grandma Phoeng1’, Lak 
Witt hay a* Vol.II., Pt. 1 (July, r.s. 120 ), pp. if5- & V  *
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clearly the intellectual gap that bars them from understanding 
each other. One is living in the modernized City of Bangkok, 
where technical progress and modern social welfare have become 
a familiar way of living, whereas the other is of the country­
folk, completely out of touch with such kinds of modernization.
Ihey both lose their friendly relationship simply because of the 
failure in intellectual communication.
Compared to its predecessors, this short story looked dis­
tinguished. While its plot was fresh and unique, and its style 
of presentation new, the story was obviously created on the old 
principle that literature is a means to an end. It can be felt 
quite clearly here that in order to build a modern and healthy 
nation, intellectual gaps among people, which are caused by an 
inadequacy of education for the public, had to be eliminated as 
soon as possible. Whether the story of Khun Ya Phoeng was created 
to draw attention to a wider and more sufficient spread of public 
education or not is difficult to tell* But, after the appoint­
ment of its author, who was the director of the Department of 
the Hoyal Academy at the time when this short story was published, to
a
the post, of Minister of Public Instruction in 1913 , two important
1* See Wyatt, op. cit.. pp. 303 “ 303 and 363.
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events in the history of education were recorded. One was the 
establishment of Chulalongkorn University in 1916, which was 
the first modern university in the country; and the other was 
the proclamation of the elementary education act in 1921 whereby 
education for children of both sexes was to be provided, free of 
charge, throughout the kingdom by the government, an ideal which 
could not be achieved satisfactorily in the reign of King Chula­
longkorn*
Prose fiction created with motives other than for enter­
taining, such as ,fKhun Ya Phoeng11, was and still is in existence 
in spite of the influx of Western literature in translation or 
adaptation* The Western literature which was introduced to the 
Thais in the early period was mainly the kind that provided 
immediate, perhaps superficial, entertainment and stimulation to 
the readers. Detective and mystery stories, therefore, dominated 
the literary scene in Thailand for some time, especially during 
the first three decades of the twentieth century* However, 
Western fiction first appeared in Thai literature in forms of 
fables, tales simplified and retold from the English classics, 
and short stories* This gave Thai readers an opportunity to know 
Aesop*s fables, the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet, the adventures 
of Robinson Crusoe, etc* Stories of this nature were normally
I6*f
translated and published in Wachirayan Wjset and Wachirayan, 
whereas short stories were generally adapted or rewritten at 
the writers* liberty* Although short detective stories also 
appeared now and then in the periodicals of the Wachirayan 
library, a series of those which was published in lhawi Fanya 
was more well-known* ^his series, containing eleven episodes, 
was entitled ’’Kithan I'Injng Inff (Sales of Th9ng In). It was 
written by the Crown Prince Vajiravudh, under the pseudonym 
rrNai Kaeo, N£Ti Khwan11. ^here are two main characters in this 
series: Nai In, the detective, and Nai Wat, his friend
and assistant, who also is the narrator of these tales, fhe 
stories were set in the I^ hai cultural and physical environment. 
However, **Nithan % 9 n g  In1* were created obviously in the shadow 
of Sherlock Holmes. From the serialization of nNithan ®h9ng In"
n^ ^hawi Fanya during 190if-190?, it had become a fashion for 
Thai periodicals to publish fictional stories of an exciting 
nature similar to those written by &ir Arthur Conan Boyle. 
However, love and adventure stories were also in fashion. Some 
stories appeared in translation; some were an adaptation; and 
some were recreated by the Ihai themselves. During December 1922 
July 1923* Hena Sftksa Dae PhJb WjtthaySsStt serialized "Hirae Dam*1 
(5?he Black Satin), a mystery story* ^he work immediately became
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a big sensation* Perhaps having been encouraged by the reading 
public, Luang Saranupraphan (Nuan Pachinphayak), its author, 
wrote nNa PhIH (The Ghost Pace), another story of a similar 
nature to nPhrae DamH* But, nNa Phin appeared in Sena ^ftksa 
Lae Phae Wjtthavasat only during February 1923-Sept ember 192if* 
Although MPhrae Damff and rtNa Phi11 were claimed to have been works 
of originality created by the author himself, both, in some measures 
like Nithan Thong In* contained a reminiscence of an early Western 
detective story* During this period, other Western writers well- 
known to the Thais, besides Sir Arthur Conan Boyle, were Bax: Kohmer, 
Williams Laqueux, Alexandre Dumas, Sir H. Hider Haggard, Bir Walter 
Scott, Marie Corelli, Buy de Maupassant, F* W, Bain and Charles 
Garvice* Apart from Vendetta* some other equally well-known 
stories in translation were those of Sherlock Holmes, and La 
Tuline Noire* The Three Musketeers* The Count of Monte Cristo*
1* Sena S&ksa Lae Phae Witthaylsat* December, 2A&5 , p* 1^94, 
and, February, 2466, p . 233*
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She, Thelma, Bubbles of the Foam, ^rsene Lupin, The Necklace, 
etc. During this time many Thais, men and women, made them­
selves known, but more under their pseudonyms, as translators 
of Western fiction. Therefore, such names as r,Mae Wanfl, !tPam
Chitti1', nKhon Dong”, "ICuman MaiH, SI Suwan1,1 tfSa Pan, nSarathIu,
— Pl,Jupiter,f, MSaength9ngn, "Nok Noriu were perhaps as familiar 
to the Thai readers as Prince Narathippraphanphong or Phraya 
Pathiwetwisit (Sai Lekhayanon), etc.
1, Some of these works in an English or Thai version were, 
and some still are, put in school reading lists, for instance, 
an English version of La Tulipe Noire (The Black Tulip), and the 
story of The Count of Monte Cristo; and a Thai version of Bubbles 
of the ffoam, The Necklace and Per Pilger Kamanita, the last of 
which was published first in 1930,
But, literature for the general public looked different from that 
in school* On a list of fiction translated from English which 
was advertised in a magazine in 1930, Vendetta came first, then 
Thelma, The Treasure of Heaven (unfinished), Wormwood (translated 
by two different authors v/here it re-appeared under different 
titles), and Temporal Power, respectively. In the following year, 
there was another list which began with She, Allan Quatermain,
Jess, Montezuma*s Daughter, The Ghost King, Allanfs Wife,
Mr, Meesonfs Will, The Yellow God, and She and Allan, respectively. 
®ee Thaimai, March 15* 2A73, and April 5? 2k?k*
2. Eor the real names of these pseudonyms see Nam Praphan 
Khong Nakkhian Thai ,,,
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Western fiction was introduced to the Thais not only by the 
means mentioned above* It is found that the presentation of 
Western films had also led to the translation, adaptation, and 
publication of a new form of prose fiction in Thai. Although 
moving pictures, Japanese-made, had been shown in Thailand for
'I
the first time round about 190if , they left an unknown effect 
on the development of modern prose fiction* In 1916 and 1919» 
two agents v/ere established in Bangkok to import films* And 
during the 1920*s cinema houses were already spread to provincial 
towns; in 1927 the number of those in Bangkok came to more than 
ten. Except music from drums and horns provided locally, the 
films were shown without sound; only the narration and dialogues, 
generally in English, appeared on the screen now and then when 
it was necessary. Thus those who could read English would perhaps 
have a better chance to appreciate the story.
In 1922, one of the most sensational of all the films shown 
at that period was "The Three Musketeers", which was a very long 
one. It took the audience several weeks in order to see its com­
plete story because in those days a film was normally shown only 
once a week, episode by episode in serial form. "The ^hree
1. Chamnong Bangsikun, "Sonthana Phathl", Satri Sarn, Vol.
25* No. 25 (October 1, 2515)* p* 21, quoting The Report on the 
production of Thai films and the importation of films from abroad 




Musketeers" took J48 reels of films. When normally 5-6 reels 
could be shown at a time, Phaphayon Siam, a film magazine, 
hoping to attract and encourage the cinema-goers, decided to 
publish a Thai version of the story in instalments for distri­
bution. The publication was said to be done in a form of book-
a _
let, a kind of book of fiction, wrote the editor. Phaphayon 
Siam probably found its initiative encouraging. It, therefore, 
devoted a number of its pages for fiction retold from films.
The story of "The Count of Monte Cristo", "Phanthomas", "The 
Man Who 8aw Tomorrow", "The Enchantment", etc., all appeared 
in this manner during 1922-1924* Some cineraa-houses, perhaps 
seeing that the publication of stories from films in translation 
pleased the general audience, thus found a way to increase the 
number of cinema-goers by commissioning writers whose works were 
already recognized to translate film-scripts for publication to 
be sold before the show. However, the jobs were also available 
for competent high-school leavers too. Therefore, young men 
such as Kulap Saipradit, 0 >^ Chaiwasu and their contemporaries 
were also exposed to Western fiction through this medium at the 
early stage of their literary profession. And, sometimes not
1* Phaphayon Siam. May 13i 2465* P*
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only the dialogues and the narration in translation were pub­
lished, but the story itself was either summarized or retold 
and published as well* By chance, or with intent, these young 
men, whose works in later days made up a great part of the 
history of modern literature, learned a new way of developing 
fictional stories while they were translating the scripts.
Some of the effects of the Western films shown during that time 
were that it widened the imagination of writers, and stimulated 
the literary potentiality, especially of those who were involved 
in the translation. Then, came a tradition when stories re­
told from films were published in booklets. The Thais, thus, 
were led one step further into a new world of fiction, a world 
from v/hich they finally developed one of their own. Thailand, 
in the 1920*s consequently came to an era of prose fiction in 
paper-back books. But the most popular theme was not detection, 
or mystery, or adventure, but love, of a melodramatic kind.
Then, not only those \tfho were to see a film read, but people who 
had nothing to do with a film did. The films, instead of taking
1. The writer obtained information about the translation 
and publication of film-scripts from 0J> Chaiwasu, a senior 
columnist, and well-known humorist, who himself was one of the 
translators.
1?0
away, or reducing the size of the reading public in the 1920*8, 
increased the number of readers as well as cinema-goers#
In 1922 during the period when prose fiction written in
the shadow of Western styles was very popular, prose fiction
presented in a Chinese coating began to appear in newspapers'
pages, and immediately gained for itself a rising popularity.
In fact, after the first publication of Samkok in 1863, Chinese
fictional stox^ies were translated and published continuously,
but in book form# In the reign of King Chulalongkorn, twenty-
nine stories were published, sixteen of which numbers were trans-
1
lated during the reigns of Rama I and Rama IV. Besides Bamkok, 
which was, and still is, highly praised and considered a master­
piece of prose fiction in ^hai, another highly recognized story 
translated from Chinese literature was Khai Phek. f% i s  work 
deals with the genesis of Chinese civilization# It starts from 
the primeval creation of the earth and the sky, and the develop­
ment of human societies# Khai Phek was translated by luang
Phiphitphanwichan in 1877 under the patronage of C/hao Phraya
_ - - — 2
PhanuwongraahakosathibadI (Tuam Bunnag). It is a much shorter
1# Rajanubhab, Tamnan Nangsft Samkok# pp. 13-18#
2# Ministry of Education, Bsft> Rian Wannakhadi Thai Lem 
Song# Reader in Thai Literature Book II (Bangkok: Khuru Sapha,
2313), p. 212.
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work than Samkok* Khai Phek contained only 18 volumes of S&mut
1?hai; it was first published in 1881 by Dr. Bradley’s publishing house.
But, it was not until during the 192G's that fictional stories 
written in a Chinese atmosphere began booming. 3?his new scene 
began when Siam Bat started to fill its pages, a little with news, 
but mostly with fictional stories translated from Chinese literature.
It was said that the translation team of Slam Bat, being led by 
Kit Saraph9n, a Chinese born Thai, was very conscious of the art 
of translation, and practically competent to get a work done 
charmingly* Moreover, under the leadership of Sukri Wasuwat, 
its owner, Siam Bat attracted a good number of well-qualified 
translators and writers such as Luang Phinitwithetphan (Choei 
Phl9ikaeo), Luang Naiyawichan (Pleng Ditsayabut), Luang Atthaka- 
semphasa (Phen Bunnag), Luang Saranuphraphan (Nuan -Pictainphayak), 
etc. With such a strong team as this, Siam Pat rose to the top 
of all the periodicals which published prose fiction of this kind.
Ihen a problem of competition between those who made profit from 
fictional stories developed. In April 1922 Phaphayon Siam pub­
lished an article, part of which referred directly and ironically
1* Sathit Semanin, op. cit*. p. 286. 
2. Ibid. * pp. 12f3-1*f9*
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to a comment from Siam Hat; Ihe following is its excerpt in 
translation#
• •• ^  Siam Hat thinks that the government should 
suppress the presentation of films about robbery, 
murder, petting and necking which was called ^obscene1* 
&i&m *s word, why has it not suggested to the 
government to collect and burn a hundred thousand 
books of fiction also? And, if so, Srikrung printing 
hbuse must be guilty too on the ground that it pub­
lishes obscene stories for sale • • *
However, nothing of the sort that happened to Dr# Samuel 
J. Smith in the previous century repeated itself here# And, 
there are reasons to help in the speculation as to why prose 
fiction, whether it was obscene or not, still flourished in the 
1920*3# For instance, Siam Hat certainly did not want to com­
mit suicide because, if the government had agreed to censor the 
sort of fiction as shown in the films, Srikrung printing house -
the owner of Siam Hat iself - would have been affected because
3
it also owned a magazine that published that sort of fiction#
1. **MalikaM, !fPrathet Siam Khwuan Ml Sensoe Mai, Should 
there be censorship in Thailand or not?**, Phaphayon Siam# April 
8, 2^65, p* k*
2# See dhapter III, pp# 65-66#
3# SrikrungT: ambnMv- magazine.was issued during 1913-192?. 
For fiction, it published both original and imported works gen­
erally from Western literature, often without acknowledgement. 
Original works normally appeared in the form of short stories, 
many of which were worth studying.
-j
On the other hand, Lui Khiriwat, the manager of Phaphayon Siam, 
turned to Chinese fiction too. He modified Krungthep Daily Mail, 
the newspaper under his directorship, in order to publish fiction 
of Chinese colour* What is more, lui Khiriwat approached skilled 
members of the translation team of Siam Rat; and finally one of
1
them left Siam Hat to work for Krungthep Daily Mail for some time.
But, Lui sfiriwat still could not keep up with Siam Bat in regard
to fiction in Chinese styles. Ihe success of Siam Hat resulted
in a time when nearly every periodical spent its space for ficti-
2onal stories presented in a Chinese coating* While this kind 
of fiction was more popular among the general public, both the 
reading and the listening one, fiction presented in a shadow of 
Western literature was attractive to the more sophisticated readers. 
Perhaps in order to be commercially practical, a newspaper, which 
was in circulation during the 1920*s, would normally publish, in 
instalments, two fictional stories in the same issue: one in a
Chinese coating, the other in a Western. As each newspaper allowed 
only one page for one story daily, it contained not enough to 
satisfy an enthusiastic reader, who had to wait for twenty-four 
hours to get another page* It was said that a fictional story
1. Sathit Semanin, op. cit.* p. 1^9
2. It is called ’’coating11 because during that time there 
were many fakes; and it is difficult to differentiate one kind 
of fake from the other.
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written in a Chinese coating was so popular that such a kind of 
reader would come to the publishing house while the paper was 
still in the printing process, wait and ask only for the very 
page that published the story of which he was a fan.
Here, it seemed that prose fiction in the 1920*s appeared
largely in borrowed forms of various sorts. But, one may have
a clearer view of literature during that period when one knows
some of the reasons behind the scene. In 1922, Luang Saranu-
phraphan (Nuan Pachinphayak) wrote in the editorial of Sena
Bflksa Lae Phae Witthayaaat the following comment,
Some readers often complained, after reading Thai 
fiction, that they felt an uneasy sensation in 
their lungs (sieo p<?t)1, that the story does not 
sound as convincing as a Western one, and that a 
Thai story always gives an impression of being a 
lie ... Buch an attitude of the readers, therefore, 
made some writers wish to punish the extreme ad­
mirers of the Western novel by inventing an ori­
ginal story and borrowing farang names such as 
Dick, Bob, Phillip, for their characters to make 
the story sound Western. In the end, his story 
sells well.-*
The above reason given by the editor of Sena Bdksa ... , 
who later published t!Phrae Dam’* and nNa Phi”, which were said
1. Implying a mixed feeling of embarrassment and apprehension.
2. The term “novel*1 was originally written in English.
3# 1 The Editorial,’1 Sena Sflksa Lae Phae Witt hay as at,
April 24^5 * PP* 479-480.
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to be his original creations, seemed to carry some truth in 
it. It is generally agreed by writers and journalists of the 
1920’s that writers of that period had at least two ways of 
developing fictional stories. First, one might invent a story 
by oneself, but adopt foreign names, Western or Chinese as one 
pleased, for one’s characters and settings apparently hoping to 
make the story sound exotic; secondly, one might, simply take 
a plot or even the story itself from Western films, and rename 
characters and settings with Chinese terms.
As fiction translated from a Chinese origin was attractive 
to a greater range of the reading public, some young journalists, 
especially of Chinese descent had a better chance than the Thais 
to become authors of prose fiction of this sort. Those who knew 
too little English to borrow or adapt .neither a story nor a plot 'V- 
from Western fiction from books or from films, or those who did 
not care for Western literature, would have at least four choices 
to become an author. First, if a man, normally a journalist of 
some sort, knew Chinese and Thai equally well, he would do a 
proper translation of Chinese fiction. Secondly, if his Chinese 
was not as good as Thai, or vice versa, he would collaborate 
with another of the complementary ability. Thirdly, if the man 
in the second category could not find a collaborator who could 
\fork with him permanently, he would then ask a Chinese who could
1?6
read the language to translate the story orally, while he himself 
would jot down as much as he possibly could* Then he would re­
write the whole story at his leisure, trying to imitate the
i *■*' * 1  T i 1:style used in Samkok* regardless of the original work . *Lourthly, 
a man of different integrity and talent from the others would 
create and write a story in a Chinese coating, but certainly in 
the ^hai language. It is said that when some writers came into
conflict for any reasons, an author of this kind of fiction would
transfigure the names of his opponents into a Chinese-look and
p
use them for the villains . As for the translators proper, when
the same work was translated in more than one version, the trans­
lators would then change the title, names of characters, and 
setting^ to make the same substance look different. It was very 
likely that few people cared for authenticity in regard to the 
interpretation of the original work here. The only matter was 
whether or not the story was entertaining. And, a difference 
between Chinese stories in translation which were published in 
the previous time and those in the 1920fs should be noted in order
1. The writer obtained this information from Thanim Laohawilai, 
an editor, a senior journalist, and who himself was one of the 
authors of the third category.
2. Sathit Semanin, op. cit., pp. 286-287*
3. "The Editorial," Sena S&ksa $ P* V?8 .
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to follow the development of the novel.
Having seen how a story in a Chinese-coat could be developed 
during the 1920*s, one is sure to find it difficult to tell which 
story came from which origin in Chinese literature; and, it would 
be equally difficult to tell which was an original synthesis 
created or recreated by a Ihai writer himself. But, in the earl­
ier period, the Chinese stories which were translated came mainly
from those which were developed from historical events that could
']
be identified with reference to a period.
Looking back to the editorial in Sena Sflksa ... in 1922, it 
was possible that a question of authenticity like this could be 
applied to fiction which was claimed to have been translated from 
Western literature as well. But, a coin has two sides. While 
some writers might be keen on creating an exotic atmosphere, be 
it Chinese or Western, some might think and do things differently. 
It was very likely to be equally true that, some writers, having 
found fiction from foreign literature too inspiring to ignore, 
would simply take a story, rename its characters, and transplant
1. Rajanubhab, famnan Nangsd Samkok. pp. 19-26. See also 
Sathit Seraanin, op. cit.« pp. 286-267.
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its setting to make the whole work look Thai* It was very likely 
also that a translator of a film or a book of fiction would sub­
stitute his own creation for the original parts he failed to 
understand; or, a translator might deliberately rewrite some 
parts, or the whole, of a story simply because he wanted to do 
so. It was said that some stories retold from films were more 
entertaining than the originals themselves. IVee adaptation, 
especially from books, with or without proper acknowledgement 
to the original work, was commonly done both by some of those 
who prefer Western literary attitudes to those of Chinese and 
vice versa* However, unless the authors or translators them­
selves acknowledged it, no one except their colleagues could 
possibly tell which work was of foreign origin, or what proportion 
of originality a particular work contained.
^hotmai Changwang Bam is one example of the stories presented 
in this sort of mixed manner. Its author, Prince Bidyalankarana, 
who was educated at Cambridge, explained in the introduction that 
the first part of Chotmai Changwan Ham was 1 adapted from Western 
literature; but, later on it was written mainly at his heartfs 
content. This work appeared under his well-known pseudonym 
uN9 M§ 89". It was published first in Thawi Banya in instalments 
during October 1906-April 1907, and the last instalment appeared
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in Sena foflksa Lae Phae Witthayasat in January 1923* wiotmai 
H - -Changwang Sam is a series of letters, a one-way correspondence
from a father to his son. From these letters, the readers learn 
v _ _
a story of Changwang Ham, a self-made man who sent Nai Son, his 
son, to be educated abroad. The father is neither an aristocrat 
nor an officer of any sort, but a mere citizen who worked him­
self out of poverty into wealth. Besides his economic security, 
(Xhangwang Ham cultivated for himself a considerable amount of 
knowledge of local as well as foreign cultures. Among this 
series of seven letters, the first four were written to the young 
Nai. Bon while he was studying in Fngland; the rest were sent to 
the young man after he had returned to Thailand, and started to 
re-settle himself in the Thai society which he had left when 
he was a young boy. The subject of the letters covers different 
aspects of life, starting from education, friendship, expenditure, 
career, human relationship, love, marriage, and ending up with 
a reference to the method of teaching Buddhism in Thailand. The 
tone of &iotmai ffhangwang Ham is unsurprisingly didactic, but 
full of sharp wit and sense of humour. While it is true that 
the ideas expressed in these letters were derived primarily from 
Western literature, the style of presentation shows unmistakably 
nN9 M9 £>9h *s idiosyncrasy.
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To present those imported ideas on those aspects of life 
to Thai readers "N9 M9 S9" mainly used a simple narrative, 
except only for the letter no. 7 in which dialogues were em­
ployed for the main part. The shift in the techniques seems to 
come from two causes: first, the letter no. 7 which was con­
centrated mainly on the teaching of Buddhism in Thailand was 
published several years after the publication of the first ones; 
secondly, the first part of ^hotmai Chanfrwang Bam came out more 
from adaptation than the latter, which was written mainly, if 
not entirely, on the author's own account. In this work one 
can see quite clearly the interaction between a Thai sentiment 
and a Western out-look, and its outcome. The most striking 
features of Ohotmai Changwang Bam are to be seen in the imagery, 
syntactical styles, idioms and vocabulary.
Chotmai Changwang Ham illustrates quite representatively 
the literary character in the twenty-five-year interval between 
the translation of Vendetta and the publication of the novels 
written by "Si Burapha", "Dpkmai Sot" and Brince A-kat Damkoeng 
in 1928 and 19H9» Thai literature in this part of the century 
was practically in an experimental stage. It is obvious that 
the raw materials derived from foreign sources, particularly those
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from the V/est and of Chinese origins, had not been synthesized 
properly to produce new fabric of a smooth and high quality 
just yet* The literary product of unskilled craftsmen in 
general probably looked so annoying that, at one period in 191** 
an act was passed whereby literary interest was to be based 
more on an aesthetic value than on mere superficial entertain-
"I
ment.
The main reason which underlined the proclamation of this
act came apparently from the worry that while there were more
people who wrote and read both poetry and prose,
••• those who write hardly care for a proper use 
of the language, nor try to compose literature of 
useful kinds* They often imitate others* Those 
who do translation often translate only trashy 
stories from foreign languages* Moreover, they 
are likely to change the Thai grammatical structures 
in accordance with the foreign ones* (They do this) 
from their ignorance and misunderstanding that such 
a style is beautiful and suitable for modernity.
They do not realize that by so doing, they destroy 
their own language ••• Some even admire such a style 
of writing, mistaking it as a change for the better­
ment of modern Thai literature ••• ^
1» chakitchanubeksS* Vol. 31* on* cit** pp. 309-31***
2. Ibid., pp. 310-311.
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IVom this worry, which King Vajiravudh shared, some measures 
were required to be taken in order that good writers would be 
encouraged, and good writing honoured* WannakhadI Samoscpn, a 
literary club, therefore, was founded to bring into being the 
stated purposes* Incidentally, in this act Thai literature was 
classified formally and officially for the first time* There 
were five categories: poetry, drama in verse, tale, spoken
drama, and essay or pamphlet. It is clear from this classifi­
cation that the last two genres were newly added to the old 
formal tradition.
As far as literary value is concerned, article 8, item ii
defined what “good literature11 is:
Good literature can be composed in any forms, pro­
vided that the language used is in good ^hai (that 
the language is) proper in accordance with either 
an old style, or a contemporary one, (that the 
language) must not be an imitation of foreign 
languages nor use foreign syntactical styles (such 
as using “to catch the train11 instead of “to get 
in the train" or “to board the train" ... )
In regard to any stories which are translated 
(the translator) must specify clearly from what 
language the story is translated; and, the name 
of the original author must be acknowledged * *• ^
1. Ibid., p. 313
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A committee was then set up to judge ”good literature”* It 
was agreed that the following works were examples of ”good 
literature” for the five categories* (i) Poetry:- Lilit:
Fhra Io; Chan: Samutthakhot; Kap: Maha Chat Khamthet; Kl$n:
Khun Chang Khun Fhaen (ii) Drama in verse:- Xnao by Hama II
(iii) Spoken drama:- Huachai Nakrop (The Heart of a Warrior)
(iv) Tale:- Samkok (v) Fsaay:- FhraratchaphithI Sjpsong 
Dtian*^
However, in spite of the act, writers went on writing and 
translating at their liberty. This was probably because the 
literary situation in the first three decades of this century 
was too much in an experimental stage to be measured with satis­
faction by any standards. For works of originality, many forms 
were exploited, many themes adopted and elaborated in various 
manners* While love themes still predominated in the book- 
market, and detective and mystery stories as well as stories 
that involved Chinese ethics and magic were also popular, the 
theme of T&ai students returning from abroad and re-adjusting 
themselves to the Thai social, cultural and intellectual surroun­
ding was gradually catching up with those favourites.
1. Chulalongkorn, Phraratchaphithx SipsQng Dttan* p.
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It can be rightly recorded that variations on the theme 
of Thai students returning from abroad, which was taken up 
first as a problem for a riddle in 1890, have become increas­
ingly popular since then.
In February and March 1906, tv/elve years after the publi­
cation of uThaloek Thoek Thak” in Wachirayan Wjset* and while 
ffiaotmai ^hangwang Ham was being serialized, f^hawi Panya pub­
lished in instalments another series of short prose fiction 
written by *' N9 M9 S91* The author called it nRiiang Khang Khang", 
Unfinished Story)5. But only one more episode in this series 
appeared in Thawl Panya. This second part, which was originally 
called "RUang Khang Khang Rdang thi ^ng", ^Unfinished Story 
No. Il);, was published a year after the first. In these two 
episodes, the author told a comic triangular love story in which 
two young officers try to win the heart of the same lovely young 
lady. The story was set in Bangkok in 1906* The two main 
characters - Luang Rak and Mae Sa-ing - belong to a young gener­
ation of modern Thais. They are first cousins who have not met 
during their life until the story begins. The author depicted 
the ways which the senior brother, who secretly falls in love 
with his young cousin, uses in his clandestine, tricky efforts 
to get rid of the other suitors, both of whom are his equals
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and friends* In both episodes, the story ends where the 
narrator, who is Luang Rak himself, through his cunning tac­
tics, was able to get rid of his rivals successfully* But 
the question was left open as to how his ungracious triumph 
would be rewarded*
These two episodes, x^ rhen seen after they were put to-
A
gether in order and published , formed a part of a potential 
long story which could have become a novelette or a novel if 
the main plot had been developed fully* The theme is love, 
and problems come from a partially Westernized-minded Thai lady 
of upper class, and her Bnglish-educated cousin. Having been 
educated in a farang school for some eight or nine years, the 
young Mae Sa-ing has developed a progressive out-look towards 
marriage. She will not like to marry unless she knows her 
suitor well enough to feel in love with him first. Then a 
marriage can be arranged* Her father, and aunt, who brought 
her up, are not too conservative to make Mae Sa-ing marry any­
one against her will, nor to stop her from marrying anyone she 
loves unless she proves herself to be immature in making a
1. nN9 M9 S9ft (Prince Bidyalankarana), Nithan kheng 
mNq Mq Sq* Tales of ^ 9  Hq vSq’' (Bangkok: Khlang Witthaya),
pp. 552-646.
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judgement concerning the matter* The problem, thus, lay open 
for a suitor. Phra Wetwisit, a young officer, in the first 
episode, persuaded his aunt to act as his go-between. But his 
hope was shattered by an accident with which he had nothing to 
do. The accident was that of Mae Sa-ing!s dog being bitten to 
death by a bull-dog which originally belonged to Luang Rak.
After the accident and before anyone knew what had happened, 
Luang Rak managed to hand over his dog to Phra Wet so that he 
could tell Mae Sa-ing that the dog that killed hers was Phra 
Wet*s. Having intentionally left the time sequence ambiguous 
to the angry young cousin, he told her the "truth" but only 
about the present ownership of the murderer. Mae Sa-ing in 
tears of anger, declared her wish never to see Phra Wet in all 
her life, as a punishment for the crime. This is the end of the 
"Unfinished Story" no. 1.
After returning from his official mission which kept him 
for about four months in the northern province, Luang Rak learns 
that he is confronting another rival, who looks more dangerous 
than the first. This promising suitor is Luang Kritsanarak, his 
old friend at the Suan Kulap Palace School. Both went abroad 
nearly in the same period. In short, a single man like Luang
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Kritsana ia fla kind of person about whom hardly anyone would 
object to becoming his parents-in-law11. Although being 
rather liberal in her way of bringing up Mae Sa-ing, the Aunt 
still lives too much in the old fashion to allow her niece to 
be alone with men in order that they can get acquainted before 
marriage, therefore, in spite of his Western education, Luang 
Kritsana has no other choices to introduce himself to Mae Sa-ing 
than to follow the old tradition which Phra Wet did formerly. 
Luang Kritsana had his aunt act as the go-between. Again, poor 
Luang Kritsana failed tragically. This time, his new auto­
mobile slid into an empty canal while he, being not quite accus­
tomed to it yet, was trying to keep away from a herd of cattle 
in a street of Bangkok. And in the car, there also were Mae 
Sa-ing, her aunt, and Luang ICritsana1 s own aunt. No one was 
seriously hurt. But the young lady hardly looked so elegant, 
in her mud-stained dress, let alone her face and body. She even 
looked comical when the accident was reported in a newspaper.
Mae Sa-ing furiously declared that she never wished to see Luang 
Kritsanarak again; and consequently the visit from his aunt 
was put to an end. This harsh measure against the poor suitor,
1. Ibid., p. 607.
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who was trying to please Mae Sa-ing and her aunt by kindly 
giving them a lift in his newly-arrived motor-car, came from 
Mae Sa-ing's misunderstanding of him being the one who broke 
out the story about the accident to others* No one, but the 
senior brother, knew that it was not Luang Kritsanarak, but 
he, who first described amusingly the scene at the canal to 
the fourth party* Another rival was kept out; and the path 
remained once again clear for Luang Kale. However, his goal 
cannot yet be achieved, because he cannot find a proper occasion 
to ensure success if he proposes marriage for himself* Ihe 
love story of Luang Bak, therefore, remains unfinished* And, 
this is the end of this series.
It is more likely that the author, somehow like Prince 
Phichitprlchakon, intended to make this a long story* But, 
probably because Prince Bidya, being given more and more respon-
4
sibility in government affairs , had not enough time to write 
more than a short episode at the time, he presented each episode 
in such a manner that it could form a part of the whole novel or 
novelette* In these first two parts, other minor characters were 
also mentioned, but, they did not yet play any active roles*
One of these minor characters is Mae Ihak, a distant cousin of
1* See appendix, pp* 3^7-3^9*
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Luang Rak and Mae Sa-ing. When they were in their childhood 
a marriage arrangement was made for Mae ^huk and Luang Rak, 
and this engagement was recalled in the first episode* However, 
Luang Rak made up his mind to release himself from the previous 
marriage arrangement*
This kind of a negative out-look towards a blind marriage, 
which was generally practised in Thailand, was taken up again 
and developed more elaborately by King Vajiravudh when he wrote 
Huachai Shai Rum* This work was serialized in Lusit Samit during 
April 23-^ duly 9» 19R1 under his pseudonym “Ram Ghitti,r.
Huachai Chai Hum (The Heart of as. Young Man), is composed of 
a sequence of eighteen letters. Here, the King used the theme 
of problems of a young Thai, being educated abroad, on his 
return to his home-land, and his re-orientation to the Thai social, 
cultural, and intellectual environment. The letters were written 
by a young man who has just returned from England; they were all 
addressed to his student friend who is still there. In these 
letters, the young man complained about several kinds of social 
absurdities Thailand has held as her tradition. The main point 
of all the complaints has its roots in the problem of the tradi­
tional marriage arrangement, and the exploitation of women. And,
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his principal attempt is to revolt against this antique authori­
tarianism. But, the whole operation ends up with comic irony 
for him. In the end, the young man, whose heart yearned for 
women's liberation and a different value system for the Thai 
society, finds himself happier when his Westernized out-look 
and the Thai way of life can be practically compromised.
From those letters, the readers learn the story of Nai 
Praphan Prayunsiri, who later became Luang B<?ribanbarvmasak, 
an officer in the department of Court affairs. A few days after 
returning home, the young man was informed that a wife-to-be had 
been already chosen for him. With his Westernized out-look, it 
is natural that Praphan protested strongly against a blind 
marriage. However, a compromise was made; his father took 
him to visit Mae Kimnoei, the bride-to-be, a daughter of a well- 
to-do Chinese merchant. The chosen one, who in spite of other 
qualifications,'looked as heavily decorated as a Christmas tree”, 
as he described her to his friend Prasoet, obviously is not his 
taste. Praphan preferred U-rai, whom he first saw in a cinema- 
house, and was later introduced to her by his sister. To him 
U-rai is an ideal Thai lady. Besides her physical beauty and 
charming manner, he told Prasoet in one of the letters, U-rai
1. Ram Chitti (King Vajiravudh), Huachai Chai Hum (The 
Heart of 1 Young Man) (Bangkok: A Collection from Husit Samit),
p. 1 8, letter no. 6 .
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has "fairly good education”. She writes Thai skilfully; she 
reads and speaks a little English; she dances; and she dresses 
well* &he knows how to use jewellery properly; and above all, 
she does not look too dressy like a Christmas tree. What is more 
pleasing to him is that U-rai is free and progressive enough to 
go out with him alone, and allow him to stay late at her home 
at night without objection from her parents. After about four 
months of their courtship, due to her pregnancy a marriage had 
to be arranged so urgently that the wedding was performed without 
a royal blessing. And naturally neither families were pleased 
with the situation. Only during their honeymoon, Praphan 
began to feel that the honey tasted rather bitter, and the moon 
looked pale. U-rai seemed to enjoy behaving in a superior manner 
over her husband, especially when other people were around. Two 
months after marriage, she suffered a miscarriage. Their in­
compatibility of temperament grew to the maximum limit when U-rai 
deliberately shov/ed her infidelity. She began by frequently 
going out alone. Then bills were sent for him to pay. When an 
announcement appeared in a newspaper declaring that Praphan would 
no longer be responsible for U-*rai*s debt unless there was his 
written consent, U-rai, accusing him of sending the announcement, 
sent another one to counter the first. She, thenceforth, left 
to stay with her father for some time, then finally moved to live,
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without her expecting it to be so, with seven wives of Phraya
Trawennakhtpn, a well-known play-boy, To settle his disquietude,
/
Praphan found a divorce necessary* He enjoyed his bachelor*s 
life once again* While his mind was free from domestic compli­
cation, it turned once again into social criticism and analysis. 
And once again the centre of his interest is in marriage and 
sex politics. Prom his own experiences, Praphan learned that 
his ideal about women's liberation which he yearned to see 
happen in Thailand turned out ironically for him* Before marriage, 
he was angry when his father told him that U-rai*s family which 
he himself called admiringly "civilized", is notoriously known 
as "The School for Flirtation"^. His social life after the 
divorce made him think that fallacy in regard, to sex politics 
has been developed as an outcome of a society in transition which 
Thailand was then living. He wrote in one of the letters to 
Prasoet his point of view:
*•• According to the old tradition, (unmarried) men 
and women were not allowed to get acquainted (before 
their marriage) at all *•• And the consequence of 
this prohibition is that it led women to look at men 
as if they were gods* That is why they gave them­
selves to men so disgustingly easily. At the present 
time, parents have given greater freedom to their 
daughters. But, women themselves have not yet learned 
to appreciate the real value of liberty, thus, use it 
in such a wrong way that they lose themselves and 
their reputations * *. ^
1. Ibid., p. 25; letter no. 9. 
Ibid., p. 5 1* letter no. 16.
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For the question of polygamy, Praphan made a conclusion 
for himself that unless women agree to protest against such a 
practice, the new idea of monogamy would still remain practi- 
cally hopeless* Two of the possible measures women could take 
to rule out polygamy, Praphan wrote to his friend, are first,
p
to resist marrying a polygamist ; and second, to make themselves
■Z
attractive, good house-wives, and dear friends to their husbands* 
If the wives could do so, Praphan believed, the husbands would 
no longer need minor wives.
The story of Praphan ends in a doubly ironical way when, 
in his last letter, he asked Prasoet to prepare himself to be 
the best man in his second marriage which was anticipated. At 
that moment he found himself truly in love with a daughter of 
his father*s good friend.
Because the general tone of the letters is also ironical, 
it is quite clear that Huachai Chai Num was written con­
sciously with a purpose more than to simply entertain the readers. 
Moreover, in the introduction "Ham Chitti" wrote that he got 
hold of Praphan*s letters for some reason. But, he selected to
1» Ibid.. pp. letter no. 15*
2* Ibid.
3* Ibid., p. $2; letter no. 16.
19*f
be published only those that were worth reading for the general 
public. He believed that some readers might feel sympathetic 
towards Praphan and some might blame the young man.
In these letters, one can see quite clearly that the irbny 
of Praphan*s life came primarily from the struggle of his Wester" 
nized out-look against the old Thai way of life; and that this 
struggle came to a happy ending at a compromise.
v
As the author of Huachai Chai Hum was a king, and a king of
Thailand too, one can see that this piece of prose fiction was
created basically as a means to expose new social ideas and to
point out where obstacles to progress lay. Let us look back for
a moment now to a day in December 1911* the day when the new king
Vajiravudh took hie ftdlrcoronatLom., To thank a younger brother,
Prince Chakrabongse, for his letter of congratulations, the newly-
crowned King Vajiravudh wrote a letter to his brother in which
he also said,
... We are living in a difficult time, a time when 
antiquated traditions are struggling against change.
But 1 do not despair. I still hope to live long enough 
to see the time when Siam shall have truly entered and 
be honoured in the Family of Nations as an equal in 
every sense of the word ... ‘
1. The letter was originally written in English. Bee 
Chula Chakrabongse, op. cit., p. 272*
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During the course of these ten years the King must have
seen a number of ironies in life, and discrepancies between
ideal and reality amply enough to perhaps come to a conclusion
that his aspiration could possibly be attained only through a
V
compromise. In Huachai Chai Num. as one can see, the heart of 
the young man feels delight only when his Westernized measure- 
ment can be applied v/ith compromise to the Thai way of life*
King Vajiravudh was the only king of Thailand who intentionally 
and seriously took up writing as a means to lead his people 
into a new world of intellectual civilization* Apart from inter' 
national politics, the king wished to see the Thais appear in 
a new social and intellectual personality. In this work, one 
can feel a fresh atmosphere in imaginative writing. Here, all 
main characters especially when they are single women, were 
introduced with titles and family names such as Nangsao U-rai 
Phannasophon. Family names and titles which signify a matri­
monial status for ordinary women were both made official first 
in his reign. While the king was following these initiatives 
in characterization, his campaigns for long hair and long,
1. “Nangsao11 is equivalent to ,,MissH, whereas "Nang11 is
to '*Mrs.,T.
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wrap-around skirts for women, and the virtue of the Wild Tiger 
Corps, and references to other new social happenings such as 
spoken drama, cinema, and clubs had their parts in the make-up 
of the story.
Huaciiai Chai Num. in regard to its length and development 
of characters, can be termed more properly as a proto-novel than 
the novel per se. However, a variation oft this theme was taken
—  v
up and expanded in Sattru Khong Chao Lon, the first published 
novel written by* Dpkmai 3ot'| the first Thai lady novelist.
The king's ideas in relation to an inter-marriage between the 
Westerners and Thais, and his primary principle against poly­
gamy were adopted, whether it was a coincidence or an intention 
of the author, by Prince A-kat Damkoeng in his novels - Lakhon 
Haeng Chxwit and Phiu. Lflang Phiit Khao. These novels are dis­
cussed in the following chapter.
As mentioned earlier, King Vajiravudh intentionally took 
up writing as a means to expose his ideas to the general public. 
The king not only utilized all the existing literary forms in 
the Thai tradition, but also introduced new ones. Although it 
is still in dispute as to the first person who introduced the 
spoken drama into Thailand, it is generally agreed that, whoever
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that person may have been, King Vajiravudh, when Crown Prince,
1is one possible candidate.
In this twenty-five-year interval too, the spoken drama 
appeared. It was introduced into Thailand perhaps not mainly 
as a form of entertainment, but rather as a means, an enter­
taining one, of public instruction. Compared to the short and 
long stories published in the first quarter of the twentieth 
century, spoken drama was much less popular among the general 
public. Some explanation can possibly be found in the way the 
genre was introduced. In the beginning, the spoken drama was 
performed at Thawi Panya Samosvn, and at Samakkhayachan SamakhQm 
(United Teachers* Society) , both of which places opened not 
to the general public, but to rather special kinds of spectators. 
One theatre was at the ;>■ dltib ;' founded by the Crown Prince 
Vajiravudh. Sometimes the Prince, who a few years later became 
King Rama VI, himself would take part as an actor in some of the
1. Temsiri Bunyasing, et al., Wjcha Ratasin: Kan Lakhon
Phfla kan Smksa. Dramatic Arts; Theatre Arts for Education 
(Bangkok: Khuru Sapha, 251*7)7 P* see also BpofLua Debyasuvam,
uHualieo kh$>ng Wannakhadi Thai”, op. cit., p. 73*
2. Temsiri Bunyasing, op. cit., pp. 52-53*
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plays, all of which he composed# It is agreed that King Vaji­
ravudh wrote more plays than anybody else# Some of the plays 
were translated, some were adapted from Western literature, 
especially English and French, and some were his original 
creation# In fact, King Vajiravudh wrote not only spoken drama, 
but nearly all forms of theatre arts such as dance-drama in
'I
verse, Western-derived operas, musical drama, etc# The 
other theatre, at the United Teachers* Society, was normally
presided over by high-ranking officers in the Ministry of Public
A* vInstruction, such as Chao Phraya Phrasadet or Chao Phraya Tham-
masak, both of v/hom became ministers from 1912-1915t and 1915-
1926 respectively.
v
From the fact that both King Vajiravudh and Chao Phraya 
Thammasak themselves were playwrights, the situation looked 
obvious that spoken drama was actually taken more seriously 
than a form of theatre arts per se# Introducing it to those 
involved in administration or state affairs of some sorts, and 
to teachers, implied that the art of spoken drama would help, 
once learned, in making rhetorical statements, and in class-room 
operation. King Vajiravudh himself often took up spoken drama
Ibid. i pp. 53-5*f*
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as a means for forwarding his political aims. One can see 
this motive clearly in Huaiihai Nakrop (The Heart of a Warrior).
In this play King Vajiravudh was trying to build a sense 
of national responsibility among his fellow citizens# The 
king set the story in time of war, and created the situation in 
which one family played the leading role. Here the King showed how, 
in a crucial period, each member of the family could take part 
in a national defence# It is obvious that the play spoke for 
the two new establishments: the Wild Tiger Corps, and the Boy
Scouts, which were founded in May and July respectively in 
1911* The first, having its name after "the Wild Tigers and 
the Peeping Cats" - the guerrillas used in former times by King 
Naresuan of Ayuthaya - was an institution where people of 
different professions, soldiers, civilians, and businessmen 
could meet in a different atmosphere, so that« .they would be 
able to get acquainted •#• when friendship is made (among the
people of different disciplines), they can get their work going
2 ~ 
conveniently ••• " , explained Luang Mani to Phra Phirom, two
1# Chula Chakrabongse, op# cit## pp. 274-276*
2# Vajiravudh, King of Thailand, Huachai Nakrop. The 
Heart of a Warrior, p. 36#
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main characters in the play* The Wild Tigers would have a
training which would enable them to be ready to help defending
*"1
the country when it was necessary* The Wild Tiger Corps was 
flourishing during the reign of King Vajiravudh, in spite of
p
some bitterness among those who were excluded in the beginning* 
However, the institution was broughtto an end in the reign of 
King Frajadhipok, his successor. The second institution the 
play spoke for was the Boy Scouts, the Tiger Cubs. This junior 
branch of the Wild Tiger Corps has been carried on as a national 
institution, under the directorship of the Ministry of Education, 
an undisputed monument in remembrance of King Vajiravudh.
For this play, the scene was set in an imaginative pro­
vincial town in Thailand. Although the heroship here looked 
collective, a prominent role was played by Phra Plhir omwar ak9n , 
a retired officer in his fifties. Phra Phirom had three sons, 
one daughter, and, at least two wives. His eldest son, Hawing, 
became a soldier, the youngest, Sawat, a Tiger Cub; neither did 
it with his consent. In fact, at the beginning Phra Phirom spoke
Ibid., p. 35.
2. Chula Chakrabongse, op. cit.. p. 275*
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strongly against both institutions* His anger rose to a higher 
degree when U-rai, his only daughter, fell in love with an 
officer in the Wild Tiger Corps* The only friend he was at ease 
with was Sunbeng, the brother of his minor wife of Chinese descent*
But, the heart of the warrior leapt up when he beheld a 
military action, part of which took place in his own house.
The Wild Tiger regiment moved in and used it as a temporary fort* 
Seeing how weak the situation looked for the Thais, Phra Phirom 
took up a gun left by the wounded, and began shooting the enemies* 
But, later he was caught and brought to a court-martial on the 
charge of murder because he was neither a soldier nor a member 
of the Wild Tiger Corps, the people who were entitled to fight 
in time of war* But he was given a chance to be free if he would 
disclose some information to the enemy officer who was cross-ex­
amining him. In spite of the fatal alternative, Phra Phirom 
refused to betray his country* Sawal, his second son, on the 
other hand, did give the information in exchange for his own free­
dom, which was bestowed upon him but with his father*s curse.
Phra Phirom's patriotism won admiration from the enemy officer 
who gradually treated him as a gentleman instead of an ordinary 
prisoner of war. Sunbeng, his old friend, declared that he was 
on the enemy side and proved that it was he who shot Sawing dead
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while the latter was on his way to deliver a message to the array 
asking for re-inforcement. However, instead of getting a medal, 
Sunbeng, who assured the enemy officer that he was a true sub­
ject of the latter*s government, was sent to be hanged as a 
criminal* during the action, Mae Yaera, Phra Phirom*s head wife, 
and U-rai helped to nurse the wounded, who were brought into 
the house. The enemies were finally driven away soon after the 
arrival of the re-inforcement army. During this operation,
Sawat, Phra Phirom*s youngest son, who took over his brother*s 
mission as a messenger, and some other Tiger Cubs were also 
involved. Having seen the value of the Wild Tiger Corps, in 
which civilians were trained to be able to give a helping hand 
to the army in national defence, Phra Phirom thus asked to 
join its membership, and received full support from Luang Mani, 
the district-director, who was U-rai*s lover.
While the theme of this play was propaganda for the V/ild 
Tigar Corps and its junior branch, the story created a sense 
of nationalism. It is true that King Chulalongkorn successfully 
saved the kingdom from being a victim of the Western Colonialism. 
But, the Thais themselves, having lived a simple life for centuries 
in an agricultural society, hardly felt such a sophisticated con­
cept as nationalism. However, if Thailand was to enter the
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Family of Nations as King Vajiravudh had aspired, her people 
had to have a concept of nationalism and feel its implication in 
international politics* Finally, international warfare broke 
out in Europe in 191^* Thai nationalism had a situation in which 
its strength could be measured* When the decision was made for 
Thailand to join the Allies in 1917, the King gained full support 
from all sides, including, of course, newspapers. In order to 
build the sense of nationalism in the Thais1 mind, King Vajiravudh 
apparently took up spoken drama as one of his means. In spite of 
its small popularity, however, the genre offered writers of prose 
fiction a technique of dramatic dialogue, and a possibility of 
using actual men and women as characters for fictional stories.
It is true that this technique and the use of actual people for 
characters can be derived, and were actually derived from Western 
literature directly and indirectly by writers of prose fiction 
in the period before the emergence of the novel proper. But, at 
any rate, these two devices appear more realistic and can be 
followed more absorbingly when they are heard and seen on the stage 
than in printed pages or on the cinema screens. On the whole, 
prose fiction in the formative years of the development of the 
novel appeared largely, as one cqn see, in a borrowed form of 
various sorts and in degrees.
1. Ibid., p. 288; see also Sathit Semanin, op. cit., 




With the emergence of the novel proper in the last two years 
of the 1920's, a new era of modern prose fiction began* These 
two years were indeed remarkable because the first published 
novels of three important novelists appeared foi* the first time* 
Turning away from the fashionable Western and Chinese coats,
"Si Burapha", "D^kmai Sot" and £rince A-katdamkoeng created 
fictional works of marked originality. In October 1928, Kulap 
Saipradit, who is well-known to the reading public under his 
pseudonym "SI Burapha", published Luk Phuchai. which was his 
first novel, in a complete book form* During June 15-^eptember 
15* 1929 Sattru Khgng Ch ao Don* the first published novel of 
"D9kmai Sot", a well-known pseudonym of M* B. Buppha (Kunchtpn) 
Nimmanhemin, appeared in instalments. And, while Sattru Khong 
$hao Don was being serialized, Prince ft-katdamkoeng's first pub­
lished novel, Lakhon Haeng Ohlwit. appeared in a complete volume. 
The works of these three authors marked the beginning of this 
new era.
After leaving Thepsirin in 1925* and joining the editorial 
staff of Sena Sflksa for some time, Kulap Saipradit, perhaps,
20 5
decided to take writing more seriously. With the co-operation 
of Op Chaiwasu, his senior student at Thepsirin, Kulap turned 
an empty house Op offered into a publishing office which was 
known as "Sarnnak Phim Nai Thep Prlcha” (Nai Thep Prlcha 
Publishing House). The primary motive was to get greater 
freedom mainly in so far as writing was concerned. As if try­
ing to catch a tiger with bare hands, Samnak Phim Nai Thep 
Prlcha got by with the cost of production. Kulap made a success­
ful deal with a printing press on the condition of "print first, 
pay later”. For the raw material, he encouraged his former 
class-mates and friends to write "stories that give pleasure” 
for publication; and he was successful there too* Kulap himself 
also wrote as well as doing managerial jobs* In spite of its 
amateurish team, Samnak Phim Nai Thep Prlcha got on quite well 
with the reading public. Kulap Saipradit, having felt so en­
couraged, decided to move further into the world of letters.
In 1929, the publishing house at Op*s place also became an office 
of a fortnightly magazine, Suphap Burut. (The Gentleman). Un­
like most of its contemporaries, Huphap Burut turned to no senior 
and distinguished names of the period for their contribution to 
be taken as a sort of guarantee for quality. Having much con­
fidence in himself and in his team, Kulap turned to his old
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colleagues instead for the editorial staff. Again the young 
ambitious Kulap, who by that time v/as already known under his 
pseudonym "Si Burapha1', was successful there. However, com­
pared to Samnak Phim Nai Thep Pricha, Suphay Burut played a 
less important role in imaginative writing than in journalism.
It can be said that from Samnak Phim Nai Thep Pricha, 
the first generation of Thai novelists was born. This publi­
shing house produced works of such writers as Phat Netrangsi,
v « ~ vi
Palopn Buranapak9n, Sutchai Phrutthisarik9n, Sanit Charoenrat,
Sot Kuramarohit, Malai Chuphinit and Kulap Saipradit. And, 
among these novelists whose works formed parts of the history 
of modern Thai literature, Sot, Malai and Kulap have made theirs 
last longer in the public attention. But Sot, having won a 
government scholarship, left Bangkok in April 19&8 for Hong Kong 
and then Peking where he stayed for higher education from 1930- 
1936* Although he had kept up with his writing while staying 
in China, his imaginative work during that period contributed 
little to the early development of the novel. As for Malai, 
like Sot his later works are more important than the earlier ones. 
From this group of writers, therefore, only Kulap paid a dist­
inguished contribution to the early development of this new form 
of imaginative writing.
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In October 1928, Samnak Phim Nai Thep Prlcha published 
Luk Phuchai. As its title implies the quality of being a 
gentleman and the story illustrates the qualifications of 
such a kind of man, one can see that the author was more serious 
in his imaginative writing than most of his contemporaries whose 
work normally evolved around the themes of melodramatic love, 
mystery, or detection* Luk Phuchai tells a story of a self- 
made man who, through modern education he received both in 
Thailand and from abroad, got a good job and became successful 
in life* His high social status, one can see in the novel, is 
the result of his working hard and his being virtuous.
SYNOPSIS
Characters:
Manot Kaksamakhom: son of a carpenter, later becomes Phra
Wisutthisatthayan, a judge in the Court 
of Appeal.
Kamphan ^hanthawirot: daughter of Phraya Bamroehardthairat, a
rich nobleman, and high-ranking officer 
in the Department of the Royal Page.
Khirl • Sltakamhaeng: son of Phra Prichaphitthayaprasat, an
officer in the Ministry of Education.
Lamiad Thawlpanya: daughter of Khun Samruatphumiprathet,
an officer in the Department of Survey.
^hamn9ng Menasiri: son of Phraya Manunmenasiri, later becomes
Luang Wichitdulayatham, a judge in the 
Criminal Court.
Spha Menasiri: Thamn9ng1s younger sister.
Rakam: daughter of Manot and Apha.
« «  i *
Khamron: son of Khiri and Apha,
Ramphai: daughter of Thamnpng and Ramphan,
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The story:
The story began when Manot, Khiri, Ramphan and Lamiad were 
in their early teens# They all went to the same school* Manot, 
Ramphan and Lamiad were rather quiet and always on good terms, 
while Khiri, being a little terror, behaved annoyingly. Being 
born of a humble family, Manot felt out of place among his school­
mates, most of whom came from noble families, and who were 
usually advised by their parents not to make friends with children 
of the poor. Ramphan came from a wealthy family of the nobility. 
Being, in her nature, a quiet and modest girl, she found Manot 
agreeable. Having been jealous of their intimacy, the rest of 
the students found Manot unlikeable. The leader of those students 
was Khiri.
Knowing that picking on Manot alone could not turn Ramphan*s 
attention to them, the boys agreed that it would be more success­
ful if they annoyed Ramphan herself as well. One day, Manot was 
punished unjustly by a teacher who found the slim, solemn Manot 
guilty in relation to the fight with the strong little terror Khiri, 
whose father was an officer of some importance in the Ministry of 
Education* Manot was given ten strokes plus one late hour at 
school after class for the fight which came primarily from Khiri*s 
naughty trick against Ramphan. The girl, feeling sympathetic and
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grateful to Manot, intended to stay with him, but was persuaded 
by her nurse to return home soon# Lamiad was left to accompany 
Manot until the teacher allowed him to leave* Lamiad and Manot 
were neighbours, whose fathers rented the houses which belonged 
to Khiri*s father#
A few years later, the four young people left the school 
for higher education* Manot and Khiri met again in the Law 
School* Here MantSt has become acquainted with ^ham^ng, a 
student of law, who helped him to get a part-time job as a clerk 
in the Department of Public Prosecutions. Tharanc?ng came from 
a noble family* He once had a fight with Khiri in order to defend 
ManSt1s honour#
After their first examination in lav/, Khiri and Thamn9ng 
failed, v/hereas Manot passed with his name second to the top. 
^haran9ng took him to dinner at home to celebrate the occasion# 
fhamnong had a younger sister Apha, aged eighteen. She gave 
him a garland made by herself#
Lamiad learned of his success from a newspaper# She wrote 
him a letter which made him go to visit her at home# Manot 
learned then that Lamiad had set up a private school, that his 
brotherly love for her had remained alive in spite of their losing
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contact for a few years, and that he had not met Ramphan either 
during all those years.
Shortly afterwards, MSnCt and Ramphan met accidentally at 
HiXh Hin-on-sea, a popular village town. Manot went with the 
Menasiris, Ramphan with her mother and female cousins. Manot 
was delighted to take care of her when she needed a chaperon 
on excursions. Their intimacy in the past was brought to 
strengthen this joyful present.
However, after Ramphan had come to exchange a visit with 
Manot at the Menasiri*s place one evening, Manot was put into 
a predicament because Thamn9ng, not knowing the two people*s 
relationship enough, confessed his love for Kamphan and asked 
Manot to help him. Having mistaken Manot*s intention, Ramphan 
did not refuse to marry Tham^ng. Manot, half broken-hearted, 
married Apha nearly a year later, not out of his love for her, 
but from his gratitude to her family. Lamiad sent him another 
letter from which he came to a vague conclusion that she might 
love him. Manot did not find his marriage a sweet one. He spent 
most of his time on his studies hoping to win a scholarship to 
study law further abroad, and to forget Ramphan and Lamiad.
Apha felt ignored and began to feel dissatisfied v/ith her married 
life.
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Manot won a scholarship and v/ent to France leaving his 
pregnant wife v/ith her father. Khxrl and Lamiad were among 
those who v/ent to see Manot off. It was clear to Manot then 
that Lamiad loved him. After Manot had left, Khxrx often came 
to visit Apha at home. With a trick Khiri was keen on using to 
defeat Manot, Apha was persuaded to run away with him.
Seven years passed, Manot returned with a more developed 
personality plus a doctorate degree in law. He learned of his 
wife*s elopement with Khxrx the next day after he arrived.
This second despair in relation to women made the handsome lav/yer 
turn away from woman's love. As he lost contact v/ith Lamiad v/hile 
he was in France, he found his only joy in the company of Ramphai, 
the only child of ^hamn9ng and Ramphan.
One day, by accident, MSnot came across Ramphan1s diary, 
and one piece of truth was revealed: Ramphan loved him very 
dearly. Moreover, by accident, Ramphan too found that he had 
loved her, and still did as dearly. They came to agree that it 
v/as too late to revive their long, secret love.
Fight years later, at Naklnjn Ratchasxma, a north-eastern 
province of Thailand, Khiri was arrested together v/ith Kharnron. 
ThamnQng, who v/as given the title of Luang wichitdulayatham,
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v/as one of the judges. Prom the crime he committed, Khiri 
was sentenced to twenty years in prison, but Khamron, being 
too young, was to be sent to a reform school for juvenile 
delinquency.
Apha called on Manot, who then was already promoted to the 
rank of a judge v/ith a title of Phra Wisutthisatthayan, and asked 
him to help Khamron. She made him understand that the boy was 
their son. As Phra Wisut was to be one of the judges at the 
Court of Appeal, the news Apha brought put him in another dilemma 
to maintain justice and to spoil the future of his son, or to 
save his son and to ruin justice. After a few days of hard 
thinking, he decided to uphold justice.
Apha came again to reveal the truth: Khamron was Khiri's
son? and the child she had with Phra V/isut was a girl, Pakham. 
She brought the girl to him and left to visit Khiri and Khamron 
at the provincial town. A few months later, Phra V/isut received 
a letter from Khiri asking him please to take care of Khamron 
when the boy v/as released from the school. Phra V/isut learned 
from the letter too that Apha had taken to Buddhism as her final 
refuge.
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The following year, Luang ciii t dul ay at h am and his family 
returned to Bangkok* At this time, Phra V/isut found Ramphai 
a very charming young lady very much resembling her mother*
And the story ended happily at the marriage of Phra Wisutthisa- 
tthayan, a successful, self-made man of nearly forty and a young 
lady of eighteen, the only daughter of his old friend and his 
old-time sweetheart*
To present this first published novel, "Si Burapha" turned 
away from a traditional plot, and created a fresh one* ^t is 
true that to some extent the author's personal experiences helped 
in the make-up of the story of a poor student who has become 
somebody at the top mainly through higher education; and yet 
it is equally true that the novel speaks idealistically about 
"Si Burapha" *s dream* Although the author himself admitted 
twenty-six years later that he wrote Luk Bhuchai with no other 
motives than the desire to write, it is conceivable that his 
desire to write was guided, at any rate, by some external pheno­
mena undesirable to him* Look at Thara^ng's interior monologue 
in his hesitation of how to inform Manot of his wife's elopement 
on the day the latter returned from Stance, for example*
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... Is there such a thing that is certain in the 
world? Is there such a sign of true justice? 
Hypocrites and rogues lie leisurely on the heap 
of silver and gold* Vulgarians and traitors are 
popular in society, ™hose with no kindness, (who) 
see that the poor are animals, are respected every­
where* Those who work so hard that they bathe in 
their sweat and behave straightforwardly are re­
garded as being conceited. A man of integrity who 
cherishes honour and reputation has to work days 
and nights without being happy, yet living his  ^
life like a slave. Look, where is justice? •••
Here one can see that Thanuujng's point is nearly entirely 
irrelevant to his predicament; yet it was pointed out. It 
is quite clear that uSl Burapha", having felt dissatisfied with 
the social atmosphere in which he was living, proposed, not a 
new kind of society, but a new kind of hero, an altruistic self- 
made man. The formal structure of the society itself, as the 
author took it, whether he meant it or not, rendered promises 
to a man of integrity to become successful, respected and happy 
regardless of his former economic or family background* In 
order to climb the social hierarchy, nSI Burapha" proposed edu­
cation to be taken as a supporter, and government offices as 
the ladder for such a man. To illustrate this point, he created 
not only Manot, but also Thamn9ng.
1. Burapha", Luk Phuchai (Bangkok: Phrae Phitthaya,
2k97), pp. 378-379.
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"Si Burapha", like most of the Ihai Buddhists, adopted, 
intentionally or unconsciously, the belief that virtue is equal 
to success and happiness, and vice to failure and ruin, instead 
of virtue to virtuous life and vice to vicious, regardless of 
any worldly forms of measurement* And, he took a period of 
nearly three decades for his main characters to prove his equation* 
He made Manot a symbol of all that is virtuous, and Khlrl vicious; 
but while he paid much attention in characterizing the hero in 
order to show how he has become what he is, he did that in a lesser 
degree for the development of the villain* As soon as characters 
are introduced, one can predict immediately that Manot is to 
become a hero, and Khlrl a villain* In the fighting scene at 
the outset Manot, as a boy of twelve, has already shown some 
qualities of being a gentleman - he is kind, tolerant, dignified, 
peace-loving, the last of which quality is often mistaken by 
his school-mates as cowardice* In short, Manot symbolizes all 
that is noble and good in the author’s opinion. Khiri, on the 
other hand, shows his potentiality for villainy also from the 
beginning of the story. He is a trouble-maker who finds enjoy­
ment in annoying anyone who is inferior, physically or socially.
He tells lies not so much to protect himself from danger as to 
do down or even to destroy innocent people. With or without the
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author*s intention, Khiri was created, to a great extent, to
symbolize the general wickedness of the nobility.
fhe older he is growing, and the wider world he 
has come to know, the more kinds of new know­
ledge Khlrx has accumulated. For instance, he 
sees that to place himself high, to behave con­
ceitedly and pompously, to look down upon others, 
also altogether to behave brutally to those who 
are inferior are the qualifications which a son 
of the nobility ought to adopt.^
But, paradoxically, as it looks, the success of the hero is
found nowhere but in a rank and title of nobility. Ramphan*s
case is different, however. Her character is to be regarded
as exceptional among people of her milieu. And her friendship
with Manot is to be regarded as something remarkable.
Actually, it is very unlikely for Ramphan and 
Manot to become close friends. Speaking about 
their (social) status, the difference is as 
great as the sky to earth. Ramphan is a daughter 
of 3hao Khun Bamro*ehar&thairat, living under a 
tender care, surrounded luxuriously with happiness 
and pleasure; she is a daughter of an honourable 
nobleman of wealth. Manot is the contrary. His 
father is only an ordinary carpenter; his mother 
is nov/here, ^he students at "Phadung WitH School 
are mostly children of the nobility; and these 
students are often advised by their parents not to 
be so humble as to make friends with children of 
the poor, for fear that (the latter) would lead them 
into being hooligans ... Although Ramphan is a child 
of a noble family, she has a wonderful character.
Ihat is, she admires modesty, and nothing of a noisy 
nature, unlike children in general, therefore, in the 
following months (after she had arrived), Ramphan has
1. Ibid.. p. *f1
made a new friend - Manot - who has a compatible 
character with her *«* ^
From the portrayal of the main characters, one can see 
quite clearly that "SI Burapha" had an idealistic out-look 
towards common people, but an envious feeling in relation to 
the iaobility* 2?o satisfy his latent envy, he could have shown 
that, everything else being equal, a son of a carpenter and a 
son of a rich nobleman might climb up the same ladder and reach 
the top just as well* But, "SI Burapha", perhaps being too 
wrapped up in his aspiration, made the son of a carpenter stand 
one step higher than the latter in the government office* 
2?hamn9ng was created obviously to serve this purpose* Manot 
passed the first examination in the Law School, went abroad 
on a government scholarship, and later was promoted to the rank 
of "phra", whereas Thaimwpng failed in the first round, never 
went abroad for higher education, and when the story ended he 
held only the rank of "luang".
Khlrl and £pha, on the other hand, being born and bred in 
a noble family, both end their lives in ruin* fhe author gives
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Khirl twenty years imprisonment • While he seemed to be 
more sympathetic with %>ha, the sinner who realizes her sin, 
by finding an intellectual way out for her, he did not make 
this part effective as such* One tends to see Spha as a 
character forgotten, put aside when her sinful role that serves 
the author’s purpose ends* One knows of her last news only 
from one line in a letter Khirl writes to Phra Wisut hear the 
end of the story.
Lamiad is completely forgotten* Pier role ends long before 
the story ends* She was created, perhaps, simply as a spare- 
part in case the author needed another female character to change 
the tune of the plot. But, as the novel stands, Lamiad contri­
butes very little to it; all she does is to make Manot a little 
more important than he might have been had Lamiad not existed.
Looking at the title, however, one feels it justified for 
the roles of all Buraphaf’h supporting characters, The novel 
was intended to be about its hero, who clearly was nSi Burapha11 *s 
ideal gentleman* Manot, thus, was depicted very carefully to give 
a detailed picture of such a man. All other characters are made 
merely to support or contrast with his personality so that he can 
stand out more clearly*
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1
Because the novel was warmly welcomed , it meant that 
somehow the author’s dream was shared by the reading public*
It can be said then that, at any rate, Luk Phuchai represented 
the dream of modern Thai youth* To ordinary people living their 
youth in the 1920's, the story of ^anot’s 3.ife, problems, and 
success looked real, plausible and promising. It should be 
recalled here that Luk Phuchai was first published in 1928, 
about fifty-five years after the foundation of the administrative 
reforms in the government had been laid. Thailand before and 
after the reforms was different in various vital aspects. 2?Vom 
being an agricultural feudal society where the majority of people 
lived a simple life, dreamt simple dreams, and suffered mainly 
from natural causes, Thailand had become a modern nation operated 
by a civil service where life was more competitive, dreams more 
complicated and vague, and problems more sophisticated. However, 
amidst the social competition, complication and sophistication 
of modernity, the new system of administration and the expansion 
of public education made life promising for a greater number of 
people to achieve social success through government office.
These people, who finally formed a new class in Thai society, 
namely the officials and students, have often been taken as a
1. The novel v/as republished three times in twenty-six years 
after the first publication. In 19511 Atsawin Theatre Go. bought 
the story to be adapted for dramatisation; the script was v/ritten 
by the author himself.
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subject for prose fiction. Burapha1’, being himself a
product of modern Thailand, created Phra Wisut on the basis of 
the contemporary social background. Phra Wisut was the first 
Thai hero who made his way from naught up to the top through 
chances modern Thailand offered to'her citizens*
But, while the achievement of Phra Wisut reflected the
dream and ambition of young men in the 1920's, the most vital
part of his experiences were rather superficial* One sees only
a vague picture of what he had been doing, and how he reached
the top so successfully* Somehow he was cut off the scene for
some fifteen years during the transitional period. That is, no
one knows of his experiences as a student of law in Prance
during the period of seven years, nor does one know of what he
had been doing in the eight year interval between his return and
the day when he became a judge who was to make the final verdict
for Khirl's case. All one knew about him after he had left
Bangkok is from the following information which the author gave*
At last, seven hard years of life spent for 
education abroad has passed. Manot had been 
waiting for the day on which he would return 
to his home-land ... At last, the day he had 
been long waiting for with sweet feeling came.
.•• Now he is twenty-nine years old* In spite 
of his being a fully mature man of nearly middle- 
age, Manot looks young and handsome ••• Prance 
has given a dignified personality to him as a 
gift. His manner is neither too dynamic nor 
too inert to look annoying, smoothly rhythmic, 
rather gentle yet decisive.
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The Character of his life is truly admirable, a 
gentleman who is worthy of his birth. Not only 
in words, he is a true gentleman inevery inch - 
from top to toe, inside as well as outside... He 
is a Thai barrister with a doctorate in Law from 
France, and that is something which elevated his 
honour.^
Obviously the image of Manot as described here was a dream 
which many young readers shared with the young author, regardless 
of the void in the description of what could possibly have 
happened during those "seven hard years of student's life" in 
France.
Having considered the author's own words when he explained
twenty-six years later how the novel was written, one can see
quite well some of the reasons why Manot * s experiences in his
school days were described more in detail, and vividly, whereas
those after he had left for France were vague and superficial.
I wrote Luk Phuchai only a few years after leaving 
school. I hardly knew anything except that which 
was provided in the school curriculum. I knew very 
little about the world and life, (my knowledge) was 
limited indeed. While I was writing that story, 
the life which I could say I knew well was only the 
life of students; the other aspects of life were 
vague to its author.^
Tbid., pp. 375-376.
2. "Si Burapha", "Kham Thalaeng Khpaag Fhutaeng, The Author's 
Announcement", of Luk Phuchai. pp. 3-*f*
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It would be fair for "£i Burapha", therefore, if Luk 
Phuchai was to be considered as a work of a student aspiring 
to be a writer* And as such one can see equally well that the 
latter part of Minot*s life came more from the author*s dream 
or aspiration than from his actual experiences, or ideology*
Then no one should wonder at his idealistic, but vague view 
towards life in the world greater than that limited within 
school walls, or a public stadium for student ;athletes*
Having had no clear concept of the life which he aspired for 
his hero to live as a successful self-made man, yet feeling 
hopeful for a man who wished to live a better and nobler life, 
"SI Burapha" made his first novel speak idealistically about 
the road that led from naught to being a happy gentleman* And, 
such a road as the author showed, was paved with ihssense of grati­
tude, humility, justice, social responsibility, and altruistic 
love* One can see that "Si Burapha" was trying hard to make 
his notion about the ethics of a gentleman sound convincing. 
MeLn3t*s last dilemma, in which he had to choose between justice 
and the future of the boy who he was misled to believe was his 
own son, could sound touching, although it was rather dramatic, 
if one was to ignore the author*s intervention* Por instance,
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when Spha asked Phra V/isut to overturn the verdict given by 
the provincial court, for the sake of Khamron, the author 
concluded the description of his frustration by saying "It's
A
a pity* Poor Manot, (you) were born really to suffer’1. But,
after the hard decision was finally made, Phra Wisut explained
to his ex-wife why he did not spare the boy from the punishment.
I did that for the sake of justice ... Justice 
is the mother of peace in the world. Selfish­
ness is the mother of evil •.. and other hundreds 
of thousand kinds of wickedness. I must confess 
that I was born for the world ••• not for myself 
*,. I myself am not so mean as to be able to 
destroy my own son without feeling shaken. 1 
had to fight sufficiently hard against my feeling 
... If I am to live in this world void of virtue,
I shall not live in vice either. Whenever, there 
should be anything which would force me to live 
in vice, I would immediately choose the side of 
not to live, ^o make me live an evil life is to 
make me live an unbearable life.^
However, like all the other characters, Phra V/isut, like a 
puppet, performed his role under the strict and close control 
of his creator. "Si Burapha" told his story, spoke his thoughts 
for him, and rarely let him feel his sentiments, be it sorrow 
or joy, alone. One cannot help feeling the company of "Si Burapha" 
all the way through from the beginning up to the end of the story* 
Por instance, at the scene when Manot passed his first examination
1. "Si Burapha", Luk Phuchai. p. ^60.
2. Ibid., pp. Zf7Zj.-/f73.
at the Law School, which was one of the highlights in his life,
Burapha11 told the readers that,
*•• his friends and lecturers congratulated him 
noisily, ^hamn9ng took him home for dinner to 
celebrate his success ...^
and that,
•., ManSt was so nervously delighted. After 
returning home, he could not sleep the whole 
night, wondering about his life which was chan­
ging so incredibly rapidly. A little before 
today, his life was filled with loneliness 
He felt himself more well-known and thanked his 
own industry deeply, without which he knew that 
he would never have had an opportunity to feel 
so delighted ... 2
Buraphl1 often thought and spoke for his hero, even at crucial 
points. After acting as a go-between for Tharmujng and Hamphan, 
the task which was very much against his own desire, Manot - 
who took his gratitude to i?hamn9ng as the most precious thing to 
keep their friendship - was heart-broken. Here, Burapha” 
spoke his despair in some lengthy paragraphs.
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••• The problem concerning Ramphan nearly gives 
him a brain haemorrhage. How it is that Ramphan 
behaves so coldly ... Before coming to see his 
dearest love tonight, Manot had been fighting 
against different kinds of problems for several 
days. Coming to see Ramphan tonight was simply 
to listen and see whether she would have any pass­
ionate feeling for Thamnpng or hot. And it turned 
out that she was very likely to love Thamnong. 
Manot felt hurt fo find Ramphan behaving in such a 
repulsive manner with him ... ^
The style in which flSx BErapha” presented his first novel, 
unfortunately, weakens the sentiment of the story whose plot 
looked fresh and unique. But one sees a development in his 
style of presentation in his later works such as Saen Rak Saen 
Khaen (The Vigour of Love and Hate), Songkhram Chlwit (The War
of Life) and Khang Lang Phap (Behind the Painted Picture).
However, Luk Phuchai offered a new theme for prose fiction, and 
variations on the theme have been taken up now and then by other 
novelists in later days, for instance, "Raphiphon11 in Luk That 
(The Slave Son), "Si-fa Ladawan” in King Phai (The Bamboo Branch), 
etc. Despite its being amateurish in its craftsmanship, Luk 
Phuchai reflected, to some extent, the sentiment and dreams of 
the ambitious young Thais in the 1920’s, the period in which the 
author himself developed and wrote. As the novel was the talk of 
the time, it paved a road for the promising tfSf Bttrapha11 to walk 
as a novelist* nSl Burapha” produced seven novels, as well as
1. Ibid., pp. 251-25^*
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short stories, during the period after he had left Thepsirin 
and become deeply engaged in journalism. But his faith in 
imaginative writers, his campaign for the profession of novelist, 
his concern with the social well-being of the economic inferior, 
and his inclination towards an advanced political ideology led 
"Si Burapha" from being a publisher of prose fiction, and a 
novelist, to being an editor of magazines, and newspapers, and 
finally a political exile.
From June 15 - September 15* 1929* while "Si Burapha" 's 
third novel, Prap Phayot (The Taming of the Shrew) was being 
serialized in Suphap Burnt, "Dijkmai Sot" fs first published novel,
mrn Sf
Sattru Khpng Chao Lpn (Her Enemy) appeared. The novel was pub­
lished in four instalments in Thai Khasem, the monthly magazine 
which serialized two more of "D9kmai Sot" fs novels:; Wit, from 
February 15, 1929 - April 15, 1930, and Karma Kao (Karma in the 
Past), from June 15 - August 15, 1932. On November 8, 1930, 
Narinat, a ladies1 magazine published the first instalment of 
Khwam Phit Khrang Raek (The First Mistake) in its first issue.
But from the publication of Sam Chai (The Three Men) in 1933 
onwards, all Htykmai Sot" *s novels appeared no longer in instal­
ments, but in book form published privately by the author herself. 
Like "Si Burapha" *s, "D9kmai Sot" *s novels sell well. However, 
the works of the two contemporary writers, although they seemed
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to win popular admiration to a similar degree, were different 
in vital aspects of literary art, that is in their styles, their 
views towards life, their choices of subject, etc* The differences 
can be seen right from their first published novels, which 
appeared less than a year apart. While Luk Phuchai reflected the 
dream of the Thai youth in the 1920fs, Sattru Khpng ^hao Lpn 
reflected the cultural conflict between a Western out-look and the 
old Thai way of life.
v
Sattru Khpng Chao L<?n is a love story of modern Thais in an 
upper class society. In presenting the story, flD9kmai Sotu took 
up the theme of Thai students returning from abroad. The main 
characters, as she created them, obtain their education, at one 
stage or another, from the Western countries: from France and
the United States in particular. Like King Vajiravudh in Huachai 
Chai Num, ,fD9kmai Sot*1 told with comic irony of an attempt to 
revolt against the traditional blind marriage arranged at the 
parents* initiative. However, unlike Huachai Chai Num where the 
attempt was made by the hero, in Sattru Khpng &iao L9n, the 
heroine started the protest, and carried her revolution on to a 
similar end as Praphan did. Here, the Western-minded young Thai 
lady found that, after all, the traditional arrangement was quite 
safe and sound. The story ends with the forthcoming marriage which 
is happily anticipated, but which was originally arranged ten years
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previously. Like Luk Phuchai, Sattru Khgng Ghao Lpn was warmly 
welcomed by the readers; and it brought fame and encouragement 
to the young author to produce more novels, all of which helped 
to make her name stay firmly as the first and one of the best 





a retired officer of high rank in 
the Ministry of the Interior, a 
rich nobleman, owner of a teak 
company.
a graduate from France, only child 
of Phraya Bamrung, aged 2 8, manager 
of the Company.




an ex-ambassador to the United States, 
Phraya Bamrung*s cousin and friend, 
owner of a textile factory.
only child of Phraya Maitri, educated 
in the United States, aged 22,
Prasong*s cousin and fiancee.
a medical doctor, graduated from the 





La-9 *s sister, Mayuri*s friend.
an officer in the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, ex-secretary to the embassy 
in London, Prasong*s old friend.
Prapha: Luang Prasoet*s sister, Mayuri*s friend.
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The story:
Prasong and Mayuri have been engaged to be married since 
they were in their teens. Then Mayuri went to the United States 
with her father, and was not reminded of the engagement until 
shortly after she had returned to Bangkok about ten years later. 
For fear that Prasong might get entangled with Western women, 
his father reminded him of the engagement, when he was about to 
leave for France for higher education. And Prasong accepted 
the condition wholeheartedly. Mayuri, being very progressive 
in her outlook which was developed in a Western culture, refused 
to marry her fiancee in protest against the system she did not 
approve of. Prasong, on the other hand, was still in love with 
her.
Prasong and Mayuri are great-grand children of the same 
noble: family. After her mother had died and her father left
for his ambassadorship in the United States, Mayuri was put in 
the care of Prasong*s mother. The two children shared their child­
hood for a few years until Mayuri was taken to the United States. 
The two young cousins were very fond of each other then. That is 
why the engagement was made.
Upon his return from France, where he stayed for about seven 
years to study commercial art, Prasong assists his father in the
2^0
manager’s office of the teak company* Phraya Bamrung resigned 
shortly after that, in order to give way to his son. Prasong 
proves himself the right man for the job.
The refusal from Mayuri and his memory of their intimacy 
in childhood upset Prasong a great deal. And, being told that 
Mayuri seemed to be in love with another man, Prasong made up 
his mind to win her back. With the collaboration of his father, 
it was agreed by the two families that, as Mayuri herself wanted 
to break the engagement, Prasong was free to marry anyone at his 
will from that moment on; but Mayuri could not marry anyone 
without Prasong*s consent for six months thence. And, again with 
the collaboration of his father, Prasong appeared at Phraya 
Maitri*s residence in Bangkok incognito. It was made known that 
he had been sent there to answer Phraya Maitri*s request for a 
man capable of assisting him in his textile factory. There he 
was known as Prasom, someone whom Phraya Bamrung had brought up 
as his own son. Prasom was treated kindly by Phraya Maitri who 
considered him as his nephew. It was arranged for him to stay in 
a house in the same residential compound, where he once lived with 
his family and Mayuri when Phraya Maitri was in the United States. 
Therefore, the two people met again, but in a completely different 
atmosphere from what it used to be when they were young. Mayuri
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found Prasom completely unagreeable and uncompromising; he v
found her to be charming, domineering and spoiled. Mayuri 
began to dislike him soon after they had been introduced, in 
spite of her secret discovery that without the weird moustache 
Prasom would be really good looking. In order to punish his 
behaving too coldly and too reservedly with her, Mayuri developed 
a secret desire to try to win his admiration; she would find it 
very satisfying if he fell in love with her so that she could 
turn him down to hurt his pride.
Since the day Prasong arrived, he knew that Mayurifs boy­
friend was La-9, a medical doctor.
A month after Prasong had come to live and work with Phraya 
Maitri, Mayuri*s secret plan seemed to be a failure because 
Prasong was very unlikely to fall into her trap. On the contrary, 
he remained reserved.
The sour relationship between Mayuri and Prasong soon became 
known to Phraya Maitri, v/ho found himself more dependent on 
Prasong*s services. Mayuri was asked to be nice to him. But 
when she asked him to compromise, he hurt her pride by saying that 
he never allowed any woman to change the course of his life. At 
the same day, he told Mayuri and her father about a man who committed
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suicide because he was turned down by his fianc*eefs elopement.
His comment that if he were the man he would kill both lovei’s 
instead of himself, shocked the father and terrified the daughter 
so much that she could not sleep well all night.
Mayuri met Prasom unexpectedly the following morning, and 
felt embarrassed to see that he seemed to know what caused her 
sleeplessness. He, on the other hand, was pleased to see that 
Mayuri was completely moved by his plan. Mayuri had developed a 
mixed feeling inscrutable even to herself. Once she asked him 
to accompany her to a dance, but he refused. And it pleased Prasong 
to see that his refusal annoyed her.
At the dance, Mayuri was insulted behind her back. In defen­
ding her honour, Prasong had to enter into a fight which ended up 
with the two men, who insulted Mayuri, falling into a ditch in the 
garden. Mayuri came across the incident, but Prasong explained 
nothing. Mayuri, leaving La-9 the dance, returned home alone.
She was puzzled, and began to feel afraid that it looked likely 
that it would be she who might fall in love with Prasom. She felt 
lonely and helpless. Realizing that La-9 is too hopeless to help 
her get rid of the fear that began to creep into her mind, Mayuri 
wished that her fiance might be able to help.
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Suddenly one day Prasom held her and kissed v/ildly. Mayuri 
was furious and told him to give her an apology on his knees, but 
Prasom refused* Moreover, he made a piquant criticism against 
her behaviour; and she was so furious that she could not utter 
a word to defend herself. Yet his criticism made her think, but 
she tried to find good excuses for what she had been doing in 
her social life. However, she came to the conclusion that Prasom 
talked ill of her because he is her enemy.
On Mayuri*s twenty-second birthday, she was surprised to see 
that one of her guests, Luang Prasoetsamphan, behaved very inti­
mately with Prasom, but knew no detail of their relationship.
Only Prapha, Luang Prasoet*s younger sister, knew that Prasom and 
her brother were good old friends.
After all the guests had gone, Prasong gave Mayuri a present*
She refused to take it. But after Prasong had left, she took it
away and found an old photograph of herself and Prasong taken
when they were very young. The photo reminded her more of her 
/
fiance. Mayuri*s mind was now perplexed. She was not at all sure 
if she really loved La-9; tout she could not say definitely that 
she did not. The quandary caused Mayuri another sleepless night.
She did not realize that she was fighting a losing battle for her 
primary intention to win Prasom*s admiration and to turn him down as 
a punishment for his pride.
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In order to draw attention from Prasom, Mayuri went out more 
often, chaperoned by La-9 on nearly every occasion. Thus she 
became notorious as a most progressive girl. When her father 
mentioned her behaviour, Mayuri put the blame onto Prasong, her 
original fianc^I She accused him of neglecting her, thus she 
found it unfair for her to have to care for what Prasong might 
think concerning her going out with La-9. While they were dis­
cussing this, Prasom came in to report that La-9 had come to 
see Phraya Maitri.
After her father had gone in to meet La-9, Mayuri*s mind 
went back to what happened the previous night. In the evening 
La-9 had taken her out to a cinema, and asked her to marry him. 
She got out of the predicament by recommending him to ask for her 
father's consent. That sounded hopeful for La-9. But on the 
way home, after a drink, La-9 hy accident drove into a bamboo 
grove and fell into unconsciousness. Prasom arrived at the scene 
shortly after the accident and took Mayuri home: but he remained
reserved. What happened the previous night made Mayuri sink 
deeper into her predicament.
To his perplexity, but relief, Phraya Maitri found Mayuri 
satisfied to know that La-9 was informed of the condition upon 
which the two families agreed in regard to Mayuri’s marriage.
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Although Phraya Maitri was very unlikely to stop Mayuri from 
marrying the man she loved, it was clear that he did not appre­
ciate La-9fs behaviour.
That evening Mayuri and Prasong went out together for the 
first time* Both were invited to a dinner at Luang Prasoet’s 
house* There Mayuri felt very unhappy to have seen Prasom 
glow with happiness, talking and dancing with Prapha. Mayuri 
did not find Luang Prasoet's attention to her very pleasing.
After the dinner, they went out to a cinema. To see Prasom busy 
talking gaily with Prapha and paying very little attention to her 
was unbearable; Mayuri therefore walked out to telephone La-9 
asking him to come and take her out.
La-9 came in delighted. Mayuri excused herself from the 
company and went with him. La-9, being sure that Mayuri was in 
love with him, started talking love. But to his discontent, not 
only did Mayuri show her repugnance, but she also told him coldly 
that she did not love him. La-9 w&s disappointed, embarrassed 
and angry. A wicked plan suddenly occurred to him. He convinced 
Mayuri tactfully to drop in at his place and tried to rape her. 
But Prasong arrived in time to interrupt the incident. Mayuri, 
thus, was taken home safely. She then realized that she needed
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M e  protection, but was inMbited to reveal her feeling because
Prasom did not give her any hope# She longed for her original 
, *
fiance to turn up hoping he would be able to protect her from 
loving the man who does not care for her.
Thus the arrangement was made for Phraya Bamrung and Prasong 
to come, and Mayuri is delighted to find in the end that Prasom 
is Prasong in disguised The two enemies, then, turned out to be 
a very happy couple#
Here one can see that, in spite of the uniqueness of the 
novel as a whole, !fD9kmai Sot,f adopted the conventional device 
of the disguised suitor. The device was used once by King 
Kama XI when he composed Sang Thong, a popular dance drama.
The same device was used again by Hama VI in the composition 
of Thao Saen Pom, which was one of his dramas. uD9kmai Sot" 
chose a domestic ground and built up the story from the current 
cultural conflict generally felt by those who saw the results 
of the inter-action between the Western and Thai cultures.
As mentioned earlier, like Kama VI in Huachai Chai Num to some 
extent, nD9kmai Sotn fictionalized the problem of Thai students 
returning from abroad, finding the traditional marriage arrangement 
for them unbearable, and ending up with a comic irony. But, instead 
of maiding the hero protest against the marriage arrangement, as 
happens in Huachai Chai Num, ,,p9kmai Sottf made the heroine rebel.
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Whether it was intentional or not, the shift of the leading role 
to that of the woman in nD9kmai Sot" 's novels called for an 
awareness of women’s rights and roles in the society, where men’s 
superiority over women was, and still is, generally accepted*
It may be interesting, however, to note here that after the 
first university had been founded in the kingdom in 1916, women 
applicants were also enrolled as full time students* And women's 
suffrage had been recognized in the constitution of 1932^, before 
the first popular elections were actually held in 1933* However, 
the rights ,fD(?kmai Sot" 's early novels were concerned with were 
neither educational nor political, for the first had already been 
granted since the Chulalongkorn period, and the second probably 
was not felt strongly enough to become a subject of fiction just 
yet. It was more of the social rights that "DQkmai Sot" brought 
into attention whether intentionally, spontaneously or unconsciously. 
Women with an equal right to men in having an opportunity to be 
educated being given unequal rights to behave in society sounds 
theoretically illogical, but is practically possible in the Thai 
society. And, "D^kmai Sot" *s heroines who try to rebel against 
this social inequality often end in confusion and frustration.
1. For information about social status of Thai women, see 
Virginia/Thompsons, Thailand: The New Siam (Paragon Book
Reprint Corporation: New York, 1967)*" PP* 679-68 .^
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V
Mayuri in Sattru Khgng Chao Lpn, to some extent, is an example of 
this kind of rebellion that fails: the theme being more fully
developed in later works*
V
Although Sattru Khgng Chao Lpn brought the name of ”D9kmai 
Sot” as a novelist to the reading public, it is by no means con­
sidered one of her best works* It is true that ”D9kmai Sot”, 
like ”Si Burapha” and Prince A-kat, had written short stories 
before putting her hand to a novel* In fact, her first published 
novel, as it stands, was nothing more than a preparation for and 
a prelude to her literary future. Through the course of a little 
over a decade, that is from 1929-19^0, during which period ”D9kmai 
Sot” produced approximately one novel a year, her style of writing 
developed, but not as much as her perception of life and her way 
of conveying it to the public.
Like Prince A-kat, whose work will be considered next, ”D9kmai 
Sot” knew her subject matter very well. Her choice of subject, 
however, was restricted. It lay within the old official class of 
nobility. However, Thai society before world war II was almost 
entirely an agricultural society where life was simple, and social 
gaps were not as complex as those in an industrial society. From 
the fact that "D9kraai Sot” herself was born and bred in the old
*i
official class of nobility, when polygamy was still in fashion ,
1. For the atmosphere ofj^lcmai Sot” * s family background, see 
M. L. Boonlua Bebyasuvarn, Khwam Samret Lae Khwam Lomleo, Success and 
Failure (Bangkok: Published for the sixtieth birthday anniversary of
the author, Z^k), chapter 1.
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circumstances gave her a good opportunity to observe human senti­
ments and the psychology of varieties of people among whom she 
lived. This opportunity gave ”D9kmai Sot” a clear insight about 
human nature and behaviour which was advantageous for the character­
ization in her novels. However, while the author was remarkably 
successful in the portrayal of her female characters, that of the 
male was normally weak. That is to say, ”D9kmai Sot” fs female 
characters generally look convincing, whereas the male are often 
too predictable, or too flat to be interesting at all. Her 
heroines were so skilfully created that they look very impressive; 
they behave convincingly as if they actually live a human life.
The opposite sex, on the other hand, often appear to look god­
like in their souls, and programmed machine-like in their manners; 
they look too rigidly good to maintain their existence in the 
actual world.
Having been inspired by French books for young people to which 
she was introduced at the Catholic convent school she attended , 
the gifted young ,lD9kmai Sot” therefore started to write her own 
fundamentally also for young readers. Obviously for psychological 
reasons, ”D9kmai Sot” made her novels delightful while giving 
hints about moral rules of conduct. Probably because of the fact
1. See appendix,npp. 356-358 for ”D9kmai Sot” *s biography.
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that "DQkmai Sot” found fiction a more effective means than a 
direct form of class-room instruction for young people to learn 
moral rules of conduct actually applicable to life, one sees that 
most of her novels convey moral messages and aphorisms with an 
ethical overtone derived generally from Buddhism* However, 
"D9kmai Sot” was artistically capable enough not to preach the 
moral or religious principles, which she believed to be an attri­
bute of the genteel, directly to the readers.
With regard to the moral aspect of ”D9kmai Hot*' *s novels,
some critics might agree with a comment made by Khun Nilawan
Pintong , primarily about Phu Pi (The Genteel) shortly after the
novel appeared in 1937*
(Actually) f,D9kmai Sot" is none but our preacher 
outside a pulpit ... All^okmai Sot” *s novels 
often contain religious discourses in disguise.
But, the stories which were brought in to illu­
strate the discourses are not from jataka tales 
in palm-1eaf books or from (those written on) kh9i paper; 
they, on the other hand, are a modern kind of jataka.
The people in these (modern) jataka are those of our 
contemporaries ... The difference between ”D9kmai Sot”
1. Khun Nilawan Pintong was one among the third group of the 
women graduates from the Faculty of Arts, Chulalongkorn University, 
in the class of 1937* She was one of the pioneers who founded the 
P.E.N. International Thailand Gentre. Khun Nilawan has been 
engaged in many women*s activities of various natures: literary,
social, as well as political. At the present time she is, among 
other roles, the Honorary Assistant Secretary to the Thai Centre 
of the P.E.N. International, and the editor of Satri Sarn, which 
is the longest-lived leading ladies* magazine.
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and a preacher in a pulpit is that the audience 
need not sit with their hands joined together 
(in a respectful manner) nor present her with 
flowers, incense, and candle-sticks ... ^
However, it is generally agreed by many of the readers that 
f,D9kmai Sot" ’s novels can be taken as a pleasant means of giving 
moral advice to younger readers. "D9kmai Sot" *s primary motive 
to write for young people can be seen as early as her first pub­
lished novel. For instance, soon after Mayuri and Prasom had 
been introduced, they began their uncompromising relationship 
with an irony with regard to each otherfs conduct. Seeing that 
Prasom does not please her as humbly as she expects him to, Mayuri 
said:
He who behaves politely is likable to all ...
But, he who is conceited is often despised.
To this remark, Prasong, who also sees that Mayuri is spoiled and
tends to be domineering, said:
A lady who behaves gently is likable 
to all.^
But giving hints on moral rules of conduct is not the only one of 
the clearly marked characteristics of "D9kmai Sot” *s novels. In
1. MD9kraai Sot", Beview of Phu Pi, by Nilawan Pintong,
Maha Witthayalai, The University, Vol. 16, No. I, (2^81),
pp. 232-233» reprinted in Sathian ChanthimSthgm. (ed.), Khon Khian 
Nangsft, Writers (Bangkok: Mitnara Kanphim, 2313)» P* 32.
2. nD9kmai Sot", Sattru Kh9ng (¥hao Lqn (Bangkok: Phrae 
Phitthaya, 2312), p. 4l.
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all her novels, Thai customs and ceremonies always have parts 
to play. In Sattru Khpng Chao L<?nt however, this cultural 
aspect is not yet emphasized. Although its plot develops not
very strongly, compared to its contemporaries, such as Luk Phuchai,
- v
or Lakhpn Haeng Chi wit, Sattru Khpng Chao Lon, as one can see,
contains essential elements sufficient for it to be called a 
novel proper. One of the most outstanding aspects of this work 
lies in the author*s attitude toward the role of fiction in society. 
It is obvious that, to nDokmai Sot*1 a novel could be made an 
effective means of moral instruction for the youth, especially 
for girls, therefore, she herself tried, with considerable success, 
to make it so. This effort can be seen right from her first pub-
M
lished novel. In Sattru Khpng Chao Lpn, young ladies with a pro­
gressive outlook derived from Western civilization are obviously 
reminded of the danger that could possibly come as a consequence 
of their rebellious temper. Sattru Khpng 3hao Lpn is, in fact, a 
youth novel written in an obvious light-hearted manner. It will 
be better to regard it as such. It was, after all, her first 
work. Despite its simple, sometimes melodramatic plot and light­
hearted style, it does contain in embryo the more serious features 
developed in her later work.
The last two years of the 1920*s were indeed a remarkable 
period in the history of modern Thai literature. It was, as
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mentioned earlier, the period when the first published novels of 
three important novelists appeared# It is interesting to see 
that while these three authors had shared common popularity since 
their early novels were published, each produced his or her own 
work of marked individuality# During the time when Sattru Khpng 
jfhao Lt?n v/as being serialized, Lakhyn Haeng Chi wit, which was 
Prince A-lcat Damkoengfs first novel appeared, but in complete book 
form. Lakhpn Haeng Chiwit, or The Circus of Life, as the author 
called it in English, is a story of a young Thai who went to 
England hoping to study law but turned up as a journalist working 
for an English newspaper. He fell in love with a European girl 
who was one of his colleagues. They did not get married, however, 
because the young man, foreseeing several kinds of trouble which 
might arise from the cultural differencesof West and East, returned 
to Thailand alone, physically ill and economically broke. The 
story was written by the ex-journalist in retrospect. His experi­
ences in the Western world, his love, his despair, his view towards 
life make up the content of the novel.
SYNOPSIS
Characters;
Wisut Suphalak Na Ayuthaya: an ex-journalist, son of Phraya
Wisetsuphalak, aged twenty-eight.





















Y&i P h a m ’s grand-niece, Wisut*s 
playmate.
an officer of high rank in the Ministry 
of the Interior, a distinguished noble­
man.
Wisut*s class-mate, son of Phraya 
Banl&detamnuai«
^radit*s younger sister.
An English-trained officer, son of 
Luang Sathiankamonphan - a merchant.
an American traveller.
the English family V/isut stayed with 
at Bexhill-on-Sea.
a journalist, English.
a journalist, half English, half 
Italian.
an English landlady at Rosslyn Hill, 
Hampstead.
daughter of Praditfs landlady at 
Putney.
a journalist.




a rich, flirtatious Hungarian, 
an ambassador to Great Britain, 
an antiquary.
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Churai Suwannawit: a Thai girl student in the United 
States*
Murdorf: a murderer
Nancy Smith: Murdorf*s girl-friend, a Cornish 
woman living in the East End.
The story:
Lakhyn Haeng Chlwit is a recollection of past experiences 
written by a man in retrospect. The man, Wisut, a son of a 
distinguished nobleman, a successful scholar and high-ranking 
officer in the Ministry of the Interior, was a social failure.
In spite of his rich experiences cultivated during his journalist 
days abroad, but with no academic degree, Wisut found himself 
nov/here in his home land. He, then, wrote his own story hoping 
that his fellowmen would share with him those experiences.
Wisut began his story \vith his childhood, which, as far as 
he could recall, was a bitter one. His father, having had 
several children, failed to make him feel equally treated. Wisut 
never felt at home in his home. The only person who sympathized 
with his hard luck was his ugly looking nurse. The only friend he 
had then was his nurse's grand-niece; a half Chinese. In the 
company of Yai Phr9m, Wisut adapted to her habit of gambling, and 
became an expert in all possible kinds of gambling. In such a 
condition Wisut grew up; he grew more wild and developed for 
himself an antagonistic attitude towards life.
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At Thepsirin, a famous public school for boys, Wisut me^ 
Pradit, and was very much impressed by Pradit*s grace and sports­
manship . To Wisut, ^radit was the most inspiring human being he 
had ever come across. He began to think kindly of the world.
His friendship with Pradit became more intimate as he, by family 
mischance, came to live in a house nearby.
v
Pradit had a younger sister, Lamchuan, a good-looking girl 
of a little over sixteen, who knew much too much about life.
Wisut saw that Lamcliuan led a rather unhappy life amidst wealth 
in spite of her youth. She, too, had become as dear a friend 
to V/isut as her brother. Wisut found his' friendship with the two 
young people indispensable.
Phraya Wisetsupphalak, his father, died leaving his mother 
and himself nothing. He felt disgusted by the marriage system 
practised in Thailand where women were completely subjected to menfs 
will. He began to develop cynicism in relation to married life. 
Having realized the situation in which he was living, and having 
foreseen his unpromising future, Wisut tried not to fall in love 
with Lamchuan.
Pradit won a scholarship and went to England to study mech- 
anical engineering. Wisut clung more to Lamchuan as she was the
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only friend he had left* But, unluckily as he thought it was, 
he was put aside soon after Lieutenant Kamon had returned from 
England and become a constant guest most welcomed by the v/hole 
family, and Lamciiuan was no exception* Her marriage with Kamon 
completely cut Wisut off from her, but his friendship with Pradit 
remained undisturbed*
Several different reasons made Wisut decide to go abroad, and 
his destination was England. After persuading his eldest brother 
to give him the money his grand-father left for him, Wisut took off*
Having left all that made him develop a pessimistic outlook 
towards life, and feeling the gentle night air on the deck of the 
ocean-liner in which he was travelling, his mind became more at 
peace; Wisut began to feel a new sense of freedom. Now, he had 
come to realize how much pride a man can possibly feel to be 
able to-stand on his own feet. He began to look back at his past 
with more understanding, and at his future with much hope and 
courage* He looked forward to living in a better place, and 
leading a better life in the West, which, to him, was a paradise 
on earth. However, Wisut found his exciting experiences outside 
Thailand rather disgusting whenever the boat stopped at sea ports 
on the way across the oceans. The only person he felt at home 
with was an American traveller. Wisut spent his first days in
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Europe with him. However, he began to feel disillusioned with 
the reality he saw of Europe as soon as he arrived in Marseilles.
In England it was arranged for him to live with the Andrews, 
an English family at Bexhill-on-Sea. ^here he was introduced 
to music and literature. The informal education he obtained 
while living with the family helped him to develop a new character, 
a young man of culture.
At Bexhill, Wisut was introduced to two ladies, Lady Moira 
Dunn and Maria Grey, both of whom partly changed the whole course 
of his life* The ladies were journalists working for The Times. 
They encouraged him to take up journalism instead of law, which 
he previously planned to take. He was encouraged to write a novel 
as well. He wrote two closely related works, the first of which 
was Laktnpn Haeng Chiwit, The Circus of Life.
Maria and Wisut fell in love during their stay at Bexhill, 
but Lady Moira Dunn warned Wisut not to make the affair serious.
She told him briefly of a tragic case of an English girl marrying 
an Indian prince. This tragedy was very penetrating to Wisut; 
it left him in despair and hesitation. Maria and had come
to agree, very much against their will, that they would not make 
their love affair an obstacle if either of them would like to 
change their mind.
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Not long after the two ladies had left, Wisut was given 
a surprise: a cheque was sent to him for an article he wrote,
which was to be published in The Times. Now the time when he 
had to start his formal education in London load also come*
The Andrews helped him, as they always did, to find a family in 
Hampstead where he would stay while studying law. Wisut came 
to London hoping to see Pradit again. But, to his great surprise, 
Pradit had changed so much and become so unfriendly that Wisut 
found himself happier alone than in Pradit*s company. And, in 
fact, he was far from being happy then. He could not find Maria 
at the address she gave him either. London, to Wisut, was a 
rather disappointing place. Besides having had no friends there, 
the condition of the house at Hampstead was as poor as the calibre 
of the people who lived in it. A week after he had come to London, 
Wisut returned to Bexhill. Captain Andrew came with him to London, 
and found him better lodgings. Eventually, Wisut was admitted to 
a London Law School at the Middle Temple.
As Wisut did not find London an attractive place, nor his 
tutor inspiring, he spent much of his time writing articles and 
short stories. With the help of Captain Andrew, his works seemed 
to be welcomed by all kinds of periodicals. He, thus, could earn 
a little from his writing while studying law.
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One day, to his delightful surprise, Wisut was invited to 
join the London Press Club* At the dinner arranged to celebrate 
Mr, Edward Bell Benson’s birthday, Wisut was introduced to the 
members of the Club. Here he met Maria again. They both saw 
that their love remained unchanged. By this time, Wisut was 
known as ftBobbieri, a nick-name Maria gave him when they met at 
Bexhill, and which name Wisut used for his writing.
Having been fascinated by journalism, Wisut left law com- 
pletely, and began his career as a full time journalist working
The Times. He left the lodgings in Fulham for a flat at 
Earl’s Court where he shared with his colleague, Arnold Barrington.
The nature of his job as a reporter provided him with oppor­
tunities to have first hand experiences of life. One case he 
learnt about in the East End of London made him think that love 
is a universal feeling, and virtue a universal property; both 
independent of all kinds of social rules.
Later, Bobbie was sent with Arnold to Paris on business.
It was the time when France was caught up in a severe economic 
crisis. Here, not only found his work exciting, Paris
fascinating as a centre of civilization and beauty, but also a 
city of romance. He learnt, while staying in Paris, that 
Catherine Miles, Pradit1a girl-friend had married his colleague, 
Jack Parker. Here too, Maria and Lady Moira Dunn found, by
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accident, that "Bobbie'1 had kept Odette, a sweet Parisian, with 
him at home. But, Wisut reminded them of the agreement they 
made at Bexhill.
Wisut met the tv/o ladies again on his way to Monte Carlo.
He realized, with no doubt, that Maria was still very much 
in love with him, and so was he with her; Odette meant nothing 
serious. But, business made the two lovers part again; Wisut 
had to join Mr. Benson in his business visits to Europe for over 
a year.
As a secretary to an assistant editor of The Times, "Bobbie" 
had a good opportunity not only to meet several outstanding 
people of the time, but also to visit a good many famous places 
in the southern part of Europe. In Monte Carlo, "Bobbie" became 
entangled with a flirtatious Hungarian countess. However, the 
affair did not last very long, because Mr. Benson had to leave 
for Geneva and other big cities in other parts of Europe on 
business. Unfortunately, "Bobbie" fell ill as soon as they arrived 
in Geneva, and thus, he missed one of the most world-watched 
events, where the three Great Powers met in the Congress of the 
League of Nations. However, after recovering, he accompanied 
Mr. Benson to every country in Europe. This long journey helped 
to widen Wisut*s outlook on life, and his knowledge of the world 
at large increased.
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On his returning to London, “Bobbie11 noticed that Maria and 
Arnold had become perceptibly.?/ intimate. His heart sank in des­
pair. He, then, found music his good company. In London he 
worked as a critic, a first-nighter, and wrote about social events. 
A few months later, he had a car accident serious enough to have 
to be in hospital for over a month, during which period he became 
more convinced that Maria and Arnold were in love. His health 
became worse physically as well as psychologically. Once again, 
he began to find life boring, and London an unbearable place to 
live in. While he was thinking of leaving England for the 
United States, and trying to stay away from Maria and Arnold, 
he was called by Prince Wanwnithayak9n , a new Thai ambassador to 
Great Britain. He was informed that His Majesty King Prajadhipok 
would give him a scholarship if he would like to go further with 
formal studies, and that the prince would think that George Town 
University in America was a good place for him to study in the 
field of Foreign Service.
A month later, before Wisut set off for the United States, he 
learnt from Maria herself that she loved no-one, but him alone. 
Wisut, however, left England with his tormented heart.
In the boat across the Atlantic, Wisut became acquainted with 
Sir Percival Humphreys, a famous antiquary, and his family.
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Wisut began his new life, first, as an external student at 
Harvard, where he took up summer courses in literature and American 
history* At the Thai embassy, he met dhurai, a charming young 
Thai student admired by all who came across her* They became 
acquainted, but no more than friends.
At George Town University, Wisut studied so hard that his 
eye-sight failed badly* After he recovered from a major operation, 
Sir Percival took him from the hospital to his house in New York 
City* In spite of the good care the family had taken of him, 
his eyes were not getting well enough to enable him to resume his 
studies at the university. Wisut, therefore, spent the rest of 
his time in the United States travelling with Sir Percival and 
helping him in designing for advertisements.
Maria was to be sent to America. The Humphreys agreed to 
invite her to be their guest on condition that Wisut must not 
change his mind back to marry her, as they all agreed that as 
Wisut*s future looked quite unpromising, their inter-marriage would 
not only make life difficult for themselves, but also for the 
children who were to be born. Thu^, the two lovers met again, 
but only to remind themselves that their marriage was impossible 
in spite of their hearts clinging to one another.
23k
Wisut decided to return to Thailand# And, as Sir Percival, 
his daughter Polly and Maria had to go East on business, they 
all took the same boat# During this last trip Wisut visited 
Hawaii, Japan and China, the last of which he went to alone with 
Maria, leaving Sir Percival and his daughter in Japan# In China,
Wisut met Arnold and Jack, and he joined them once again in their 
journalistic mission. But his health failed again# Sir Percival 
and his daughter came, but had to leave for India while Wisut was 
still in hospital in Shanghai# After his recovery, Wisut and Maria 
were besought to act as the best man and bridesmaid at Arnold's 
wedding# Their last day finally came when Maria was sent back to 
New York# Two days after seeing her off at Shanghai, Wisnt took 
a boat back to Thailand.
After six years in the world outside, among different kinds 
of people kinder than those in his own family and neighbours, Wisut 
had developed a more adaptable personality# He felt more at home 
in the family and social surrounding alien to him during his child­
hood and adolescence. However, while leaving Maria nearly broke 
his lonely heart, since he had no written certificate to prove an 
academic qualification, his rich experiences meant nothing to the 
bureaucratic system whereby Thailand was operated. While his brothers 
and sisters enjoyed their social success, Wisut found no such thing 
for himself in the society he had hoped to live for. Wisut ended
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his story at the death of Lieutenant Kamon* Lamchuan became a 
widow, and he himself a man of no definite future plan but hoping 
to forget his rich but sad past and to try to begin a better life*
Unlike f,Si Burapha11 or flD9kmai Sot”, both of whom-; set their
novels in Thailand, Prince A-kat set the main part of the story
abroad, and made use of an international group of characters. Not
least for this reason, the story of Wisut was, and still is,
specially attractive to the reading public; to those in the 1920*s
who were concerned with literary creation, this novel possessed an
unparalleled novelty and uniqueness. Soon after it had appeared,
one critic wrote the following comment about Lakh<?n Haeng Chiwit.
... It is a Thai story written with a unique plot.
No other Thais have ever written a story of this
kind before. It is the first of its sort which
ever appeared in the history of our Thai literature ••.
It is the most touching love story of a Thai and a 
foreigner ... ^
In the following volume of the same magazine, in which at the
_ if
same time Sattru Khgng Chao Lqn was being serialized, the same 
critic wrote another comment about Lakht?n Haeng Chiwit.
1. Wina, "Antawathi1*, Thai Khasem, Vol. 6, No. 4, (August 15,
Zb72), pp. 529-550.
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* • • Its style reaches the peak which no one else 
has ever attained* This novel is to become a 
masterpiece which will lead the readers into reading 
stories written by us, and from which novel we can 
learn to improve our own * *• ^
In fact, the novel virtually proved itself to be a masterpiece as 
it was followed by other novelists both of Prince &-katfs gener­
ation, such as nSi Burapha" himself, and of the younger ones* The 
works written with such ideas and themes are sufficiently substantial 
to make up a genre of exotic novels in Thailand*
In presenting the story of Wisut, Prince S-kat used a formal 
realistic method which was well-known in the West, but still foreign 
to the general reading public in Thailand. As a result, the writer 
was accused of making a scandal about his own family.
Wisut*s father, Phraya Wisetsupphalak, was mistaken as H.R.H. 
Prince Raphiphatthanasak (Krom Luang Rajburidirekrit), Prince A-kat*s
father, who was a son of King Chulalongkorn, a brother of King
2 -  _
Vajiravudh and King Prajadhipok. In the novel, Phraya Wiset
appears to be impartial in distributing affection and justice among 
his several children. Wisut, too, was, and often is, mistaken as
Prince A-kat himself* Hence, the accusations the author faced were
that he wrote to blame his own parents, to fset himself against the 
values of respect which were established and cherished, and to
1. Wina, ibid., Vol. 6, Ho. 5* (September 15* 2^ -72), p. 700. 
Despite this comment Prince A-kat did not belong to any group or 
"school11 of writers.
2. Damrong Rajanubhab (ed.), Ratchasakunlawong, Royal Family, 
(Bangkok: Sophonphiphatthanak9n, 2^70), p p . 72* 75i 80 and
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destroy the reputation and honour of the dead for whom he should
have felt grateful. Paradoxically though, while there were
people who, mistaking the novel for a true story, felt angry with
the author for writing such a story, there also were people who,
mistaking the novel for a true story, felt sympathetic with the
author who led such a bitter life as it was depicted in the novel.
The former resented his writing, whereas the latter encouraged him
to forget his misfortune and to start a better future. ^he author
took these accusations and rconsabations, at any rate, seriously
enough to write a long preface for his second novel, Phiu Lftang Phiu
Khao (Yellow Skin, White Skin) • r^his novel actually is a development
and extension of a part from the first. In this preface, Prince
S-kat explained his craftsmanship in making his work of fiction,
and emphasized that Lakh<?n Haeng Chiwit is not a factual story, but
only a fictional one. And fiction, he said, ,ris merely an enter-
3
tainment created from the imagination ...n. And, in creating 
Lakh<?n Haeng C h i w i t ,  the author explained, he made it as near to 
reality as he possibly could.^ As this realistic method of
1. A-katdamlcoeng, Prince, Phiu Mang Phiu Khao (Bangkok: 
Phrae Phitthaya, 251*0 » P* *u-




presentation was not familiar to many Thai readers, his work 
functioned too effectively for them to be able to differentiate 
fiction from fact, and vice versa*
In making Lakhyn Haeng Chiwit as near to reality as he could, 
Prince A-kat not only adopted actual place-names for his setting, 
but also real names of actual people well-known to his readers 
for some of his characters, such as Prince Wanwaithayakyn, a Thai 
ambassador to Great Britain, v/ho was, and still is, a well-known 
scholar and diplomat* The combination of well-known, living 
people and fictional characters can very well lead into confusion 
those readers who look at the novel only superficially*
Of all the literary heroes born during 1928-1929* Wisut has 
lived the longest. His aspiration to become a “good novelist” in 
his own country, his experiences and ideal in relation to journalism 
were, and still are, inspiring to the Thai youth who would aspire 
to take up \tfriting or journalism, in order to follow the road 
Wisut has taken* wisutfs failure in love tends to create sympathy 
among those who agree that love is a feeling limited to no boundary* 
His misfortune, which he seems to be born to carry, possibly until 
the end of his life, seems to gain sympathy from those who actually 
live under similar difficulties. At any rate, V/isutfs experiences
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and sentiments have been shared by his readers for one reason or 
another since he first appeared,
Lakh<?n Haeng Chiwit has indeed won a great admiration from 
the reading public since 1929* The novel touches.on several 
psychological aspects of human nature such as love, despair, 
ambition, etc,, and the effect it gives is intense. Prince A-kat 
not only knew his subject matter well but he also knew how to 
fictionalize it. Once when the author was a young man of 19, as 
a translator and literary critic, he wrote the following passage 
which was published in one of the leading magazines of the time:
Normally, an entertaining story must be a long 
one, (This means at some length*) It is mainly 
because short stories, due to their paucity of con­
tent, can hardly satisfy our emotional demands ,,, ^
•,• a really entertaining story must possess all 
these five elements: melancholy, love, hatred, know­
ledge and adventure ••, ^
Therefore, while writing his own novel, about five years 
later, Prince A-kat, after having had first hand experience of 
life abroad, blended those elements together; one can see that
r,1
the work functions effectively, Aurthermore, the novel depicts
1. flNu Ae'J nPatchim Likhit*1, Sap Thai, Vol. 4, Pt. 1, 
(August, 2^ *67), p. 175*
2, Ibid., p. 176.
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wisut*s experiences in foreign lands, the names of which sounded 
familiar to the public, but, their inhabitants, their ways of 
life, thoughts, and sentiments were almost entirely unknown to 
any Thais, thus, it gave lively answers to those who were curious 
to know about peoples in the world outside their own country.
About Lakht?n Haeng Chiwit, "Si Burapha", his classmate and 
contemporary, wrote that it was the first book of that size he 
read all the way through from beginning to end, and found the 
novel remarkable. This remark, of course, was.meant to be a com­
pliment. It was one of the most sensational works of a year, he 
went on. He found that the theme of unattainability of love in 
Prince 5-kat*s work was a new aspect in modern prose fiction; 
and, that it made a fictional story impressively moving.^ ^ight 
years later, when he presented a new novel, Khang Lang Phap, "Si 
Burapha11 adopted precisely the same theme, that is the unattaina­
bility of love. Like Prince A-kat, he set the novel abroad; in 
a single foreign country - Japan. Khang Lang Phap became one of 
"Sx Burapha” *s most famous works. At any rate, Khang Lang Phap 
produced a different effect from Lakhpn Haeng Chiwit, in that it was, 
and still is, often regarded as fiction “carefully composed from
1. "Si Burapha", "Chiwit M9111 Chao A-katdamkoeng Nai Lok Nangsfli, 
Prince A-katdamkoeng in the World of Letters", Phu Nam (The Leader), 
May 2 8, 2V75* republished in addition to Prince A-katdamkoeng,
Khrpp Chakkrawan (Bangkok: Phrae Phitthaya, 2505), pp* 233-235*
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the beautiful imagination of a novelist” . Lakh<?n Haeng Chiwit, 
on the other hand, created a classic controversy. Some readers 
were, and still are, confronting the question of whether the 
novel is a literary self-portrait of the artist, or a piece of 
fictional reality created solely from the imagination of the 
artist himself. To clarify the controversy, Prince A-kat once 
wrote:
.•. Please understand that Lakhpn Haeng Chiwit is 
not a factual story. It is not Prince A-kat*s 
biography. But, the reason why I wrote a story of 
such a man of hard luck and journalism abroad is 
because those are the only circles of life I have 
seen and known best ... ^
In spite of the explanation, the controversy goes on. The 
novel puzzles its readers not only because the author mixed fact 
with fiction in the characterization, but also because Wisut*s 
life resembled Prince A4cat*s in the aspects well-known to the 
general public.
1. **SI Burapha11, Review of Khang Lang Phap by Somchit 
Siksamat, Maha Witthayalai, The University, Vol. 16, No. 5 (2*f8D, 
p. 112k.
2. A-katdamkoeng, Phiu Lflang Phiu Khao, p. ^  .
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Prince A-katdamkoeng Wisut Supphalak
a neglected son of a 
big family,
his father is a scholar 
of law,
comes to Thepsirin after 
Assumption School,
goes to England hoping 
to study lav;,
then, leaves for the 
United States,
being acquainted with 
Maria Vanzini,
returns to Thailand 
unmarried.
a neglected son of a 
big family,
his father is a scholar 
of law,
comes to Thepsirin after 
Assumption School,
goes to England hoping 
to study law,
then, leaves for the 
United States,
being in love with 
Maria Grey,
returns to Thailand 
unmarried.
Whereas the above information is about all the general 
readers know of the author*s personal life, they know that of 
Wisut in much more complete detail. Therefore, it is natural 
that some of those who know of Prince A-kat to a limited extent 
unconsciously fill in the missing details in his life with 
Wisut*s experiences, sentiments, and outlook depicted in the novel* 
But, in fact, there are many differences in the identities of the 
creator and the created. Prince A-kat was twenty-four when he 
created Wisut; Wxsut was twenty-eight when he wrote hakhpn Haeng 
Chiwit. Prince Baphi was a member of the royal family; Phraya 
Wiset - the nobility; Prince Raphi was Minister of Justice and of 
Agriculture, Phraya Wiset - a high ranking officer in the Ministry
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of the Interior. Prince A-kat was straightforward; ^isut - humble,
and so on.
In a tribute to the memory of Prince A-kat, which ”£i
Burapha11 wrote shortly after he had learned of his sudden death, &n
May 1932, he said:
• • • Several people believe that Lakhqn Haeng Chiwit 
is the author's autobiography. However, both those 
who believe that it is a true story, and others that 
it is not are equally wrong ... nearly all good 
writers imitate the lives of actual people as their 
model while writing novels ... But, in imitating such 
lives as exist in the model, such a writer normally 
will never imitate the whole life of a single indi­
vidual. He will select parts of the lives of several 
individuals which he uses to mould his characters •••
Maria Vanzini, to whom Prince A-kat dedicated the novel, 
and Maria Grey are not the same person. But, Maria 
Vanzini c^n be an inspiration for the creation of Maria 
Grey ...
therefore, concluded ”Si Burapha”, those who are acquainted 
with an author may see that some of his characters are similar to, 
or resemble actual people (who they also know). That is a tech­
nique which a novelist uses in order to make his characters life­
like, wonderful and impressive. And, he regarded Lakhgn Haeng 
Chiwit as a combination of actuality and imagination.
 ^ v




Here, flsl Burapha” sounded more convincing than Prince S-kat 
himself who emphasized that the novel was not a factual story but 
simply a work of fiction created from his imagination•  ^ However, 
one itfould find oneself standing on uncertain ground to take 
Wisut either as a self-portrait of the author, or an ideal person 
existing only in the author’s imagination. By the same token, one 
would stand on equally uncertain ground if one regarded Lakhpn 
Haeng Chiwit either as the reflection in a mirror of Prince A-kat * s 
life, or as a pure imaginative work of fiction. It would be more 
meaningful, therefore, to look at Lakhpn Haeng Chiwit as a piece 
of a fictional reality created from the author’s own experiences, 
sentiments and points of view, which were rearranged subjectively 
by the author himself.
Looking at the first published novels of ”Si Burapha”, ’’Dpkmai 
Sot” and Prince S-kat, in juxtaposition, one can see clearly that 
each appears with marked individuality. First of all, we have a 
journalist writing a story of a successful self-made man, who rose 
from nothing up to a high position in the officialdom of the civil 
service. Then, we have a lady member of the old official class of 
the nobility and with royal connections writing about a domestic 
problem v/hich comes from a cultural conflict between a Westerni
1. A-katdamkoeng, Phiu Lftang Phiu Khao, p.
2 S3
outlook and the old Thai way of life. Lastly, we have a member 
of the Royal family, an officer in the civil service, writing 
about the life of a journalist in the world at large. ”Si 
Burapha11, as one can see, was concerned with internal social 
problems, 'Opkraai Sot” with domestic, whereas Prince A-kat turned 
to more universal ones. ”Sl Burapha” looked into Thai society as 
it was, and saw opportunities open for an ambitious, and virtuous 
but poor student to become someone at the top.
”Dpkmai Sot” showed her awareness of the cultural changes 
which Thailand had been undergoing. Prince A-kat, on the other 
hand, looked from abroad back to his home-land in relation to the 
world outside and discovered its reality in aspects which his con­
temporaries were unaware of.
In Phiu L&ang Phiu IChab Wisut wrote of his worries about
what had been going on in Thailand.
... I always aspire to see Siam progress into 
being an equal to other civilized nations. I 
always ask myself why our country remains where 
she is now, and when (the people) will be awake ... 
awake from the delusion that we all are happy.
Thete’vis i^lo war in our country. The farangs are 
unable to annoy us. We care for no other countries.
To be poor or to be rich is not a question. There­
fore, after leaving school, all we want is to be an 
officer in the civil service. Another livelihood 
in Thailand could hardly be conceived of ..* ^
1. A-katdamkoeng, Phiu Ldang Phiu KhtfO, pp. 11-12.
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•.. We probably are too comfortable to pay any 
attention to what is going on in the world out­
side, Poor Dear Siam, when shall we wake up? •••
Two years before Wisut complained about the delusion in 
which he saw Siam was then living, Manot Raksamakhom was enjoy­
ing happiness and success in his official title of Phra Wisutt- 
hisatthayan. He held the rank of judge and was a Thai barrister 
with a Doctorate in Law from France, all of which elements, 
contributing to his enjoyment, were the results of his working 
hard and his being virtuous, Phra Wisut indeed represents the 
new Thai who aspired to his personal success and would be satisfied 
with life at that. His life-time is spent in the struggle to 
achieve what he believes to be a mark of success. Once he gets 
what he believes to be the material symbols of happiness, he 
will care for nothing or no-one else, but be in peace with the 
world. ,fSi Burapha1* ^ heroiis indeed a good example of such a kind 
of person. After all the dark clouds created by Khlrl and A-pha 
had been cleared away from Phra Wisut*s life, and after his 
daughter had been brought to him,
Phra Wisut felt that the house of the Raksamakhoms 
sounded much more cheerful. The sound of songs and 
of the piano from Rakam*s room which could always be 
heard in the evening took away his tiredness as soon 
as he returned from the office. Servants in the house,
1. Ibid., p. 13.
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men and women alike, worked more cheerfully 
and actively than before* Phra Wisut felt that 
his daughter had brought a sign of grace to the 
house; she is his pride, and the peak of his 
happiness.^
In fact, Rakam has not reached the supreme height of his
happiness just yet because there still is Ramphai who is to be
his sweet and delightful bride* ®o him, Ramphai was bora at the
Heaven*s command to compensate for his first but impossible love.
During his honeymoon, where the story ended, ”Si Burapha” told
the readers that Phra Wisut found that his new love
••• made him feel wonderfully happy as if being 
reborn into a new life. He was confident that 
Heaven is always looking after those who should 
be rewarded!^
Because this is how the story ends, one can see that the 
young ”£>1 Burapha” looked at success and the happiness of an 
individual human being with the eyes of an idealistic absolutist, 
who saw life only from the best angles of the society in which 
he lived. His social ideas as expressed in his first novel are 
obviously individualistic, whereas those of Prince A-katfs are
1. ”Si Burapha”, Luk Phuchai, pp. 83-^8*+.
2. Ibid., p. 522*
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more universal. The following is a translation of one part of 
the conversation between Lady Moira Dunn and Wisut at Bexhill- 
on-Sea.
”... Press and the nation are identical. Journalists 
who are to be successful and famous must be those who 
either love or hate their nations very strongly. But, 
you must understand, Mr. V/isut, that the so-called un­
patriotic might be so only from our point of view, or 
from personal opinion. They themselves might think 
that they love their nations, a kind of love which 
is generally called automatic ...
... A journalist cannot think one thought and write 
the other. Even if he is able to do so, he will not 
do it ...lf
To Wisut, the society which turned Manot into Phra Wisutt-
hisatthayan looked unpromising for him. His decision not to
marry the woman he loved was partly determined by his feeling of
uncertainty in regard to his future in Thailand where he saw
little hope for a poor man with no academic degree to live as a
writer of fiction or as a journalist. The conversation between
the two lovers at Bexhill tells how Wisut looked at life in
relation to his home-land.
,fBobbie, tell me the truth”, asked my dear friend, 
r,Have you got any ambition at all, an ambition to 
do something big so that the world could see, an 
ambition to make yourself famous?”
1. A-katdamkoeng, Lakhyn Haeng Chiwit, pp. 17&-179*
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”Yes, Maria”, I answered, holding her hands tight 
in mine, ”1 have much ambition. I aspire to 
become a good novelist for Thailand. My country is 
poor. I am poor. I wish to earn enough for 
reasonable living by writing. But, in '-Thailand, 
it is very difficult, (because) no-one enjoys 
reading. One often makes a loss on one’s writing 
because of the lack of buyers.”
’’Why don’t you become a novelist in Europe or America 
then?”
’’Here, there is much competition in writing”, I 
answered, ’’and I don’t think I know the language 
well enough to write like English or American 
novelists. I have an ambition to write something 
so good, such as no-one has ever done before, and 
be the first to write such a kind of story ••• 
the life of a novelist in Thailand is very risky, Maria. 
If one will take up writing fiction seriously (for a 
living), it is very likely that one will have to live 
dying of hunger more than of anything else.”
’’Bobbie, haven’t you ever realized that to be success­
ful, no matter what we do, there often are a hundred 
thousand obstacles and dangers to block our way? To 
keep x^ eace in the country, we have to get rid of thieves; 
and to get rid of thieves is so very dangerous for 
detectives, policemen and ourselves. Whatever we do, 
we have to go through dangers. I want you to become 
important in the field to which you aspire ... I 
believe that you are good ... good for me, and good 
for the world.
In spite of the contrary arguments put forward by Maria, 
Wisut still held to his firm belief in the impossibility of 
marriage between them. He had other reasons.
1. Ibid., pp. 197-198 and 200-201.
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I had been trying to suppress the aberration 
of my sentiment as I realized that I had no 
rights* Maria, on the other hand, had been 
trying to show the world that we were in love 
as she saw that true love is nothing to be 
ashamed of *.•
!,Bobbie, darling, why haven’t we got the right?", 
she asked, putting her arms around me. "Why is it 
impossible for us to love each other?"
"There are a hundred thousand reasons, Maria", I 
answered, also putting my arms around her. "The 
important reason is that you are a European living 
in a cold climate, and having one system of cul­
tural values. I am a ThalMiving in a very warm 
climate, and having another system ... very much 
different from what you have here. You wouldn't 
be able to get along with my relatives and friends.
And, I am poor, Maria. From where then can you 
find happiness for yourself?" ^
Years passed, but their love did not change, Wisut, by this
time, being a sick man, decided to return home.
"Bobbie", she asked, "please take me to Thailand ... 
to our home, will you? We will die together there."
My eyes fixed upon the bare wall in front of us, with 
a handkerchief I dried my tears which kept running 
constantly.
"No, Maria, my dearest", I tried to speak, "I am 
a poor man ••• There is no light at all in my 
future. I cannot let you share my distress . ^
Having considered the reasons behind Wisut1s determination 
not to marry a European, one can see that they echo Praphan's
1. Ibidv, pp. 202-20 3*
2. A-katdamkoeng, Phiu L&ang Phiu Khao, pp. 198-199*
2?1
attitude towards-inter-marriage, in King Vajiravudh's Huachai
Chai Num. The following is an extract in translation from Prapbsn’.s'letter
to Praso~et, who is still in England.
As we are good friends, may I give you sincerely 
one word of advice? If you are thinking of having 
a farang wife, you’d better forget about the idea%
... Farang ladies, who would leave their home 
country, relatives and friends for a life with Thai 
husbands in our country, would surely expect some­
thing in return. But, after they have come, they 
have to live in a very warm climate and poor housing 
condition. They have to live with people with whom 
they cannot communicate, and have very different 
habits. There is not enough money to live on. There 
are no other entertainments except the cinema ...
Having to go through all this, no matter how angelic 
their temperaments might be, they would not be able 
to endure for long ... ^
Here one can see that as far as the problem of inter-marriage 
was concerned, I^ raphan and Wisut were agreed. For similar reasons, 
it seems, neither of them married their E^urbpeangirl-friends.
Having come into contact with the greater world outside and 
viewed Thailand from abroad, Prince A-kat, like King Vajiravudh, 
developed comparative thinking about his home-land. Looking home' 
ward, Prince A-kat saw, as mentioned earlier, its reality in the 
aspects of which his contemporaries were unaware, whose outlook 
towards life vras largely limited within the social environment in
1. ffPam Chitti”, Huachai Chai Mum, p. 20; letter no. 7
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which, they were born, developed and wrote. An imaginative writer, 
no matter how broad his imaginative capacity could be, is subject, 
in a great propoi-tion, to his total environment. And, the 
differences in their experiences make the works of one indi­
vidual writer differ from another. From the individual differences 
among nSi Burapha11, "D^kmai Sotfl and Prince A-katdamkoeng, we have 
in the early period three different kinds of novels which show 
three trends of development in fiction. From there, there are 
novelists who create their work from the belief, whether they 
are conscious about it or not, in social individualism; there 
are novelists who are keen on building their fictional stories on 
domestic problems; and there are novelists who prefer exoticism.
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CHAPTER VIII 
The Reading Public and the Novelists
Unlike traditional Thai poetry, which is composed primarily 
for a listening audience, or drama for a watching one, the novel 
is written practically for a reading public# The emergence of 
the novel, therefore, means that a reading public should exist. 
However, like any form of artistic creation, the success or 
failure of a novel is subject to the attitude as well as the taste 
of its audience.
In 1886, a Thai novel was attempted but had to remain un­
finished. Then during the 1920's several Thais emerged as novelists; 
and, from the 19 6 0's a few Thais have even been able to use the 
writings of novels as a means of living.
This changing face of reality concerning Thai literature will
not be a matter of surprise when one looks back through its past
history once again. Then one may agree that there was no such thing
which could be termed a "reading public'1 in Thailand before the
1860's, the period during which the Journal of the Siamese Embassy
v -  -  «
to London in 1837, Chinda Mani, Samkok, etc. were published for the 
first time by Dr. D. B. Bradley. Tor the absence of the reading
0
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public prior to the 1 8 60*8 , two possible explanations can be 
given# ^irst, books were scarce before printing technology 
was introduced; secondly, as education was a privilege generally 
given to the exceptional few, only a small number of the Thai 
people could read. The latter is also one of the reasons why 
traditional Thai literature had often been created with a great 
emphasis on its poetic quality, the quality which would delight its 
listening audience.
As mentioned earlier, the utilization of printing technology 
speeded up book production, consequently a reading public was 
formed, and in due course it enlarged in size. The fact that 
Dr. D. B. Bradley and Dr. S. J. Smith played a much more important 
role in publication, journalism and the book trade than in their 
original religious missions showed that the reading public in 
Thailand, once formed, soon became encouraging from the commercial 
point of view. However, the reading public for traditional Thai 
literature, which was printed first by the two missionaries, was 
different from that of the modern one, not only in its size but 
also in its attitude and character*
When Prince Phichitprichakpn began to tell a fictional story 
in a novel form in 1886, the reaction from the readers was so 
seriously negative that the story was consequently brought to an 
end only at its outset. But, in 1929, when Sattru Khpng ^hao Lpn
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appeared in a magazine in serial form, it brought fame and encourage­
ment to its author so much so that she produced ten more novels, and 
she is remembered and admired as one of the best novelists Thailand 
has had. From the latter part of the 1920*8 onwards the novel has 
increasingly become a dominant aspect of modern fiction. The 
causes of so much change in the reading public during the interval
of forty-three years, that is from the time of Sanuk MkV Prince
^  v
Phichit's unfinished novel, to that of Sattru Khpng ^hao L<?n, are 
significant in relation to the emergence of this new form of prose 
fiction, and they are discussed in chapter IX.
In spite of the average literacy of 7^% among the population
A
of ten years of age and over in 1960 , the size of the reading
public in Thailand looked relatively small even in 1972. For the
2
population of 3 8 .6 million , there are only twelve daily news­
papers in Thai issued in the Capital City of Bangkok and Thonburi, 
and none elsewhere in the country.^ It is said, with no written
1. Central Statistical Office, Thailand Population Census:
1960, "Whole Kingdom", Bangkok, Thailand, 1962, Table 10, page 20, 
quoted in Ralph Thomlinson, Thailand1s Population: Facts, Trends,
Problems and Policies (Bangkok: Thai Watana Panich Press, 2314')T
p. 35.
2 . The most recent population census was done in Thailand in April 
1970. The figures of the report of the National Statistical Office in 
Bangkok show that the total population in 1970 was 34,132,000. These 
figures are only preliminary, and there is a possibility that the actual 
population in 1970 could be nearly two million more. Here, the writer 
takes the estimated number of 3 6 .2 million in 1970, which is reported by 
the Population Reference Bureau, Washington, D.C. By using the 5*5% °£ 
the annual per cent growth, the estimated population in 1972 comes to 
3 8 .6 million. See Thomlinson, op. cit., pp. 2/. and 23*
3 . As of February 1972. Owing to temporary closures the number is 
variable.
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evidence, however, that the best-selling newspaper sells over
3 0 0 .0 00 copies daily, and one which does not sell very well, 
though the rate of sale has been constant for the past twenty years, 
sells only 10,000* Since a more accurate figure is difficult to 
obtain, these figures will be used as an assumption. Assuming that 
in order to be able to survive, a newspaper must sell approximately
10.000 copies daily, then eleven newspapers will sell 110,000 copies* 
By adding 30°*000 copies of the best-seller sold, the total circu­
lation will come to Vl 0,000. While this result plausibly gives
an estimated number of newspapers bought daily, it does not mean 
that only ^10,000 people read daily.
Unlike in England where each copy of a newspaper bought is 
read normally by one person or two, in Thailand a copy of a news­
paper is normally read by more than the whole family. In fact, one 
copy of a newspaper or other kind of periodical can be read by as 
many people as the number of customers of a coffee-shop. It has 
become a general practice in Thailand, in the City of Bangkok and 
Thonburi as well as in provincial towns, that coffee-shops, rest­
aurants, beauty salons, dress-making parlours and barber-shops keep 
a copy or two of newspapers and/or magazines for their customers to
1. The writer obtained this information from Thai journalistic 
sources in Bangkok.
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read while taking their service* It is said, again with no 
written evidence, that the best-selling magazine in Thailand at 
the present time sells over 200,000 copies weekly* In 1972 there 
is a record of fifty-eight weekly magazines, twenty fortnightlies, 
one hundred and forty monthlies, thirty-seven quarterlies, eight bi­
annuals and a miscellany of about fifty-five periodicals which come 
out once every two, three, four or five days, two months, and four 
months for circulation* All these periodicals have been issued in 
Bangkok and Thonburi. But there also is a record of fifteen maga­
zines which come out once every ten days, ten monthly magazines, 
and six kinds of periodicals which come out once every two or three 
months, all of which have been issued in provincial towns* ^his 
brings the total number of Thai periodicals issued in Thailand to 
in 1972. The number here,however, does not include periodi- 
cals in Chinese and English issued in the country. As far as the 
Thai periodicals on the whole are concerned, no record of circu­
lation figures is available yet.
Looking back at the estimated number of the Thai newspapers 
plausibly circulated daily in 1972, one may build an assumption
1. The writer was told by an editor of one of the leading 
ladies1 magazines that the majority of the popular magazine- 
buyers are beauty-salons, dress-making parlours, and the like.
2. There are eleven daily newspapers in Chinese and four in 
English, and thirteen other periodicals in Chinese and eleven in 
English issued in the City of Bangkok and Thonburi* All these 
figures appear in the record of February 1972.
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that, if one copy of a newspaper bought is read by approximately 
five persons, 410,000 copies sold can be read by 2 ,0 5 0 ,0 0 0 persons* 
Thus, it looks as if one in every nineteen Thais read daily.
Although these figures are merely hypothetical, they reveal the 
simple fact that a greater number of the Thais read in the 1970!s 
than did in the 1920*s, the period during which the Thai novels 
first appeared.
Again, no record can be obtained to show how many copies a 
newspaper sold daily in the 1920*s. But, in 1929* S u p h a p  Burut 
published 2,500 copies fortnightly, and its circulation number is 
said to have gone up to 4,000 copies later.^ ^hile a popular 
magazine such as this published 4,000 copies fortnightly, and at 
least 3*000 were sold immediately, in 1931 a journal of a literary
p
society published only 1,000 copies monthly. But, for different 
reasons, both periodicals disappeared in 1931 and 1932 respectively. 
Hov/ever, in 1929* there was a record of twelve newspapersdajftdrforty-
three periodicals of different kinds in the Thai language issued in
3 4Thailand for the population of 11.5 million. .This means, therefore,
1. B9 Wutthathit, op. cit., pp. 427-428.
2* See Samakhom Wannakhadi Rai Dtian, Vol. I, No. I (December 
25, 2k?k).
3. Three of these periodicals were issued in provincial towns. 
See National Library, Warasan Lae NangsA Phim Nai Prathet Thai ... , 
pp. 4-27 and 37-41.
4. Thomlinson, op. cit., p. 23*
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that there was an average of one newspaper for .9 6 million of the 
population daily, and one periodical of any sort for 267,^1 »of 
the population within a period of one year in 1929* While in 
1972, there was an average of one newspaper for 3-2 million of the 
population daily, but one periodical of any sort for 11,060 people 
within a period of one year. Here it looks quite clear that the 
readers in 1929 had more varieties of daily newspapers than those 
in 1972 in proportion to the size of the population. But, on the 
other hand, the readers in 1972 had more choices of kinds of 
periodicals than those in 1929* ^his seems to produced a confused 
conclusion unless one remembers one fact; that in the 1920!s Thai 
newspapers also serialized, in a large proportion, fictional stories. 
As they appeared daily, compared to periodicals of other sorts, it 
was not too long that enthusiastic readers had to wait for the 
following parts. This could be one of the reasons why newspapers 
seemed to be more popular than magazines in the 1920*s. Moreover, 
the role of a Thai newspaper in the 1970’s is different from that in 
the 1920*s. Now, it has become more of a daily paper which reports 
news of all sorts, while magazines have taken over its former job, 
that is, they serialize fictional stories, and in a large proportion. 
Although a particular magazine will not appear more often than weekly, 
there are several that come out in one week to keep the readers busy.
With regard to the size of the reading public in the 1920*s, 
however, it is impossible to estimate it. But, one can assume with
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an adequate certainty that it was smaller than that in the 1970’s* 
and yet was greater than the one in the early Chulalongkorn period 
during which'feanuk NiYlc'first appeared,
*^he Court came out in 1875* it published only twenty 
copies daily, and the number of copies was increased up to fifty 
in later days. After it had been in circulation for a period of 
over six months, The Oourt, having had its name changed to IChao 
Ratchakan, was supposed to have been issued in two hundred copies
"I
daily. But, after it had been published in that manner for over 
three months, the daily paper had to come out fortnightly, and it 
was decided that it was more practical that only one hundred copies 
should be printed. Moreover, from that time the paper was not to 
be for sale any longer, but to be distributed free of charge among 
its editorial staff. The remaining copies were to be kept in the 
archives of the Royal printing press to be used as official records. 
However, only a few volumes of Khao Ratchakan had been issued fort­
nightly before it finally disappeared in December 1876. Besides 
Prince Phanurangsi, its editor, Prince Phichit and Prince Damrong 
were among the editorial staff which was composed of five other
p
princes. The reduction of the publication number from two hundred
1. The Court-Khao Ratchakan, Vol. I, pp. 525-52 8.
2. Ibid,, Vol. II, pp. 301-593.
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to one hundred copies, and the cessation of sale came partly 
from the reason that the subscribers did not pay their fees 
properly. Moreover, they did not seem to read the paper, but,
1
as the editor resentfully put it, nthey simply keep it unread11.
Here, it is quite clear that the readers of the newspapers then 
were not very encouraging. It seems that there were not more than 
fifty persons who, whether they read it or not, had owned a copy 
of The Court"Khao Ratchakan, and only nine persons, including the 
King himself, seemed to appreciate the role of journalism, lhat 
was the size and substance of the reading public nearly one 
decade before the periodicals issued by the Wachirayan Library 
appeared in l88*f. Again, these periodicals had been distributed 
only among members and staff of the Library, who were mainly 
princes, noblemen and Buddhist scholars, ^hen there has been 
katchakitcHi&nubeksg, and its readers were confined mainly to 
officers or those who were interested in government affairs. As 
Ihe Court-Khao Ratchakan was the only 3?hai daily newspaper issued 
before 1886, one could infer that the size of the reading public 
in the l8 8 0*s was very tiny, and the readers were limited mainly 
to those who were rather extraordinary socially, politically and
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intellectually*
However, while it is statistically vague to assume that the 
size of the reading public during 1875-1886 was very small in
"t
relation to the population of the country as a whole, it is 
logical to believe that the nature of the reading public in the 
early Chulalongkorn period was normally confined to the court, 
palaces, Buddhist monasteries and houses of the nobility* And as 
it is the attitudes and tastes of the reading public that partly 
decide the success and failure of a work of literary art, the nature 
of the reading public that suppressed the emergence of the novel in 
1886, and one that encouraged it in the 19 20*s should be examined.
It is true that the introduction of printing technology has 
a correlation to the development of the reading public, but it 
does more to its size than its attitudes and tastes*
After the first publication of Samkok in 1865, its publisher, 
who was not quite sure of the sale in the beginning, began to see 
that he could do very well for the Thais and for himself by
p _
publishing Thai traditional literature* As the story of Samkok
1* The first population census was done in April 1911; the 
total population was 8,2 6 6 ,^-0 8. See Thomlinson, op. cit* The 
population during 1875-1886 is still difficult to estimate. But,
Tej Bunnag calculated the size of the population in 1892 and came 
up with the number of 177*577* See Bunnag, op* cit*, pp. 4o6-A07*
2. Feltus, op. cit*, pp. 2VI-2A5.
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had already been popular among the Thais, both as a book which 
was read mainly in the court, palaces and houses of the nobility, 
and as a stage performance seen by a great number of people on
' I
the streets, its publication was enthusiastically welcomed*
The publication of Samkok not only led to a greater size of the 
reading public, but also to different kinds of literary patrons.
Looking back to the history of Thai literature for a moment 
again, one may remember that, in 1283 A.D., it was a king who 
invented a new script to signify the independence of the newly 
established kingdom of the Thais. During 1317-1353 A.D., another 
king of Sukhothai was said to have composed a treatise on Buddhist 
cosmology. In the later part of the fifteenth century, Maha Chat 
Kham Luang was prompted to be composed by a king of Ayuthaya.
Phra HorathibadI and Si Prat were in the court of another king.
Fine pieces of reflective poetry of a classical nature were pro­
duced by a prince. Two princesses in the court of Ayuthaya were 
said to have composed dance drama, kamakian, Samkok, Pachathirat, 
Khun ^hang Khun Phaen, Inao, etc. we re produced by and/or under the 
Boyal patronage of Kings Kama I and Rama II. But from 1863 onwards
1. Rajanubhab, Tamnan Nangsft Samkok, pp. 3^-35
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noblemen such as Somdet Chao Phraya Baromahasisuriyawong, the 
Regent in the Chulalongkorn period, also became literary patrons*
It is said, as mentioned earlier, that the competition in the book 
trade between Dr* Bradley and Dr. Smith had never come to disaster 
point because, for one reason, both had to depend on the same agent 
for manuscripts - that is, Somdet Chao Phraya, the Regent* After 
the Wachirayan Library had been established in 188 ,^ its executive 
committee not only tried to collect old manuscripts but also to 
encourage people to produce new works to be published in its perio­
dicals. However, most of the writers and readers of Wachirayan 
and Wachirayan Wiset were princes, princesses, noblemen and Buddhist 
scholars still* It was not until after the administrative reforms, 
and the implementation of modern education had been carried out, 
that the faces of the makers of literature, literary patrons and 
the reading public, began to look significantly different.
Outstanding Thai writers during 1900-1925» were no longer 
Buddhist scholars, who found monasteries their main centre of 
knowledge, and Pali literature only an inspiring literary resource, 
but scholars with a touch of Western culture, who generally took 
high offices in the government* Buddhist scholars who wrote began 
to look out of date, and their works sounded clumsy and uninspiring 
if not entirely boring. They, on the other hand, often turned out
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to be a subject for modern writers to ridicule* However, from 
the later half of the 1920's onwards, prominent Thai writers have 
generally been the product of the new Thai society. High school 
leavers, college and university students and graduates of both 
sexes have gradually become writers of prose fiction.
Since 1889, literary patrons can be found not only in the 
palaces, or houses of the nobility, but also in the Library, and 
publishers; and finally the reading public themselves have become 
literary patrons. Here, f,the Library” referred to is the Wachirayan 
Library, and the City Library which had been developed from the 
former. In 1889, King Qhulalongkorn suggested that it was time, 
then, for the Library to take into account also the duty of a 
literary patron. But instead of giving a commission for a writer 
to produce a specific work, like Rama I did when he had Samkok, and 
Rachathirat written, an act was passed in September which stated 
that the committee of the Library would put forward to the king the
A
books that were worth a literary prize. Medals and certificates, 
therefore, were to be made as rewards for the best works originally 
written or translated. A sum of money was also put forth as a 
part of a reward if it was proper in a particular case. Although 
many works had been produced and published in Wachirayan Wiset during
1. Rajanubhab, Tamnan H9 Phra Bamut, pp. 2? and 102-103.
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the following years, none was known to have been awarded any
kind of prize. It was not until 1916 when the first book was
finally awarded a medal, but none of the monetary prizes were
given. The book was Phra Non Kham Luang, a narrative poem com-
']
posed by King Vajiravudh.
In 1914 an act was passed whereby a literary club was to be 
established to encourage literary creations with an emphasis on 
the aesthetic quality of literature. In 1916 Wannakhadi Samospn, 
which was the first literary club, held its first meeting.^ The 
committee which administered the Library was given the honour of 
taking this new office which was presided over by King Vajiravudh 
himself. The main objective of the club was to execute the plan 
King Chulalongkorn initiated in 1889. This literary club, though 
short-lived, led to various kinds of literary clubs in Thailand in 
later dates*
While the Library, and Wannakhadi Samos9n, were concerned 
with the aesthetic quality of literature, and the proper use of 
the Thai language, publishers in general paid more attention to
1. Ibid., pp. 102-104.
2* See chapter VI, pp. 181-183*
3« Rajanubhab, Tamnan H9 Phra Samut, p. 104.
4. See P9 Watcharaph9n, op. cit., pp. 309-5^9*
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its commercial potential, ^uring 1927*"'!930 T<? Ngekchuan, the 
publisher who also issued Phapayon - the film magazine, proposed 
a reward for the best novel of the year on condition that the 
copyright of the entries for judgement should belong to the 
publisher. Although the proposal shows a commercial trick, 
it sounded challenging for amateurs* The novels that won the 
prize were predictably of a melo-dramatic type.
It was Kulap Saipradit, then a young man in his early 
twenties, who got the idea of how to stay independent from any 
capitalists. In 1927 he set up a publishing office at the house 
of one of his friends, and encouraged his old friends, mostly
from Thepsirin and Suan Kulap boys1 schools, to write for publi-
2 - - cation. As mentioned earlier, "Si Burapha" *s first published
novel, Luk Phuchai, was a product of this self-sufficient pub­
lishing office. The reading public gave him so much encouragement 
that he began a campaign for authorship as a profession. And, he
1, Yot Watcharasathian, Khwam Pen Ma Khpng Kan Praphan Lae 
Nak Praphan Khpng Thai, A History of Modern Thai Writing and 
Writers (Bangkok; Phrae Phitthaya, 2506), p. 180.
2. See chapter VII, p. 205-206; see also Phanwit Wirotwong, 
"Chiwit Lae Ngan Kh9ng Sot Kuramarohit, Life and Work of Sot 
Kuramarohit", interview with Sot Kuramarohit, December 26, 2513» 
p. 11 (-typescript)
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himself had taken up imaginative writing and journalism as his
career from that time until he left Thailand as a political
exile some time in the 1950*s. In spite of his political ideology,
which did not sound very attractive to the Thais in general, his
attempt to convince his fellow writers to see the possibility of
malting writing a profession sounds quite convincing.
... It is pleasing to find that a market for books 
in Thailand at the moment is much progressing. Some 
of our fellow writers have begun to feel that writing 
for fun, as it were, could be turned into writing for 
a living. It is to be expected that authorship will 
begin to make itself an important profession henceforth •••
Then he took Luang ^ichitwathakan, one of his contemporaries, 
as an example probably because Luang Wickit was one of the best­
selling writers of the time. He discovered that, during August 
1928 - August 1929* Luang %chit had five of his books published 
in 9»000 copies altogether. The books, all non-fiction^however, 
cost 2 bat a copy at the most and 1 .2 5 bat at the least. After 
having estimated Luang VJicliit’s profit made from the sale of those 
books, Kulap Saipradit came up with a figure of 900 bat a month. 
This amount of money, he said, was more than the salary of a 
superintendent commissioner (Thesa). ^o encourage junior writers,
1. "Editorial Miscellaneous note", Suphap BurutVoli- I - 
(August 15, 2^72), p. 882.
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ICulap Saipradit concluded that young novelists who were trying 
their best would be successful one day to live and to be admired 
like those in the United States and Europe.^
Fun or Fame or both could equally be the primary motive of 
writers of prose fiction in the 1920's, but their writing was 
clearly not for an economic purpose because, except those who 
wrote for Wachirayan Wjset, no writer was known to have been paid 
for his or her writing by any other periodical. In spite of that, 
the Q?hais keep writing. However, whether being convinced by 
Kulap Saipradit in his literary campaign, or being encouraged by 
the general response of the reading public to the novel, several 
writers appeared to have found that, after all, writing prose 
fiction could be more than simply a noble hobby, but a possible 
means of making a profit too, and that the readers themselves can 
very well become their literary patrons.
”D9kmai Sot1' began to have her new novels published in book 
form for sale in 1933 after four had been serialized in magazines, 
but, as one can guess, for no fees. Since then, all "D9kmai Sot" *s 
novels no longer appeared in instalments, but in complete form.
1. "Editorial Miscellaneous note", op. cit., pp. 883-88^.
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As mentioned before, in 1929, while Sattru Khgng Chao Lpn was 
being serialised in Thai Khasem, Prince A-kat, who had recently 
returned from abroad, had his novel Lakhpn Haeng Ohlv/it published 
in book form, The novel, being the first of its kind, shook the 
reading public controversially. Several comments were, and still 
are, being written and made about it. Some are positive, and some 
are not. In August 1929 the critic in Thai Khasem, who found 
Lakhc?n Haeng Chi wit "the most touching love story of a Thai and 
a foreigner” , assured the readers that the novel would "fit 
readers of all classes and all age groups". "When you read it 
through", he wrote, "you will feel entertained and receive moral 
messages." Nine years later another critic, a university graduate, 
wrote that
A significant element of beauty which makes Lakh^n 
Haeng Chiwit charming lies not only in the soul of 
WisUt or Maria Grey, but more in the setting of the 
story •.. -Hghty per cent of the readers of hakh<?n 
Haeng Chiwit in 2^72^ were impressed by the setting 
of the novel more than understanding thoroughly ^isut's 
idealistic life ...^
1. See chapter VII, p. 255.
2. fWina", op. cit., August 15, 2^72, p. 530*
3. 2 f^72 B.E. is equivalent to 1929 A.D.
4. Somehit Siksamat, op. cit., p. 1125*
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In 1960, a critic v/ho was once a chairman of the Thai Library
► * 1 mm mm
Association , wrote about the life and work of Prince A-katdamkoeng
in which she said,
In regard to Prince A-kat's literary work, if it 
is a long story such as LakhQn Haeng Chlwit, it 
is marvellous from beginning to end. But, if it 
is a short story, it often does not "reach the 
'emotional demand1 " of the readers*,* There seems 
to be too much of soliloquy* And he often mono­
polized propaganda for or against his own characters 
himself* (But I must note that he did so very trulyp 
from his integrity and sincerity to his readers) **•
It is a pity indeed that Prince A-katdamkoeng Raphi- 
phat left the world and the Thai literary circle so 
soon, at the age which he could have produced many 
novels such as LakhQn Haeng; Chiwit to delight and 
impress Thai readers ••• For the Thais, who are known 
as those who forget things easily .•• the case of 
Prince A-kat seems to be exceptional, because he is 
not completely forgotten* There is not a small number 
of Thais, especially those involved in literature, in 
whose mind the name of Prince A-katdamkoeng Raphiphat 
has never faded away* This is because Prince A-kat 
had created a picture to illustrate before us so that 
we could see more clearly that "The world is indeed 
but a big stage11, and we are but puppets made to dance 
the roles which we do not know for certain who plans 
for us *.* ^
1* The critic, Khun Ranchuan Intharakamhaeng, is an outstanding 
lady distinguished in many social spheres, especially those of 
literature, administration and education. Recently, she was appointed 
to the office of the Director of the Department of Foreign Relations 
in the Ministry of Education, a post which is rarely held by women*
s /  v
2* Ranchuan Intharakamhaeng, "Chiwit Lae Ngan Kh9ng M9m Chao 
A-katdamkoeng Raphiphat, Life and Work of Prince A-katdamkoeng 
Raphiphat", of A-katdamkoeng, Phiu Lftang Phiu Khao, p, 217*
3* Ibid*, pp, 22A-223*
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About a year ago, there was a false delight among his ad­
mirers that Prince A-katdamkoeng was still alive. Outstanding 
newspapers in Bangkok made big news about the return of Prince 
A-kat; some in their front page. The news was really a sensation 
and occupied the public attention for a long while. Before it 
was proved to be false, and the person who was believed to be 
Prince A-kat proved fake, the journalist who first brought the 
drama into the scene once expressed in his column his admiration 
for Lakhpn Haeng Chlwit i
I will have to admit that I have been a ffan' of 
Wisut Bupphalak Na Ayuthaya and Maria Grey, the 
protaganists in Lakhgn Haeng Chlwit, who are 
journalists, since my days in secondary school.
I can say that my life as it is now is partly 
a result of the inspiration from Prince A-kat­
damkoeng in Lakhon Haeng Chlwit.
However, if the comments and reactions such as those mentioned 
above signified any success for lakhpn Haeng Chlwit, it was a kind 
of success which was controversial. For this success of Prince
A-kat, who obviously wrote not primarily for fun, "Bi Burapha**
gave him only two cheers. Having seen that Prince A-kat sounded 
too pleased and seemed to be too confident in the success £ind 
fame which his first novel brought him, ,(Sl Burapha11 reminded his
1. Naret Naropakpn, t!Rim Thanon Bonkhaem,f, Siam Pat,
June 1, 2515* P *  6.
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friend that,
Your novel, Lakhon Haeng Chiwit* is really splendid* 
And, all those words of admiration might be objective 
and just* But, you must not forget that you are a 
prince* If you do things, which are worth one point, 
they often give you three* But, if you were to become 
one among ourselves, even if your work was worth three 
points, they would give you only one. You should be 
mindful of this kind of trifle.
However, whether Lakhgn Haeng Chiwit became a sensation partly 
because its author was a prince or because of its own nature is 
certainly arguable* And the question may be more challenging to a 
social psychologist than to a reader* Nevertheless, looking back 
to 1886, the year when a prince made an attempt to write a novel, 
which he called r,Sanuk NbkM, but was given such a heavy negative 
response from the readers that the novel had to be left unfinished 
soon after its first few pages appeared in a magazine, one may 
doubt whether the point nSl Burapha,f made was actually relevant.
Compared to Prince S-katdamkoeng, Prince IHiichit had a much 
better status. While Prince A-kat held the lowest royal title ,
1* tfSi Burapha1*, "Chiwit M9m Chao A-katdamkoeng Nai Lok 
Nangsft*,* p. 2AO.
2. Por royal titles, see Robert B. Jones, Ihai Titles and 
Ranks Including a translation of Traditions of Royal Lineage in 
Siam by^iSngQhu'lalongkorn (New York: Cornell University, 1971),
pp. 51, 63-65 and 12A.
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and a rank, unknown to the public, in the civil service ,
Prince Phichit was a half-brother of King Chulalongkorn, a strong
arm of the King in the development of the country, particularly
in administrative reforms, a high commissioner and a lawyer of
2renowned talent and skill , and who was the chairman of the 
executive committee of the V/achirayan Library and editor of 
V/achirayan Wiset in which "Sanuk Nflk" was published* In short, 
Prince Phichit was not only a prince of a high rank, but also 
an officer of great importance at the time his writing was 
suppressed* Therefore, it seems that there is no correlation 
between literary success or failure, and an aristocratic status 
for the writer. However, the effect of literature is a result of 
a two-way communication. It may not be fair for anyone to jump 
to such a conclusion before the character of the reading public 
has been taken into consideration.
As mentioned earlier, the reading public of Wachirayan Wiset 
was small and confined mainly to the court, palaces, houses of the
1. See Ranchuan Intharakamhaeng, "Chiwit Lae Ngan Khcpng M9111 
Chao A-katdamkoeng Raphiphatu, p. 216; see also "Si Burapha", 
"Chiwit Mpm Chao A-katdamkoeng Nai Lok Nangsii", p. 225* See 
appendix,pp.^«^5for Prince A-kat*s biography*
 ^ —2* Rat chabandittayasapha, Rtlang Chaloem Phra lot Chaonai.
On Promotions of Members of the Royal Family (Bangkok: Listributed
at the funeral of H.R.H. Prince Mahidol Adulyadej, Krom Luang Song- 
klanakharin, Sophonphiphatthanak9n, 2A?2)i P P *  177-1?3.
3* See appendix,pp, 3A3-3&6 for Prince Phichit*s biography.
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nobility and Buddhist monasteries* In 1886 the fictional stories 
with which Thai readers in general were familiar were largely, if 
not entirely, from traditional literature. Prince Phichit, suddenly 
breaking away from a literary convention, offended some of his 
readers inadvertently. The most offended was the Supreme Patriarch, 
Prince Pawaretwariyalonglcpn, who was at that time also the Abbot 
of Wat B9W9nniwet# A letter from King Chulalongkorn to the Supreme
mm -1
Prince Patriarch and Prince Vajiranana Varorasa , who was also a
monk of high rank residing at Wat B9w<?nniwet, explains a part of
the effect "Banuk Ni&k1’ created on its readers.
• • • When 1 knew that the story upset your highness
a great deal, I was very worried, for your Highness 
is old and might come to fall ill I, therefore, 
have felt very angry with Krom Luang Phichit •••
Actually, King Chulalongkorn wrote this letter to answer the 
request Prince Pawaret made for the King’s forgiveness for prince 
Phichit. And, Prince Damrong’s explanation of the story behind 
the scene of this drama helps one to understand this matter more
clearly.^ Having seen that Prince Phichit set the ‘’untrue’1 story
1* Bee chapter X, p. 1
2. Chulalongkorn, King of Thailand and Somdet Phra Maha 




in V/at B$w9nniv/et, Prince Pawaret, being unfamiliar with such a 
style of writing* must have felt offended, thinking that the 
writer intended to create a scandal about the monastery for which 
he was responsible* The Abbot was so much upset that he contem-
_  A
plated resigning from his post in Wat B9W9nniwet ♦ Moreover, a 
rumour reached the King that because of the story which Prince 
Phichit published in V/achirayan Wiset, the Supreme Prince Patriarch 
contemplated giving up a religious service usually held for the 
general public • However, having known that the King was very 
angry with Prince Phichit and that he blamed him for \\rhat he had 
written, Prince Pawaret, the offended Patriarch, who also was an 
uncle of both the King and Prince Phichit , felt sorry for the 
latter* He, therefore, asked the King to please forgive Prince 
Phichit*
Prom this drama one may be able to form an idea about the 
general attitude towards the novel of the reading public in the 
1880*8. ^nd from the King*s letter, one also knows that Prince 
Phichit was asked to explain his intention, for the King put to
1* Ibid* * p. 5*
2* Ibid*, p* 6*
3* Pajanubhab, Patchasakunlawong, pp. 7-8, 26, Jf8, 51 % and 
105-106.
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him several points to be clarified such as whether or not: there 
was any truth in what was written; if not, why he took the name 
of V/at B9W9nniwet just like that* But, no evidence is found to 
show what kind of explanation Prince Phichit gave to the King. 
However, he went to make an apology to the Supreme Prince Patriarch, 
the Abbot of the monastery in which he set the first scene of his 
unfinished experimental novel, T0 this the King made the following 
comment:
... and for your Highness * request to me not to 
condemn Krom Luang Phichit, X agree all right.
But, I feel sorry still because Krom Luang Phichit 
is himself none but an ex-mbnk of V/at B9W9nniwet 
and has been given as high an honour as Chao Tang 
Krom Phu Yai . As he has become lacking in discretion 
and has been unscrupulous, he caused a scandal about 
the monastery among those who do not know the truth*
Pie really should not have done that. But, now that he 
has realised his guilt, and his mistake has been seen 
by a lot of people, it might be sufficient to wash the 
evil stain away from the (name of the) monastery all 
right. On the other hand, what he had written, turned 
to have an ill effect on him, and he deserved all the 
blame, ^his is like having obtained an ill effect from 
his sinful act soon enough ... ^
The IClng, nevertheless, was also trying to comfort his uncle,
3
who held the highest rank in the Thai Buddhist religious hierarchy.
1. ”Chao Tang Krom Phu Yai” is a rank of a senior prince. Bee 
Damrong Hajanubhab, H.R.H. Prince, ”A-thibai Wa Buai Yot^Chao, An 
Sssay on Koyal ^itles and Ranks” of Patchabandi11ayasapha, op. cit. 
pp. 18-2 0, and 178; see also Jones, op. cit., pp. 67-81*
2. Chulalongkorn, King of Thailand and Bomdet Phra Maha 
Samanachao Krom Phraya Vajirahana Varorasa, op. cit*, pp. 5-6*
5* Bee Sommot Am9.raph.an, H.R.H. Prince and Damrong Pajanubhab,
H.R.H. Prince (comp.), Rttang Tang Phra Rachakhana Phu Yai Hai Krung 
Ratanakosin* On Promotions of High Hanking Monks in Bangkok Period (Bangkok: 
SophonphiphatthanSc9n, 2^ 66)', pp. 2,6,30l3^ 7^37^ -^"3^ 'i l ^ b a n d
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by making a comment on a novel form in the same letter:
. I know, though, that Krom Luang Phichit made 
up this story with the intention to imitate farang 
novels' which have been written in hundreds of 
thousands. It is a story created to be read for 
pleasure. But actually, one who is composing such 
a story often has some points which are in some 
measure related to people in the present time. 
However, he does not imitate their behaviour in 
every respect; he sometimes simply collects some 
outline features, and sometimes distorts them to 
make (his readers) puzzled. With regard to Krom 
Luang Phichit fs composition of this story, iinshis 
reference to the name of Wat Bowpnniwet I believe 
that he did not mean to report the truth (about 
the monastery), either at the present time or in 
the past. Although I myself did not suspect any­
thing scandalous about Wat Bow9nniwet when I read 
the story, many people in general who had never 
read an English novel might have thought that because 
the story was published, it must have been a true one 
told by a writer who himself knew the facts. Or 
(they might have thought that) the writer xtfrote it 
to convince people of the scandal of which he told. 
Those people might not have been able to understand 
that the writer was aware (of what he was doing) and 
that he did not intend to make people think that he 
had composed the story in order to make them believe 
that it was a true one* He simply meant them to read 
it for pleasure ...^
With such an intention indeed, Prince Phichit created a story 
of four young Buddhist monks. He named all his characters as well 
as giving a short description of each of them, but put more emphasis 
on one character who could have been the protagonist if the story 
had been developed further.
1. The term was originally written in a Thai transliteration 
of the English term.
2. Chulalongkorn and Somdet Phra Maha Bamanachao Krom Praya 
Vajiranana Varorasa, op. cit., pp. 4-^.
3 9 9
As described in chapter VI, the story comes to an end only
'i
where the monks were still discussing their prospects. The time
and place as indicated in the story were so familiar to all
Buddhist, readers in Bangkok that some could hardly differentiate
fact from fiction and vice versa. That is how the drama was
developed against the writer, who presented to the readers a story
which was written in his attempt to imitate an English form.
"It is intended to be a long story*', wrote Prince Phichit, "as long
2
as could be published".
Whether the last phrase referred to a factor connected with 
the time that the prince could afford for writing, or with the 
response of the readers is a question which can hardly be answered 
without further information. However, one fact is clear: that
the story, which was "intended to be a long one" was cut short 
for some reasons, parts of which can be explained with the letter 
King Chulalongkorn wrote to the Supreme Prince Patriarch nine days 
after "Sanuk Nftk,ff had appeared, and others can be explained by 
other evidences, *or instance,in the following volume of V/achirayan 
Wjset appeared a note from a reader, Prince Sonabandit, saying:
1. See pp. 155-157.
2. The Chairman, op. cit.
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I am sorry to have seen in Wachirayan 
page 323 on nSanuk N&k11. It is not proper to 
bring the name of the respected Wat B9W(?nniwet 
into such a story for pleasure composed solely 
from imagination, without any truth in it,
Those who do not know, or are suspicious, would 
have various ways of speculation which could 
bring an evil stain to the monastery. It would 
be better if Your Royal Highness the Chairman^ 
would please alter (the story) so that no ill 
reputation would be left to the monastery, which 
was caused merely by a pleasurable imagination 
and which might mislead people to take for 
granted that the story was a true one.^
After this note, no further parts of H£anuk N$kn were 
published.
It seems clear here that the readers played about an equal 
role to a writer himself in so far as the development of the novel 
at this early stage v/as concerned. Contrasting this with the cir­
cumstances in which Prince A-kat *s novel appeared, one may remem­
ber that the writer received not only positive responses such as 
those from the readers and critics whom ”Si Burapha” seemed to
1* At the time when ,!Sanuk Nftk" was published, Prince^Phichit 
v/as the Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Wachirayan 
Library, the editor of Wachirayan Wiset, and also the writer of 
nSanuk M k M.
2. Sonabandit, H.R.H. Prince, nKham Kae Nangstt Chabap thi 28, 
Correction for the magazine No. 28”, Wachirayan Wiset« Vol. I, No. 29 
(the eighth month) the eighth day of the v/axing moon, chulasakkarat
12if8)jp. 335*
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regard as aristocratic fanatics. Besides a comment such as that 
given by MSi Burapha", Prince S-kat received other kinds of res­
ponses. As mentioned in chapter VII, there also were those who 
blamed the writer for writing to criticize his own parents, to
destroy the reputation and honour of the dead for whom he should
1have felt grateful and so on.
In fact, the situation there was not completely new. The 
psychological effect of such a method of presentation used in 
LakhQn Haeng Chiwit was similar to the effect "Sanuk created
forty-three years before. As Lakhon Haeng Chlwit came out first 
in a complete volume, it escaped the possibility of having to 
remain unfinished* However, Prince A-kat shared one common 
experience with Prince Phichit in that he, too, was accused of 
creating a scandal, not to the good name of a monastery, but to 
the gracious name of his own family.
Like the failure of Prince Phichit, the success of Prince 
S-kat depended much uppn the literary attitudes of the reading 
public ... Unlike the readers of "Sanuk N&k'1, who seemed to con­
form to one similar attitude towards prose fiction, the reading
1. See chapter VII, pp. 256-257.
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public of LakhQn Haeng Chiwit was composed of comparatively morer i—nnwi* in m inn -tr-m nuinWi nttmi ium»i— **- w
varieties of tastes and outlooks*
One may infer from the above evidence that from the second 
decade of the present century the reading public in Thailand has 
been growing in size as well as in character* From that time on 
a great proportion of the reading public has been made up from a 
wider range. The majority of the readers are no longer princes, 
courtiers, noblemen nor Buddhist scholars, but government officers, 
students, women of various professions, and those involved in 
journalism themselves* And normally the people in the latter groups 
have different tastes and different ways of looking at things from
the former* The change in the character of the reading public\in
\
Thailand during the 1 9 20*s was due largely to the change in the 
Thai social structure, the change which was a consequence of the 
political reforms that began to take place from 1873 onwards.
However, one should not be misled so as to make a conclusion 
that from the 1920's onwards the Thais by and large turned out to 
be readers of the novel. The reading public, in spite of its 
growth in size and character, was and still is, limited. It was 
only the people educated in modern schools and those living in 
towns who were readers of modern prose fiction* The majority
1* See Sanit Charoenrat, 0 V/a &-na-pracharat: Khwam Lang Khon
Naknangsiiphim Phu Nting* Oh*1 The General Public. A Memoir of a 
Journalist (Bangkok: Phrae Phitthaya, 2307),PP* 20-21 and 23-26.
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of the population, mainly farmers and gardeners who live in the 
countryside, remained being a listening audience of traditional 
literature, and the public for traditional forms of entertainment*^
It was said that after the harvest, boats over-loaded with books 
of fiction written in traditional forms would row through canals 
heading to the rural areas* In a few days they would return to 
Bangkok empty; they would then be reloaded and leave again for 
their customers in the countryside. It is true that from 1921, 
when the compulsory education act v/as proclaimed, to 1929* the 
number of schools increased in provincial districts. But, those 
who v/ent to school were children attending elementary education. 
Although they were able to read, in general, the development of their 
reading habit \tfas by no means emphasized;^ very few acquired a 
literary taste. The older generation, on the other hand, who had a
1. For forms of traditional entertainment in Thailand, see
E. H. S. Simmonds, "Mahorasop in a Thai Manora manuscriptu, reprinted 
from the Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies. 
University of London, Vol. XXX, Pt. 2, 19&7, PP* 391*392, and 39?-Wf03* 
Bee also Khomkhai Nilprapassorn, "A Study of the Dramatic Poems of 
the Panji Cycle in Thailand" (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, School of 
Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 1966), pp. 3*36.
2. Yot Watcharasathian, op. cit., p. 3 6.
3. Ministry of Education, Prawat Krasuang Silksathikan 2A35*2307< 
A History of the Ministry of Bdu‘ca¥i^ Ar^r'CBangkok: ''Khuru 
Sapha, 2307), p* 302; see also chapter IX, p. 321.
A* See Maenmas Chavalit, op. cit.. pp. 6-7*
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taste for literature were often unable to read* Therefore, it 
was often a case where the literate, usually young members of a 
family, would read out loud for the grown ups* Traditional litera­
ture which was published in paperback and pocket size, v/as popular 
among the older generation and the uneducated people* Modern
fiction which was translated or adapted from Western literature
2
or from the film attracted the younger and more educated ones, 
which were, after all, a minority group* When the novel emerged, 
the majority of the population v/as by no means in the sphere of its 
reading public. Moreover, girl students, who appreciated this 
modern form of prose fiction, v/ere often forbidden to read it on 
the ground that the novel would corrupt their young and innocent 
minds.
The reading public in 1929, no matter how limited it was, v/as 
more heterogeneous than that in 1886, whereas writers in the 1920*s 
could be found mainly not among those educated in monasteries nor 
trained in palaces, but among those educated in modern schools. At 
any rate, like the character of the reading public, the character of 
v/riters changed as the nature of the society in which they developed 
and wrote changed.
1. ^or literacy of the Thais see Ibid*, p. 3; see also 
Thomlinson, op* cit., P* 33.
V
2. Sanit Charoenrat, op. cit*
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CHAPTER IX 
The Novel and Society
The Thai society which produces the novel is different in 
various respects from that which produced the traditional litera­
ture, namely the narrative poetry, dance drama, and reflective 
poetry. The significant differences are to be found in the 
social, cultural, intellectual and technological aspects of Thai 
life. These differences come out more as a result of planned 
modernization than of a natural momentum of the development of 
human society.
However, the novel emerged in a rather different manner from 
that of the society in which it developed. That is, as one can 
see from the former chapters, the novel emerged more as a spon­
taneous mutation in the evolution of the Thai literary tradition 
than as the outcome of a revolution in literary forms. And the 
Thai literary tradition, as mentioned earlier, like other aspects 
of Thai cultures, is an original synthesis including strong admix­
tures of cultures with which the Thais have come into contact.
With a similar temperament to literary artists in the old days, for 
instance, the Buddhist monks in Chiangmai who, having been inspired 
hy Ceylonese literature, developed new jataka tales by imitating the
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classical jataka in Pali literature, or the two princesses in the 
late Ayuthaya period who were said to have composed dance drama 
out of the material derived from Java, modern Thais, having come 
into closer contact with Western cultures from the 1850's onwards, 
began to depict fictional stories in the form of the novel about 
half a century ago. As a by-product of the attempt to resist 
nineteenth century Western imperialism, the Thais have come to 
know this new form of writing from Western literature. Here, the 
historical background of the period relevant to the development of 
the novel in Thailand should be recalled.
As mentioned before, the ancient kingdom of Siam, in order to 
maintain her sovereignty and to preserve her cultural identity 
against political pressures from the nineteenth century Western 
Colonialism, has undergone a period of modernization since the latter 
half of the century. In spite of the political pressures, her 
modernization has been developed in the light of Western civilization 
rather than in reaction from it. The external pressures and the 
Thais* attempt to counteract them resulted in the necessity of 
reforms in the internal administrative system, the implementation of 
modern education for the public, the introduction of modern technology, 
the promotion of cultural understanding and appreciation, and so on. 
Consequently, the social and intellectual life of the over six hundred
years old kingdom has been changed perceptibly. The outcome of 
the administrative reforms which took place in the Chulalongkorn 
period, and which was carried out through the first five years of 
the reign of King Vajiravudh, not only formed a new geo-political 
feature of the kingdom of Siam, but also gave rise to a new class 
of people in the Thai social structure, namely the officials of the 
civil service? This new class of people has increasingly become a 
popular choice of subjects for fiction. Also, a large part of the 
reading public as well as a good number of the imaginative writers 
come from this new social class. Within this modern environment, 
the novel emerged. From the fact that the novel by its nature is 
an art form which could be made the closest imitation to actual 
life of human beings through relevant aspects of literary creation, 
its nature, like that of human life itself, is two-fold: on the
one hand, it is affected, to a certain degree, by a society, and 
on the other it has effects on a society. Therefore, the novel, 
unlike for example poetry - especially the reflective, which could 
be made a private act of an individual, as one can see from its 
nature - is practically a form of social expression. And, a dis­
cussion of the correlation between this literary genre and the society
1* Bunnag, op. cit., pp. 1, 99, 1^7-1^9, and 40*f.
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is to be the subject of this chapter.
The discussion is to be concentrated on two aspects: how Thai
society affects the development of the novel, and vice versa. As 
mentioned in chapter VIII, the success or failure of a novel is 
controlled, to a great extent, by the attitudes and tastes of the 
reading public. Looking back to the failure of Prince Phichitpri- 
chalojn, as a novelist, in regard to his experimental, but unfinished 
novel, "Sanuk Ntak" in the l880fs, and the success of "Si BuraphS", 
f,D9kmai Sot" and Prince A-katdamkoeng in the 1920*s, one may be 
curious to know what had caused so much change in the reading public 
during the forty-two year interval, the change which favoured the 
emergence of the novel. And, after having examined historical 
events that took place during this interval, one will find that the 
significant factors which entailed the change came largely as the 
consequences of the closer contact between the Thai and Western civi­
lizations from the second half of the nineteenth century onwards.
The old kingdom of Thailand was a conglomeration of city- 
states operated by a feudal-type system for over six centuries.
Its population, collectively called "Thais", although composed of 
several ethno-linguistic groups - such as the M<?n, Laos, Khmer and 
Thais - lived a simple life by means of agriculture. Their gain or 
loss in regard to the agricultural product depended mainly on the
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benevolence or malevolence of nature, which usually generates more 
of its benevolence to the people living in that part of the earth. 
Consequently, the Thais, having been adapted to such a favourable 
natural environment, appear to be easy-going, ^hey did not have 
to struggle harder for survival than naturally necessary unless 
there were wars. The wars in which the Thais living during the 
past six centuries had been involved were fought by simple weapons, 
such as swords instead of machine-guns, and on horses and elephants 
instead of in gun-boats or tanks, ^heir enemies were their neighbours, 
the most classic of whom were the Burmese, who also fought with 
equally simple weapons.
The old Thai civilization was developed fundamentally from Buddhism.
A Buddhist monastery, among its other social functions, served as a
centre of learning. The scope of monastic education, which was pro-
1
vided principally for men, was rather broad and varied. Besides 
Buddhist ethics and literature, which, as a rule, every monk had to 
study, general knowledge could also be obtained. It is found that in 
the early days,, apart from arithmetic, reading and writing, the Thais 
could often learn from a monastery herbal medicine, carpentry,
1. Sawat Chongkol, "An Historical Sketch of Thai Education 
Administration: Evolution of the Administrative Organization" of
The Department of Elementary and Adult Education, Education in 
Thailand: A Century of Experience (Bangkok: Ministry of Education,
1970)t PP* £>2-65 •
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construction, astrology, arts and crafts, magic, the art of self-
defence and so on. Women, on the other hand, were by no means
deprived of opportunities to obtain education. However, education
1
for women was limited, and differed from that for men.
Education for women in the old days was noticed even by
foreigners from the V/est who visited the kingdom of Siam in the
seventeenth century. A Dutch director of the East-India Company,
Joost Schouten, who had lived in the Capital ^ity of Ayuthaya for
eight years when he wrote about Siam in 1636 A.D., found that not
only men had a chance to be learned, but women also did. ^hey
were given a similar opportunity; he wrote, the difference was
2
mainly in detail. What was found by Schouten was supported by
another witness, Simon de la Loubere, a French envoy to King Naral
*2
i/ho visited Ayuthaya during 1687-1688 A.D. Nevertheless, the 
literate public was limited to within the palace walls, houses of 
the nobility, and Buddhist monasteries.
1. Ibid., pp. 63 and 6 5; see also Ministry of Education,
Prawat Krasuang ^Uksathikan 2433-230? 1 p« 11*
2. Joost Schouten, A Description of Siam, trans. Capt. Roger 
Manley (Bangkok: Chaloemnit Historical Archives Series, 1969)* P* 1^*
3« Be la Loubere, op. cit., p. 113*
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While the men would obtain their education from the monasteries,
women, normally young girls, would be sent to houses of the nobility
or palaces to learn their domestic knowledge. However, professional
training and skills were hardly spread to the general public because
this kind of special education was traditionally handed from
generation to generation only within the family circle. Those who
were outside the domestic tie or commoners normally had scarce
-|
opportunities to obtain professional knowledge and skills. In
the reign of Rama III of the Ratanakosin period, an attempt was
made to promote education for the general public further than that
which was usually taught in general monasteries. In 1836, an old
monastery in Bangkok was renovated and made a learning centre,
where people, regardless of their social status or other forms of
social barriers, could attend at any time.^ Committees were set
up to carry out the plans. Scholars were prompted to collect and
select books of various kinds of knowledge which could be obtained
by means of reading. The contents were revised and/or modified.
3Borne were newly written by the contemporary scholars. Instead 
of being written in a samut-thai, as usually done before the printing 
press was introduced, the collections of the knowledge were inscribed,
1. Frachum ffharflk Wat Phra Chetuphon, Collected Inscriptions of 




as mentioned in chapter III, in plates and placed systematically 
in the monastery compound. From the inscriptions, one could find 
various branches of knowledge such as
1. the genesis of the lord Buddha;
2 . old treatises on diagnosis and treatment of diseases
such as smallpox, pediatrics, child-birth, pharma­
copoeia and massage, including anatomy charts; 
military strategy;
km literature and arts of versification;
5* astrology and omens;
6. political and social geography of the country;
7m archaeology;
8. descriptions and sketches of inhabitants of different
parts of the earth;
and so on.
^here were paintings, drawings, and sculptures for illustrations.
r^hose inscriptions, as they stood, were quite encyclopaedic. And,
having known with what care and caution this stone-made encyclopaedia
2
was compiled and recorded , one could imagine how V/at Phra Chetuphon,
1. Dhani Nivat, H. H. Prince, ”The Inscriptions of Wat Phra 
Jetuphon”, JSS, XXVI, 1933i PP. 70.
2. See chapter III, pp. 69-70.
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the temple of the huge reclining Buddha, had served as a kind of 
open university for the general public for nearly a century before 
the modern university, Chulalongkorn, was founded in 191 
However, there has been only one example of such a university v/hich 
remains still in Bangkok. It is a pity that several plates have 
been defaced, some are lost, and the rest are hardly well taken 
care of.
Due to several inter-related factors xtfhich hindered the wide 
spread of education, such as the nature of a feudal society, the 
lack of enthusiasm or need of the public itself, a vague, if any, 
concept of social implications of education, and the means of 
communication, education, as it was, thus generally became a privi­
lege open to and enjoyed only by the minority of the population.
It was not until the reign of King Chulalongkorn that education 
for the general public was modernized on a comparatively larger 
scale, and made accessible to a greater number of the people. The 
two significant factors which facilitated the wider spread of edu­
cation for the public were printing technology and the arrival of 
modern means of transportation.
Before the Chulalongkorn period, the major means of transportation 
for the Thais was generally by water-ways. On land, the Thais used 
animal-pulled carts, went on horse-back, or simply on foot. These
31^
primitive means of transportation were obviously subject to the 
weather situation. And, the kingdom of Siam is situated in the 
tropical monsoon region. The inconveniences caused by the primitive 
means of communication not only obstructed the wider spreading of 
knowledge but also made things difficult for the administration 
of internal affairs. However, those inconveniences might not have 
been felt as vital problems to be solved urgently had Siam not 
been caught up in the middle of strong external pressures more 
sophisticated and more threatening than ever.
When Western colonialism spread Eastward during the nineteenth
century, the neighbouring countries and her own tributary states
fell one by one, and bit by bit into the hands of powerful foreigners
who came from the remotest part of the Eurasian continent. In 1825,
Lower Burma fell to British power. In 1826, a treaty was signed
between Great Britain and Sisuii in which both were to recognize
1
each other1s sphere of influence over the Malay states. From then, 
Siam began to feel the pressure of British power over her terri­
torial sovereignty, and after the British shelling of the coastal 
forts of Trengganu, which was a Thai tributary state, in 1862, Siam 
saw that her territory in the south was in danger from British
1. Bunnag, op. cit., pp. ?6-77*
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colonialism# In the 1870*s, there was a possibility that her tri­
butary states in the north might get entangled with British inter-
1
vention over the issue of the teak industry#
The French, on the other hand, went further east# In 1867,
Cambodia, which was a Thai tributary state, fell to the French
after the latter had taken over Saigon in 1859* -^ hen, as the French
still moved further, but northward, along the Mae Khong &Lver, the
Thai tributary states in Laos were increasingly jeopardized by
2French colonialism. These external pressures grew as time went 
by; and the drama reached its climax in 189^, when two French gun­
boats shelled their way through the mouth of the Chao Phraya River# 
Although the dispute was soon settled, and at an expensive cost 
the sovereignty of Siam remained respected, Siam saw herself in a 
precarious situation politically# Having realized the sophistica­
tion of the Western war equipment and its efficiency, she found no 
better way than to build up her internal strength to withstand the 
pressures from outside so that her political independence would be 
secured*
Tbid*, pp. 77-78. 
2* Ibid#, pp. 85-8 *^
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When King Chulalongkorn came to the throne in 1868, the young 
monarch of fifteen years of age found himself caught up in the 
middle of a depressing political situation. Seeing that the weak­
nesses of the country were the result of the obsolete system of 
government by which the kingdom had been operated for centuries, 
the young King Chulalongkorn found modernization necessary for the 
survival of the Siamese state, therefore, in 1873 when he mounted 
the throne in his own right, nation-wide reforms began to take
shape. Ihe first target to be reformed was the system of internal
1
administration, both central and provincial. In 187*1-, four signi­
ficant events took place: a legal attempt to abolish slavery in
2the kingdom, an attempt which was made practically successful, the 
establishment of the State Council, the Privy Council and the Supreme 
Court•
As far as the reforms in the system of provincial administration 
were concerned, the inconveniences in the means of transportation and 
communication, accepted as normal up to that time, turned out to be 
vital obstacles, because the troubles with the French and British 
usually began near the frontier where no clear boundary was scientifically
1. Ihe administrative reforms during the reign of King Chulalongkorn 
are excellently covered in detail in Dr. Tej Bunnag's thesis; see 
Bunnag, op. cit.
2. See Anuman Ratchathon, op. cit.
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defined# It took too much time and trouble before the news arrived 
in Bangkok, and then to get Thai troops or government representatives 
across mountainous terrain to the spots in time was equally difficult# 
Therefore, from the 1870*s, special commissioners^ with military 
support were posted to the areas sensitive to the external threats, 
such as tributary states# In 1883 and 1885, the Department of Posts 
and Telegraph, and the Royal Survey Department were established 
respectively# Inter-city railroads were constructed. The first 
line was opened in 1896 from Bangkok to Ayuthaya, the former capital; 
then in 1900 this was extended to Nakh9n Ratchasima, an important 
province in the north-east which was formerly cut off from Bangkok 
by a deep jungle# In 1903* the southern line was opened from Bangkok 
to Petchaburi, then it was extended to reach the southern frontier 
in 1918# The eastern line was constructed by 1903i ^ d  in 1926 it 
was extended to the eastern frontier. The northern line, starting 
from Ayuthaya in 1896, finally joined Bangkok to Chiangmai in 1921.
Although the absolute power to rule was finally placed in the 
hands of King Chulalongkorn after the Regent and Prince Wichaichan 
had passed away in 1882, and 1885, circumstances made the absolute
1. Bunnag, op# cit., p. 100.
2. Sawat Senanarong, Phumisat Pfrathet Thai, Geography of Thailand 
(Bangkok; Thai Watana Panich, 2^12)pp• 183-18A, cited from State 
Railway of Thailand RSR Information Booklet 1965*
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monarch a liberal ruler. The attempt to build internal strength
for *^ iara encouraged the King always to look for a. better system 
of administration* In 1887, nearly a year after his brother,
Prince Svasti (Sawat) Sobhon, had returned from his education at 
Oxford, a petition was addressed to the King in which a consti-
-i
tutional monarchy was proposed* A few months later, when Prince
Thewawong went as the King’s personal representative to attend the
celebration of Queen Victoria’s fiftieth anniversary of rule, he,
under the King’s instruction, was to examine European systems of
governmental administration* Then, after the return of Prince
Thewat^ ong, from his travelling through Europe, by way of America:
2and Japan , drastic changes were made in the Thai system of admini­
stration.
In 1888, the King proposed a plan in which a new cabinet was 
to be established. The old offices, for instance Mahatthai and 
Kalahom, which generally resulted in a lack of sufficient functional 
differentiation in the old government, v/ere to be modified. Six 
new ministries: Krom Phra Khlang (Ministry of Finance); Krom
Yuttitham (Ministry of Justice); Krom Yutthanathikan (Ministry of 
Defence); Krom Thammakan (Ministry of Public Instruction); Krom
1. Wyatt, op. cit., pp. 89-91; see also Chula Chakrabongse, 
op. cit., pp. 261-26>3.
2. Wyatt, op. cit.
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Yothathikan (Ministry of Construction and Communication)5 and 
Krom Murathathikan (Ministry of the Royal Secretariat) were to be 
added to the former six: Krom Mahatthai (Ministry of the North);
Krom Phra Kalahom (Ministry of the South); Krom Tha (Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs); Krom Wang (Ministry of the Royal Palace); Krom 
Muang (Ministry of the Capital); and Krom Na (Ministry of Agriculture 
and Trade)'I The new government, therefore, was to be formed of 
twelve instead of six ministries.
Such drastic changes in the administrative systems could not be
made effective unless personnel were sufficiently capable of carrying
out new tasks, and the public were able to cooperate. Therefore,
quick training for the civil service became essential, whereas 
2modern education for the general public was simultaneously, but 
slowly, expanded. In fact, from l88*f onwards, public education began 
to grow after it had been implemented since 1871, when a modern school
1. Chulalongkorn, King of Thailand, Phraratchadamrat Nai 
Phrabatsomdet Phra ChulaffhQmklaochaoyuhua Song Thalaeng“Phra Baromara- 
chathibai Kaekhai Kanpoklchrpng Phaendin, King Chulalongkorn1s Explan­
ation ^oncerning^eforms in the Governmental Administration (BangkokT 
published under the Royal Patronage of King Prajadhipok to commemorate 
the death of King Chulalongkorn, Sophonphiphatthanaktjn, 2^70), pp. 1-2, 
57-59.
2. The term "modern” used in relation to education marks the 
difference betv/een the old monastic education and the new system imple­
mented in and from the reign of King Chuiai0ngkorn, although it is true 
that the seed of modern education was first planted in the reign of 
King Mongkut in 1862, when Mrs. Anna Leonowens was hired to teach the 
royal children in the Grand Palace. In regards to the early development 
of modern education, Dr. David Wyatt*s The Politics of Reform in Thailand 
is very informative; see Wyatt, op. cit.
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was first established in the Royal Palace. In 1892, the first
teacher training school for boys was established. The training
for girl teacher-students had been carried out in an ordinary
girls1 school since 1907 before the training school proper was
1
finally established in 1913* In the meantime, Siam began to 
send her ambassadors to foreign countries and bright young students 
to be educated abroad, mostly to countries in the West. In 1893* 
Prince Vajiravudh, who a year later was invested as the Crown 
Prince, left for England where he finally went to Oxford in 1900.
In order to obtain well-qualified personnel in a number 
sufficient to fill new jobs, the government, under the leadership 
of Prince Damrong, the Minister of the Interior, looked for young 
men regardless of their ethnic origin or family background, but who 
proved themselves to be "polite, quick-witted, and clever", persua­
ded them to join the administration, and had them trained to be 
clerks. In 1899* a proper school for civil service training was 
finally set up , and in 1916 the Civil Service School was developed
1. Ministry of Education, Prawat Krasuang Stiksathikan 2435-2507*
pp. 101-107.
2. M. 13/6* Rai-ngan prachum Thesaphiban r.s. 124, The meeting 
of the superintendent commissioners in 1905* typescript, p. 14, quoted 
by Bunnag, op. cit., p. 355•
3. Wyatt, op. cit., pp. 260-262.
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into Chulalongkorn University. In 1921, an act was passed whereby
the government was to provide elementary education which was to
be made compulsory to all children of both sexes between the ages
of seven to fourteen; and by 1926, 3*817 out of ^-,982 disti-icts
*1
throughout the kingdom, were able to and did apply this act.
The clerks working in provincial districts, like those serving 
in the central administration, were to be provided with opportuni­
ties to establish themselves individually in society in which their 
parents and ancestors used to serve and were normally regarded not
2 ias individuals but as collective labour, ^hus, as an outcome of 
the administrative reforms, a new official class of nobility had 
consequently been caused to form itself.
From the fact that the reforms brought a new hope and new kind
of expectation to a greater number of people than ever before, a
greater worMof possibility was conceived of by members of the group
of ,fthe bright young Thais", who helped King Chulalongkorn to make 
such reforms possible. This new concept was reflected in con­
temporary fiction. For instance, after Prince Phichitprlchakt^n
1. Ministry of Education, Prawat Krasuang Stiksathikan, 2^35-2507?
pp. 263-269*
2. Bunnag, op. cit., pp. 16-18, 148-1^9, and 355-357*
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had returned from his administrative mission to Chiangmai in 1883, 
he introduced fresh material for imaginative writing*
Two of the four main characters in tfSanuk M k n, as one can 
see, were members of the new official class of nobility, precisely 
a product of the administrative reforms: one - a law clerk whose
prospects, as his colleagues see it, are very wide. This law 
clerk, xdiose name is Mr. Khem, himself also sees that he has a 
number of promising choices for his future career. For instance, 
besides a lav/ court in Bangkok, he might get a job in a provincial 
town where he could become a public prosecutor or a deputy governor, 
^he other character, Phra Sap, was an officer in the Boyal Police 
Department before he took the Buddhist Lent. He too has a promising 
future. These two characters as well as their friends regarded 
these official jobs actually as a means of livelihood. Such an 
attitude could never have been brought out into the light, and such 
kinds of offices would have been something beyond the dreams of 
ordinary men such as a Mr. Khem or Mr. Sap, had the reforms not been 
taking place - had life had to follow the same old unpromising pattern.
In the old pattern of life, the system of government allowed 
only those born in the royal family and the nobility to have roles 
to play in society at the national level ; and, a social reputation
1, See Bunnag, op. cit., pp. 11-16.
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had been an unquestioned privilege given generally to them* While
these people were enjoying their social privilege as individuals,
commoners, on the other hand, had to render them and the government
their service collectively, and so did the slaves, but under 
. . 1
different conditions* It seemed that in such a social environ­
ment, the aspiration to live a better life than that to which they 
were born existed only outside the consciousness of the majority of 
the Thais living before the Chulalongkorn period. Everyone then 
seemed to have lived easily and harmoniously following the rules 
laid down for them without any question on any subjects*
It was not until external pressures had been felt by the ruling
class, and the reforms had been carried out, when law compelled
slavery to be abolished; and, commoners might work their ways into
being noblemen# As mentioned earlier, commoners who were found
"polite, quick-witted, and clever" would be given chances to enter
officialdom, and their social status would be raised in terms of
2
the quality of their service, a service which in the old time had 
to be given as a kind of tax to the nobility as well as to the govern­
ment. From the new system of administration a new species of the
1* Ibid., pp. 16-18.
2. Bunnag, op. cit., pp. iif8— 1^^ 9*
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nobility emerged; their members were made to feel a new sense of 
security and new hope while serving the government.
The emphasis on the role of common people who make good 
through the civil service, is indeed a new subject for imaginative 
writing. Looking back to the Thai literary tradition, one may 
remember that Thai fiction in the old convention generally tells 
a story of extraordinary human beings, or non-human beings. For 
instance, it tells a story of animals, or a story of people who 
are already at the top of the social hierarchy, i.e. kings, queens, 
princes, princesses, scholars, mermaids, demons, ascetics, half men- 
half demon, etc. Tjlese kinds of characters monopolized Thai litera­
ture, in different proportions, for centuries. Even Khun Chang Khun 
Phaen, which is generally regarded as ”a story of ordinary people”, 
also tells a story of extraordinary people, the people who were 
already at the top. Consider the three main characters for example. 
Khun Chang was born and lived on a heap of silver and gold; Khun 
Phaen, on the other hand, was born in the old official class of the 
nobility; whereas Kang Phim was the only daughter of a well-to-do 
merchant. However, it does not do justice to this work if one is 
to look at the story only from the point where the main characters 
stand because actually Khun Chang Khun Phaen presents a panoramic 
view of the people in the old Thai society. But, compared to the new
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trend of characterization being started in "Sanuk N&k”, a marked 
difference can be seen* In Khun Chang Khun Phaen as well as in 
other works of traditional literature, an emphasis was normally 
laid on the art of versification and the story, which was generally 
made up of all kinds of actions of magic and wonder; and characters 
were created mainly to carry on the conventional plot derived from 
various ancient sources; and, as such, the individuality of the 
characters often gave way to the plot. In "Sanuk N&kn and in other 
works of modern prose fiction, more emphasis was put on the 
characters; and, their sentiments, expeidences, dreams, problems 
and the like, made up the story* In traditional literature, 
characters thought of no social problems nor did they struggle for 
their own social successes because they were made to have been born 
already with wealth and social recognition* They were not made to 
dream of being anything in the future, but trying to marry the 
persons they loved .or predestined to fall in love in the time of 
peace; and serving the king in the time of war. therefore, as one 
sees, bed-chambers, natural scenery and battle fields normally took 
up a large part of the setting of Thai literature in the old convention. 
In modern literature, on the other hand, while love still plays an 
important role, other aspects of fiction change in kind and in degree. 
An example of such changes can be seen clearly in Luk Phuchai.
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Manot was born poor, but, through modern education he received 
both in Thailand and abroad, turned out to be a member of an official 
class of the nobility* His high social status, being a doctor of 
law at the age of twenty-nine, and promoted to the rank of Phra, as 
one can see in the novel, was a result of his industrious scholarly 
life and his being virtuous* And the Thai society, as "Si Burapha" 
saw it, was a promising one for such a good man as Manot to build 
his island of success and happiness in a noble way* It is quite 
clear that in 1928, the time when Luk Phuchai first appeared, a 
story of ordinary people - of their hardship, their love, their 
sorrow, etc. - gave a perceptible, positive effect to the readers. 
Experiences in school-days of a poor boy, his antagonistic attitude 
against the nobility, or the moral predicaments of a lover, such 
as those which were depicted in Luk Phuchai might have been unaccept­
able or even rejected, had they existed beyond the imagination of 
the reading public. Compared to Prince Phichit as a novelist,
"Si Burapha" lived in a more advanced society, a society in which a 
greater number of people were exposed to a greater world of knowledge, 
ideas, opportunities, and possibilities. As far as literature is 
concerned, the writers in the 1920's had greater freedom to get their 
works published than in the 1880's. The 1920's was a time when in 
Thailand publication and journalism were most flourishing. Compared 
to the time when "Sanuk Nik" appeared, there were not only more
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varieties of periodicals owned by various sorts of people, but 
there also were a greater number of printing presses* Moreover,
King Vajiravudli, a literary man himself, was a sincere advocate of 
freedom of expression* Although he was a king in the absolute 
monarchy, arbitrary censorship was unknown in his reign. Writers 
as well as readers, therefore, enjoyed unlimited freedom of choice 
for subjects to write about or to read. "Si Burapha" himself grew 
up and wrote in a much different intellectual climate from Prince 
Phichit. Perhaps because the latter was too revolutionary when he 
introduced the new form of imaginative writing, and his creative 
thinking was too progressive for the imagination of his readers to 
grasp, his characters all disappeared before they were developed 
further to fulfil their aspiration, perhaps a similar aspiration 
to that which "Si Burapha" 1 s hero achieved about four decades later. 
That was after the reading public had been familiar with prose fiction 
translated and/or adapted from Western literature for about a quarter 
of a centpry.
As for Sattru Kh<?ng cliao Lt?n, the theme of the conflict between 
the Western v/ay of looking at things, and the traditional Thai way 
of life taken up by its author clearly showed an aristocratic sensi­
tivity to the cultural change Thailand was undergoing* And, it is 
clear too that "D9kmai Sot" was in favour of the old Thai tradition. 
The consciousness of "D9kmai Sot" in this respect can be seen clearly
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in her impulse to resist the influx of Western cultures when she 
intentionally and elaborately introduced and described various 
aspects of Thai cultures such as ceremonies, moral thinking, and 
rules of conduct in her later novels.
The sensitivity in regard to cultural conflicts Thailand was 
undergoing was so strong as to inspire imaginative writers when the 
Thais1 contact with the Western world grew so much closer as it 
began to touch on family affairs. This theme as one may remember, 
was first raised in the form of a riddle in 1890 A.D.; and in 189 ,^ 
the problem was fictionalized in the form of short story. At that 
time, the conflict was taken much in a humorous way, and no attempt 
was made either to promote or to counteract either the Western or 
the Thai cultures. It was not until Huachai Chai Num appeared in 
1918, when the conflict was taken more seriously and a compromise 
was proposed. But, about a decade later, f,D9kmai Sotnmade it clear 
in Sattru Kh<?ng $hao Ltyn that in regard to the marriage arrangement, 
the old Thai way is more safe and sound than the Western one.
Of all the three pioneers, Prince Jl-kat derived his material 
from a still greater world than that of his contemporaries. Having 
had an opportunity to view Thailand from abroad, like King Vajiravudh,
1. See chapter V, pp. 1^8-153*
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Prince S-kat saw his home-land a country which needed further develop­
ment if she was to be "honoured in the Family of Nations as an equal 
in every sense of the word". Unless one is exposed to the world at 
large and sees how people in other countries live, one can hardly 
develop the comparative thinking which would enable one to see 
things more clearly as they are. Although Wisut is, as one may say, 
partriotic, his patriotism did not make him so blind as to believe 
that whatever is Thai is the best for the Thais, and by the same 
token is an object for perpetuation and promotion. Like King 
Vajiravudh, Prince A~kat saw that some of the old Thai traditions, 
such as polygamy, should be abolished. The following is an excerpt 
from a conversation between Wisut and Samckuan taken place after 
Wisut1s mother separated from his father.
"... Honestly, I am one of those who loathe polygamy.
I think it is barbarian.^ It might be fine twenty or 
thirty years ago. But, now x^ e should look up to Japan 
and see what caused her progress. India is a hell.
Hindu men made their own country a hell. There is such 
a practice as forcing young girls of eleven to twelve 
to get married. They kept a harem at home, a kind of 
decoration • - thinking that it is gay. Then they let 
their home country become a servant of the British 
because of their own rot."
• • •
1. This term was originally written in a Thai transliteration.
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f,Do you believe that if our country passed a law to 
prohibit a man from having more than one wife it 
would be good for the life of our children and grand­
children? nt she asked*
f,I am sure about that* Whoever comes from other 
countries and sees Thailand as she is in this
respect would feel disgusted ••• And you know it
very well yourself how chaotic a family can be when 
a man has many minor wives•” ^
It is obvious that the reaction against this old institution 
was motivated by a Western system of value judgement in regard to 
polygamy* When looking back to literature in the old convention,
Khun Chang Khun Phaen, for example, one will find that polygamy was 
accepted as an aspect of the Thai culture* No other writers, even
Prince A-kat*s contemporaries, have ever raised this topic as a
problem to be treated in imaginative writing, except King Vajiravudh. 
Although King Vajiravudh, Prince A-kat, and ’’D^cmai Sot11 all had 
direct experiences of being children of a polygamous family, the 
first two still shared other common experiences which MD9kmai Sot” 
did not when she wrote her early novels, ^hat is, the experiences 
of having lived in direct contact with the Western world* It is 
understandable that the King and Prince A-kat, excluding nDokmai Sot”, 
shared a common view in regard to polygamy. This aspect of family
1. A-katdamkoeng, Lakhpn Haeng Chiwit, pp. 6 8 -6 9 *
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life, apparently, interested the King and Prince A-kat so much, 
and it was taken so seriously by both of them, that it was brought 
into their imaginative works. In reality, the King himself tried 
to set the example of being a monogamist, but failed. And Prince 
A-kat was a bachelor when he disappeared in 1932. However, a change 
in a marriage law was made in 193 »^ two years after the publication 
hakhgn Haeng Chiwit, whereby only one wife is legally recognized, 
and only death or divorce can be a reason for the registration of 
a second marriage."*
It might be true that no-one would accept that Lakhyn Ilaeng 
Chiwit, Huachai Chai Num, or any particular work of fiction written 
by King Vajiravudh, brought the attention of the legislators to 
the problem of polygamy. But, it would be difficult for one to 
completely deny that the works played no part whatsoever in casting 
ideas against polygamy before the readers. No-one would deny either 
that a novel has effects on its readers, as it is generally agreed 
that the readers, especially those who are young and naive, often 
attach themselves to their favourite characters in a novel and thus 
spontaneously become emotionally involved in the experiences, senti­
ments, attitudes and value systems of their hero or heroine as the
1. See Thompson, op. cit., p. 68^ -.
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case may be. Yet one would find it equally difficult to point 
out what kind of effects a novel does have on its readers, and 
eventually on society at large, because this emotive aspect of the 
novel involves complicated problems of psychology, both individual 
human psychology and social psychology, therefore, what is to be 
considered in the second correlative aspect of the novel and the 
society is to be limited only to the contribution the novel might 
pay to the society; and the discussion is to be based chiefly on 
the three early novels.
From what has been discussed earlier in this chapter, one will 
see that ”Si Burapha”, ”D9kmai Sot” and Prince S-katdamkoeng were 
all affected in one way or another by the society in which they 
were born and grew up, which they saw, and wrote about. But, only 
the aspects which perhaps interested them most were taken up in their 
work. ”Si Burapha”, having felt encouraged by the new advancement 
the Thai society offered to its members, created a new type of hero 
different in significant characteristics from his predecessors and 
contemporaries. At the end of the story, he placed his hero on top &P 
of the heap of happiness and social success in the contemporary 
social context. When the story of Manot, who, with a high academic 
degree from abroad, rose up from being only a son of a humble 
carpenter to being also Phra Wisutthisatthayan - a high-ranking officer,
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was warmly welcomed by the readers, it meant, as pointed out
earlier, that at any rate a certain number of ^hais shared "Si
Burapha" fs dream. Thus Luk Phuchai in some degree reflected the
social interest, attitudes, and dream of the youth of the rising
class in the Thai society in the late 1920*s. It is helpful to
consider the following statements "Si Burapha" wrote about Luk <
Phuchai for its fourth edition in 193^* in forming a clearer picture
of the relationship between the novel and its social setting.
The novel or literature in general is subjected 
to history. That is to say it reflects life as 
it was when it was written ... A novelist generally 
believes that he portrays life as it really was at 
the time when his n^vel was written as well as he 
possibly could •••
In this essay, "Si Burapha" discredited the work of a novelist 
whose view of reality is limited by what he called "a wrong view"):.’ 
towards the role of the novel in society, an attitude which regards 
the novel not more than simply a kind of entertainment, and admitted 
implicitly that his first novel was also written within this limi­
tation. However, although the problem of what is real and what is 
not in regard to life as it is reflected in a novel can be argued 
endlessly, one may agree to the point that a novel, to some degree,
1. "Si Burapha", "Kham Thalaeng Kh<yng Phutaeng", op. cit., pp. 6-7*
reflects social reality as it is conceived of and felt by the
novelist himself. It is true that no-one would take Luk Phuchai
as a kind of historical document, nor the existence of Phra Wisut
as representative p'//a member of the society in the 1920fs. But,
one may come up with a different view of nSi Burapha1* fs first
novel, if one is to agree with a French critic who wrote under the
name of Alain and who saw that,
What is fictitious in a novel is not so much the story 
as the method by which thought develops into action, a
method which never occurs in daily life ... History, with
its emphasis on external causes, is dominated by the 
notion of fatality, whereas there is no fatality in the 
novel; there, everything is founded on human nature .
Moreover, the interpretation of the view of this critic made by
F. M. Forster should also be considered here in order that one would
be better equipped as a critic.
... each human being has two sides, appropriate to 
history and fiction. All that is observable in a 
man - that is to say his actions and such of his 
spiritual existence as can be deduced from his 
actions - falls into the domain of history. But, 
his romanceful or romantic side (sa partie roman- 
esque ou romantique) includes 'the pure passions, that 
is to say the dreams, joys, sorrows and self-communings 
which politeness or shame prevent him from mentioning1; 
and to express this side of human nature is one of the 
chief functions of the novel*
1. F. M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel (Penguin Books, 197'!), 
P» paraphrased from 8ysteine~es beaux arts (Paris, 1920), pp.
2. Ibid., pp. 53-5^
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If the above view is accepted, one might regard Luk Phuchai 
as a kind of history of a "romantic side" of the Thai youth in the 
1920's written by a member of the society, the society in which the 
writer himself grew up, saw, and wrote about. And as such, the 
novel provided information which would enable one to form a more 
complete picture of the society than that formed from information 
provided in history books alone, rIhis is because from the novel, 
one may be able to feel the sentiments, dreams, aspirations, and 
the like of the people living in it, and these elements of human 
society are normally unobtainable from a book of history per se. 
However, in order to get a complete picture of reality of life or 
of the society at the time the novel was written, one has to read 
more than works of one writer, let alone of one novelist. The con­
tribution one might expect from Luk Phuchai might be summed up as 
being of two kinds. One, at the time when it appeared, the novel 
might possibly have given moral support to ambitious, virtuous and 
industrious youth of humble families who were to establish them­
selves in the society, ^he other, the novel apparently reflects the 
dream of the Thai youth in the 1920's.
—
Sattru Kht?ng Chao Lt?n, on the other hand, offered a different 
kind of contribution. Although "D9kmai Sot" and "Si Burapha" lived 
and wrote in and about the same society and the same period of history,,
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they had very different experiences and interests sufficiently
to make different their conception of the same society* In 
v
Sattru Kh<?ng Chao Ltyn, as one may remember, "D9kmai Sot" was con­
cerned with the cultural interaction of two different value systems 
in regard to marriage: the Western and the Thai. It might be true
that f,D9kmai Sot" did not intend to make Prasong and Mayuri enemies 
to symbolize the two different kinds of value systems, nor their 
marriage a symbol of the compromise between the two cultures. But, 
it is quite clear that "D9kraai Sot”, in her awareness of the cultural 
change Thailand was undergoing, was sceptical about the Western value 
system that the Thais brought home. Such an awareness one cannot 
find in T,Si Burapha*1 fs novel. Compared to Luk Phuchai, Sattru Kh9ng 
dkao LQn was written with a more specific purpose, that is to give 
some advice to young readers, especially girls. Although sophisti­
cated readers would not feel so impressed by the messages the writer 
was trying to communicate, young and naive readers were likely to 
identify themselves with the heroine, and possibly underwent the 
similar sentiments and experiences to those of Mayuri*s in their 
imagination. Because life such as that which was depicted here was 
quite romantic, and the story had a beautiful ending, the latter kind 
of readers might well feel attached to Mayuri*s thought and behaviour. 
Thus, they possibly absorbed the writer's morality with or without 
their being conscious about it. In this respect "I)9kmai Sot" was
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far more successful in her later works, especially in Phu Pi 
(The Genteel), Nflng Nai H<?i (One in a Hundred), and Ni Lae Lok 
(This Is the V/orld) •
Coming to the question of reality of life which Sattru Kh<png
v
Chao Lqh might represent, the writerfs own words about the novel
should be helpful# In the preface, ftD9kmai Sot1* wrote in 1929 that,
•.• I wrote this story by basing it on the charac­
teristics of those whom I myself have seen, and 
heard and whom I learnt about from the people I 
have met ..• ^
However, while her characters might embody the disposition of actual
-  \/
people, life such as that which was portrayed in Sattru Khgng Chao 
Lt?n as a whole remains a kind of that which should be, rather than 
that which really was. Where one can find such a loyal, forgiving 
and protective fiance as Prasong in real life, did not seem to be a 
question for young and naive readers, who were likely to make 
believe that there could possibly be one anyway; at least there 
was one in Sattru Khq>ng Chao Lqm# "D9kmai Sot" sometimes was criti­
cized for her choice of subject on the ground that it did not
represent the Thai society and its people as they really were# But, 
such a criticism is always arguable for no-one could expect to see
the total reality of a human society portrayed in one single book of
\)
fiction. In Sattru Khtyng Chao Lqn, however, what one can see most 
vividly is the reflection of the awareness of cultural changes v/hich 
Thailand was undergoing in the 1920fs.
1. "D9kmai Sot", Sattru Rhone: Chao In?n, p# •
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The Chulalongkorn period represented the formative years of 
modernization. Under the leadership of King Chulalongkorn,
Thailand not only survived as an independent kingdom throughout 
the crucial period of relentless pressure from Western colonialism, 
but also in the reign of his successor, Thailand first emerged as 
an equal member of the Family of Nations - when she joined the Allies 
and the United States of America to fight in France. During 1917-1918, 
the Thai flag was flown in Europe; and, when the war ended, Thailand
'j
became a founder member of the League of Nations. Consequently, 
she saw that her treaties with great powers could be revised in
p
more equal terms than before. In spite of the fact that the inter­
national status of Thailand looked better politically, her internal 
affairs still remained relatively unsatisfactory. King Vajiravudh 
therefore continued his campaign for a new social personality of the 
people, as one can often see in his imaginative writing. After the 
reign of King Vajiravudh had ended, one still heard the echo of his 
ideas concerning the development of new social and intellectual 
personality of modern Siam. Among the writers of the younger generation, 
Prince A-katdamkoeng, who was a grand-son of King Chulalongkorn and a
1. Chula Chakrabongse, op. cit., pp. 288-289, and 300.
2. Direk Chaiyanam, Thai Kap Songkhramlok Khrang thi Siyng, 
Thailand and the Second WorldWar, Vol. I (Bangkok: Phrae Phitthaya,
2510), pp. 27-28.
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nephew of King Vajiravudh, produced a work which echoed most clearly 
the King*s ideas in this regard.
Prince A-kat, after having been in direct contact with other 
cultures and seen how peoples in other parts of the world lived, 
developed a critical mind when he viewed his home-land; and he saw 
the Thai society in a different perspective from both flX)9kmai Sot” 
and "SI Burapha". Like his grandfather and uncle, Prince A-katdarakoeng 
was rather liberal in his patriotism. He saw imperfection in Thai 
society as he was aware of the fact that what had been traditionally 
practised was not always necessarily a sufficient token of its practi­
cality and virtue. Besides the problem of polygamy, about which he 
completely agreed with King Vajiravudh1s critical attitude, Prince 
A-kat, like King Chulalongkorn - who conceived of modern education as 
the life of modern Siam, - was also concerned with this vital core of 
modernization. In the preface to Phiu Ldang Phiu Khao, in which he 
described his art of making fiction, Prince A-kat expressed his view 
on education in relation to his writing motive.
"Education breeds dissatisfaction." The more one knows 
the more one wants, and that leads to ambition and misery.
But, it is education which makes Great Britain the God of 
the sea whose power extends in all directions, and America 
the richest and healthiest as they are now. Ambition and 
misery make the world go forward •*• Fate ... enabled me 
to travel and see many countries. And, after I had 
returned home, I wished to see Siam (as healthy) as they 
are. I wish to have had a part in the glory and growth 
of Siam which is to come in future time ... I have already 
written one book. Yet I shall write many more, unless I die.
I ttfish that the books I write shall remain forever to be a 
guide for our children in the next generation so that they will 
be able to see what is good and what is bad, and to make a vir­
tuous choice for their way of life by themselves ...
1. A-katdamkoeng, Phiu LUang Phiu Khao, pp.
In this second and last novel of his, which, as mentioned
earlier, is a development and extension of one part of Lakhpn Haeng
Chiwit, Wisut, having wished to see his home country grow healthier,
reminded his readers that education in Thailand as it was, was not
yet perfect, and he pointed out to them where the imperfection in
education, as he saw it, lay.
... There is no evidence that in Siam, there has 
been anyone who wrote a book which could be taken 
as a lesson to enable our youth to know and to 
understand the standard and way of living of their 
country. There has been no lesson to guide them so 
that they could lead their life in a virtuous way; 
no lesson to teach them to know themselves so that 
they would be able to love their nation, religion, 
and the King in a right way, a way which would bring 
about progress for the country. Education is the 
knot of civilization in the world. Simply teaching 
the people to be able to read and to write alone is 
much too far from the meaning of the term ’’education” •..
With his belief in the capability of Thai youth in relation to national 
progress, Wisut proposed a means by which he hoped the social ignorance 
from lack of proper education for the public could be eliminated. He 
encouraged his readers to help developing an intellectual growth for 
Siam, a growth which to him was the core of progress, by assuring them 
that,
1. Ibid., p. 1^ .
3*n
Siam is a country which can progress most easily*
• *• "Thai youth” are ready to understand and obey 
all good advice for the sake of their nation, 
religion, and their King* What they need most is 
a set of good books, (the kind) that would enable 
them to know themselves, to know what is going on 
in Siam and in other countries, (the kind of books) 
that would teach them to think, to have minds of 
their own * * * ^
Although a didactic element is generally strong even in tradi­
tional Thai literature, yet such a demand for the development of 
the ability ”to think and to have minds of their own’1 for Thai 
youth as this is indeed a new idea, never before proposed by 
characters in Thai literature. Although freedom of thought and 
freedom of expression by means of literature and journalism were 
encouraged by King Vajiravudh by his own practice, the problem con­
cerning the development of the ability to think was somehow over­
looked, or at least not emphasized. In Prince A-katfs novel,
Wisut proposed that a set of good books be provided for the youth 
of Siam in order that they would cultivate from them an ability 
”to think and to have minds of their own”.
Here one will see that from Prince A-kat1s novel, the readers 
were exposed to a different world of possibility, as well as 
impossibility, provided by an ex-journalist of The Times. The 
readers were generally fascinated by its uniqueness in that the
1. Ibid., pp. 1^-16
3*+2.
main part of the story was set abroad, therefore, it looked rather 
exotic. However, the description of the physical setting of the 
story was generally sketchy. On the other hand, the writer laid 
more emphasis on the ideas which stemmed from his experiences abroad. 
Those ideas were indeed fresh and stimulating. Ideas concerning 
social and intellectual aspects of the Thai life such as those had 
never been emphasized so seriously and intens&y in imaginative work 
before. So, instead of representing or reflecting the current 
thoughts, dreams and awareness of the Thais in the 1920’s, Lakhyn 
Ha eng Chi wit reminded the readers of social \-/eaknesses in Thailand, 
pointed out where the imperfection lay, and proposed a sort of solution 
for it. The novel, on the whole, can be better taken not as an 
history of the ’’romantic side" of Thai youth, but rather as a set 
of ideas expressed subjectively by a Thai youth of the 1920’s.
The early novels, as one may deduce from the discussion in the 
foregoing pages, revealed a trend in the social interests and atti­
tudes of the public. From the fact that the three main characters, 
two male and one female, represent three individuals very different 
in their points of view, their experiences, their concerns, etc., one 
can see that the Thais were no longer a people who generally conformed 
only to the two main sources of the value system: one from the Palace;
the other from the Buddhist monastery. The presence of diversity of
3^3
tastes and attitudes in the Thai society could be inferred from the
•» w  «. —  Vfact that these three novels: Luk Phuchai, Sattru Kh<?ng Chao Lc?n
and Lakhgn Haeng Ghiwit, despite their differences in significant 
respects, were all warmly welcomed by their readers* The reaction 
from the reading public was, at any rate, so positive that their 
creators were encouraged to step further along the road that led 
them to becoming very outstanding novelists in Thailand, as well as 





Prince Phichitprichakijn (Phra Ong dhao Khakkhanangkhayukon), 
the twentieth child of King Mongkut and the second of Chao Ch9m
-  „  'j
Manda PMng, was born on October 29, 1 $55* Being only two years
younger than King Chulalongkorn, Prince Phichit, a member of the
Court Party, was one of his brother*s strong arms in the early
period of the nation-wide reforms* In 188**, he was posted as
High Commissioner to Chiangmai where he introduced a new system
of government for the Thai tributary state5 in 1891 he was
2
appointed as High Commissioner of Bassac. Apart from his temp­
orary post in the Thai tributary states of the north, Prince 
Phichit was a director-general of the Supreme Court (san rapsang
chamra khwam dika), and was finally appointed as Minister of 
3
Justice* He was promoted from the rank and title of "Krom Mfln 
Phichitprichak9n", which he earned in 1876, to that of "Krom Luang 
Phichitprlchak9n" in 1885*^
1* Bajanubhab, Patchasakunlawong, p. 3 1•
2. Bunnag, op. cit,, pp. 32, 10*f t^o . 109.
3 * Hajanubhab, Patchasakunlawong.
*f. Hatchabandittayasapha, op. cit., pp. 13^-135 and 177-178.
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Prince Phichitprichak9n was not only an administrator and 
lawyer of distinction, but also an outstanding man of letters.
At the early age of twenty, Prince Phichit was already involved 
in journalism when he joined the editorial staff of The Court- 
Khao Ratchakan. He was one of the three founders of Wachirayan 
Library in 1880; and, when the first executive committee was 
established in 1881, Prince Phichit became its first Vice-chairman, 
and a Chairman in 1883. After returning from his administrative 
mission to the Thai tributary states in the north in 1883, he 
was elected a Chairman for the second round. This time he modi­
fied the periodicals of the Library which resulted in the issues 
of Wachirayan Wiset weekly, and Wachirayan monthly.^ Prince 
Phichitprlchalojn died on March 11, 1909*





(1876 - 19 5^)
Prince Bidyalankarana (Phra Ong Chao Ratchanichaemcharas), the 
twenty-second child of Prince Wichaichan and the second of Khun
V _
Ch9m Manda Liam (Lek), was born in the Front Palace, Bangkok, on 
January 10, 1876 .^
1886-1891 went to Suan Kulap Palace School;
1893 became an officer in Krasuang Thammakan (the Ministry of
Public Instruction);
1896 an assistant to an English adviser to the Ministry of 
Finance;
1897 followed King Chulalongkorn to Europe in the Kingfs
first state visits;
1898 went to Cambridge;
1899 was called back to Bangkok to take an office in the
Ministry of Finance;
1901 issued Laic Witt hay a;












was appointed Palat Krom Thanabat (Deputy-Director 
to the Department of the Royal Mint);
became A-thibadi Krom Krasapsitthikan (Director of 
the Department of the Royal Mint);
editor of Wachirayan;
A-thibadI Krom Truat and Krom Sarabanchi (Director of 
the Department of Inspection and the Department of 
Records);
a member of the Privy Council;
promoted to the rank of $hao 'Tang Krom entitled Phra 
Ratchaw9rawongthoe Krom Mftn Bidyalankarana;
established Krom Sathiti Phayak9n (The Department of 
Statistics and Prediction);
initiated an experiment on a cooperative system; 
became Vice-minister of Commerce;
Vice-chairman of the literary committee in the Royal 
Academy (Ratchabandittayasapha);
3^9
1932 Chairman of the Koyal Academy;
1933 resigned;
19^3 died of cerebral thrombosis on July 23, at the age
of sixty-nine.
His published works included
Songkhram Bussia kap Yi^un
(The Russian-Japanese War) 190*f
< - V „
Chotmai Changwang Ram 1906
Unfinished Story No, 1 1906^
Unfinished Story No. 2 1907^
Sfrp Ratchasombat, a quasi-historical fiction 1910




(Tales of V/etan) 1918
1,_2 . and 3 * These were the years when the works first appeared 
in Thawi Panya, Many works in the above list were published in maga­
zines in instalments before they were published in book forms in the 
years shown above.
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Kanok Nakhyn, a narrative poem in kl9n
(The Golden City) 1922
Collected Lectures Vol. I 1926
Collected Lectures Vol. II 1929
Pratnuan Nithan ”Nq Mq Sq”
(Collected Tales of “Ny Mq Sp”), two volumes 1930
Sam Krung
(The Three Capital Cities), an historical-based poem in 
khlong, finished in 19^, and published posthumously.
The following are the titles of periodicals issued or supported 
by Prince Bidyalankarana:
Lak Witthaya monthly 1901
Nithranukhrp monthly 1907
Pramuanmak weekly 193^
Pramuan San weekly 193^
Pramuan Wan daily 193^ (?)
Note: The above information comes mostly from flPhra Prawat Phra
Ratchawprawongthoe Krom M&n Bidyalankarana'1, A Biography 
of Prince Bidyalankarana”, of Krom Mftn Bidyalankarana, 




King Vajiravudh was the twenty-ninth child of King Chula- 
longkorn and the second of Queen Saowabha, born in the Royal 
Palace, Bangkok, on January 1, 1880.^ At the age of 13* Prince 
Vajiravudh left for England where, in 189 ,^ he was invested 
the Crown Prince of Siam. In 1897, the Crown Prince Vajiravudh 
went to the military school at Sandhurst. In 1900, he went to 
Oxford where he was admitted to Christ Church College. The 
Crown Prince returned to Thailand in 1902. During King Chula- 
longkornfs second trip to Europe, the Crown Prince Vajiravudh 
was appointed the Regent. He succeeded his father three years 
later, on October 23, 1910.
Apai't from being a liberal monarch in the absolute monarchy, 
King Vajiravudh, who was normally referred to as Kama VI by the 
Thais, was an artist. The king wrote in both traditions, that is 
in poetry as well as in prose. His works appeared originally in 
Thai and in English as well as in translation of both languages.
1. Rajanubhab, Ratchasakunlawong, p. 80.
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His translated works in Thai were normally taken from English,
French and Sanskrit literature. His original works in Thai 
appeared in various forms such as narrative poetry, aphorism, 
drama - musical as well as spoken, essays, articles, and fiction 
in prose narrative. In spite of his marked talent as an essayist, 
King Vajiravudh was more famous in his dramatic works, and was 
regarded "The Father of Spoken Drama".
Having intended to build a new social personality and develop 
a new intellectual tradition for the Thais, the subject of his 
writing touched on various aspects of life such as education, 
religion, philosophy, politics, history, literature, love, warfare, 
humour, marriage, etc. His reign was said to have been the time 
when writers and journalists enjoyed most freedom. He began to 
show his interest in journalism and writing when he was a student 
in England. Upon his return to Bangkok, the Crown Prince Vajiravudh 
founded Thawl Panya Samos9n, Thawi Panya Theatre, and Thawl Panya, 
a monthly magazine, all in 190 *^ And, during 19^8-1921, Dusit 
Samit was issued and circulated weekly. King Vajiravudh died on 
November 2 6, 1925? at the age of forty-five. The king left nearly 
two hundred published works. The following is the list of some of 
his major works.
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Huachai Chai Num (The Heart of a Young Man)
Huaciiai Nakrop (The Heart of a Warrior)
- - 1
Madanabadha, a spoken drama
Malaeng l^ Qng Th<?ng (The Golden Scorpion), translated from Sax Pohmer 
Nithan Thahan P&a (Sailors1 Tales)
Nithan Th<?ng In (Tales of Th<?ng In)
Phra Non, a narrative poem
Pomeo and Juliet, translated from Shakespeare 
Sakun Tala, adapted from Sanskrit literature 
Sawittri
Songkhram Sflp Patchasombat Poland (The War of the Polish Succession) 
Tamchai Than (As You Like It), translated from Shakespeare 
tTtara Kuru, an essay
Wenit Wanit (The Merchant of Venice), translated from Shakespeare
1* The work is a spoken drama in chan, written both in Thai 
and in English; but the English version remained unfinished for 
the King died before it was done. Madanabadha was one of his most 




Prince A-kat damko eng, the sixth child of H.R.H. Prince
Raphiphatthanasak, XKrom Luang Rajburidirekrit, and M9111 Qn, was
born on November 19, 1905, in Bangkok,^ Luring 1920-1924, after
leaving Assumption School, he went to fhepsirin. In 1924, having
tried to follow the similar road to his father, who was a Minister
of Justice and Minister of Agriculture, an Oxford graduate and a
distinguished law scholar, Prince A-kat left for England intending
to go for the bar. According to the report of the superintendent
of Thai government students of 2467 B.E., in London, Prince A-kat
arrived on September 1, 1924, On October 2, he was sent to Captain
Fraser at Queen*s Cottage, Bexhill-on-Sea for coaching in English,
history and French. He returned to London in February 1925 and
continued his studies under Mr. Coumbe; he received private
tuition in English and Composition from Mr. L. W. T. Cooper at
St. John,s College, N,16. Prince A-kat took leave from the super-
2
intendent's care in March 1925*
1. Naret Naropak<j>n, nRim Thanon Ron Khaem”, Siam Rat, August 11, 
25^5, p* 6 , quoted from Nangsfl Ramdap Ratchasakunlawong.
2. Report of the Superintendent of Siamese Government Students 
B.E. 2467 (London, 1924) typescript').
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Prince A-kat, after leaving the United States, returned via
Japan to Bangkok in 1928, where he got a job in the Ministry of 
a
Public Health . On May 21, 1932, news of his death of Malaria in
2Hong Kong on May 18 arrived in Bangkok*
Prince A-kat had showed his literary talent and interest in 
literature and journalism since he was a student at Thepsirin, 
where he and Kulap Saipradit, his classmate, issued a student magazine 
"Sithep". He also wrote articles and translated short stories 
for publication in other magazines, such as Sap Thai, both under 
pseudonyms - "VA^rasawet" and "Nu i£e" - and real name* His major 
works appeared after he had returned from abroad, where he was 
said to have been involved in journalism. His publications inclu- 
ded LakhQn Haeng Chiwit (The Circus of life) (1929)? Phiu LUang 
Phiu Khao (Yellow Skin White Skin) (1930), Wjrnan Thalai (Paradise 
Grumbled) - a collection of short stories 093*0» and Khryp
V  “
Chakkrawan - a collection of short stories.
1. Sanchuan Intharakarahaeng, op. cit., p. 216.
V




(M. L. Buppha Kunch9n Nimmanhemin)
(1905 “  1963)
nD9kmai Sot** was born in Bangkok on February 1 7, 1905.
Her father, Chao Phraya Thewetwongwiwat (M. R, Lan Kunch9n) 
was a distinguished high ranking officer. The last rank he held 
was Minister of Agriculture, but he was more well-known to the 
public in the field of dramatic arts than in his official works.
Her mother, M9111 Malai, was one of the brightest stars in her 
fatherfs repertory theatre. From the age-v of five to thirteen,
v
f,D9kmai Sot1* lived with Mpm Chao Chom, her grand-aunt, in the 
Royal Palace compound. At the age of thirteen she returned to 
her father*s palace and went to Saint Joseph*s Convent, where 
she was introduced to Western literature, and was most impressed 
by a French novelist by the name of M. Delly. f,D9kmai Sot*' 
finished her high school education majoring in French. After her 
father had died, when she was eighteen, she was in the care of her 
eldest half-brother (M. L. Wara Kunch9n), who succeeded ckao Phraya
1, Somphop ciiantharaprapha, Chiwit Put Thep Niyai Kh9ng
MD9kmai Sot11, A Fairy-tale-like Life of nP9kmai Sot1* (Bangkok: 
Phrae Phitthaya, 2509), p. 2^ *
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Thewet's title of the nobility. At the age of twenty-two
nD9kmai Sot1’ began to send her imaginative work for publication
in magazines. In December 1927 her short play ftDi was
published in Thai Khasem. Then, during June-September 1929,
— ^came Sattru Khcpng Chao Lpn. From then to 19*10 '^kmai Sot” 
produced approximately one novel each year. Her works consist 
mostly of novels and short stories.
Sattru Khpng Chao Lyn (Her Enemy) 1929
Nit 1929
Khwamphit Khrang Raek (The First Mistake) 1930
Karma Kao (Karma in the Past) 1932
Sam Chai (The Three Men) 1933
Nmng Nai R<?i (One in a Hundred) 193^
Ubathet (The Accident) 193^
Chai Chana Khpng Luang Nar&ban (The Triumph of Luang Narflban) 1933 
Fhu Dl (The Genteel) 1937
Nanthawan ?
Ni Lae Lok (This Is the World) 19*f0
Phu Klin A collection of short stories 
Busababan A collection of short stories
The Unfinished novel
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"D^kmai Sot11 wrote the first draft of her new novel in 19^9j 
but due to her poor health the work remained unfinished, although 
it had been revised and re-written during 1953-195 *^
f,D9kmai Sot" married Sukit Nimmanhemin, who later became an 
outstanding politician, in San Francisco in September 195^* She 
died a wife of a Thai ambassador to India, in New Delhi, on 
January 17, 1963, at the age of fifty-eight.
During her life-time, "Dc^ kmai Sot11 had a chance to see her 
works studied in schools, her novel Ml Lae Lok (This Is the World) 
won an international award, and one of her short stories - 
"Phonlamftang Di" ("The Good Citizen") - was selected to be trans­
lated into Snglish by The Canberra Fellowship of Australian Writers; 
the work was published in SPAN in 1958.




Of all the three pioneers, only "Si Burapha" is still living. 
Perhaps because of this reason, his biography is difficult to 
obtain yet. What one knows of him is not about his family back­
ground but about his education and his work. He went to Thepsirin 
and was in the same class as Prince A-kat from 1920-192*1-, when the 
latter left for England. During his high school days, "Si Burapha" 
and Prince A-kat shared a common interest in writing and journalism. 
After finishing his education at Thepsirin, "Si Burapha" joined the 
editorial staff of Sena Sfrksa Lae Phae Witthayasat, in which his 
short stories were published intermittently during 1926-1928. In 
1927, he set up a publishing office, Samnak Phim Nai Thep Pricha.
In 1929» "Si Burapha" became a founder and the editor of Suphap 
Burut (The Gentleman), a fortnightly magazine. From then onwards,
"Si Burapha" became involved more and more deeply in journalism.
He was an editor or manager of a number of magazines and newspapers, 
such as Pracha Mit (The Peoplefs Friend), Thai Mai (The New Thai), 
Pracha Chat (The Nation), the last of which was under the patronage 
of Prince Wanwaithayak<?n. In 1932, when he was the editor of Pracha 
Chat, "Si Burapha" was successful in encouraging his friend, "Yakh^p"
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(Chot Phraephan) to write fiction* It was in Pracha Ghat where 
the first part of Phu Ghana Sjpthit, the longest epic-romance in 
prose, was serialised for the first time in 1932.
Having been introduced to Dr. Pridi Phanomyong, (Luang Pradit 
Manutham), "Si Burapha" was deeply impressed by the latter*s poli­
tical ideology. And, Pracha Chat became the means by which he 
often expressed his political views. In his novel, Songkhram 
Chiwitj' (The War of Life), "Si Burapha" 1 s unconventional political 
inclination clearly overshadowed its theme; and aphorism which he 
often used to introduce a new chapter was also written with a 
political undertone. But in Khang Lang Phap (Behind the Painted
Picture), "Si Burapha", as a literary artist, could free himself
from the command of his newly cultivated political ideology, which 
took over his hand when he wrote Bongkhram Chiwit. However, during 
the 1930's he left Bangkok and lived in exile abroad.
"Si Burapha*1 *s literary works include short stories and 
novels, the most well-known of which are Khang Lang Phap and 
Songkhram Chiwit*
1928 Luk Phuchai Thep Pricha
Publishing Office
1928 Man Manut (Human*s Dnemy) " "
1929 Frap Phayot (The Taming of the Shrew) Buphap Burut
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1929 Phachon -:-B.ap (Pacing &in) Huphap Burut
1930 &aen Pak Saen Khaen (The Vigour of Love and Hate) Thai Mai 
1932 Songkhram Chiwit (The War of Life) ?
1937 Khang Lang Phap (Behind the Painted Picture) Pracha Chat
hok Sanniwat - a collection of short stories
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"Scotland", Siam Repository, Vol. IX, (January, 1872), pp. 15-16.
Simmonds, E. H. S. ”Epic-Romance Poetry in Thailand”, The Social 
Science Review, Vol. 1 , No. 2 (October, 2506), pp. 100-106.
* "Mahorasop in a Thai Manora manuscript”, Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London,
VSi. xxx, T t7T , ‘ 1967," pp. 391-4(537”
. "Some Aspects of Narrative Prose Fiction in Thai”, Proceedings 
of the 25th (i960) Congress of Orientalists, Moscow, Vol. 4,
1964, pp. 337-343.
. "Thai Narrative Poetry: Palace and Provincial Texts of an
Episode from Khun Chang Khun Phaen”, Asia Major, Vol. X, Pt. 2 , 
1963, pp. 279-299.
Articles and Short Stories in Thai
Chamnong Rangsikun. "Sonthana Phathi”, Satri Sarn, Vol. 25, No. 25 
(October 1, 2515), p. 21.
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Chanthit Krasaesin. "Chinda Mani: Sangkhep BanthUk", Journal
of International P.E.N.. - Thailand Centre's Vol. 2,
(December, 2502), pp. 86-113.
"D^cmai Sot". Review of Phu Di by Nila\\ran Pintong, Maha Witthayalai, 
Vol. 16, No. 1 (2481), pp. 227-234.
"Editorial Miscellaneous Note", Suphap Burut, Vol. 1 (August 15,
2472), pp. 882-883. -- ---
v  •» /  v  —Khieo Hwan"(Chao Phraya Thammasakmontri)• "Khun Ya Phoeng", Lak 
Witthaya, Vol. 2, Pt. 1 (July, r.s. 120), pp. 45-62.
"Khwam Fan", Darunowat, Vol. I (the tenth month, the twelfth day 
of the waxing moon, chulasakkarat 1236), pp. 185-186.
"Khwam Kaeng Yaeng Kae Kan". Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. 41 (August 9i 
r.s. 113), pp. 485-486.
K$ngkaeo Wiraprachak. "Khrllang Khian NangsU Kh9ng Chao Thai Bo ran",
Archaeology, Vol. II, No. 2 (October-December, 2511), pp. 100-122.
"Malika". "Prathet Siam Khuan Mi Sensoe Rti Mai", Phaphayan Siam,
(kpril 8 , 2465), p. 4.
Nai Kuad Hum Phrae* "Nithan", Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. I, No. 3i
(the second month, the eighth day of the waning moon, chula­
sakkarat 1247), pp. 47-53 •
Naret Naropak9n. "Rim Thanon Ron Khaem", Siam Rat, (June 1, 2515)* 
p. 6 , and (August 11, 2515)* p. 6.
"Nithan Patyuban". Darunowat, Vol. I (the second eighth month, the 
fourteenth day of the waning moon, chulasakkarat 1236), p. 8 1.
"Nu Ae". "Patchim Likhit”, Sap Thai, Vol. 4, No. 1 (August, 2467), 
pp. 173-179.
Pan Wimuttakun- (Luang Phakdi-adisai). "Taeng-ngan (Kan) Dual
Khwamsat", Wachirayan, Vol. 20 (May, r.s. 115)* PP* 2069-2086.
"Pen Bao Khao Ngai Pen Nai Khao Yale", Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. 41 
(August 9, r.s. 113)* pp. 481-484.
Phichitprichak9n, H.R.H. Prince. "Sanuk NUk", Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. I, 
No. 28 (the eighth month, the fifteenth day of the waning moon, 
chulasakkarat 1248), pp. 323-325*
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* "S&pha Nayok Thalaeng”, Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. I, No. 28  
(the eighth month, the fifteenth day of the waning moon, 
chulasakkarat 1248), p. 3 1 8.
Samroeng Itsarasak. M. R. (M9m Anuwongwfyraphat), ”Sonthana Rttang 
Nithan’1, Wachirayan, Vol. I, Pt. 6 (March, r.s. 113)» PP* 
6o4»612.
"Si Burapha”. Review of Khang Lang Phap by Somehit Siksamat,
Maha Witthayalai. Vol. 16, No? 5 (2^81), pp. 1123-1130.
Sls9rarak, Chaomtln (Pheng). ’’Thaloek Thoek Thak”, Wachirayan 
Wiset, Vol. 9* No. 10 (January 4, r.s* 112), pp. 115-118.
Sonabandit, H. R. H. Prince. ’’Kham Kae Nangsm Chabap Thi 28”,
Wachirayan Wiset, Vol. I, No. 29 (the eighth month, the eighth 
day of the waxing moon, chulasakkarat 1248), p. 333*
lfWinaM. "Antawathi”, Thai Khasem, Vol. 6 , No. 4 (August 15? 2472), 
pp. 529-530, and Vol. 6 , No. 5 (September 15, 2472), p.*700.
Books in Thai
S-katdamkoeng, Prince. Khr9p Chakkrawan. Bangkok, 2505*
. Lakhqn Haeng Qhiwit. Bangkok, 2514.
 ___• Phiu Ltiang Phiu Khao. Bangkok, 2514.
<v v
A-m9ndarunarak, Chamtin (Ghaem Sunth9rawet) (ed.). Dusit Thani 
MUang Prachathippatai Kh9ng Phrabatsomdet Phra Mongkutklao- 
chaoyuhua. Bangkok, 2513*
Bidyalabh Bridhyakorn, KromamKn (H. H. Prince Dhani Nivat).
Phrabatsomdet Phra Phutthayotfachulalok Song FUnfu Watthanatham. 
Bangkok, 2502•
Bidyalankarana, Prince (”N9 M$ S9"). Chotmai Gftangwan Ram. Bangkok, 
2504.
 • Nithan Kh9ng !,N9 M9 S911. Bangkok, (undated).
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. RUang Khpng Nakrian MUang Angkrit. Bangkok, 231^.
Boonlua Debyasuvarn, M. L. Khwatn Sararet Lae Khwara Lomleo.
Bangkok, 251
V
Chao Phraya Phra Khlang (Hon) et al. Rachathirat* Bangkok, 2309.
. Sarnkok. 2 Vols. Bangkok, 2310,
^hulalongkorn, King of Thailand# Fhraratchadamrat Nai Phrabat- 
somdet Phra GnulactiQmklao ciiaoyuhua Song ^halaeng Phra 
Baromarachathibai Kaekhai Kanpoidchr9ng Phaendin. Bangkok, 
2%?07~ “
• Phraraftchaphithi &ips9ng ^Uan. Bangkok, 2303#
, and Phrasadetsurenthrathibadi, Chao Phraya. Phra- 
ratchahatthalekha Lae NangsU Krap Bangkhomthun Kh<?ng Chao 
Phraya Phrasadetsurenthi^thibadi. Bangkok, 230V.
 , and Vajiranana Varorasa^ . Phraratchahatthalekha Phrabat­
somdet Phra Chulacfh^mklaochaoyuhna Song Mi Pai Ma Kap Sonidet 
Phra Maha Samanac^ iao' Krorn Phra^'VajTrafena VarSrasa.
Bangkok, 2472* ~
Bamrong Rajanubhab, H.R.H. Prince. Phraratchaphongsawadan Krung 
Ratanakosin Ratchakan Thi Ha. Bangkok, 2^93•
>w> Tamnan H$ Phra Samut. Bangkok, 2312.
. Tamnan Lakh<?n Inao. Bangkok, 2303.
. Tamnan NangsU Samkok. Bangkok, 2^71.
. Tamnan Sepha Rttang Khun Chang Khun Phaen. Bangkok, 2^70. 
_ = .  ^atchasakunlawong. Bangkok, 2^ +70.
Darunowat. Bangkok, 2312.
Direk Chaiyanam. Thai kap Songkhramlok khrang thi &9ng. Vol. I, 
Bangkok, 2310.
nD9kmai Sot11 (M. L. Buppha Kunch9n Nirmnanhemin). Sattrtt Khpng Chao 
Lgn. Bangkok, 2312.
Karath9n Sathirakun. NangsU Lae Kanphim. Bangkok, 2513*
Kap Maha Chat. Bangkok, 2307*
36?
Khach^n Bukhabanii. Kao Baek Khong NangsUphim Nai Prathet Thai. 
Bangkok, 2508.
Khun Chang Khun Phaen. Bangkok, 2506.
LiXit Phra Lq. Bangkok, 2508.
Mae Wan (Phraya ^urintharacha) (trans.). Khwam Phayabat.
Bangkok, 251^*
Ministry of Education. Baep Bjan Wannakhadi Thai. Vols. II-V. 
Bangkok, 25^3•
. Prawat Krasuang SUksathikan 2^35-2507« Bangkok, 2507* 
v
Mom Bajodai. Chotmaihet Lae Nirat London. Bangkok, 2^ -61.
NangsU Court Khao Ratchakan. Bangkok, 2^66.
Nangsti Thi Balttk Thdng Bqp Bpi Pi Haeng Wan Sawankhot Phrabatsomdet 
Phra Chpniklaochaoyuhua Lae Wan Sawoeirat Phrabatsomdet Phra 
Chulach^mklaochaoyuhua. Bangkok, 2511*
National Library. Nam Praphan Khcyng Nakkhian Thai Sting Chai Nai Bat 
Balkan Khpng Up Bamut Haeng Chat. Bangkok, 2513*
  Nithan Iran Bat chat ham. Bangkok, 250^.
. Prachum Phongsawadan Chabap Hp Samut Haeng Chat. Vol. I. 
Bangkok, 2507*
* Warasan Lae NangsUphim Nai Prathet Thai Sting Thi Phim
Bangkok, 2513*
Nipata Jataka, (trans.). 25 Vols. Bangkok, 2^62-2^7^*
Nithan Wachirayan. Vols. I-III. Bangkok, 2508-2509*
Panha Khatkhpng. Bangkok, 2465*
Panhasa Jataka (trans.). 2*f Vols. Bangkok, 2^67-2^73*
Paramanuchitchinorot, Krom Somdet Phra. Phra Pathom Somphothi Katha. 
Bangkok, 2505*
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Phra Hor&thibadi et al. Chinda Manj. Lem NUng-^Qng Kap Banthttk 
Rflang NangsU~lThirida Mant Lae Chinda Mant ^abap Phrachao 
Baromakot. Bangkok, 230^» * ~
Phraratchakamnot With! Pokkhrpng Hau-mliang Khrang Phaendin Phrachao 
'X'hai-sa. Bangkok, *2559*
Phraratchapithi Thawatthotsarnat Kh<?ng Kao. Bangkok, 2*f6*f.
Phraya Lithai, King ofStMhthadi. Trai Phum Phra Ruang, Bangkok, 2306.
PI Wang Na Nakh9n. Prawat Wannakhadi Thai Samrap Naksliksa. Bangkok, 
2^ *98*
P9 Watcharapbujn, Chomrom Nakkhian• Bangkok, 2309*
v _
Prachum Charlik Wat Phra
Kama III et al» Phieng
Chetuphon. 2 Vols, Bangkok, 2^72.
Yao Konlabot Lae Konla-aksyn. Bangkok, 2^63.
Raphiphatthanasak, H.R.H. Prince (Krom Luang Rajburidirekrit) (ed.), 
Kotmai. Bangkok, r,s. 120.
. .  _  —  v
Ratchabandittayasapha. %ang Ohaloem Phra Yot ^haonal. Bangkok, 2^72-
Salao Rekharuchi. NUng Sattawat NangsUphim Thai. Bangkok, 2310.
Samakhom Sangkhomasat Haeng Prathet Thai. Wanwaithayak9n ;
Wannakhadi, Bangkok, 231
s/ _ _
Sanit Charoenrat. 0 VJa %~na~Pracharat: Khwam Lang Khyng NaknangsWphim
Phu Ntlng. Bangkok, 2507.
V
Sathian Chanthimath9n. Khon Khian NangsU. Bangkok, 2313*
Sathit Semanin. Wisasa. Bangkok, 231
Sawat Senanarong. Phumisat Prathet Thai. Bangkok, 2312.
Seni Pramoj, M. R. Kotmai Samai Ay ut hay a. Bangkok, 2310.
f,Si Burapha” (Kulap Saipradit). Khang Lang Phap. Bangkok, 2*f8l.
 . Luk Phuchai. Bangkok, 2^97*
3&9
Bommot Am$raphan, H.R.H. Prince, and Damrong Rajanubhab, H.R.H. 
Prince (comp.). Rttang Tang Phra Rachakhana Phu Yai Nai 
Krung Ratanakosin. Bangkok, 246>6. ”*
V
Somphop Chantharaprapha. Chiwit Put f^hep Niyax Kh$ng !!Dykmai Hot11. 
Bangkok, 2^09.
S$ Watthanaset. Kiattikhun Phra Mongkutklao. Bangkok, 2^00.
Sunth^n Phu. Phra Aphai Mani. Bangkok, 2468.
Temsiri Bunyasing. Wjcha Natasin: Kan Lakh<?n PhUa Kan Bitksa.
Bangkok, 2^14.
M V
Thailand. Bkkasan RUang Kan Ghat Kan ^Uksa Nai Ratchakan Phrabat­
somdet" Phra Cliulach^mklaochaoyuhua♦ Bangkok, 2511* —
—  —  v  —  —  _
Thanit Yupho. Qhaofa Thammathibet: Phra Prawat Lae Bot Rqd
Kr9ng. Bangkok, 2505*
Thawi Muktharakosa. Phra Maha Thiraratchao. Bangkok, 2506.
Uppakitsinlapasan, Phraya. Laic Phasa Thai. Bangkok, 2499*
Vajiranana Varorasa, H.R.H. Prince. Tamnan Vat Pavaranivesa 
Vihara. Bangkok, 2465*
Vajiravudh, King of Thailand. I-Iuac&iai Nakrop. Bangkok, (undated).
. (flai Kaeo, Nai Khwan). Nithan Th$ng In. Bangkok, (undated).
 ftama Chitti). Huachai Chai Num. Bangkok, (undated).
Yot V/atcharasathian. Khwam Pen Ma Kh<?ng Kan Praphan Lae Nak 
Praphan Khgng Thai  ^ Bangkok, 2506*
Books in Western Languages
Bose, P. N. (ed.). Harivamsha. Pt. 1. Bengal, (undated).
Bradbury, Malcolm. The Social Context of Modern English Literature. 
Oxford, 1971*
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Chula Chakrabongse, H.R.H. Prince of Thailand* Lords of Life. 
London, 19&0.
Coedes, George (ed.). Inscriptions de Sukhodaya. Bangkok, 2h6 7•
. The Making of South East Asia, trans. H. M. Wright.
London, 19661 "" ~~~
De la Loubere, Simon. (A New Historical Relation of) The Kingdom 
of Siam, trans. A. P. Gen. R.S.S. Oxford University Press,
19S9T™
The Department of Elementary and Adult Education. Education in 
Thailand: A Century of Experience. Bangkok, 1970.
Forster, E. M. Aspects of the Novel. Penguin Books, 1971*
Jones, Robert B. Thai Titles and Ranks Including a Translation of 
Traditions of Royal Lineage in Siam by King Chulalongkorn.
New York, 1971*
Leavis, Q. D. Fiction and the Reading Public. London, 1968.
Maenmas Chavalit. Survey Report on Reading Materials in Thailand. 
Bangkok, 1966.
Paul Sithi-Amnuai• Finance and Banking in Thailand: A study of
the commercial F^stem "l8~88~ 1963» Bangkok, 19(^U
Schouten, Joost. A Description of Siam, trans. Capt. Roger Manley. 
Bangkok, 19&9*
Thomlinson, Ralph. Thailand^ Population: Facts, Trends, Problems
and Policies. Bangkok, 1971*
Thompson, V i r g i n i a .  Thailand: The New Siam. New York, 19&7*
Watson, George. The Study of Literature. London, 19^9*
Watt, Ian. The Rise of the Novel. Penguin Books, 1970.
Wood, W. A. R. A History of Siam. London, 1926.
Wyatt, David K. The Politics of Reform in Thailand: Education in
the Reign of King Chulalongkorn. New Haven and London, 1969*
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Periodicals in English
Bangkok Calendar* 1862 and 1868,
Bangkok Recorder# 1865-1866.
Siam Daily Advertiser* 1871.
Siam Repository. 1869 and 1.872*
Periodicals in Thai
Bangkok Recorder. 1863-1866 A.D.
Banthoeng Khadl. 2470-2471 B.E* (1927-1928 A.D.)
Chotmai Het Baeng-Arun* 2433 B.E. (1892 A.D.)
The Oourt-Khao Ratchakan* chulasakkarat 1237-1238 (18?3-1876 A.D.) 
Darun Khasem. 2469 B.E. (1926 A.D.)
Darunowat* chulasakkarat 1236 (1874 A.D.)
Dusit Samit. 2461-2464 B.E. (1918-1921 A.D.)
Khao Phaphayon. 2467-2471 B.E. (1924-1928 A.D.)
Kunlasatri. r.s. 125 (190? A.D.)
Lak Witthaya. r.s. 119-121. (1901-1903 A.D.)
Maha witthayalai. 2467-2481 B.E. (1924-1938 A.D.)
MangsU Phim Khao Lakhiyn Pramot Nakhgn. 2469 B.E. (1926 A.D.)
Nari Kasem. 2469 B.E. (1926 A.D.)
Narinat. 2473 B.E. (1930 A.D.)
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Niyai Ral DUan. 2457 B.E. (1914- A.D.)
Phadung Witthaya. 2455-24-58 B.E. (1912-1915 A.D.)
Phaphayon. 2469-24-70 B.E. (1926-192? A.D.)
Phaphayon siam. 2465-2467 B.E. (1922-1924 A.D.)
Phg Witthaya. r.s. 130 (1912 A.D.)
Pracha Chat. 2475-24?8 B.E. (1932-1935 A.D.)
Ratchakitchanub'elcsa. chulasakkarat 1219-1221, and 1236 
(1857-1859 and 1874 A.D.), r.s. 112-113, and 126 
(1894-1895 and 1908 A.D.), and 2457 B.E. (1914 A.D.)
Eoengrom. 2470 B.E. (1927 A.D.)
Samakhom Wannakhadi Ral DUan. 2474 B.E. (1934 A.D.)
Samanmit Banthoeng. 2469-2471 B.E. (1926-1928 A.D.)
Sap Thai. 2464-2469 B.E. (1921-1926 A.D.)
Saranukun. 2469-2472 B.E. (1926-1929 A.D.)
Satri Thai. 2468-2469 B.E. (1925-1926 A.D.)
SSng SUksa Lae Phae Witthayasat. 2465-2469 B.E. (1922-1926 A.D.) 
Siam Muai. 2455-2456 B.E. (1912-1913 A.D.)
SrikniiK. 2456-2469 B.E. (1913-1926 A.D.)
Suphap Burut. 2472-2473 B.E. (1929-1930 A.D.)
Thai Khasem. 2467-2477 B.E. (1924-1934 A.D.)
Thai Mai. 2473-24?4 B.E. (1930-1931 A.D.)
Thalok Witthaya. r.s. 119-120 (1901-1902 A.D.)
Thawl Panya. r.s. 122-125 (1904-1907 A.D.)
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Uttari Witthaya. r.s, 131 (19*13 A.D.)
Wachirayan. r.s. 113-12A (1893-1906 A.D.)
Wachirayan Wiset. chulasakkarat 1247-r.s. 113 (1883-1893 A.D.) 
Wjtthayachan. 2A66 B.E. (1923 A.D.)
The above periodicals were all published in Bangkok.
Unpublished Material in English
Eeltus, George Haws (ed.). Abstract of the Journal of Rev. Dan 
Beach Bradley, M.D. Medical Missionary in^iam 1833"1873* ~
Ohio, 1936. (MicrofilmO
Khomkhai Nilprapassorn* flA Study of the Dramatic Poems of the
Panji Cycle in Thailand", Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University 
o f London, 1966.
Tej Bunnag. "The Provincial Administration of Siam from 1892 to 
1913! A Study of the Creation, the Growth, the Achievements, 
and the Implications for Modern Siam, of the Ministry of the 
Interior unde*' Prince Damrong Rachanuphap", Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, University of Oxford, 1968.
Thailand. "Report of the Superintendent of Siamese Government 
Students B.E. 2A67"* Students' Office, London, 2^6 7. 
(Typescript.)
Unpublished Material in Thai
Phanwit Wirotwong. "Chlwit Lae Ngan Khtjng Sot Kuramarohit".
Interview with Sot Kuramarohit. December 26, 2313* (Typescript*)
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Other Sources
1* Personal Interviews made during January-March 1972 in 
Thailand with:
Cha~em Antrasen, World Fellowship of Buddhists, A1 Phra Athit 
Street, Bangkok 2*
Chai Rttangsin.
Chit Phraephanit, Phra“e Phitthaya, Wang Burapha, Bangkok# 
v
^hUa Satawethin.
Nilawan Pintong, Khun, Satri Sarn, 83/36-39 A-khan Tri 
Thotsathep 2, Prachathipatai Road, Bangkok 2*
Op Chaiv/asu, The Bangkok Buddhist Society, *f1 Phra Athit Street, 
Bangkok 2.
San Thewarak*
Sa-nguan Chuphinit, wife of the late Malai Chuphinit. 
y
Sanit Gharoenrat, Bangkok Bank, Head Quarters, Bangkok,
Sathit Semanin, Chao Thai, a daily newspaper, Bangkok*
Sot Kuramarohit*
Suthep ChuchUa, Kao Na, Wang Burapha, Bangkok.
Thanim Laohawilai.
2* Personal letters from:
lam SangkhawasI, World Fellowship of Buddhists, 41 Phra Athit 
Street, Bangkok 2, dated September 27, 2313»
Nilawan Pintong, Khun, the editor of Satri Sarn, 83/36-39 A-khan 
Tri Thotsathep 2, Prachathippatai Road, Bangkok 2, dated 
December 13, 2313*
Pin Malakul, M. L* 139 Sukhumvit, Bangkok 11, dated Kay 8, 2313, 
and April 18, 2316.
